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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis examines tlie relation between the dianging demographic Composition of
the population and its economic, political and international consequences from an
economic-theoretical point of view. The ample current interest in this subject needs
little comment. In the OECD-countries, virtually no political or ecoiioniic debate is

safeguarded from ageing anxiety. This anxiety raises a number of questions, such
as: Why has there been such a decline in fertility in the second half of the twentieth
century? Will cranking up the birth rates offer a possibility to reform tlie existing public

pension plans? Why are the existing old-age social-security arrangements so generous?
Why is the labour-force participation of elderly workers that low?  Will a reform of the
current public pension system be politically feasible? Does population ageing caiise
international spillovers? Will imniigration provide a solution to the ageing problem?
Will (an even modest level of) eCOnonlic growth be sufficiezit for the sustainability of
the current social-security arrangements?'

This study will attempt to answer these and other related questions. Yet, this
thesis does not provide definite answers. Our aim will be to provide some alternative
explanations for the current state of affairs and to lay bare the pros and cons of the
different proposals to beat the ageing problem. Positive (descriptive) analysis will rule
the roost in examining the economic and political-ecoriomic aspects aiid iIiiplications
of population ageing and existing redistributional arrangements between getierations
in a changing and globalising environment. Consequently, we will mainly deal with
statements of cause and effect and we will not indicate whether tlie phenomenon under

consideration is 'good' or 'bad'. This approach contrasts the normative one which deals

with statements that embody value judgements. Chapter 4, however, will also provide
some normative judgements with respect to the welfare effects (of different policy op-
tions to obviate the adverse effects) of an ageing population. Furthermore, Chapter
6 does not so much focus on population ageing, but rather considers the political-
economic effects of an increased wage differential between young and old workers.

This Introduction consists of two parts. Section 1.1 will hand the motivation for this
study and will briefly sketch the background. In Section 1.2, the different parts of this

1 Throughout this study. the terms pensions and social security (actually an abbreviation for old-age

social security in this monograpli) will be used interchangeably.
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monograph will be introduced. Aforeover. the mutiial relation between tlie individual
chapters will be outlined iii detail.

1.1    Background and motivation
At the dawn of the Iiew milleiiiiium. the sustaiziability of the current social-security
arrangements is a buriling issue in nially  rich' countries.2  Over the first half of this
century. the demographic shift due to longer life expectancy and lower fertility will
urge these countries to reconsider their public pension plans in a fundainental way. On
the one hand, the elderly iikhabitants will expect -decetit pelisioiis to live on. OIl the
other hand. however. their relatively growing number will put a niuch heavier burden
on the working part of the population that has to foot the social-security bill. The
oldest baby boomers have just turned 55 this year and the 'demographic time-bomb'
is ticking. Table 1.1 depicts the old-age dependency ratios (defined  as  the  number  of
people over 65 as a percentage of the people between 20 and 64 years: the potential
labour force) in the EU-countries in the years 2000 and 2050. The underlying causes
for this increase are. on the one hand. the baby-boom after T\Toild War II and the
baby-bust starting in the sixties and lasting till today. and. on the other hand. the
rising life expectancy (sce figures 3.2 aiid 3.3 for data Oil fertility and life expectancy).

2000 2050 2000 2050

Belgium 0.28 0.50 Luxeriibourg 0.23 0.42

De11111ark 0.24 0.42 Netherlands 0.22 0.40

Gernially 0.26 0.53 Austria 0.25 0.55

Greece 0.28 0.59 Portugal 0.25 0.49

Spain 0.27 0.66 Finlaiid 0.24 0.48

France 0.27 0.51 Sweden 0.30 0.46

Ireland 0.19 0.44 United Kingdom 0.26 0.46

Italy 0.29 0.67 EU-15 0.27 0.53

Table 1.1: Old-age dependency ratios in the European Union.

Source: Eurostat (2000).3

2 Redistribution is  an  example  of a  luxury  good: as people. or countries. get richer, tliey spend  a
growing share of their income on it.  The cost of pror·iding social securiti' should. however. not exceed
the economic benefits.  In this respect,  many countries  ha,·e been failing.

1 Borrowed  from CPB Netherlands Bureau for Econoniic Policy Analysis (2000. Table  2.1,  p. 17).
The evolution of dependenc,· ratios iii otlier OECD-countries is depicted in Figure 3.1.
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Nevertheless, solutions are still iii sliort supply up till Ilow. altlioligh inost of thi, ri(·11
countries  have been aware  of t lieir 100111ing demographic problenis  for at least three ()r
four decades.

In the OECD-countries. govmmrd spending on peiisioiis nowadays niake lip fc)r
almost 1091 of gross domestic product 011 average.  Sonie gover nizients are niore geii('1·ous

than others, but. irrespective of tlie generosity of tlie social-sec·urity arrailgellierits.
tlie getieral consensus is tliat. ill 111(,St OECD-countries. tliey will remain in pritic·11,lp
comniitted to supporting  the el<lerly.'   Tliey are notably  relilctant  to reconsicier fr(Jill
first pririciples what role tfie statc' slic,iild play in the pic,visic)11 of social ,sec:urity."

Governments argue that they are itic!('ecl willing to contract witli future generatioits of
taxpayers. There is, however. the risk tliat tliese futrire getieraticins will not live up to
the  promises that politicians  niade  iii  t he  past.   Therefore'.  people  have  become  more

pessimistic with respect to the gap between 'proniised' and actual pension benefits.6

Their confidence in the current Systelll is dwindling. In Chapter 3. we will denionstrate
that pessimistic beliefs. and in particular, rumours that future pension benefits will be

low, may tzirn  out   to  be  a self-fulfilling prophecy   (see also Section   1.2).     Xforeover,
the upcoming dramatic increase in the nuniber of retirees raises tlie question whether
governments can go on providiIig these public pensions. as 111()St of these sclienies work
on  a  Pay-As-You-Go  (PAYG)  principle.  whicli  Ineans  that  (·11rrf,iit  workers  provicle  the
benefits  for the current retirees. Unlike  contributions  to  funded  pension  schemes.  the
contributions  by each generatioii  are  iiot   invested  to  pay fc,r their  own  retirement.  but
are used to finance the pensions of those already retired. This iinplies that there is 110

(or just a very weak and indirect) link between the contributioiis paid and the benefits
received. Tlie. perhaps. best-known example in this respect is Ida XIay Fuller, who in
1940 becanie the first Anieric·aii citizeti to receive a social-seczirity benefit. She paid

''This conintitnient mai· be induced 1»· electoral considerations. as is tlie case iii chapters 6 ancl 8
of this thesis. In Chapter 5. we will Miab·se wliether prir·atising social sec·urity will lead to electoral
success.

' In Latin America, however. there are several couiitries  tliat have reformed their public   pensioli
arrangements. Four countries have totally privatised their public pension schemes (Cliile, XIexico,
Bolivia,  and El Salvador)  and four have partially privatised (Argentina, Uruguay,  Colombia,  atid
Peru).     See for evidence Williamson   ( 1999). Within   the   EU, the United Kingdoni   also   partially
privatised its old-age social-security arrangements (see Williamson i2000}) The proposal to partially
privatise the U.S. social-security system is discusseci in detail furtlier oil iii this section and iii Cliapter
5.

6In this respect. The Economist October 24th 1998, refers to a survei· ainong young Americans
who    'more  [...]    believe  in  UFOs  than  believe  they  will  ever  receive  a  dime of their Social Security

pensioii".
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$25 into the system before she retired, and by the tillie she died iii 1975. aged 100. slie
had received benefits amounting to $23,000.

Due to the iiicrease in the old-age dependency  ratio.  a  prolongation  of the existing
pension policies will not only result in a large burden for the (future) workers, but
it is also often argued that public finances will take a turn for the worse.7  OECD-
projections show that pension spending will increase tip to 20% of GDP iii Germany,
France. and Italy in the upcomiiig decades. if the current policies are carried on. Pen-
sion commit ments are expected to increase thc, 11(:t pziblic debt to at least twice its
current level in these countries (given the current level of social-sectirity (·oritributions
and  pension  benefits).b   For  The Netlierlands.  CPB  (2(}00)  clenioiistrates that curreIit
policies will become uilsustainable, if they remain uiichaiiged. Ergo, tlie existing geti-
erous PAYG-social-security airangeinents are doorried l,y deniograpliy." In Chapter 6.
we provide an explanation for the increased generosity of old-age sectirity (that is. the
increase in governnient spending 011 the old) in the I)ost-war period. We clemonstrate
that the relatively declining labour productivity of the elderly (due to the increase iIl
technological progress. see Section 1.2 and Chapter 6) has made leisure and lobbying
activities a more profitable utilisation of their time than supplying their labour poten-

7The (increased) social-security coIitributions account for a large slice of ti)tal labour costs. In
Germany, Italy and man>· other OECD countries the total tax wedge is about 50%. Tliis liigh labour-
tax  wedge will distort the labour  market.    Effective  alternatives to taxing labour  are  liard  to  find.
however. Imposing taxes on capital, for example, will be unrewarding: in a globalising world capital
will immediatel)· move out of the couritri·, or the burdeii is passed on to emplo>·ees and/or consumers.

m Accompanied by. of course. the risk of inflatioii.
'  The problems caused  by the looming demographic shift  beco,iie even niore se\·ert,  if one takes  into

account that in a vast majority of the ageing countries State pellSioils oftell 111:ike up half of total
pension income of II10St retired people. NIoreo\·er, one slioul(i also take into ac·coillit that tlie curretit
pension schemes were devised for the world of yesterday.  Wheti Otto voll Bisitiarck, Prtissia's Iroit
Chancellor', iii\'ented tlie state petision iii 1889. with a retimiient age of 65. average life expectanci·
was 45. Since the creation of tliese iiiitial public petisiotis in Germam·, social-sec urit>· programs have
mushroomed all over the globe. Great Britain s Old-Age Perlsiolls Act was enacted in 1908 aiid the
National Insuraiice Act in 1911. Its current form is isbasbase(1 011 the reform that followed  the  Beveridge
Report  in  1942 (see Hemming  and Kay 11982]) Sweden enacte<1 coizipulsory old-age peiisions  in  1915

(Stahl 119821) and Switzerland in 1925 (Janssen and Nluller [19821). In the United States, the Social-

Security Act was enacted in 1935. In The Netherlands, the Algemene Ouderdoms Wet (AOW) was
launched in 1956 (see Verbon  1988b}).  By  1958. 80 couiitries liacl Solile kind of (,id-age social-security
program and by 1989. the number had reached 130. Now, however. the a,·erage life-span in tlie OECD
is about 77 and rising, while the official retiremeiit age still swirls around 65. For a description of the
introduction and the evolution of state pensioii plans. we refer to Deutclies Institut fur Altersvorsorge
GmbH (1999).
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tial on the labour market.   Tlie iiicreaseil political activity  of the old  accoutits  for the
excessive increase in the redistributional arrangements iii favour of them.

Furthermore,  not only domestic  but also foreigii itistitutioiis  and  deHiographic  de-
velopments can induce welfare effects  for  both  current  and  future  generations.   Collsid-
ering the ongoing globalisation  and  tlie  liberalisation  of the world capital market,  this
will increasingly be the case. Within the EMU, for example. the problems of one of its
member states may affect the other participants and may have consequences for the
Stability and Growth  Pact. In Chapter  7,  we will atialyse the international spillover ef-
fects of asymmetric demographic shocks with perfectly mobile capital. The asymmetry
in the demographic shocks captures the fact that the variation in dependency ratios
between, for example, EU-countries will increase (see Table 1.1). Aforeover. we distin-
guish between social-security arrangements with different intergenerational risk-sharing
properties and investigate their impact on international risk-sliaring.

The most 'obvious' methods to deal with population ageing coiisist of either increas-
ing social-security contributioris froiIi the young (which would, however, increase the
burden  for the working population even further).   or cutting pension benefits (which
would, of course, be heavily opposed by the elderly, who (allegedly) feel entitled to a
'decent' state pension),  or a combination  of the  two. 111 Besides these measures,  some
of the proposed solutions revolve around increasirig the future labour force by raising
birth rates and allowing for more immigration in order to offset the shrinking tax base
and thereby ease the costs of population ageing.

Fertility

At present, the birth rates in a large part of the rich world are at or below replaceHient

rate, implying an eventual fall in population and a contracting labour market. The
situation is more worrying for Europe and Japan than for the United States because
of the sharper fall in fertility and lower immigration in Europe and Japan.  One of the
reasons for the decline in fertility is the fact that women gradually got more say 011
the timing and size of their families. Some economists even blame the public provision
of pensions for the declining birth rates.  If the state provides old-age security, they
argue, individuals do not feel the need to save or to have children to financially support

1(, Simply adjusting contributions and/or benefits of an unreformed pension scheme not onh' tlireat-
ens economic competitiveness and increases labour-market rigidities  (in  case of higher contributions).
but may even be the cause for a "generational warfare" between the baby boomers and their children
and  grandchildren (see Sterling and Waite 119981)
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them later in life. In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 of this tliesis. this view comprises11

the point of departure of our aiialysis.  Iii particular. we will show in Chapter 3 that
increasing longevity will induce a decline in the number of children, and will, thereby,

deteriorate the sustainability of the existing PAYG-public pension system. If people

want to save more because of their increasing longevity. they would do that partly

by having fewer children if offspring is only considered as a consumption good and
the social externalities are neglected. But this only aggravates the ageing problem

since one type of ageing leads to another type of ageiIig and the dependency ratio
rises even further. Therefore, if people could be persuaded to have more children, this
would improve (that is, decrease) the old-age dependency ratio. In this respect. a
leading German politician proposed to raise child allowances  to  1,000  DII  Inonthly  to

dismantle the demographic time-bomb. 12 In Chapter 4,  we will analyse public pensions

and child support in a model with endogenous fertility. We show that the individual
fertility choice may not coincide with the social optimum. There are two opposite
externalities of children involved. Firstly. an additional child implies a higher future

output, and secondly, it reduces per capita net financial wealth (or the capital-labour
ratio in a closed economy). Parents who do not take these externalities into account

are likely to give birtli to a (socially) suboptimal number of childreii. In particular, if
the government redistributes from the yoling to the old. children on balance involve a
positive externality and a systein of child allowances in addition to the transfer scheme

makes the achievement of the first-best outcome possible. We prove that a child-
allowance scheme that internalises the positive net externality that offspring generates
effectively increases the number of offspring. Finally. we demonstrate that a Pareto-
improving social-security reform is possible throzigh a conibined policy of decreasing

the PAYG-contributions and simultaneously introducing child allowances. However.

cranking up the birth rates will not instantaneously solve the ageing problem because a

current increase in fertility will.  at the earliest. positively affect the old-age dependency-

ratio after 25 years. Moreover, one should take into account tliat children may entail a
(negative) pollution externality created by their consumption of particular commodities
in the future (see e.g., Harford  1998})

11 A recent analysis  by  Elirlicli and Zhong  ( 1998) anioiig  49 couiitries between  1960  and  1989  finds
that indeed inore generous public pensions go hand ili hand with lower fertility and a lower savings

rate.   For an extensive  description  of the  ecollomic  rationales  for  the lower birtli rates and for detailed

figures on fertilit>·. life expectancy and old-age dependency ratios, we refer to sections 3.1,4.1, and
4.2.

12 CSU-chairman Stoiber  in the German weekly Bild am Sonntag December 30th 2000.
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Migration

Increasing iininigration is also proposed to rejuvenate the domestic labour force. It is
argued, however. that tliis 1Ilay cause insurmountable political probleins. According to
a recetit report  by  t he Unite,cl  Nations'  Popillation  Divisioii (United Nations 120001)13.
Gerniaiiy and Fraiice wouki zieed to import 487,000 and 109,000 immigrants a year,
respectively, to keep their working-age population stable between now and 2050 (given
current fertility rates aiid  life expectancy).  The Europeaii Unioii as a whole would need
1.6 million migrants aimually. To keep the old-age dependency ratio at its current level,
Germany (France) would even need 3.6 million (1.8 million) immigrants a year, while
the European Union would need 13.5 nlillion migrants.

These huge numbers of TIligrantS Inay not only cause insurmouiitable political prob-
lems due to congestion costs, as. for example. pointed out in CPB (2000), but also the
economical advantages of (mass) migration are not as straightforward as they seem
to be. Generally, economists favour a liberal approadi to immigration for the same
reasons that lead them, by and large, to favour free iiiternational flows of capital and
goods. Open capital markets allow capital to be investeci most productively. Free
trade forces  economies  to  concentrate  on  their  comparative  advantages.    Migration,   in
the same vein, allows for better matchiiig of supply of workers to demand for them.
Moreover. self-selection by migratits implies that they are likely to be resourceful and
entrepreneurial. Governments should compete on the global skills market. They sliould
try to get the best foreigii tale111. Iii chapters 8 and 9. however, we show that migrants
may be reluctant to 111igrate into ageing couritries. The reason for this restraint is the
decrease iii the net wages of migrants, diie to, on the one hand, the relative redundancy
of their skill-type, implying a lower marginal productivity. and on the other hand, the
increased tax burden. If, as we suppose in chapters 8 and 9, labour is heterogeneous.
it is not clear beforehand that the ageing of the whole labour force willlead to a rise in
wages  for all labour types. Determining factors   in   this   respect.   are the characterist ics
of the production function - in particular the dependency of the productivity of the
types of labour on fixed factors in production (Chapter 8) - and the relative decline
in fertility of the different types of labour. Especially if immigrants form a significant
part of mobile labour and immigrants' fertility declines to a lesser extent tlian that
of  natives,1 i   mobile  labour may become redundant, leading  to a decrease  iii  its  wage

13 Also quoted in The Economist NIay Gth 2000: 'A Continent on the Move'
1 4 It  is a well-known  fact  that the fertility rate of non-natives,  i.e., migrant workers, is higher tlian

tliat of natives froni most Western Ellropean countries. Only in the very long run. fertility rates tend
to converge.
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and, consequently, to an incentive for einigration. XIoreover. the fact tliat tlie biirdell
of ageing is not completely borne by the elderly but also partly by the young through

higher PAYG-taxes, may create an additional incentive for emigration. In Chapter 8.
we demonstrate that the political effects of ageing make it quite likely that this will
happen: the increase in the relative number of older voters will influeiice the political
decisions on the public pension systein and thus lead to a higher PAYG-tax. In Chap-

ter 9, we show that the intergenerational risk-sharing properties of the social-security

arrangements  may  also induce incentives to einigrate.
In the presence of generous welfare programs.  it is ofte11 argued tliat migration might

be tenipted by lion-labour-ziiarket factors. ratlier than ltv wages only and, therefore,

it might not increase efficiency. Yet, an OECD-study (OECD 11997bj) falsifies this
argument for the United States: it concludes that immigration is good for the economy.
The following table shows the net present valzie of gains or losses per inimigrant on the

U.S.-government finances.

Education level Immigrants Their descendants Tot al

Below high-school level -89,000 76,000 -13,000
At high-school level -31,000 82,000 51,000
Above high-school level 105.000 93,000 198,000

Average -3.000 83.000 80,000

Table 1.2.· The net present value of U.S. imnligrants (in $).

Source: OECD (1997b).15

Although immigrants (and their descendants) have on average a positive discounted
present value of $80,000, one should take iiito account the reclistributive impact over
time: immediate costs should be balanced against future benefits. Furthermore, apart
from the overall posit ive effect  on  t he economy, there  will  be also specific   wirmers  aiid

losers of immigration. Both highly paid workers (e.g., computer  programmers)   and
the poor and unskilled may loose. The obvious' winners are of course the immigrants
themselves.   In this respect, the economist Borjas. an expert on migration, points  out

that: "The real problem with immigration is not its overall economic impact but its
redistributive effect.', 16 Nowadays, however. the objections against migration are muf-
fled down because of the booming economies and the growing importance of immigrant
votes (especially in the U.S.). Chapter 8. and to a lesser extent, Chapter 9, focus on the

15 Reprinted in The Economist 1997: 'Econoinics Focus: What Price the Huddled  asses?'
16 The Economist Alarch 9th 2000: 'Who Gains?'
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redistributive implications of migration. As pointed out above. these chapters analyse
migration behaviour of mobile workers in reaction to population ageing.  We demon-
strate that the conventional wisdoin that a decrease iii fertility will lead to a rise iii
wages, and thus to an inflow of immigrants that mitigates the adverse effects of ageing
on public pensiolis. may 11ot hold if labour is heterogeneous.  1Ioreover, we prove in
Cliapter 8 that if ageing iniplies a successful lobby by the elderly for higher taxes, it
may take several generations before a steady-state is reached and the initial migration
flow may be opposite to the steady-state migration.

Labour-force participation of elderly workers

The, perhaps. most effective way to increase labour supply would be to raise the offi-
cial retirement age and to decrease the retirement-inducing incentives. Until the last
quarter of the last century, people generally retired at age 65.  In 1970. for example. in
most OECD-countries up to 80% of men aged 60-64 were still at work. At the begin-
ning of the new millenziium, this proportion has halved due to early retirement policies
and disability pensions enacted by governments to keep unemployment figures down
(as 'common knowledge' often argues). The average age of retirement in the OECD
has fallen from around 66 for men in 1960 to 62 by 1995. An extreme example is
Belgium.  At the age of 65, only ten percent of the male population is still in the labour
market. On average men retire before their 58tli birthday. 17 According to Gruber and
Wise (1999), existing social-security arrangements also place a heavy implicit  tax  on
working beyond the age one is eligible for early retirement.  In some countries, it is
not allowed to work while drawing a pension. In others, one can only draw a pension
if one leaves its current job (thus in effect becoming unemployed. as older workers
have difficulties finding jobs). Sometimes, pension entitlements are withdrawn from
working pensioners. In addition, not only working is discouraged, leisure has become
more rewarding, as leisure-time activities are relatively inexpensive and the elderly are
wealthier (sometimes they are even better off than the working part of the population).

Since the number of elderly workers is growing fast and people tend to live for
another 15 or 20 years after retirement, it is often argued that early retirement will
become unaffordable in a contracting labour market. The severity of the problems that
early retirement may cause are sometimes made clear by the following rough rule of
thumb: an overall decrease in the retirement age of one year decreases GDP by about

17 For detailed figures  on  labour-force  participation of elderly workers, we refer to Sectioll  6.1.
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two perc·elit and raises soc:ial-s('(·tirity c·c,litriblitiolls l,y seven per(·(3111.1* Tlierefc)rc'.
raising the retirement age atid reducitig the incentivils fc,r early retirmitent seeins tlie

ideal way to deal with tlie retiring bal,y booiiiers as stich a nieasur(, wozil(1 raise a doublc

dividend: an increase iii tax revenues 811(1 social-seciirity coiitributiozis c·oikibined with

a reduction in spending on pension benefits. 19

Postpolling pension payments will. however. not tlecessarily keep the elderly at
work. Elderly workers are often the first to be ina(le redundant because eniployers
may suspect them to be less adaptable thati younger workers and less able to use ne.w
technologies. lioreover. wages niab· be linked to seiiiority ratlier tlia,1 to perfoimallic
and the employers' social-security (·ontributions niay be higher for c,1(ler einployects.
In a controversial contribution. Sala-i-liartin (1992) argues that transfers (such as
PAYG-benefits) are a nieaiis to induc:e retirement, that is, to bub tlip elderly out of
the labour force. The reason why societies choose to do such a thing is tliat aggregatc
outprit wozild be higher if the elderly clid 11Ot work (iri coiitrast to the rule of tlizimi)
pointed ozit above). The idea beliind tliis is the existmic·(: of positive externalitic,s iii
the average stock of liuman capital:  1,ec:ause skills depreciate with age. ozie implicatioii
of these externalities is tliat tlie elderly bring the average stock of human capital down

and thus cause a negative effect 011 the l,roductivity of the youiig. When the differetice
between tlie skill level cif the young and that of tlie old is large etiougli. aggregat('

output in an economy where the elderly do not work is higher. Retireinetit will theii 1,(.
a good thing; pensions are jilst a means by which such retirement is inchiced.  Finally.
increasilig the effective retirement age niav also be oppc,sed by th , plcic.r·tv thewsplz·ps

(who. obviously. dislike to work longer)
So, abstracting frorn sonic (sonietiines coiitroversial) theoretical ColltributiOILS, tlie

declined labour-force participation of the elderly. is niailily explaiii(,4 by certain desigii
features of social-security I,rogranis induciiig (early) retirement ill oile way (,r atiother.
Yet. did these retirement-inducing features arise to kee!  mieiIiployilient figines el ,wii'.'
In Chapter 6, we will britig up an alteritative explanation for tlic, clec·liiied laI}otir-
force participation of elderly \forkers, from a piiI,lic-(:lic)ice perspective.  We aclc)pt
the idea of lobbying (for generous social-security benefits) as an investinent in tillie.
There are three alternativc' uses of tiziic,:  labour supply, leisure, and 101,byiIig activities.
It cati easily be seen tliat optinial stipply of labotir aii(1 lobbying effort then leads

15See, for example. The. Economist 1998 'Ec·„tioniics Focus: Growi,ig Old Extravagantlv'.
t'jIn the OECD Economic Outlook (1998) it is argited. iii this respect. that peiisioii benefits should

continue to accrue with every extra year that is worked atid coiitrilititions paid (up to alicl eveli I,m·o,id
the official retirement age).
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to a conditioii where the marginal beiiefit of lobbyiilg equals the individual wage.
Moreover. we demoiistrate that it becorikes worthwhile for the old to expand their
lobbying activities and supply less labour. if the wage of the young increases. Hence.
the old have been retiring earlier and earlier not because the tax system and certain
features of the public pension schemes invited them to do so, but because their relatively
declining labour productivity has made leisure and lobbying activities a niore profitable
utilisation of their time than supplying their labour potential on the labour market.
As increased technological progress will accelerate the deterioration of human capital
over the lifetime, the old will substitute labour activities for rent-seeking activities
even more, because, as a consequence of their declined labour-productivity, the latter
activities have become relatively more productive.

Social-security reform and politics

So, the sustainability of the current PAYG-public pension schemes seems questionable

in spite  of the proposed solutions.   Some economists (e.g., Feldstein  19968]), therefore,
argue that future pension schemes should mainly consist of mandatory (privately man-
aged) savings schemes because these funded systems are 'cheaper aIid less risky'. The
difficulty, however, is that a replacement of PAYG-public pension schemes by (private)
funded capital reserve pensions places a double burden on the generation(s) alive dur-
ing the reform. Funded pensions are politically marketable on the argument that their
owners will acquire a potentially more valuable asset than the existing PAYG-benefit.
A pension system that forces people to save for their retirement in advance is eco-
nomically superior to a PAYG-scheme because it increases the savings rate and lowers
the (distortionary) PAYG-contributions.20 Funded schemes may then generate higher

returns, but their implementation cannot solve the problems resulting from popula-
tion ageing. Fulfilling the social-security commitments made to the current work force
still requires higher future PAYG-taxes. A diversion of a part of the social-security
contributions to capital reserve schemes worsens the situation, because less money will

21)However, (privately managed) funded social-security schemes may also entail disadvantages.
Firstly, in case of a stock-market crash, a private pension might not be enough to live on and the state
would  have  to  step in again. Secondly, people might  not save enough for their retirement. A moral
hazard problem may arise: people assume that the government will not leave them to starr·e iii their
old age. Thirdly, what to do about pensions for people on low incomes, people living alone and those

poorly educated and without housing equity? Forcing them into funded schemes they cannot afford
would  be no solution.   If the government  paid the contributions  to the funded system  for  them,  t hat
would increase public spending and deepen the poverty trap. Looking for better-paid jobs would be
discouraged, because one might have to pay their own contributions for the funded schenie.
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be  available  to  meet the obligations (i.e., paying  for  the  pensions of people still  in  the

PAYG-schemes). So, pension reform entails substantial transitioiial costs (see Verbon

11988a], Breyer (19891,  and  also  Section  2.4  of this thesis). The double burden  has
proved  to  be  a very effective (political) deterrent. The biggest (although  not  insii-
perable, see Chapter 5) obstacle for pension reform is the electorate, even though it
also disapproves of higher taxes. As soon as people start receiviIig peilsion benefits,
their self-interest will make it liarder to reforin the system, because they will resist
changes that reduce their benefits. However, this self-interest may even start before
they actually are eligible for retirenient benefits. if they treat the social-security taxes
they have already paid as sullk costs.''1 Hence, progress 011 reforining social security
has been slow and is getting. most of the time. ennieshed iii azi endless political dis-
cussion about the respective roles of (privately) fulided and public linfunded pensions.
In addition to the electoral obstacles. another reason for this political inactivity is that
the demographic problenis aliead are still not iinmirient enough to create a sense of

immediacy. Furthermore. deniocracies with electoral cycles of at most five years clo
not seem to be able to solve the problems caused by the ageing of the population. as
short-term costs have to be imposed to reap long-term benefits. The reform debate is,
however, overdue,  as  is  argued  by  Borsch-Supan  ( 1998), amongst others. The longer
it is delayed. the more elderly voters there will be. and reform attempts will be lost
in intergenerational conflicts. Elderly vote more readily than the young and because
of their increasing number (they will constitute one third of the electorate by 2030),
it is expected that they will act more and more as an effective pressure group to pur-
sue their own interests. As a consequence. politiciaiis can hardly neglect them.22 As

21 This exactly captures   the argument provided by Browning (1975)   (see also Section  2.3).    Two
exaniples show the potential power of the electorate. The German government plans to promote
private pension scheines by tax-free contributions and subsidising low- and middle-income earners
(see The Economist  June  10th  2000: 'Germany's age-old problem').   This  might  imply that pensions
themselves have to be taxed to finance this publicity campaigii. But such a policy might entail
insuperable political problems:  "Even the whiff of such an idea is political dynamite: Germany's 18
million pensioners. whose pensions are virtually tax-free, make up 30% of the electorate."

The left-wing prime minister of France. Jospin, argues that: "Repartition  PAYG} is the symbol
of the chain of solidarity which links the generations,  It is one of the most important terms in the
nation's social pact" ( The Economist March 25th 2000:  France - Pensions funk'). He holds forth that
privatisation will favour the rich and will decrease the PAYG-resources. The most eminent reason,
however, to put off pension reform seems to be political fear, not ideology.

22 A prominent example  of an effecti\·e pressure group representing tlie elderly   is the American
Association of Retired People  ( AARP)  with 33 million  ineinbers.  In The Netherlands, pensioners  set
up two parties to protest against a spending freeze of tlie state pensions and they won seven out of
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mentioned above, the increased technological l,ic,gic'ss (and thereby an increased wage
differential between young and old workers) illay also be one of the niajor determinants
of the increase in the political power of tlic ulci (see Chapter 6).

Social-security privatisation and politics in the United States. Until the U.S.-
presidential election in the fall of 2000. social security was the thi,·d rail of American
politics: grab it atid be electrocuted. But in the last U.S.-presidential election the
third rail was broken: social-security reform. or more in particular, privatisation had
become the mainstream of domestic politics. In the national exit polls. a majority of
the voters said to support social-security privatisation as can be seen from the table
below.

Do you support or oppose a plan in which
individuals could invest some of their Social

Security taxes in the stock market?
All voters Gore voters  Bush voters

Support 57% 32% 66%

Oppose 39% 68% 27%

Table 1.3: Electricity is out of the third,·ail.

Source: CATO Institute (http://www.socialsecurity.org/dailys/11-08-00.html).

In the United States, the Democratic Party presents itself as the New Deal party (the
Democratic president, Franklin D. Roosevelt, introduced social security) that wants  to
maintain the current social-security arrangements. The Republican Party promotes pri-
vate pension plans to replace the public social-security arrangement.s. The Democrats
mainly focus on the relatively poor elderly, who depend to a large degree on social
security. The Republicans, on the other hand, zoom in on the wealthy elderly who
disapprove of high inheritance taxes and capital-gains taxes.  This is exactly the differ-
ence in ideology between the two political parties discussed in Chapter 5. One party
(the Republicans), is willing to give up intragenerational equity for intergenerational
efficiency gains, by (temporarily) decreasing the redistribution within the generation
of elderly via a decrease in the capital tax. The other party (the Democrats) is not
willing to trade off intragenerational equity against more efficient intergenerational
redistribution.

the 150 parliament seats in the 1994 elections.
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The Republicans intend to divert a part of the current social-security cotitributions
into individual accounts (this corresponds to the reform policy proposed in Chapter

5).23   George  W.  Bush sold the Republican privatisation proposals by contending  that:

"There is a fundamental difference between my opponent IAl Gore} and me. He trusts
only  government to manage our retirement.   I trust individual Americans [...1 to make
their own decisions and manage their own money"  ( The  Economist  May 20th 2000:

'Social Security - Dubyas good start'). Hence. the Republican reform proposal promotes

more choice. Public policies that introduce more choice. however. rieed to be mindful
of the costs  as  well  as the benefits. Amongst others. Loewenstein (1999) argues  that

the introduction of more choice in social security often mearls more financial risk atid
a greater disparity in realised retirement benefits.24 The Republican social-security
experts assume that the creation of individual retirement accounts will result in higher

national savings. implying more capital formation and thereby more corporate-tax
revenues. which can be used to cover the transitional costs. Moreover. they aSSUIlle

that the private pension accounts provide high average rate of returns. depending on

the performance of the financial markets.  This also means, however, that people will
be exposed to market risk. The Democrats, however, argue that, although in the long
run the retirement finances will be in better shape with the privatisation proposals,

there is no free lunch: it is impossible to fund the transition to a partly privatised

system and preserve the current benefit levels without additional resources.

In Chapter 5, we address the question whether in case of population ageing a tran-
sition from an unflinded to a more funded pension scheme is politically feasible. We
demonstrate that a social-security reform may lead to electoral success if it entails
an appropriate mix of distributional efficiency and equity (similar to the Republican

privatisation  proposal  above).    We  show  that.   when  the  interest   rate  is  exogenously
determined at the world capital market, a transition from a PAYG-scheme to a cap-

ital reserve system in reaction to ageing can only come about if politicians will be
able to effectively stimulate savings by the young. By decreasing PAYG-transfers and

23 More precisely, the privatisation proposal consists of three parts: firstly. increased funding,  sec-

ondly, portfolio diversification, by investing  in a broad range of assets, instead  of iii low-risk   (and
thereby low-return) government bonds  only, and thirdly, individual accounts, i.e., (partly) replaciiig

the defined-benefit system (that promises  to pay retirement income  to part icipants  iii  an  amount   de-

termined under a formula specified in the plan, such a formula may be based oii the past earnings of
the participant) with a defined-contribution scheme (where the retirement income is determined by
the total past contributions plus investment gains. minus investment losses and minus administrative

expenses).
2·1 These aspects, however,  are Iiot within  tlie  framework  of this thesis.
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stinmlating savings, politicians will realise utility gains for the younger generations. If
the resulting increase iri political support by tlie yOUIig makes up for the dec·rciase in
political backing by the elderly, whose 1itility decreases as a result of the transition. a
peiision reform will be politically feasible. that is. it may beat tlie policy proposal that
keeps tlie PAYG-s(·11(3111(' irita(·t iii tlie ek,(·tiotis.

Heclo (1998) empliasises otic·e agaii, tlie importatic·e of I)olitics for social-security re-
forni:  'The differetit positioils of advo(·ates for individual or collective savings land
social-security arrangenietitsl depetid heavily oxi cluestiotis of values atict political fea-
sibility, not of eC0110nliCS  .  These are exactly the argunietits that are iii tlie niiddle of
the analysis performed ill Cliapter 5. Whether  or  not  a political party will propose  a
social-security reform iii our framework depends on its willingness to trade off intra-
generational equity against efficiency gains in intergenerational redistribution, and. of
course, the political feasibility of such  a proposal.  Any public pension policy will have

to face future political conflicts. NIore strongly, today's policy will shape toinorrow's
conflicts,   or as Heclo points  out.     -I. . .1 rio reform can extract government   retirement
policy from permanent   depeiidence   011   our   Iziuch nialigned polit ical process   and   t he

politics of promise-keeping over the long-haul" lioreover. Heclo argues that political
stability is essential as retirement plans are loiig-term commitnients: -Experts may be
able to design technically correct plans. The more important concern is what happens

over time when a plaii meets politics"  Consequently. the goals of differetit pension
policies caii only be achieved if these policies engender a politically stable equilibrium.
In Chapter 5, we denioxistrate that political stability, that is. constant relative political
influence of both young and elderly voters, and no cliange iIi the Coniposition of the
government, throughout the transition process turns   out    to   be   a necessary require-
ment. Both funded and unfunded schemes can provoke political instability. A public
PAYG-scheme's political risks, of course, have to do with whether or not the voters will
tolerate the benefit and tax adjustments to assure loiig-run sustainability, and wliether
public confidence in the system can be maintained. The political risks of (privately)
funded old-age arrangements are, on the one hand, the sustainability of forced savings
for old-age security solely, as it is marketed as privately owned money (and thus. by
definition, can be used at any instant. not only for the original purpose), and, on the
other   hand,   the e lotig-terni   risk that society will abandon the object ive of old-age

security for everybody.
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Economic growth

Since pension reform, increasing the retirement age and migration seem to evoke large

problems. the most practical and useful policy seems to further economic growth,
because: "The bigger the cake available for sharing out, tlie less vicious tlie fight over
the crumbs is likely to be".25  In this respect. Mullan (2000) argues that: "Modest levels

of future economic growth will be more than sufficient to create the wealth required to
sustain greater numbers of elderly dependents." Moreover. as the number of children
born is low, they may be better educated and healthier, wliicli may give them a greater
earnings power. Taxing them. however. might turn out to be complicated. because.
they will nimbly sidestep liarsli taxation (due to their iricreased capacities, and thereby

mobility. see also chapters 8 and 9). In addition, older voters will utilise their increasing
political power to support policies that serve the interests of their own age group: higher
spending on social services and health care, for example. Consequently. spending on
education,  one  of the main  engiiies of growth.   may  take  a  back  seat.    Aloreover.  the

increasing number of elderly will demand medical and other labour-intensive services
and not so much technologically innovative products. As the industries producing
these latter products account for a large part of economic growth, furthering economic

growth will not be as straightforward as it seems. Furthermore, it is beforehand not
clear that future generations (even if it is expected that they will be a lot wealthier

than  current   ones) will agree to devote  most   of  the economic growth  t hey generate  to
support the elderly. It seems. therefore, unwise to rely on them handing over larger
and larger parts of their income to keep the retired baby boomers in comfort.

As pointed out above. economic growth, or more particularly. an increase in the rate
of technological progress (accompanied by an increase in the wage differential between
young and old workers) may also induce a diange in the political activities of both the
old and the young. In Chapter 6, we demonstrate that the elderly may increase there
rent-seeking activities while at the same time the young will reduce their lobbying
effort.    The  increased lobbying activities  by  the  elderly  and the partial retreat   from
the political battlefield by the young naturally raises the question as to whether this

change in political activities will lead to a higher or to a lower welfare. Obviously, the
wage increase will be beneficial to the young, while the increased lobbying activities of
the old will harm the young.  The next generation of youngsters will again lobby less,
which benefits the current young when old as it automatically increases next period's
benefits. Clearly, given these opposing forces. the net effect of a wage increase can be

25 The Economist January 27th 1996: 'A Survey of the Economics of Ageing:  All Our Toniorrows'.
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a decrease iii utility for tlie (·urreiit eiiicl  tiii·e youiig generatic,Iis. So, th(' exteriial
effects of techtiological innovatic)11 cati iniply that iligher wages eventually reslilt iIi
lower overall welfare,   as   a   result   c,f  tlic'  iticreased   'ititergeiterational  warfare'   iii  the

political arena.

1.2     Overview and outline
The study consists of tliree parts. Every part attenipts to provide an answer to s0111('
of the questions posited  at  the  beginnilig of the IlltroCitictioil. Figure  1.1  outlities  the
organisation of the monograph. Social security and the ageirig of the poptilatic,IL of
course, are at the centre of the analysis.

Political 4 , International Aspects:Chapter 8

Economy Migration & Capital Flows

V

Part II  
(Chapters 5 & 6)\* Ageing Part 111 (Chapters 7.8 & 9)

&
Social Security

A

Part I (Chapters 3 & 4)
-

Beliefs & Fertility

Figure 1.1: The organisation of this thesis.

Part I, Beliefs and Fertility. consists of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. and hailds S(,tile'
explanations for the decline iii fertility in the second half of the twentietli (:enttirv.

Moreover, we will demonstrate that cranking up t he birth rates offers a possibility
to reform the existing public pension plans. Part II. Political Economy. consists of
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. and demonstrates that a reform of the current public pensioii

system may be politically feasible. Furthermore. we provide an alternative explanation
for the generosity of the existing old-age social-security arrangements and the declining
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labour-force participation of elderly workers  from a public-choice perspective.   Finally.
we will demonstrate that economic growth may not resolve the problenls of population

ageing. Part III, International Aspects, consists of Chapter 7, Chapter 8, and Chapter
9, and analyses the international spillovers of population ageing.  hi atteinpting to
answer the question whetlier immigration provides a solution to the ageing problem,

we will focus on the redistributive impact of migration. Aforeover. we will demonstrate
that Inigrants may be reluctaiit to migrate into regions with ali ageing population. Iii
particular. as Chapter 8 will focus 011 the interplay between politics and migration, it

will bridge Part II atid Part III.
In the remainder of this sectioii. we will give detailed overview of the conteiits of

the individual chapters. Although the niain focus of all chapters will be on social

security  and the ageing anxiety,  t hey constitute  autonomous tlilits, that  can be read

independently.

Chapter 2 This chapter hands sonic preliminaries. Firstly. we will introduce the
basic modeling framework,   i.e.-   the discrete-time two-period overlapping-generations
model. NIoreover, we will analyse the relation between PAYG-social security and pri-
vate savings in this franiework. Furthermore. we will discuss some classical contribu-
tions to the literature: the 'overilisurance' argunlent provided by Browning (1975). and
the Pareto efficiency of PAYG-pension scheines (Verbon [1988a], and Breyer [19891)
Finally. we will explaiii the method of comparative dynamics, the basic tool to analyse

the sliort-run implic·ations of differetit shocks.

Part I  Beliefs and Fertility

Chapter 3 This chapter analyses the effects of rumours and changes iii life ex-
pectancy in an economy with endogenous fertility and PAYG-pensions. We show that
the elidogeneity of fertility makes society vulnerable to both pessimistic beliefs and an
increasing life span. When analysing the economic consequences of population ageing,

most economists model such a demographic shift as some exogenous shock by which
the  economy  is hit. thereby often  assuming  the  (drop  in  the)   rate of fertility  to  be
exogenous. This. however. completely passes over the fact that. at least in western

countries. people are to a very large extent able to freely choose the nuniber of children
they desire. The fertility rate should therefore ratlier be treated as an endogenous

variable. that is. as the result of a rational choice that is influenced by economic con-
straints and incetitives. Economic theory can thus help 111 explaining wliy the observed
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declitie ill the (desired) nuriiber of cliildreii would oc·(:ur. Better labour for(:e opportii-
nities of women and higher (real) wage rates iIicrease tlle opportunity costs of reariiig
a child. and can therefore account fc)r the decliiie iii fertility. Furthermore. children
used to enhance utility by servitig as insui·alice against the risk of old-age dependency

(the old-age security hypotliesis,  see  e.g.,   Bental  [19891,  and  Cigno  [19921).    Moderii
societies, however, are characterised by public insuraIice against the risk of old-age
dependency through public pension schemes and collective health care arratigeinents.
As a consequence. individuals do not consider their progeny as 'investment goods' any
more. although they still are for the eiitire society. People can. instead. free ride on the
public system and neglect the positive social externalities that einatiate froni their off
spring by having just a few children (or none at all) aticl still beillg exititled to compl   e

old-age insurance.
Growing pessimism towards the future will iiiduce people to cut back o· their

experlditures wlien young (as the perceivecl extelit to wliich old-age consuriip  >11 pos-
sibilities are liinited plays ati iinportant role in the savings decision), ilic:It' .ng those,
for offspring. if fertility is ezidogeiious aiici the old-age security liypothesis   .ays 110 role,

in fertility choice. These bad feelings inay be rational or totally irrati ial, based on
nimours or generally felt se.Iltiments. Nevertlieless, a declinizig nurnbe  of chilciren will
diminish the internal rate of return of the PAYG-scheme.  So the few  ,f meagre old-age
can turn out to be a self-fulfilling prophecy. leading to a 'collapse' r    c lie PAY'G-pensiori

system and higher savings, i.e., a (partial) transition to a funded system. Likewise, an
increase in the expected life span will influence the rate of population growth wlien fer-
tility is endogenous. If people want to save more because of their increasing lotigevity
they would do that partly by having fewer children if offspring is only considered as a
consumption good and the social extenialities are neglected. But this only aggravates
the ageing problem since one type of ageing leads to aIiother type of ageiiig and the
dependency ratio rises even further.

Chapter 4 This chapter analyses public pensions and child support in a model where
fertility is also endogenous. sirnilar to the model of Chapter 3.  We will consicler a small
open economy where non-altruistic individuals derive Iitility from material consump-
tion and their children. There are two opposite externalities of children involved.
Firstly. an additional child implies a higher future output.  and secondly.  it  reduces per

capita net financial wealth  (or the capital-labour ratio  in a closed economy).   Parents
who do not take these externalities into account are likely to give birth to a (socially)

 

suboptimal number of children.  We show, however, that the market solution without
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government intervention is Pareto-efficient as both externalities exactly cancel out.  But
if the government redistributes between getieratiotis. the cointiiatid optinitini cannot be
replicated by merely applying luinp-suin tratisfers. Rather, an additiolial ilistrtillicilt
is  required that ixiduces substitution  effects  so  as  to effectively alter   t he number  of
children chosen by households.  Iii particular, if the goverrirneIit redistributes froni the
young to the old. children Oil balance involve a positive exteriiality and a system of
child allowances iii addition to the tratisfer scheiiie liiakes the adiievenient of the first-
best outcome possible. We show this for the specific: case of PAYG-traiisfers. but this
conclusion can readily be generalised to all other types of intergenerational redistrib-
ution. Iri Sectioii 4.5 we analyse whether a social-sec·urity reforin can be iinplemented
in  a  Pareto-improving  way,   i.e., without utility  loss  for  any  generation.   if one starts
from a situation in which tliere only exists a PAYG-pension scheme. We first discuss
t lie  effects of introducing  a  system  of child  allowaiices  that  internalises  tlie  positive  net
externality that offspring generates in this setting. We denionstrate tliat introducing
such a system is a  Pareto-iniprovemeIit  if the subsidy  per child  is  not  too high.  Next,
we elaborate on the effects of reducing the size of the PAYG-scheme. A lower PAYG-
tax would be optimal in the long run wheti the economy is characterised by dynamic.
efficienc.y. It is well-known. however. that such a dec·rease in the size of PAYG-scheme
is not Pareto-iniproving wheii fertility is exogenous  (see Verbon [1988a}, Breyer [19891
aiid Section 2.4 of this monograpli), uille.SS tliere is some other externality involved.  If
abolishing the PAYG-schemi1 goes along witli the elililillatioll of a Iiegative external ef-
feet.  as for example the distortioii of the labour-leisure choice caused by a PAYG-tax  as
in Homburg (1990). then a Pareto-improving transition to a funcled system is I)ossible.
Likewise, such a traiisition can be achieved if the increase iii savitigs that results whe.11

the PAYG-scheme is reduced has positive external effects (as iIi Belan et at.  119981, atid
Corneo and Marquardt   [20001.  who  assume endogenous growth).   One might therefore
conjecture that downsizing the PAYG-scheme yields a Pareto-improvenietit when fer-
tility is endogenous since it decreases tlie external effect of the perisioii system 011 tlie
number of offspring (see Chapter  3). A positive welfare effect would  thus be realised
that enables the Pareto-improving transition to funded petisiolls whicli worild not be
possible if fertility were exogenous.   Yet, we prove that merely reducing the PAYG-t ax
does not allow  for a Pareto-improvement   in our franiework. Downsizing  the  PAYG-
scheme can bring about  a  Pareto-improve.ment  if it  is  combiiied  with  the  introductimi
of a child-allowance scheme.  Tlie reasoii for this is tliat a higher liumber of c·liildren not
only increases PAYG-pensioti benefits for a given social-security tax, but also implies
a direct utility gain. The sum of these gains. that fall to all future generations. can
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outweigh the utility loss suffered by the initial retired for tlie decrease iii their pension

benefit. Hence, by appropriate ititergenerational redistribution (i.e., after completely
compensating these retirees).   rio  generation is worse  off and at least one gairls  from  the
transition policy.

Part II Political Economy

Chapter 5   In this chapter and in the remainder of this study, fertility is assumed to
be exogenous, and population ageing is modeled as a negative shock to the fertility rate.
Chapter 5 analyses the politics of transitions fronl unfunded to funded pensions in reac-
tion to population ageing in a representative democracy More particular, it addresses
the question whether in case of population ageing a transition from an unfunded to a
more funded pension scheme is politically feasible. We consider two political parties: a
right-wing party that is willing to trade off intragenerational equity against efficiency
gains in intergenerational redistribution, and a left-wing party that does not want to
adjust the level of intragenerational distribution. We demonstrate that,  in  an economy
with an exogenously given interest rate, only a thus defined right-wing government
will propose a social-security reform. Moreover, we demonstrate that such a policy
proposal may lead to electoral success if it entails an appropriate mix of distributional
efficiency and equity.

Some economists advocate a complete (and fast) transition from PAYG-public pen-
sion schemes to (privately managed) funded social security  (see e.g., Feldstein [1996a].
and Section 1.1). However,  it is well known that,  in the absence of additional distortions
(see above), PAYG-pension schemes are Pareto efficient (i.e., although the transforma-
tion of a PAYG-scheme in a capital reserve system increases utility in the long run, it
harms at least one generation). Consequently, the implementation of a capital reserve
scheme will not be unanimously supported.  But, of course, democratic decisions are
not necessarily unanimous. Instead, in a representative democracy, elected politicians
represent political parties, and trade off gains for some groups against losses for other
groups. The support for political parties is assumed to depend on the utility that
groups derive from political decisions on relevant issues. A political party maxiinises
its (re-)election prospect by maximising some (politically) weighted sum of utilities.
As a consequence. population ageing can make it politically advantageous for political
decision makers to decrease one group's utility in favour of an increase in utility of
another group.

We show that, when the interest rate is exogenously determined at the world cap-
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ital market, a transition from a PAYG-scheme to a capital reserve system iri reaction

to ageing can only come about if politicians have an instrument at their disposal to

introduce substitution effects on the savings decision. The point  is that, if taxes  (and

benefits) only generate income effects, politicians will not be able to effectively stimu-

late savings by the young. An increase in savings is needed, however, for a successful

conversion from a PAYG-scheme to a funded system. By decreasing PAYG-transfers
and stimulating savings. politicians will realise utility gains for the younger generations.

If the resulting increase in political support by the young makes up for the decrease in
political backing by the elderly. whose utility decreases as a result of the transition, a
pension reform will be politically feasible. To enable politicians to affect the savi11gs

decision, and thus to realise a social security reform, we introduce a tax on savings.

The left-wing party will never (temporarily) reduce the capital tax to stimulate savings

and thus to realise a social-security reform (as it is not willing to adjust the level of

intragenerational redistribution).  As a consequence of this, a left-wing policy implies
that an ageing economy is trapped at the pre-existing level of savings. The right-wing
party, however, is inclined to sacrifice intragenerational equity by relaxing the disin-
centives the capital tax entails for savings in order to reform the pension system and
thus to increase the efficiency of intergenerational redistribution. This indeed allows
for a partial transition from PAYG to funded pensions in case of an ageing population.
We demonstrate that a (optimally fine-tuned) right-wing plan for a very gradual re-
form may beat the left-wing policy proposal that keeps the PAYG-scheme intact in the
elections if at the outset a (strictly positive) distortionary tax on savings is in place.

Chapter 6 This chapter is a stranger iii our midst as its main focus is on the economic
and political-economic effects of increased technological progress and not so much on
population ageing. In this chapter we provide a possible solution to the puzzle that
in developed countries government spending on the old in the post-war period has
increased dramatically, while at the same time the labour-force participation of the

elderly has deteriorated maybe even more. The first part of the puzzle mentioned
above has partly been solved in the public-choice literature. Starting with the classic

paper by Browning (1975), it has been acknowledged that in democratic processes a bias
towards the elderly's interests exists. However, the increased outlays for elderly cannot

be accounted for by the changing demographics only. as the share of old individuals
did not increase as much as the rise in spending on their behalf would suggest. Hence,
there have to be other additional forces. The second part of the puzzle, the declining
labour-force participation of the elderly, is mainly explained by certain design features
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of social-security programs inducing early retirement  iii one way or atiotlier.

From a political-economy perspective. ilulligan and Sala-i-Martin (1999) provide
an answer relating botli parts of the puzzle (including the fact that governments induce
retirement with social security and other policies). They claim  that   pressure  groups
on behalf of the old find themselves to be Inore successful whe11 tlie old have retired.
Obviously, the more time an interest group's members spend on political activities,
the more influential they will be. But more importantly. according to Afulligan arid
Sala-i-Martin, a group of citizens without jobs is more likely to be honiogeneous with

  respect to their political objectives. and thus will 'single mindedly' dedicate themselves
to trying to extract transfers from other groups. in this case being the young. This
implies   t hat   in an atteinpt    to get their members   single   minded.    it   is   attractive   for
interest groups to aim for heavy taxation of their meinbers in order to induce them
to retire. In this chapter, we propose an alternative (but maybe complementary)
model for describing the increased lobbying efforts of the old.  That is, we try to
find other explanations for the successful lobbying activities of the old. Coniparable
to Mulligan and Sala-i-Martin, we depart from the assuniption that lobbying by one
group will affect the political decisions.     So, we adopt the Becker   ( 1983) approach
according to which pressure exerted by groups is assui:tied to determine the tax that
is used for (intergenerational) redistributio11. We adopt the idea of lobbyiIig as ali
investment in time, that is, we assume that t.he members of both the elderly and
the young pressure group have to decide on the allocation of time. There are three
possibilities: labour supply, leisure, and lobbying activities.  It can easily be seen
that optimal supply of labour and lobbying effort then leads to a condition where
the marginal benefit of lobbying equals the individual wage.  Consequently. if there
happens to be ari increase in the rate of technological progress, implying an increase in
the depreciation of skills with the passage of time (and thereby, the wage differential
between young and old workers),  it will become worthwhile for the elderly to undertake
more lobbying activities and supply less labour. Hence, it is not a high payroll tax that
incites  the  old to withdraw  from the labour market,   but  it  is the relatively declining
wage that makes it for them more attractive to invest time in lobbying activities. This
provides an alternative interpretation  of the extensively documented  fact  that  the  old
have become a leisure class in the post-war period: the elderly have been retiring
earlier and earlier not because the tax system invited them to do so. but because their
relatively declining labour productivity has made leisure and lobbying activities a more
profitable utilisation of their time than supplying their labour potential on the labour
market. The increased political activity of the old also provides an explanation for the
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dramat ic increase   in the redistributional   arrangenients   in   favour   of  them.     lioreover.

we demonstrate that the shift in the allocatioit of tiine can decrease overall welfare,

despite the increase ill technological progress.

Part III International Aspects

Chapter 7  Up till now, not much attention has been paid to the open economy
aspects of public pension schemes.  In a globalising world where capital

markets are               Ifurther liberalised and integrated, however, economies are increasingly affected by de-               
velopments that take place elsewhere.  One such development is the ageing of the           I
population that will occur in most industrialised countries in the UpCOilling decades.

This chapter pays attention to the effects of population ageing and the itistitutional

design and generosity of intergenerational redistribution on international capital move-

ments and the associated changes in factor rewards. As Feldstein  ( 1974, 1996b) pointed
out, unfunded social security negatively impacts private savings. Because this reduces

the capital stock, output per capita will be lower. Yet, the extent to which the fea-
tures of social-security arrangements thus impact overall welfare strongly depends on

both  the  size   a id the openness  of the econortly.   as  reflected  in the degree to which

capital can freely illove across countries. Iii a closed Bcolloin.y. a larger PAYG-scheine

will negatively affect savings. and thus push the interest rate up so tliat investments,

and thereby the capital-labour ratio. decline.  In case of large Open ecorionzies and

capital mobility. the downward pressure of the PAYG-scheme on savings will affect the

other countries as well. Because savings are lower in countries with relatively generous

social-security schemes, capital is relatively scarce and would therefore earn a higher
rate of return. This induces capital to move out of countries with relatively small

PAYG-schemes, so these countries end up with higher interest rates. The characteris-

tics of pension schemes thereby cause international spillover effects that are likely to
become more important as many countries will experience a higher relative number of

pensioners and capital moves more freely between countries. Contrary to chapters 5.

6 and 8, in this chapter, we take the size of the PAYG-scheme as given, and focus on

the effects of asymmetric demographic shocks on factor prices and welfare in a world
consisting of countries whose capital markets are fully integrated.

As  in  Buiter  ( 1981), we consider two regions.   both  with a public  pension  scheme

(possibly differing in their generosity and iii their intergeiierational risk-sharing prop-

erties). In order to capture  the  fact  that  most  OECD-countries are  hit  by  population
ageing at different moments and to a different degree, one region experiences a decline
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in the rate of populatioii growth.  We deinonstrate that tlie long-run impact of pop-
ulation ageing on the capital-labour ratio depends on the relative geiierosity of the
regional social-security arrangements. iforeover. tlie extent to wliic·11 population age-
ing affects the economies depends on the intergeneratioiial risk-sliaring properties of
the social-security scheme. The higher the degree of risk-sharing between generations,
the more the effects of ageing appear to be confined. We show tliat sharing the burden
and/or blessings of capital thickening (i.e.. an increased capital stock per worker) be-
tween generations is of significant importance for the coilfilling of the economic. effects
that population ageing brings about.

Chapter 8 A question that is oftell raised and is getting more domillailt iii tile Eu-
ropeali debate is what role inimigration nlay play ill overconling the. probleiii. of the
public pension systeins.  Ilnriligratic)11 of youlig worker's will alleviate the blirden of the
intergenerational transfer systenis as it decreases the dependency ratio. Borsch-Supan

(1994) advocates immigration into an ageing Germany for that reason. Storesletten
(2000), in the same vein. computes tlie discounted goveriiment gaizi of adillittiiig ad-
ditional immigrants to the US. conditional on their age and skills (see also Section

1.1). In this chapter, we will not treat immigration as exogenous (as in the analysis

of  Storesletten),   but  we will analyse the incentives for mobile workers  t o migrate  irito
or out of the ageing country. These incentives may arise from the effects of ageing on
wages, but they may also be due to politically enforced changes in the PAYG-tax.

We will distinguish between two labour types by allowing for qualitative differences
between mobile and non-mobile labour. If, as we suppose. labour is heterogeneous. it
is not clear beforehand that the ageing of the whote labour force will lead to a rise in
wages for both labour types. Determining factors in this respect are the characteristics
of the production function - in particular the dependency of the productivity of botli
types of labour on fixed factors in production - and the relative decline in fertility of
both types of labour. Especially if immigrants form a significant part of mobile labour
arid immigrants' fertility declines to a lesser extent than that of natives, mobile labour
may become redundant, leading to a decrease in its wage and, consequently, to an
incentive for emigration.

Not only changes in the wage. but also variations in the PAYG-tax may affect the
incentive to migrate.   In part icular.  the  fact  that the biir(len of ageing  is riot completely
borne by the elderly but also partly by the young through higher PAYG-taxes, may
create an additional incentive for emigration. The political effects of ageing make it
quite likely that this will happen: the increase in the relative number of older voters
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will influence the political decisions on the public pension system and thus lead to
a higher PAYG-tax. Von Hagen and Walz (1995) are among the first to demonstrate
that  'voting with the  feet' may severely constrain the ability of national governnients  to

redistribute income by showing that decreasing costs of migration put the sustainability
of the present social security systems  at  risk. In contrast  to them, however,   we  do  not

assume that the elderly set the tax. Instead. we assume some form of representative
democracy where the government is under the influence of both the old and the young.

In particular. we will assume that the PAYG-tax is determined by tlie size of the living
generations:  if one of the generations currently alive is relatively increasing in size it
will be able to affect the tax in the direction it desires (wilich, for the young, is to lower

it, and, for the old. to increase it).
Young mobile individuals gifted with perfect foresight observe the ciirrent and ftiture

political decisions on PAYG-taxes, and react by migrating if they can realise a higher

lifetime utility abroad than in their region of birth.  We will analyse the transition
process resulting from this behaviour when a demographic shock hits the economy.

One result that emerges is that, even if the ageing of the native population leads to the

desired immigration in the long run, the interplay between economics and politics can
lead to emigration in the short run. In that case, it can take several generations before

the new steady state with a higher number of immigrants sets in. The intuition behind

this result is that politics contain the germ of instability in the model applied in this
chapter as population ageing willlead the old to successfully lobby for higher taxes. thus

inciting emigration of the mobile young. The political effect. however. will decrease if

the dependency ratio regains its original value.  Due to a smaller (mobile) labour force,
higher wages will start to dominate. which will ultimately lead to immigration.

We can conclude that, in general, the ageing of the population will harm the elderly.

Apparently. the increase in their political influence due to the ageing does not allow

them to gain. The reason for this is that the possibility to migrate makes the mobiles

immune for the consequences of ageing: being mobile enables them to shift all adverse

effects, like the increased dependency ratio and declining wages for the relatively less

scarce factor, to the non-mobile or no-longer-mobile part of the population.

Chapter 9   In this chapter, we study the effects of ageing on the migration decision

of the mobile young individuals for different intergenerational risk-sharing properties
of the public pension scheme in place. The model is a simplified version of the one
applied in Chapter 8. Compared to Chapter 8. both the production structure and the

demographic composition of the population are simplified.  Moreover. intergenerational
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redistribution is not subject to political forces, but different exogenous intergenera-
tional risk-sharing properties will be assumed to be in place. As such. this chapter
complements Chapter 7 by analysing the international mobility of labour rather than
capital.

Firstly, we assume that a defined contribution PAYG-scheme is in place. Under

this scheme, the retirees bear - ceteris paribus - the dependency-ratio risk. that is, ari

increasing dependency ratio will result in lower benefits.  If the old cannot anticipate a
demographic shock, they will bear the entire burden of ageing.  In case of an anticipated
shock, however, mobile individuals that will be old at the time the demographic shock
occurs, can take precautions by migrating when young and are therefore less susceptible
to the adverse effects of ageing. Consequently, anticipated ageing will lead to migration
flows before the shock actually occurs. In that case, the retirees alive at the moment

the shock becomes publicly known are the ones that cannot react and they have to
bear a part of the burden.

Secondly, we assume that a defined benefit social-security scheme is in place. Under

this scheme, the contributors to the system (the workers) bear - ceteris pariblts - the

dependency-ratio risk, that is, ati increasing dependency ratio will result in higher
contributions.  In this case, ageing will set off a process of migration where any flow
of migration out of the small open economy is followed by a smaller migration flow
into the small open economy and vice versa. This process will continue to take place

until the new steady state is attained. The intuition behind this result is simply that
emigration in some period leads to an increase of the social-security tax in that period

(due  to a declining number of contributors),   but - ceteris paribus  -  to a decrease  in

this tax in the next period (as there are now fewer retirees). This decrease leads some
of the then young mobiles to immigrate from abroad. It should be emphasised that
this cyclic behaviour is perfectly rational and will be foreseen, as decisions are taken
with full information on their consequences. Obviously, in the long run, the decrease

in the lifetime utility of the immobile part of the population will be smaller under a
defined contribution scheme relative to the decrease under a defined benefit scheme if
the initial social-security arrangements are already 'too generous', as in case of defined

contributions, ageing will not lead to even higher PAYG-taxes. Moreover. comparing
both exogenous intergenerational risk-sharing rules with the endogenous, politically
driven, public pension scheme of Chapter 8, establishes that the latter pension scheme
is a so-called hybrid pension scheme (i.e., partly defined contribution and partly defined

benefit), sharing the dependency-ratio risk between the elderly   and the (immobile)
young.
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Finally, we analyse tlie case where people expect a benefit equal to the present valiie
of their contributions paid during tlieir industrious lives, i.e., PAYG is considered as an
(alleged)  erititleiizeiit.   We  find  that   iii  this  case.  even  temporary demographic shocks
will have long-iuii consequences for the size arid sustairiability of the social-security

arrangenients.



Chapter 2

Preliminaries

2.1       Introduction

In this chapter. we will hand some preliminaries. The basic overlapping-generations
framework will discussed as well as some 'classical' results concerning PAYG-social

security. Furthermore, we will briefly sketch the basic tool to analyse perturbations in
perfect-foresight models, i.e., the method of comparative dynaniics.

Transfers between generations play an important role in the economy. These trans-
fers includes not only pensions, government debt and inheritances, but education and
environmental pollution can also be considered as some form of intergenerational redis-
tribution. Estimations as to what amount the transfers between generations are part
of total capital accumulation  vary from approximately  20  to 75 percent.1

To be able to analyse the relation between generations we need to have a model
that reflects an economy where several generations are simultaneously alive at a certain
moment in time. Moreover, these generations should be able to affect each others weI-
fare as well as the welfare of future generations. The so-called overlapping-generations
(OLG) model complies with these needs. Paul Samuelson introduced this model in
1958 (Samuelson  19581).2 Ever since, the OLG-model plays an important  role  in  the
economic literature. It appears to be a suitable vehicle to explore the effects of govern-
ment debt, pensions, the role of money in the economy (together with the development
of inflation), supply and demand cycles, transfers to children and/or parents,  the  in-
dividual decision whether or not to have children (including the optimal number of
children),  and so forth.

The next section will sketch the main properties of the OLG-model. Furthermore
the relation between intergenerational transfers and private savings will be highlighted.
In Section 2.3, we will discuss the classical 'overinsurance' argument provided by
Browning (1975). In Section 2.4, the Pareto efficiency of PAYG-pension schemes will
be demonstrated. Finally, in Section 2.5, we will explain the method of comparative

1 For the lower bound, see Modigliani   (1988)  and  Gale and Scholz  (1994).    For the upper bound,
see Kotlikoff and Summers (1981) and Kotlikoff (1988)

20riginally, however, the OLG-model was developed by Allais  (1947)
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dynamics which will be used to analyse the short-run implications of population ageing

in chapters 5 and 8.

2.2 The overlapping-generations modeD

Before Paul Samuelson designed the first OLG-rnodel, two types of models were used to

analyse dynamic economic problems. Firstly, the so-called neoclassical growth models,
introduced by Solow (1956) and Swan (1956). Generations in these models succeed

each other but do not overlap. The rate of private savings is assumed to be constant
and exogenous. Given certain assumptions about the production function and the mag-
nitude of the savings rate, the economy converges to a steady state, where all economic

variables (such as capital. labour, consumption. and production) grow at a constant
rate. Hence, economic growth is completely accounted for by the characteristics of
the production technology and the exogenously determined savings rate. Obviously.
intergenerational transfers cannot be modelled.

Secondly, the so-called Ramsey model (introduced by Ramsey )928 ,and enhanced

by  Cass  [1965], and Koopmans  19651),in which the economy consists  of  a  set  of infi-

nitely living individuals, that can be interpreted as family dynasties. These dynasties
are assumed to be altruistic towards future family members. Therefore, family de-

cisions, such as private savings, will optimal for the complete dynasty. Contrary to
the Solow-Swan model, the rate of savings is endogenously determined. The resulting
equilibrium will be dynamically efficient, that is, no family member can gain without
harming at least one of the other members of the dynasty.

The novelty of Samuelson's approach, aimed at the explanation of the existence of
money in the economy, was the demographic structure. In his stylised framework, the
economy is populated by individuals who exactly live for two periods. The first period
contains their industrious life, and in the second period, they are retired. Let Nt be
the number of individuals born at the beginning of period t, t - 0,1.2, Figure 2.1
depicts the population structure of the two-period overlapping-generations model.

3This section draws heavily upon Verbon et at. (2000)
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Time
t=0 t=1 t=2 ... t=t t=t+1

Age

Young N o       N 1       N 2       ···          N t        Nt+1
\    \                \

/4        /4                              \
Old N.i      N o       N i       -         N         Nt-1         t

Figure 2.1: The demographic structure of the 2-period OLG-model.

In Samuelson's seminal contribution there was no store of value. so individuals had
no possibility to save for their old age, and, consequently, no consumptioti possibil-
ities in their second period of life. However, individuals generally prefer to smooth
consumption over their life as the following simple example will show. Assume that
the preferences of an individual can be represented by the following utility function,
U(cy°I"g, "°id)   = (Cy°""Z)(C"ld), where  2'"""1, c"ki denote the consumption  when  young
and old, respectively. Moreover, assume that an individual produces w consump-
tion goods during her industrious life and that there is no population growth, i.e..
No=  Ni-···- N (the number of young equals the number of elderly in every
period).  She can decide to consume all the goods she produced herself in the first
period of her life, and consume nothing when old (her utility would then be equal to

zero). Another possibility for her would be to give half of her production ( w) to an
old individual and to get half of the production of a subsequent young individual (born
one period later). In this case her utility would be equal to f1112 > 0. Hence, she prefers

the allocation (tw,  w) over (w, 0).
A problem arises, however. Individuals sacrifice half of their first-period production,

but not to those individuals who have to take care of them, when they have become old.
These individuals have not been born yet.  So. it is not a matter of exchange but of gift.
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In the absence of a quid pro quo. it is not certain whether the subsequent generation will
maintain these gifts and whether the optimal allocation will be accomplished. In the
presence of (some degree of) altruism of young individuals towards the elderly, there
will be a transfer from young to old.4 Without altruism, the illtroduction of money

will ensure the realisation of the socially optimal allocation: the elderly can pay for the
gifts of the young, and the young can use these payments to buy consumption goods

for themselves. Government intervention may also lead to the preferred outcome: the
government forces the young to transfer half of their production to the elderly.  The
young will not experience the government pressure as a burden if it is guaranteed that
the subsequent young generation will also be forced to transfer to the old.

Diamond (1965) generalised Samuelson's framework. Contrary to Samuelson, Diamond
assumed a store of value to be present so that individuals do have the opportunity
to  save and invest. Consequently,   even   iii the absence of (forced) intergenerational

transfers, individuals can provide their own old-age income (aiid thereby consumption).
Moreover, Diamond demonstrated that in a laissez-faire economy individuals can save
'too much'  Too much means here dynamic ·ine.Oiciency, that is, a steady state where

the (real) rate of interest (r) is larger than the growth rate of the economy, which equals

the (exogenously determined) rate of population growth (n).5 For r < n. the per capita

consumption is suboptimal.  This is also the case if r > n. Now. however, the capital
stock is not too large but too small to achieve maximal (lifetime) consumption. This
is a dynamically ellicient situation. because it is only possible to increase per capita
consumption in the long run by decreasing consumption in the short run. Ergo, current
generations have to make a sacrifice to provide a utility gain for future generations.  In a

dynamically inefficient situation. however. the welfare of current and future generations
can be increased by decreasing tlie capital stock.  i.e.. by converting private savings into

consumption. Notice that welfare will only increase if alt individuals will lower their
savings. Atomistic individuals will. however, not save less because they expect to
have no influence on the economy as a whole.  They will only save less if the rate of
interest will decrease even more. Government intervention will be necessary to attain a
socially optimal allocation. So, both Samuelson and Diamond rationalise government
intervention. In Samuelson's framework, the government has to intervene to ensure
consumption possibilities for the elderly. In Diamond's setup the government has to

4 Whether this transfer will accomplish the social optimum  (equal consumption in both periods,

i.e., (&10,  w)) is, however, not guaraIiteed.
6 A t   any   time   t, it holds  that   .Vt+ 1   -   (1+ n, +1)3, · Constant population growth implies   that

nt = n, Vt.
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intervene if the youtig save too linich.  The iilstrunieiit is the sanie ill hoth c·ases: forced
intergeneratiolial tratisfers. The ititroduction of an iritergenerational tratisfer scheine
will. of coursp. iniply a decrease of tlie welfare of future generations if tlie economy
converges to a dyiiainically effic·ient steady state. The following siiiiple mociel of a sinall
open economy will explicate tile relation between private saviiigs aiid intergenerational
transfers.

Intergenerational transfers and private savings

Consider an economy with an exogenously given interest rate ,·. cleteririined on the
world capital market and assumed to be constant. over tinle. Productioti is described
by a standard constant-returns-to-scale production function. so that the wage (w)
is also fixed.  When yoiing, the agent inelastically supplies one uiiit of labour.  We
assume lifetime utility of a represeiltative agent born at the l,egiiining of pe.riod t to
be additively separable alid the felicity functions to be logarithniic·:6

6'(4","14.cit'l) =log(ci'""'64) -1-log(C;'til). (2.1)

where the parameter p indicates the pure rate of time preference.
A part T of the labour iticome w. is taxed away by the governinent in a luilip-,suni

fashion to be transferred to the currently living old. The remaining wage inconie is
used for savings for old age (st) and for consumption while young:

 '"""g =W-T- St· (2.2)

When old, the individual consumes her savings, including their returns, and tlie trans-
fer payment 71 from the government. Consequently, the old-age Corisuniption of an
individual born at the beginning of period t is given by

c;'t'l = (1 + r)st + 11· (2.3)

Maximising lifetime-utility (2.1) subject to the single-period budget constraints (2.2)
and (2.3) yields

,-{...4

c;'.Ti  =  (1 + r)ct (2.4)

In fact, the government runs it transfer system as PAYG-scheme with the fc)llowing

(balanced) budget constraint,

71=(1 + n)T (2.5)

6 Note  that we abstract from discowiting
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From (2.4). it immediately follows that individual savings equal

St-(W- T)- -11 (2.6)
1 + r

An increase in the net first-period income (W - T) has a positive impact on the level

of private savings: the same holds for an increase in the rate of interest,7 whereas a
more generous transfer  (71) influences private savings negatively. Froni  (2.5)  and  (2.6),
it immediately follows that an increase in T unambiguously reduces private savings.

The effect of the intergenerational transfer scheme on the lifetime income (w + T),
and thereby on lifetime utility is positive (negative) if r<n(T> n).  For r=n, the
intergenerational transfer scheme   has no effect ori lifetime  income  as its internal   rate

of return  (1 + n) exactly equals  the rate of return on private savings  (1 + r).   The fol-

lowing figures portray the (lifetime-)income effects accompanying the intergenerational
transfer scheme under the different regimes.

Cold

r < n =* Positive income effect

E/
E           Slope -(1+0//

Slope -(1+n)

< 2
C..•'44 +

W T  W

w- r + (1 +n) T/(1+r)>w

Figure 2.2: The income efiect of intergenerational transfers  if  r < n

From  Figure  2.2.  we  see  that  in  case r<n (dynamic inefficiency), intergenerational
transfers have a positive income effect. The 'optimal' consumption plan changes

7Due to our specification of the utility function the inconie efTect and the substitution effect of a
change in the interest rate exactly cancel out: a changing rate of interest onll. affects the net present

value of the transfer aiid thereby saviiigs.
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from El to E2. Both first-period consuniption and second-period consumption in-
crease, and thereby. of course, lifetime utility. Private savings decrease (compare
the dashed line with the open arrows with the dashed line with the black arrows).

Cold

r>n   - Negative income effect

Ei
E,

Slope = -(1+n)

-Slope = -(1+r)4 r.-C> 
CYOU.4!

4-                %W I

w - r + (1+n) I/(1+r) < w

Figure 2.3: The income efl'ect of intergenerational transfers if r > n

From  Figure  2.3,   we  see  that   in  case r>n (dynamic efficiency), intergenerational
transfers have a negative income effect. The 'optimal' consumption plan changes from

El  to  E·2.  Both first-period consumption and second-period consumption decrease,  and
thereby, of course, lifetime utility. Private savings also decrease (compare the dashed
line  with  the open arrows  with the dashed  line  with the black arrows).
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C old

r=n   - < No
income effect

No change in consumption plans

E  E,

- Slope = -(1 +n)=-(1+r)
A        *

CY°q

4....--.i-------------ill-,tW-T

w-   r  +  (1 +n)  I/(1 +r)  =w

Figure 2.4:  The efects of intergenerational transfers if r = n

From Figure 2.4. we see that in case r = n, intergenerational transfers have 110 income
effect. The 'optimal' consumption plan does not change,  El  =  E.2.  As both first-period

consumption and second-period consumption do not change, lifetime utility will not
change either. Private savings. however, still decrease (conpare again the dashed line
with the open arrows with the dashed line with the black arrows).

Another famous contribution  in this respect is Aaron   ( 1996). He demonstrated  that
the rate of return of the intergenerational transfers in Sanmelsonk framework can be
related to a small number of key parameters. He assumed economic developments to

be exogenous. In this setup, he derived a condition under which an intergenerational
transfer scheme  (i.e., a PAYG-public pension scheme) induces higher welfare  in  the
long  run  than an intragenerational transfer scheme (i.e., private savings  or a capital
reserve scheme), i.e., the Aaron condition. This condition states that the former scheme
dominates the latter one in terms of long-run welfare if the sum of exogenous income
growth  (wt+1  -  (1  + g)wt,  due to technological progress, for example) and population

growth outweighs the real interest rate,

(1 + g)(1 +n) >1+r, (2.7)
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where g denotes the rate of exogetious iiiconie growth.8  Notic·e that Aaroifs conclusion
corresponds to Dianiond's finditigs. It is lilore attractive to 'save' for old age tlirough
intergenerational transfers then via private saviiigs in case of clynamic inefficiericy (r <
n).

2.3 Browning's median-voter modet
As pointed out in Chapter  1  of this thesis. the reduction ofold-age poverty is m,zinly diie
to the existence alid development of public peibion systeins wliich are predoiiiinantly
financed on a PAYG-basis.  So, tlie success of the welfare state has bec,n partly the
result   of a redistribution of resources   from   the  youilg   to   the   old. Howe.ver, given

dynamic efficiency  (see  Section  2.2), the first generation of retired under  tlic  PAYG
system is the only generation that gained frOIII the introductioil of the public pension
system in the sense that tliis generation sees its lifetime incoine increasecl. All other
generations experience a reduction in lifetime income relative  to   the situation where
no PAYG-financed public pension system would exist (see Figure 2.3). Giveii the
above stated fact that continuing the current system would imply a loss iii lifetime
income for young workers, it is of interest to analyse whether the PAYG-schemes will
be converted somewhere in the future into funded systems.  If this can be expected.
how will this affect current decisions? To answer such questions. insight into tlie effects
of demographic, economic and political developments on tlic decision-Inaking process
is required.

In this section, we will discuss this issue iii the context of tlie public-choice literature.
This literature studies the niechariisnls that direct the goveriinient in deciditig on issues
regarding public pension schenieS. 1'  Two models are commonly distinguished. The first
one takes the model of a direct democracy  as a starting point, the second  oiie considers
decisions on public pension systems in a representative democracy. It will appear that
in a direct democracy, it is not very likely that a conversion to a capital reserve systeni
will be voted upon. Whether a transition will occur in a representative deniocracy is
analysed in Part II of this thesis.

In a democracy, most government decisioils are determined soniehow by the pref-
erences of the citizens currently alive. One therefore has to make assumptions on the

SNotice that Aaron implicitly assumes that the PAYG-contribution is a constant percentage of the
wage income when young, while the benefits are distributed in a lump-sum fashion.

9This section draws heavily upon Verbon et al. (1998) and Verbon et al. (2000).
111 For a survey, see Verbon (1993) and Breyer (1994a).
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way  t hese preferences are traiislated  into the actual decisions  takeii  by  the  goveriimerit.

Regarding public pensions, the model of direct democracy was initially analysed as the

relevant institutional franiework in deciding on the structure of public pension schemes.

In a direct deinocracy every voter casts a vote on the relevant cliaracteristics of the
public pension scheme and lias tlie same weight in the decision-making process. There

are no politicians in this model or. if they do exist, they sliould actually be considered
11as loyal executives passively  put t ing  t he decisions  of  the  voters  iritc,  OI,eration.

The birth of the public-choice approacli to public pension schemes can be traced

back to 1975 when Edgar Browziing published a now classic paper on decision inak-
ing. He considers   a   three-overlapping-generations   model   in   which   tlie   two   younger

generations produce Consumption goods that cannot be trailsferred over time while the

old generation is retired and does not have means of its own. Tlius. an econoiny is
considered in which lending or saving is not possible: the capital market is assumed
to be completely absent. Figure 2.5 depicts the demographic structure of Browning's
frainework.

Time
t=0    t=1 t=2 ... t=t t=t+1 t=t+2

Age

Young No Ni N 2         .-           Nt          N vi
N

t+2\\  \\
J.'  \\

Middle N.1      N o      N i - N t-1         Nt            N t+I
\     \                  \     \\ \ ; 4

Old N.2     N.1      N o                 N        N        Nt-2                 t- I                 t

Figure 2.5: The demographic structure of the 3-penod OLG-model.

" As  is  well-known  if individuals decide independenth·  of each other. every individual  has  an  incen-
tive to let the other nieinbers contribute to the system without contributing olieself. The political
process  can be assunied  to  'solve' this free-rider problem by forcing  all  members  of  the  decisive  gen-

eration to cooperate.
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Let us assume that the generatiotis ctirrently alive decide 011 a tralisfer s.\'stelil iii
which every worker contributes tlie sanie fractioii T of his wage w. XIoreover, suppose,
that every generation forins its preferences by ass,iiziixig tliat tlie size' of tlie transfer
decided upon will be maintained itidefinitely. For simplic·ity, we assi1111(, that there is
no population growth (n = 0).

Before deriving the choice  of  T.  let  tis  first  (·c)Iifick,i  t lie  ratp  of retzirii.   11  -  1.  011

the contribiitions for the three generatioils if the trailsfer system is to be ilitroduced
for the first time.  For the old generatioii (of age 3) tlie rate (,f return is infinite
because it receives a transfer witliout liaving contributecl tc) tlic systeiii. For a mic! Ile-

aged individual (of age 2), i) follows froiii TU)1) = 11, where 4 is tlie tratisfer to be
received in the next period.  As the budget restriction of tlie transfer system implies

9  =  27-w, it follows  that  11  =  2.    A  youllg  inclividual  (of age  1)  will  c·c,titribute  to
the  systeni  iii the first and second period  of  its  life,  so  t hat  the  rate of return  follows

froni ·rw,92 + 7-Wd = 9 = 27-w. which implies 79 = 1.  So. tlie rate of return on the
coritributions increases with age.

It can then be expected that the preferred COIltribution rate will iticrease with age

as well.  This is, in fact, easily demollstrated.  Suppose all incliviclual of age i (i =  1,2.3)
has the following additively separable utility fulictiC)1112

3

U, = E 1,(Cl), (2.8)

J=1

where 9 - (1 - T)w (j = 1.2) and c3 - 71· The felicity futictioiks u(·) aiC' assililied to
be strictly concave and obey the conventional Inada aniclitions. Insertiiig the budget

restriction. i.e. 7-w =  9. iii (/2 atid differentiating witli respect to 71 gives th:it t}w
opt inial transfer  for an individual  of age  2.   12. is implicit ly given  by

11'(92)  =   11'(tu -  42). (2.9)

where u'(.) is marginal utility of consumption per period. The optiinal transfer of the
youngest generation  (91) is implicitly given  by

//   \      1/
Al'11,1 = 11 (113- 5,11) (2.10)

1'2 In the sequel preferences of individuals in isolatioii are considereel.     hitergeneratiotial t ransfers
are between individuals via the public pensioii systein. As ati alternative to these transfers, how-
ever, intergenerational transfers within one's own fainily are possible. Tkie preferences for a public
pension system  can  then  be  seen  to  be  dependent  on the family  size  of  t lie iticlividuals  concerned,  as
denionstrated by Breyer  and  Von der Schulenburg  (1987).
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If.  however.  tlic,  preferetices  of  tlie  individuals  of  age  2  determiite  tlie  tratusfer.  and
we replace 91 iii equation (3) by 42 froni equatioil (2). we can derive, tliat tlle total
marginal utility of the benefit 92 eqlials  -  u'(w -  712 · which is obviously negative.  In
other words. the trai sfer preferrect by an individual of inedian age is higher than the

one preferred by the youngest iiidividuals.
As the oldest individuals prefer a benefit as high as possible, 112 will be the benefit

chosen under majority voting. iloreover, assuming that tliis benefit will be maintained,
every young generation  is  confronted   with   a   transfer  system  that   does   tiot   maximise

lifetime utility because of a benefit level that is too high. Fiiture median voters will not

be willing to decrease the transfer to the level that is optinial for all ftiture generations.
because once they have become the median voter, equatic,ii (2.9) determines the optimal
transfer  for  these  individuals.

The above gives the basic argument of Brownings paper.  Note once again that
completely imperfect capital markets were assumed. If c·apital markets are. perfect. 011

the other haIid, the political choice is between a PAYG-system or no public system
at all where individuals provide foi· tlieir own old-age Consuinption by im·esting their
savings in a capital reserve syste ill. Under majority rule the age of tlie distinguished
individuals is again the deterniinirig factor for tlie preferred size of the sc,cial-security

scheme as we will now demonstrate.
Suppose that iii the 3-period OLG-model a pensioii benefit V has to l,e financed.

The old will of course prefer the PAYG-system. The individuals of age 2 are able to
generate a pension benefit 9 by saving Tu which. inchiding the accriiect iiiterest, gives

9 in the next period if T = III&-Fi·  Under the PAYG-system the contribution would

equal T = e. These individuals will thus prefer the PAYG-system if , < 1.

The individuals of age 1 pay utider the PAYG-systeril a contribution rate equal to
  during the first two periods of tlieir lives. Had they invested tliese contributions.
the accumulated vahie at the start of their last period would equal ((1 + r)2 + (1 + r))
They would thus prefer the PAYG-system if, and only if 5((1 + r)2 + (1 + r)) < 9. that
is. if r < 0. Obviously. in our siniple model with no iiiconie or popillatic)11 growth. it
would be inefficient to save if r < 0. So. the young prefer an efficient financilig system.
Nevertheless, a PAYG-system will be chosen by tlie iziajority as long as r < 1.

Let us now return to the issue of conversion frorii a PAYG-systelri to a funded
scheme.  Such a conversion might be deemed worthwhile because of the iricreasing

costs of the PAYG-system due to tlie aging of the population.  From the above analysis
we conclude, however, that in the median-voter model two opposing forces are at work.
Firstly, the age of the decisive voter tends to increase if the population ages, which
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decreases the likelihood that tlie decisive voter prefers a coiiversion. Six·ondly, if aging
occurs. this decreases the internal  rate  of return  of nlailitailling  tlie  PAYG-system.   It
stands to reasoii tliat. Linless tlie PAYG-system bec:owes uiirealistically inefficieiit fc,r
the inedian voter. the first effect will domiriate so that a conversic)11 from a PAYG-
System to a capital reserve schenle is llc)t very likely tc) be deciclecl 111)(,11.

Iii Browning's model public pensions arise becazise the mediati voters asstiiile tl at
the current decisions regarditig tlie ptiblic· Pcillsion schem< remaills illialterecl fc,rever.
However, if 0110 looks at th(, actual operation of public: pension schenies, tlieii it is
striking that tliese systems  ar(, c:haiiged so often.   So, it appears  t liat  the  expectations
of the mediati voter regarditig the futiire political dec·ision niakizig process are xic)11-
rational'3: she inc'orrectly assumes that revoting will tiot take plac·e wheii she is no
longer the decisive voter.    But   by  simply  looking  at  the  past.  individuals can learn
about changes that are enacted iii the decision-making process regardizig public pension
plans. At the extreme. individuals can have rational expectations al,olit the citirent
and future mechanisms driving the decisioris on ptiblic pensioii s(·liemes. Theti. the
question arises whether tlie itiforniatioil tliat curreiltly living itidividuals have can be
used to shape the future evolution of tlie scheme.

An important disadvantage of Browning s approach is tlie exchision both private sav-
iIigs and public savirigs through a capital reserve Systeril. Boadway and Wildasin (1989)
overcome this disadvantage through  the ititroduction of a capital market, albeit  not  a
perfect one. Young individuals (of age 1) 11OW have the opportunity to save part of their
income in the first period of their life for consuniption iii the. Secollcl period. Aloreover.
they are able to shift income froiti the secoiici period of life to the first one.  Middle-aged
individuals (of age 2) are cati save part of their (second-period) iiicoine for old age.
However. they Cannot shift a part of their pension benefit to the second period of life.
The latter constraint demonstrates the iinperfection of the capital Irlarket. Sitzillar to
Browning, in the model of Boadway and Wildasin the middle generation is the niedian
generation and so its vote is decisive. They prove that a public PAYG-scheme will
arise even if a capital market is present. The model of Boadway aiid Wildasin gener-
ates a cycle of relatively high and low contributions compared to the contribution level
that prevails in the long run. This cycle is a conseque.nce of the interaction between
accumulated savings and pensioii contributions. Suppose that an iridividiial of age 1
is confronted with a high PAYG-contribution. In this case. she will save less or iIi

13 After Browning's seminal paper several direct-democracy niodels allowing for changes iii the
public-pension system  have been analysed.   For a survey of these niodels, see Verbon  ( 1993).
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the most extrenie case Iiothing at all. As a consequetice. her consumptioii possibilities

during her second period of life are limited. Her future consuniption possibilities. liow-
ever. will be large as a result of tlie gener()us PAYG-benefit. As her current (Ille(liall)
consuniption is low, slie will choose to adjtist the constimption patterIi over tinie. This
is not possible by shifting part of her pension iIicoine to the second period of life (due

to the capital-market iiziperfections) Therefore. she will vote for a reduction of the
PAYG-tax. Since the middle generation is the median generatioll, the contribution will
indeed be reduced. Ergo, the subsequent youngest generatio11 will have to pay a lower
P.AYG-contributioii and will save more. \Thell they have becl,Ille Iiiiddlc, aged. tliey will

be relatively rich atid therefore. they will w,te for ali expallsic,Ii of the PAYG-system

(as this will be more profitable for thein thail private saviiigs. as mentioned above). It
will be clear that this cycle is a result of the decisioii illusioti of tlie iii(livicluals: they
base their current savings on wrong expectations with regard  to  the  future  contribution

level.

In many countries the PAYG-benefit depends on the individiial contributions paid in
tlie past. Brunner and Wickstrom (1993) analyse how this dependency will affect tlie
desired individual pension beiiefit. Iii contrast to Brownirig. the miclcile generatic)11
now prefers a lower contribution level tlian the yormgest getieration. The reason is
that the members of the youngest generation are able to increase their fiiture pelision
rights through these higher contributions.   Iembers of the middle generation object to
a higher contribution level, because they are only able to increase their peilsion rights

marginally. Hence, Brunner  and Wickstrom qualify  t he basic result  of  Brownitig.  that
political decision making always implies a disad\antage for the young.

The contributions discussed above are jiist a Small immber of the still growing liter-
ature. Altliough qualifications are observed. a basic· observation ill this literatiire14

is that, iii case of direct decision making on public pensions. the elderly will have a
dominant vote. Population ageirig will, of course. reitiforce this result.

2.4 The Pareto efficiency of PAYG-schemes'G

Feldstein (1974) argued that the introdudion of a PAYG-scheine has a negative impact

on the private savings rate (see also Section 2.2). In a closed economy, the declitie iri

1 4 Some other referendum models are Breyer (19945). Veit (1995), and  arquardt ariel Peters (1997)
15This section draws heavily upon Verbon  et  al.   (2000)
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savings will put an upward pressure ori the interest rate and thereby negatively affect

investments  (and thus economic growth).16 Given dynamic  efficiency, the introduction
of a PAYG-scheme is only beneficial for the first generation of elderly, as they have a

windfall gain. They will have a higher lifetime income because they receive a PAYG-
benefit without having paid any contributions. The lifetime income of subsequent
generations will, however, decrease.

Given that a PAYG-scheme negatively affects the growth of the economy and there-

fore also the welfare of future generations, the question is raised whether it is desirable
and possible to substitute the PAYG-scheme for a funded pension system (based on

private savings). In particular, the question is raised whether  such a conversion   is

possible without decreasing the welfare of any (current or future) generation. Before
answering this question, it is necessary to emphasise that such a conversioti should ini-

ply an increase of the savings rate, which is essential to achieve a higher capital-labour
ratio and thereby higher per capita consumption.   In  fact, the effect  of this conversion

exercise is opposite to the effect of the introduction of a PAYG-scheme, as analysed

by Feldstein (1974). Whereas the introduction of a PAYG-scheme leads to a decrease

in the national savings  rate, the opposite holds  for a conversion (by definition).    The
question, therefore, is whether an increase in the savings rate, which will eventually

imply an increase of per capita consumption, will not be at the expense of the con-
sumption possibilities of one of the first generations under the conversion policy (who

are less [or not at all} able to increase their savings).

Formulated differently: does a Pareto-improving conversion policy exist? Breyer (1989)
and Verbon (1988a) demonstrate that such a Pareto improvement is not possible, and,

therefore, a PAYG-system is Pareto efficient. In case of a conversion from PAYG to
capital reserve, the (first) generation of retirees, not receiving a PAYG-benefit anymore,

have to be compensated so that their welfare remains the same. Breyer and Verbon
compensate these old by handing them a pension benefit (financed by the introduction

of government debt) equal to the benefit they would have received under the PAYG-

system. Simultaneously, both the current young and the future generations will pay
into a capital reserve system. The additional rate of return this system yields, will
be used to pay off the government debt. Therefore, the welfare of the generations

alive during the transition process (that is, until the debt is paid off) will be equal to
their welfare if the PAYG-scheme were still in place. The subsequent generations will

16 In a small open economy, a decline in savings will  imply a decrease  of the current-account surplus

(or an increase of the deficit).
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be better off because tliey profit from the higlier rate of return of the capital reserve
system (as they do not have to pay off the debt anymore). But is it possil,le to pay
off the governnient debt iii a finite number of periods, without any getieration being
worse off (relative to the situation with a PAYG-scheme)? This does not apI)ear to be
possible since per capita government debt will reinain coristant. The ilittlitioil behilid
this  is as follows. The government debt created to finance the pensioils  for  t he  first
generation of retirees, will accrue with the ititerest rate.  The redeniptions will also
grow with the interest rate. Consequently, there will tiever be a generation that is able

to fully profit fr0111 the additional rate of rettirii of thc, capital reserve systern. as tlie
bi.irden, resulting  froin  tlie  ixitroduction of governitient  debt  to  compexisate the initial
elderly. can never  be  paid  off.  without  at  least  ozie  (ftittirc) generation being worse  off,
than  would have been  the  case  under  a PAYG-system. Therefore.  t he choice between
PAYG and capital reserve sliozild not so tiiuch be based on efficiency considerations
but rather on equity groutids. This result liolds both for a small open economy with
an exogenously determined interest   rate  and a closed economy. iii wlii(·11  the  interest
rate  is the result  of t he  demand and supply  on the capital 1Ilarket.

The implication of this inipossibility result is that  a coziversion from PAYG to a more
futided  pension scheine  is  no  free  lunch:   although per capita consumptiori  caii  iiicrease
in the long run as a result froin the increased capital intensity, these future welfare
gains imply current welfare costs that have to be boriw by at least onc generation.
Tlierefore. the goverIiziieiit lias to pass a welfare judgeiiient aIid needs to decicle whicli
generation(s) will have to bear the burden. This aspect is often rieglected 11>' ecoriomists
tliat analyse different coiiversion options. Reforiiiing tlie current PAYG-sclierize in the
way described above just  ineatis  tliat  the goverIimeiit debt. which is iniplicitly present
in the PAYG-systein (tlie windfall gain for the first getieration). is made explicit. In
the case of a :real  ('011Versioll fronl a PAYG-systenl to a capital reserve systeiii some
generation has to foot the bill.17

17 If reducing or abolishing the PAYG-scheme goes along with the reduction or elitnination of a
negative external effect, as for example the distortion of the lal,our-leisure decision caused by a PAYG-
payroll  tax  as in Honiburg  ( 1990).  then  a  Pareto-improving  transition  to a funded Systetil is possible.
Likewise. this can be achieved if the increase in savitigs that results froin a reduction of the PAYG-
scheme has posit ive external effects: for example  under  an endogenous-growth scenario  as in Belan
et al.

( 1998). Finally, assunliIig endogenous fertility, Cliapter 4 of this thesis shows that a conibined

policy of decreasing the PAYG-tax and introducing cliild allowances  can  also  result  iii  a  Pareto-
improvement.
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A formal derivation

Here we provide a formal derivation of the Breyer-Verbon result disc·ussed abc,ve for a
sniall open economy.  Let tlic PAYG-contribution bea constant per(·critage of the wage
ilicome when young. Twt•  Vt.   Then  at  any  time  t, the total PAYG-(·c,ntribiitions  are
equalto

/ NiTWANt-11-1 Nt.Twt, (2.11)( Nt-1 )

where  Nt-1  (Ni ) denotes tlie iltiniber of elclerly (young) present at time t.  So, if the
government wants to replace tlie PAYG-scheme by a capital reserve schenie at tinic:
t = 0, the additioiial govertiinent debt tliat has to be created to conipensate the old
has to be equal to NoTWo. Assumitig that tlie rate of population growth is constant
and equal to n, i.e., Nt+1  = (1+ n)N, Vt, and that  the rate of exogeiiously determined
economic growth is constant and equal to g, i.e.. wl+1 - (1 + 9)wt. Vt, the net present
value  of the welfare gains  for  the  generations  who  participate  in the capital reserve
system with a rate of return equal to the interest rate (r) is given by 18

[(1 + r) - (1 + 71)(1 + g)]Period 0 Norwo
L 1+r           ] '                      (2.12.a)

[(1 + r)-(1 + n)(1 + g)] 1Period 1 : Nl TWl
[

1+r ]ltr

Norwo
L

(2.12.b)[(1+,·)-(1+n)(ltg)] (1+„.)(ltg)
1+r ]  1+r

The total net present value of the welfare gains of the initial young and all future
generations is giveii by

NoTwo
l 1+r             ],=o      (1 + ry
[(1 + r) - (1 + n)(1 + g)]   (1 + n)'(1 + g), = NoTwo (2.13)

From (2.13), it follows that there will be no generation that can fully profit fi·om the
higher rate of return of the capital reserve system. as the additional government debt
cannot be paid off in finite time without making any generation worse off compared
with the situation with a PAYG-scheme.

18Notice that dynamic efficiency implies that  1+r >  (1 + n)(1 + g), see the Aaron condition above.
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2.5 The method of comparative dynamics
In this section, we present the method of comparat ive dynamics  for the computation  of

the impact of perturbations on a steady state in discrete-time perfect-foresight models.

Shiller (1978) points the difficulty of obtaining explicit solutions for linear difference

models under perfect foresight. Judd (1982) presents the method of comparative dy-

namics to analyse the dynamics of perfect-foresight models in continuous time. This
method generates an analytically tractable approximation of the real solution. Meij-
dam and Verhoeven  ( 1998) generalise Judd's method to discrete time.   Iii the remainder

of this section. we restrict ourselves to the. presentation of the discrete-time two-by-two
saddlepoint-stable case, as this coincides with the applications presented in chapters 5

aiid 8 of this thesis.

Tl e basic two-by-two perfect-foresight model of an economy can be reduced to the

following system of difference equations,

It+1 = 91(Zt,Itt,Pt), (2.14.a)

14+1 - 92(It,14·Pt), (2.14.b)

where  z  is a non-predetermined  or jump variable  (as  is  the  social-security  tax  (T)  in
Chapter  5.  and the variable  11 in Chapter  8  see Appendix  8 8} ) ,V i s a  predetermined

variable (as is private savings (s) in Chapter 5, and the variable m iii Chapter 8) and
p is a  parameter  (the rate of population growth  (n)  in cliapters 5  and  8). This system
is assumed to be in a stationary state (f y)19  determined by p, which is saddlepoint

stable, i.e. there is one stable eigenvalue A 1 (inside the unit circle) and one unstable
eigenvalue A2 (outside the unit circle). We analyse the effect of a perturbation of the
parameter:  Pt  =P+ 74,  (t  = 0,1,2....) where ht denotes tlie tinle pattern of the
perturbation and the scalar 7 stands for the magnitude of the shock.  Linearisation of
system (2.14.a)-(2.14.b) with respect to 7 yields

azt+i 24 -  11
57                                07                       gp nt

= J        +                              (2.15)
avt+1 Qll!

- 9:ht -Eh _ - 87

where  J  is the Jacobian matrix  and g;  (i  = 1,2) denotes the derivative  of g' with

respect to p, both evaluated in the steady state (I. y).

11'Whenever time subscripts are omitted, we refer to the (initial) steady-state value of the respective

variable or parameter.
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If we assuine that the sliock is perinatient. that is ho -h i - · · · -1.w e can easily
derive the new steady state froni (2.15):

b              -  1 -                        (41,AdjA(1)= A-1(1)         -                                          (2.16)
22 2       (1 -Al)(1- A.2)     2

-07 _
- gp - - gp

where A(t,) E [,·I - J], with I the two-by-two identity inatrix. 1101'cover. we usect the

fact that A-1(1,) = Ad/A(.,)
(v-Al)(V-A2)

Define X(t,), Y(v) and C'(i,) (i = 1,2) as the Z-transform2tl of *. * and g;ht (i =
1,2),  respectively.  Then we (:an derive  that

7'X(1,) - 1,  - X(,9 -   - 1,Gi(1,)
= 1           +                            (2.17)

FYS)- 1,99 . Y(t') _   _ FG,(0 -

In order to determine the initial jump in the non-predetermined variable I a t time t = 0

(*), we have to solve a boundary problem. The initial conditiolls follow from tlie fact
that y is predetermined (* = 0) The final conditions follow from the saddlepoint
stability of the system. Given these conditions. Blanchard and Kahn (1980) derive the
following solution for the jump in I,

OZO  - j12.j21 - 01 - ")(j22 - M YW) + : 1-2.1 (12(11) - 61(·1,), (2.18)
87 h 121

where jik (i, k = 1,2) denote the elements of the Jacobian .J Substituting the unstable
eigenvalue 12 for 1, (implying that Y(11) is bounded and the first RHS-term of (2.18) is
equal  to  zero),  we  get

OZO = j11 - X262(A2) - Gl(X2)· (2.19)
07        121

Given (and * - 0), the complete time path of and can be traced by

applying system (2.15).

2(1 The Z-transform is the discrete-time equivalent of the Laplace transform used, for example, in

Judd (1982). See, for example, Meijdam and Verhoeven (1998, notes 5 and 6. p. 124).
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Beliefs and Fertility



Chapter 3

The Vulnerability of Social Security
when Fertility is Endogenous

3.1 Introductioni

As many societies will experience ail ageing population  in  the  Iicar  future.   concerns
about the feasibility of current pensioii and health-care arrangements are growing.
Indeed, the fact that mOSt of these old-age facilities are financed on a Pay-As-You-Go

(PAYG)-basis may eventuate in serious problems when the share of the old iii total
population is steadily rising. In a recent issue of Scientific American Presents 'The
Quest to Beat Aging'. the general sentiment towards social insecurity is strikingly
reflected by the following recommendation:

The best thing you can do to shield yourself against possible future shortfalls
in Social Security is to step up all forms of savings to cover a -worst case"
gap  in  what the system  will  be  able  to  pay  you.    1...}   Your monthly check
will not be enough to live on comfortably. You'll need to create further
income streams with every forni of personal and pension savings you can
muster. (Scientific American Presents 'The Quest to Beat Aging' 2000.
P.29).

Such pessimistic expectations are, among other things. based on current population
prospects.

Population prospects

Figure 3.1 shows that the dependency ratio for most OECD-countries will rise in the
upcoming decades. Although extreme cases like Italy and Japan are striking, also the
United States will face a considerably aged population. as by 2040. the relative number
of old will be about 50% higher than the present value.

1 This chapter  is a slightly revised version  of (the first  part of) Groezen, Leers and Meijdam  (2000).
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Figure 3.1: Dependency ratio age 65+ (per 100 tvoiters)

Sollne: United Nations World Population Prospects: The 1998 Revisioii.

The underlying causes of this demographic trend are depicted in Figures 3.2 and 3.3.  As
can be seen from Figure 3.2. the number of children per woman has fallen dramatically
since the 1960s from around 2.5. and is expected to stay at a rather low level of 1.8.

Furthermore, people (will) live longer as Figure 3.3 shows. Due to improved Iziedical

treatments and better nutrition, life span is expected to be about 7 years longer in the
next fifty years.  If the retirement age does not change, this amounts to 60% of the
average time that people nowadays spend in retirement.
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Figure 3.2: Total fertility mte (per woman)

So'urce: United Nations World Population Prospects: The 1998 Revisioil.

When  analysing the economic consequetices of such  deniograpliic  sliifts,  illost  ec:0110-
mists model population ageing as some exogenous shock by which the econoniy is hit.
thereby often assuniing the (drop in tlie) rate of fertility to be exogenous.2 This, how-
ever, completely passes over the fact that, at least in westerii cozintries, people are to
a very large extent able to freely choose the number of children they desire.  Tlie fer-
tility rate should therefore rather be treated as an endogenous variable. that is. as the
result of a rational choice that is influenced by economic constraints and incentives.
As Razin and Sadka (1995) put it, once preferences are shaped by cultural, etlinic,
sociological and other factors, economics comes into play. Economic theory cari thus

2 Malthus  (1798)  was the first economist who examined demography atid dealt with fertility  as  an
endogenous variable.   In  his work, though. population growt h would approach the biological liznit  if it
were not restricted by the moral restraints and misery that he described. These restrictions, howe ·er,
cannot explain the recent drop in fertility, as many of the involved economies experienced substantial
economic growth over the last decades.
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help in explaining why the observed decliiie in the (desired) nuniber of children would

occur.3
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Figure 3.3: Life elpectancy at birth (in years)

Soll·rce: United Natiotis World Population Prospects: The 1998 Revision.

Endogenous fertility

According to  the  so-called  new  home  economics,  originated  by  Leibetistein ( 1957)  and

Becker ( 1961), people decide  to  have a certain number of children simply because they

directly enter their utility functions like any other consumption good. Consequently.
standard consumer demand theory can be applied to explain the evolution of family

size. If offspring is not a Gil'fen good, then in line with this. better labour force

opportunities of women and higher (real) wage rates increase the opportunity costs

3 ObviouslY, as Becker   ( 1991) pointed  out, the increased availability of contraceptives seems   an

important explanation of the drop in fertility. Yet one could argue that this availability is merely an
induced response to the underlying decrease  of t he demand  for  children.
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of rearing a child.  and  can  therefore  accoiint  f(,r  the  decliiie in fertility. ' Another
explanation may be found in the fact that tlie number aIid availability of alternative
pleasant commodities and activities has increased.

A second motive for rearing children is provided by the old-age security hypothesis.
as  described  by e.g. Bental  (1989) aiid Cigno  (1992). which state.s tliat  peoI,le c·ho<,se

children because offspring has the characteristics of a capital good, in that it will provide
services to the retired parents. Children thus indirectly enhaiice litility by serving as
insurance against the risk of old-age dependency. Tliey liave experieiiced increasitig
competition  in this respect  too.  vis..   froni  fiiiaticial  assets  since  capital  tiiarkets  liave
become more developed and accessible to maig in society.5  XIoreover. modern societies
are typically characterised by public insurance against the risk of old-age dependericy
through public pension schemes and collective liealth-care arrangeriierits. These are
nearly all financed on a PAYG-basis. whicli inevitably iniplies tliat part of the benefits of
a child mainly reveal itself iii a growizig tax base and therefore fall to society as a whole.
Those benefits thus become imperceptible  to the individual (atomistic) parent.    Put

differently, children nowadays involve positive social externalities. Accordingly, Folbre

(1994) typifies offspring as a public (rather than a private) capital good. Because of this,
individuals do not consider their progeny as 'investment goods' any rnore, although they
still are for the entire society. So the old-age security hypothesis no longer explains
the individual 'demand for children'. On the contrary. people can instead free ride
on the public system and neglect the positive social exterrialities that emanate froni
their offspring by having just a few children (or none at all) and still being entitled
to complete old-age insurance. Considering the fact that raising a child implies high
(and. according to many, increasing) parental expenditures for a substantial part of
the parents' life, this free-riding behaviour seems quite a plausible explanatioii for the
drop in population growth.

4 Becker and Lewis (1973) stated that not cliildren per se, but rather their services enter tlie parents'
utility function. These do not only depend on the number of children, but also on their quality.
Substitution of quality for quantity (due to a change in the parents' preferetices or an increasing price
of quality) may then be another explanation for the drop in fertility.

·5 On the other hand, this implies better opportunities to smooth income  over  life, thus increasing
welfare and consequently causing a (positive) income effect on the nutllber of children, which Ina>
dominate the negative substitution effect. See e.g. Cigno (1992) and Razin and Sadka (1995).
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Rumours and increasing life span

Altogether, family size is typically a decision that  impacts the household for a fairly
long time. When deciding on the liumber of children. agents therefore have to forIIi ex-
pectations about the financial position diiring (the rest of) their lives. for that is nearly

always uncertain.  An important determinant of these expectations is the geikerosity of

the social-security system once people are retired. It is more likely, for instance tliat

pension benefits will be low iii a society wit 11 relatively few young citizens. This is
indeed what people nowaclays fear to occur. urging thein to save more. lioreover. a
PAYG-scheme inherently implies dependency on other generations. whose solidarity is
not guaranteed beforeliaii(i. Sj<,1,10111  (1985) arict Kotlikoff  et  at.   ( 1988)  demonstrate
that a public pension system reflects a social contract between old and young genera-
tions that can be passed on to successive young generatioils. Although every geiieratioii
has an incent ive to perforin   tlie  contract.   it   is   not   sure   to  what   extent   future   gener-

ations are willing to contribute to old-age support.    As a consequence,  the  perceived

extent to which old-age constiniption possibilities are limited plays an importatit role
in the savings decision. Growing pessimism towards the future will induce people to

cut back on their expenditures when young, including those for offspring, if fertility is

endogenous and the old-age security liypothesis plays no role in fertility choice. These

bad feelings may be rational or totally irrational, based on rumours or generally felt
sentiments, as the one illustrated by the following quote:

For tliree generatioils, workiiig Aniericalls liave tliouglit tliat Social Security

would allow them to retire at age 65 and enjoy the good life. That dream
is iiow a fatitasy.  If yozi W:illt to retire with fixiaticial security, you'(l bettei
start saving anci iIivestizig hea\·ilbviow. C Scientijic American Presents 'Tlie

Quest to Beat Aging 2000. p.27)

Anyway, a declining number of children diminishes the internal rate of a returri of
the PAYG-scheme, which iIideecl  iinplies  less  scope  for bounteous old-age support.   So

the   fear of meagre old-age   can   t urn   out   to   be a self-fulfilling prophecy, leading   to   a

'collapse' of the PAYG-pension systerii and higher savings, i.e.. a (partial) trallsitioil
to a funded system. The greater the extent to which progeny has the features of
a luxurious good. the more amenable society will be to such sentiments.  Likewise,
an increase in the expected life span will influence the rate of population growtli when
fertility is endogenous.  I f people waiit to save more because of their increasing longevity.
they would do that partly by having fewer children if offspring is only considered as a
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consumption good aiid tlie social exteriialities are neglected. But this only aggravates
the ageing problerii siiice 0Iie type of ageing leads to aIiother type of ageiiig aiid the
dependency ratio rises even further.

This chapter will assess the seilsitivity of social-security arrangenlents in a society
where fertility is eiidogetious.   It  is  organised  as  follows.   Sectioll  3.2  presents the basic
model. We will consider a small open economy where non-altruistic individuals derive
utility from material colisumptioii atid tlie nuniber of tlieir cliildreti. At the beginning
of their lives, they decide on the allocation of their lifetime illcolile.   'hell old. the
goverrinient provides a pension beziefit that is finaticed on a PAYG-basis.

The next two sections show that the endogeneity of fertility makes society vul-
nerable to both peSSililiftic: beliefs and increasitig longevity. Thrc,ughout Cliapter 3,
and this tliesis. individuals are assiinied to have perfect foresiglit. Sectioii 3.3 is an
exception iri this respect because tliere we will assume that individuals are not able
to perfectly foresee tlie future benefit levels and that they consequeiitly forni adaptive
expectatioIls. Furthermore. at a certairi point in tillie. sonic geiieration is assumed to
attach a positive probability to a sceiiario iii which a setback m social seczirity oc-
curs, reflecting pessimistic beliefs. This turns out to have a negative impact on both
consumption and the number of children, thus narrowing the future tax base.  As a
result. the actual pension benefit decreases. niaking the pessiltliStiC beliefs seemingly
come true. In Section 3.4 we turn back to perfect foresight and analyse tlie effects
of increasing lifetime. It again appears that individuals desire to save more and thus
cut first-period spending, including those on offspring,   because  they  do  not   take  the
positive externalities of their children into account. Contrary  to tlie pessimistic  be-
liefs analysed in Section 3.3. increasing longevity is persistent,  and  so are  its  long-run
consequences.

Section 3.5 winds up with some concluding reinarks.

3.2 The economy

In this section we present a two-period overlapping-generations model of a small open
economy  that   will be applied throughout this chapter. We first briefly describe  t he
production side of the econorny, then we introduce the households. Furthermore, we
describe the social-security system superimposed on the economy. The section con-
cludes with the first-order conditions that follow from optimising household behaviour.
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Production

Consider a small open economy that Cotisists of a large iiziriiber of identical agents. who

only differ in age. Production is described by a standard iteoclassical constant-returtis-

to-scale production fuiiction.

0 - f(4), (3.1)

where ki and yi stand for the amount of capital and tlic output per young indivicl-

ual in period   t, respectively Perfect competition among producers gives the usiial

equilibriuiii conditions on the productio11 factor rliarkets.,·, = t   E f'(4) aticl
u.·t = f(kt) - f'(/4)4 wliere r, is tlie iiiterest rat(, aiicl u·, clenotes tli ' c·(,rrespc)11(lizig

wage rate in period t.  Under the assumption of a small open econotiiy. the. interest rate,

is exogenously determined at the world capital markets (r, = r. Vt) and consequeritly
both the capital-labour ratio and  the wage  rate are constatit:

k  = f'-1(r) (3.2.a)

W  =  f(k) - f'(k)k (3.2.b)

Households

The econoiny is populated by non-altruistic individuals who live for two periods, such
that in each period, both a young and aii old getieratiori are alive.7 Apart from age,

individuals are identical. Every young individual faces a probability of s to grow old.
so 1-E i s the fractio11 of young that dies after one period of life. Ii'11(311 young, the

agent inelastically supplies one unit of labour. Part of her gross wage income is taxeci

away  by the government  via  an  exogetic,us  lump-stini  tax  (T)8.  the  reitiainder  is  eitlier

spent on consumption (both material consumption (CV) and offspringv  (n))  or is saved

6The assumption of a small open economy is made for atialytical convenience atid does not quali-
tatively affect the results in this chapter.

7 The iiidustrious life ancl the subsequent retirement period is preceded h)· a periexl of childliocid.

During this period, children are raised (front which their paretits deri,·e utility). and make no economic

decisions, Therefore, this period is neglected iii the 1110del.

8If the PAYG-tax is not exogenous but rather the outconie of a political process and if one takes irito

account that democracies exhibit a tendellCy for representath·e governmeilts to orientate thenisel,·es

more  towards the interests of relatively  larger  voting groups,  a  drop  in  the  rate  of population  growth

would imply an increase  of the PAYG-tax. However. our results  cio Iiot change  when  the  dependexici·-

ratio effect dominates this political-economy effect, that is, if petision benefits decline despite. tlic.

increase of the PAYG-tax.
9 For  simplicity we neglect gender differences  as  well  as  the difference  between  an  individual  and  a

household.  Furthermore, we assume tliat every individual is able to freely clloose a nuiiiber of cliilcireti
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for  old   age   (s).     That   is, we assume children  to be viewed as normal goods, which
cati   be  ' bought'   at  an exogenous price  p. This price reflects   the  cost   of  raisirig a child
in terms of material consuniption goods. Consequexitly. at any titne t. first-I)(triod1()

consumption is restricted  by the following budget constraint.

C;' + pllt= W - T - St· (3.3)

In the second period of her life, the individual is retired and entitled to a public
pension benefit. She derives utility from old-age (material)  consuzziption  (c°)11,  whicli
is  financed  from the return on first-period savings  and the pension  benefit  (11).   Savings
are invested in annuities or through an actuarially fair pension fund. As only a fraction
Et+1 of young savers born at time t survives to period t + 1. the assets of those who
deceased fall to the surviving contemporaries. The total return on the loaris is therefore
14. The second-period budget constraint can thus be written as

1+r4+1 - -St + 9,+1· (3.4)
Et+1

As for the social-security scheme, a young individual does not know the level of the
future public pension benefit when deciding how much to save. She therefore has to
form expectatioIis on the future generosity of the scheme. Throughout the chapte.r we

assume agents  to form rational expectations. Since we abstract froin  fact ual  uitcer-
tainty, this boils down to perfect foresight. Section 3.3 is an exception in this respect.
There we will assume that expectations are non-rational, at least in the short-run, and
liable to (irrational) rumours.

Young people derive utility from their children  (nt)  and material consumption  (4),
whereas the retired value material consumption (c2+1) only, as mentioned above.  If we
assume utility to be additively separable over time, the expected lifetime utility of a
representative agent born at any time t is given by

EtU(Ct, nt, C:'+1) = 11((19, nt) + BEt+1Etz,(Ct+1), (3.5)

where B is the private discount rate, u and 1, stand for the strictly concave and twice
continuously differentiable felicity functions when young and old, respectively, ariel E,

from the set of nonnegative real numbers.  The quality of children is constant and equal for all children.
1' See e.g. Van Praag and Warnaar  ( 1997)  for a survey  on tlie measurement  of  the cost of cliildren.

These costs include food, clothing, housing, child   care and education. Longman   ( 1998) estimated
that for the United States, these costs can amount to $200,000 (corrected for inflation and not taking
the  foregone wage income into account). For another estimation   of  the  cost of childrell.   see  e.g.,

Bourguignon (1999).
11 If she derived utility from children  too,  the main results still  hold.
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denotes the mathematical expectation over i·(ct+i) conditioiial on tlie iiiformatioii set
at time t. Notice that individuals are assumed to be non-altruistic: they do not care

about the welfare of others. and in particular. the quality of their offspring's life is not

an argument in their utility function.

The social-security system

The government runs the social-security system as a PAYG-scheme with. at any time
t, the following (balanced) budget constraint,

E t 7/t   =  n.f-1 T. (3.6)

where nt-1 is the number of children per individual at tiizie t - 1. wllicli is by definition
the population growth rate. However. individual agents act atomistically and do not
take this budget constraint into account when deciding on the nuinber of children. So
we abstract from the possibility that aii individual household considers offspring as an

'investment good that yields a return iii the form of a transfer wheii old. Tliis old-age

security hypothesis' played an important role in traditional economies (and still does

in many developing countries) where the trailsfers froni the young to the old took place

within the family   (see e.g.. Cigno I19921) However. iii niodern western ecoriomies.

intergenerational transfers for old age are institutionalised in public pension systems.

This socialises the investment aspect of children and introduces the possibility for an
individual household to free ride OIl the systeni by rearing few children (or none at all)
and still being eiititled to  a full pension benefit  (see e.g.. Folbre I19941).   Consequently.

the decision on the family size is completely determined by the utility that parents
direct ly derive  from  t heir offspring. 12

Individuals maximise expected lifetime utility (3.5) subject to their single-period bud-
get constraints (3.3) and (3.4). Giveii the properties of the felicity functions. the op-

timal levels of material consumption  (c ')  and  offspring  (n;) are uniquely determined
by the following first-order conditions,

14.(cY'' ni)   =   8(1 + r)Ett:(C;LTl), (3.7.a)

/ V* *\ , p *\
(3.7.b)Un<Ct ·71.t)   Puc<Ct ·71.t/•

1'2To assure a determinate steady state. we assume that p > that is. the costs of raising children

are larger than the (implicit social) return on a child, which equals the present value of its contribution
to the PAYG-sclienie. If this were not the case. the number of children would grow inhiitely large
and the steady state of the model would be indeterminate
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where uc E , lt„ E 1 lf:1. 1.,„ E Sl. arid c:;  1 -  S; 4- 'it+1 With.9; =1 1, -T- CY'-It + i

pn;.

Equation (3.7.a)  is the standard condit 1011 that households equate the marginal rate
of substitution between current and future consumption to the rate of interest. Accord-

ing to equation (3.7.b), households choose  the  number of children  and  consumption  in
their first period of life such that the marginal rate of substitution between a cliild aiid
current consumption equals the marginal cost of rearing an extra child.

In the next two sections we show that in the preserice of a PAYG-social-security
scheme the endogeneity of fertility makes society vulnerable to certain sliocks.  Sec-
tion 3.3 analyses the economic consequeitces of pessinlistiC beliefs. In Sectioii 3.4 we
investigate the effeds of a higher life expectancy.

3.3 Rumours

In this section we analyse the effects of a change in the agents' beliefs. In particular,
we investigate the effects of a strotiger belief that ttie PAYG-schenle will be less gen-
erous than it currently is. To capture these beliefs, we assume some sort of adaptive
expectations, that is, individuals estimate the benefit level to be equal to its actual
current level with probability  (1  - <t),  and they attach a probability  of &  to a scenario
in which their future pension benefits will be A below the current level.13 The level
of the public pension benefit perceived by an individual born at time t can thus be
described as

f 0 - A with probability 6
Emai   = 1 (3.8)

l gt with probability (1 - 6)

A positive value of 6 could be due to factual uncertainty with respect to the level of
the future pension benefit. It may, for instance, reflect uncertainty with respect to tlie

degree of solidarity displayed by future young generations.  As a matter of fact, PAYG-
pension schemes  can be regarded as implicit social contracts  (see e.g., Sjoblom  [1985],
and  Kotlikoff  et  at.   [19881). Such contracts could be renounced by future generations
with a positive probability. In this case, there will always be a difference between the
ex-ante rational expectation of the pension benefit and its ex-post realisation. In the

13This way of modeling beliefs  is similar to Galor and Stark  (1990), who analyse the impact  of the
probability of return migration on migrants savings. Another way to model adaptive expectations
would  be to assume  that the expected benefit  level  at  time t+l equals the actual level (0) minus
some term reflecting the forecast error  made one period earlier  (711  - Et- 1 0)· This would not chaiige
our results.
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same vein, one could think of 6 as the objective probability that ageing will occur
because ageing implies that the internal rate of return of the PAYG-scheme declines.
In the sequel we abstract from factual uncertainty. however, and we start from an
equilibrium in which all exogenous factors are constant and 42 = 0. In that case, the
adaptive expectations  boil  down to perfect foresight   (i.e.,  Ettlt+ 1  -  th)

Starting from this perfect-foresight equilibrium, we analyse the effects of a tempo-
rary  increase  in  6.14   So  we  assume that expectations become irrational  for a while.
The reason for this may be that people suffer from what Pigou (1920) called a 'faulty
telescopic faculty' and misjudge the future benefit level. 15   They  may  also base their
expectations on rumours, that is, attach a positive subjective probability to a sce-
nario that would occur with zero probability. For example, the subjective probability
that ageing saps the social-security benefits may be positive, even though there is no
objective reason to anticipate this.

The analysis of this change in expectations will be based on a linearised version of
the small open economy presented in the previous section. Let

6 - Aht,     Vt,                                  (3.9)
where ht describes the time pattern of a perturbation of the steady state of 4 - that
is equal to zero - and A measures the magnitude of this perturbation.  The effects
of a marginal change in the beliefs can then be traced by differentiation of the first-
order conditions (3.7.a) and (3.7.b) with respect to A. Without loss of generality
in the remainder of this section, we consider the following particular shock to the
beliefs: pessimism occurs  at   time  t=0 and lasts  for  only one period,   i.e. ,h o>0,
hi =h 2 - · · -0.W e find the following relation between a marginal change in the
probability 4 and the optimal number of offspring,

On;    On: ,

-3I = 0-3 -L + 04,    t=0,1' . . , (3.10)

with 0 < 0<  1 and 0 <0.  For a description of the coefficients of the first-order
difference equation (3.10) we refer to Appendix 3A.

From   (3.10) it directly follows that increasing pessimism   (ho    >    0) will decrease
family size instantaneously    < 0  and therefore also material consumption when

14We only allow for temporary shocks to avoid the problems that might occur if beliefs turn out to
be inconsistent in the long run.

15 Feldstein  ( 1985) also referred  to  this  lack of perfect foresight when analysing the optimal level  of
pension benefits in a society consisting of both 'life-cyclers' and 'myopes'.  In this respect, 4 could
be interpreted as the fraction of population that has pessimistic feelings about the future level of
social-security benefits.
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/ acl.                1
young   (-31-  <  0,1.     The  pessimistic·  expectations  of  a   less  generoils pension scheme

initially incline people to save more,

     _affE _ p25 > O. (3.11)DA     DA    OA

so  spreading   rumours   acts   as   a  stimulus   for   funded  social  security.     JIoreover,   tlie
runiour that ageing saps the return 011 prenlinins for PAYG-pension schemes appears

to be self-fulfilling iii tlie short run, i.e., at any given level of the social-security tax (T)
it liolds that

2Ii - Tfno < O, (3.12)BA   E DA

The pension benefit  that the first   geiieration  actually  receives   (91) Iimy indeed equal

its expectation (110 - (A).It Figure 3.4 visualises the evolution of the change of the

fertility rate over time.

0- .-'....4--B--4--4--0-0-0-.-4-4I *

84/81   1     /

44 -  i

-1 0 time in periods

Figure 3.4: The evolut:on of the change in family size.

As difference equation (3.10) is stable (0 <0< 1), the initial decline iIi the nuniber
of offspring will be followed by a Contilluous increase and the economy will gradually
recover its initial steady state (SL = - 0).17  This increase is  due to  the fact  that

16'This is the case if fle = -Ahod. i.e., if fu = -A when A = 1.
17Whenever time subscripts are omitted we refer to the initial steady-state value of the respective

variable.
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during this transition period the expected benefits always lag behind tlieir realisations.
so any subsequent generation will adapt its expectations with respect   to the benefit
level upwards.  Even if the expectation of the first generation indeed coines true, and is
thereby equal to the benefit that their children expect to receive. family size neverthe-
less rises.  This is so because the first generation takes two different future scenarios into
account when deciding on their family  size  (40   > 0). whereas subsequent generations

only anticipate one future state (albeit adaptively).  They thus face no uncertainty.  Be-
cause individuals are assumed  to  be risk averse. this means  that the generation without
uncertainty decides to have more children than the initial generation if their expected
benefits are equal.   As  this  implies aii increasing PAYG-beiiefit.  the  expected  benefit
also increases and the number of diildren gradually rises. Bad beliefs thus only cause
temporary effects: in the long run, expectations have to coincide with realisations. This
means rational expectations, bringing us back to the original steady state.

The following proposition summarises the analysis above.

Proposition 3.1 If the members of one genemtion perreive their future pensio·n benefits
to be less generous.  the level of savings init·ially increases and the number of children
declines. Consequently, ru,noun appear to be a self-fulfilling prophecy to the members
of thi.s generation.  Hou,ever, the eco·nomy recover:s ·its ort:ginal equitibnurn. so there are
no long-run efects and pessi,nism is not persistent.

Endogenous versus exogenous population growth

Comparing the previous results to tliose in case fertility were exogenous, it caii be
seen that first-period material consumption decreases to a lesser degree   if fert ility   is
endogenous. because in that case people will also econoinise on children when expected
lifetime income declines.18 Furthermore, the increase iii savings with aIi exogenous rate
of population growth is smaller  than the increase  in  case of endogenous fertility,  i.e..

0<1 (3.13)
/04\ <  C Di)
(DA) n „*„g„„„„»     (-3Aj n {'11(1(.*....

This is due to the fact that the costs of rearing children are only incurred in the first
period of one's life, so pessimistic feelings about the future decrease first-period ex-
penditures to a greater extent when fertility is endogenous. Aforeover, an exogenous

fertility rate implies that the level of the PAYG-pensions does not change, and accord-
ingly, neither do expectations about the future levels. As factor prices are fixed too.

18 Notice  that  it only makes sense to compare  the  effects  of  a  runiour  if  the initial (steady) states
are the same. The assumptiorls to guarantee this are given in Appendix 3A.
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the econorny would therefore imniediately converge  to  tlie old steady state  (i.e..  in our
setup within one period).   So,  also  in subsequent periods, savings are higher  in  case  of
endogenous fertility compared to exogenous population growth; they would only equal

each other in the long run.

3.4 Increasing longevity
The ageing of the population that is expected in the next decades for most industrialised
countries is not only brought about by a decrease in the fertility rate, but also by an
increasing life span. Because people are expected to live longer and tlie retirement age

does not rise (or even decreases), a higher fraction of lifetime consumption will have to
be backed by pension income, such as savings and PAYG-benefits. This demographic
change is likely to be permanent, so unless the retirement age rises, its consequences
are permanent as well. This section explores the relation between increasing longevity,
the number of children and the size of the PAYG-pension scheme in the small open

economy as described in Section 3.2.
Again assuming that the only reason for people to give birth to children is the

fact that they directly enter their first-period utility function, the consumption levels
and number of children that they choose are uniquely determined by the first-order

conditions (3.7.a) and (3.7.b). Taking the individual budget constraints into account,
comparative statics of these equations (as described in Appendix 3B) result in If > O
and *< 0, as verbalised in the following proposition.

Proposition 3.2 If the (expected) life span increases, savings increase and the number
of children declines.  This causes the dependency ratio to rise even fltrther.  Conse-
quently,  the PA YG-pension scheme deteriorates  both in the short  and ·in  the  long ·run.

As people live longer, old-age consumption will get a higher weight in the decision
on the intertemporal allocation of lifetime income. Although the return on annuities
decreases if E gets higher, the expected interest rate does not change. So increasing
longevity merely acts like a decline in the rate of time preference. People do not
consider the fact that their child increases next period's output because these gains
not exclusively fall to them, but to society as a whole. They thus fail to recognise

the positive impact of a child on second-period utility.  If they did so, a higher life
expectancy might have a positive impact on family size. This. however, is not the case.
On the contrary, a longer life span causes both consumption when young and offspring
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to decrease instantarieously to the new steady-state values.19  This implies a lower

PAYG-benefit, which intensifies the increase in savings. Increasing longevity t herefore

implies that a larger part of old-age income is financed through a funded scheme.
The problem of ageing is thus exacerbated by individual fertility decisions and

public pension arrangements. In contrast to the effects of rumours. that turned out to
be temporary, increasing loIigevity has lasting consequences for the eCOI101Ily. Agents

apparently take decisions that are not optimal for society as a whole, thus eventually
putting themselves at a disadvantage. In Chapter 4, we, therefore. explore the socially

optimal number of children and what the appropriate government action might be (see
also  Groezen  et  al.   120001)

3.5 Concluding remarks
Both a smaller family size and increasiilg longevity imply serious challenges for mod-
ern western societies with extensive social-security programmes in this new century.
How t.0 best deal with these is a question that cannot be answered urianibiguously, as
many  studies have already pointed out. Still. most economists analyse  the  economic

consequences of population ageing without paying much attetitioii  to  t lie underlying
causes. These steni to a large extent from the fact that in modern societies. fertility
is the endogenous source of I)opulation growth. i.e., fainily size is sometliing people

can decide upon. besides savings and material consumption. lioreover. the existence

of PAYG-financed social-security arrangements implies that the investment element is
completely socialised. Fertility choice is, therefore. only based on the clirect utility that
a household gets from its progeny. Furthermore. factors that iinpact tlie liousehold's

(expected) lifetime income have consequences for the rate of population growth. and
subsequently for the social-security arrangenients that are financed on a PAYG-basis.

This chapter does take the endogeneity of fertility into account.  By considering
an economy where the investment aspect of a child is institutionalised via a public

PAYG-pension scheme, it is shown that this endogeneity causes the economy to be
seriously sensitive to shocks like upcoming pessimistic beliefs and increasing longevity
that influence interteniporal decisions. Both tend to depress population growtli and
thereby reduce the generosity of the social security system. These results are driven by
the fact that in an economy with social security, part of tlie benefits that progeny brings

about do not fall exclusively to the iiidividual parent. but to all in society. Apparently.

19 Due  to  the  small-opeti-econoniy assumption factor prices are fixed  and tlie ecoitoiny  converges  to

its new steady state within one period.
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children are to some extent a public good and consequently involve positive social
externalities. Popular recominendations, like "You'd better save like crazy if you want
to fund a 30-year retireinent" (Scientdic American Presents 'The Quest to Beat Aging'
2000, p.27), neglect this aspect. Saving  more by economisiIig  on  children will actually
aggravate the problem of population ageing.
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Appendix to Chapter 3

3A   Appendix to Section 3.3

Linearising first-order condition (3.7.b) with respect to A gives the following relation
between the change in the number of children and the change in first-period material

consumption,

   =  xf ,      t  -0,1,. . , (3A.1)

with x - Cllz:, Ucn = unc E 02=3.), U„„ E 82"t ;,n.  and u:c E   *cy)2  .
82*(,VI,n' 1     Using

(3A. 1), linearising first-order condition (3.7.a) gives differetice equation  (3.10),

an; On:-1- = 0' + Lght,   t - 0.1. (3A.2)OA     DA

with

fic©8(1 + r)T / E
  - ill«+uc„+0«3(1+T)2(%+p)/E'

B(1 + r)(4 - f,c)
0 =

.>ruce + uen + ft«/3(1 + r)2(K + p) E'

where  D« E 4%.31, i)c E 245.1,1.': E 2*p' te. E »s. +7 1-A, and  °* E 1+Es' + 71·
If p  >  197, the felicity functions  are strictly concave and  (material)  consumption

when  young and children  are weak complements  (u-  2  0),  then it holds  that  x  >  0.

i.e., there is a positive relation between the marginal change in first-period material
consumption  and the change in family size. Moreover.  it also holds  that     0    <   1  and
0  < 0.  So, the first-order difference equation (3A.2) is locally stable and  *1,  %3  <  0.

If children do not enter the utility function. it is straightforward to derive the following
relation

Bet. 0(1 + r) ( Pc  -4)      ,
-DA     %c + 4cd(l + r)2/Ent,   t

-0,1. . . . (3A.3)

with ucc E 5%&4 Assuming that the exogenous rate of population growth (n) equals

n'.  that  u.,  =  u..  = 0 (additive separability), and amending first-period  endowment
for the costs of raising the optimal number of children,  i.e.,

(W n mbium. - (W) . ('x.g<'11'itt. =pn.,

the level of material consumption. both when young and old. is equal in both cases.

Moreover, consumption when young initially declines to a greater extent and the initial
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increase in savings is less if the number of children is exogenous. This can be seen as
follows.  In case of endogenous fertility the initial marginal change in savings is given

by equation (3.11), i.e.,

<23 j

-     -efr  -,e  -   (-...2"u-) ire (3A.4)
COXY' n (Ilog(. ME

-        - Um,_ /2ucc
j #(1 + r)(4 - 4)

ho.
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In case of exogenous fertility the initial marginal change in savings is given by the
negative of (3A.3) for t = 0, i.e.,
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Comparing (3A.4) and (3A.5) it follows that it is always the case that (%)                <
n c·x >g"IMCs\ as Unn < 1.
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3B  Appendix to Section 3.4

Taking the government budget coIistraint into account, comparative statics of the first-
order conditions (3.7.a) and (3.7.b) with respect to E yield
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where the matrix B = {b,j}, i,j = 1,2, with
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If p > 19; and the felicity functions are strictly concave and additively separable

(u, = unc - 0), then bil, 621, 622 < 0 and b12 > 0, so 181 > 0. Consequently,  1,
* < 0.



Chapter 4

Pensions and Child Allowances
as Siamese Twins

4.1 Introduction 

As many societies will experience an ageing population  in  the near future, concerns
about the feasibility of current pension and health-care arrangenients are growing.
This demographic shift is caused both by a decrease in the number of children and
increasing longevity. As to the first aspect, the lower rate of fertility seeins to be the
result  of a choice that individuals  make,  vis.-    how many children  to  have.    This  en-
dogeneity of fertility has important implications for the economy, and can, tlierefore,
significantly affect the results of aiialyses concernitig for instance pension systems.  This
chapter analyses the effects of social-security arrangements in a society where fertility
is endogenous. and looks at the role the government can play in improving welfare.

It is organised as follows. Section 4.2 pictures some recent demographic trends and
population prospects, and dwells on the explanation of the fertility rate from an eco-
nomic perspective. Section 4.3 presents the basic model. We will cmisider a small open

economy where non-altruistic individuals derive utility from material consumption and
their children. Section 4.4 describes the cominaiid optiniuin fc)r this econoniy. We firid
that there are two opposite externalities of children irivolved. First. an additional child
implies a higher future output, and second, it reduces the capital-labour ratio (or per
capita net financial wealth  in a small  open econouiy) Parents  who  do  not take these
externalities into account are likely to give birth to a (socially) suboptimal number of
children. We show, however, that the market solution without government intervention
is Pareto-effcient as both externalities exactly cancel out.  But if the government redis-
tributes between generations, the command optimum cannot be replicated by nierely
applying lump-sum transfers. Rather. an additional instrument is required that induces
substitution effects so as to effectively alter the number of children chosen by house-

holds. In particular, if the government redistributes from the young to the old, children
on balance involve a positive externality and a system of child allowances in addition

1 This chapter  is a slightly revised version  of  (tlie  second  part  of ) Groezeii. Leers and Meijdani
(2000)  and is forthcoming as Groezen, Leers and lieijdam  (2002)
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to the transfer scheme makes the achievenient of tlie first-best otit<·0111(, I)ossible.  We
show  this  for the specific  case of Pay-As-You-Go (PAYG) transfers,   but   t his  conclu-

sion can readily be generalised to all other types of ititergenerational redistributioii.
An international comparison of generational accounts (Kotlikoff and Leibfritz  [1998])
learns that maily countries do iricleed transfer large amouilts of resources from the yet

unborn to current  generations.2 If, however. resources are transferred  iii  t lie opposite

direction. i.e.. from the old to the young. the net external effect of offsprilig is negativi:
and a tax per child is necessary to achieve Pareto-efficiency. A similar conclusion is
also drawn by Harford (1998), where children entail a (negative) I)O111ltiOil externality

created by tlieir consumption of particular Conlinodities 81 the future.

Section 4.5 analyses whether social-security reforitis (·,iii be inipleniented iii a Pareto-

improving way. i.e., without utility loss for any generatioii. if one starts froni a situatioti
in which there only exists a PAYG-pension scherne.  We first discliss tlic, effects of
introducing a system of cliild allowatices that iiiternalises the positive net externality
that  offspring  generates  in  this  setting.    We  show  that   introducing  such   a  system  is  a

Pareto-improvement if the subsidy per child is not too high.  Next. we elaborate oti
the effect of reducing the size of the PAYG-scheme.  Such a social-security reform is
discussed in many western cotintries in reaction to tlie ageing of the poptilation they
experience. This discussion is based on the notioii that a lower PAYG-tax would be

optimal in tlie long run when the economy is characterised bf· dynaiilic efficiency. It is
well-known. however, that such a decrease in the size of PAYG-scheme' is not Pareto-

improving when fertility is exogenous  (see  Verbon  [1988a ,  and  Breyer  [1989}.  see  also

Section  2.4 of tliis monograph), unless there  is some other externality  itivolved.    If

abolishing the PAYG-scheme goes along with the eliinination of a iiegative exterrial

effect, as for example the distortion of the labour-leisure clioice cause 1 by a PAYG-

tax as in Homburg (1990), then a Pareto-improving transition to a ftincled systeni is
possible. Likewise. such a traiisition c·aii be achieved if the increase iI, SaViligs that

results wheii  the  PAYG-schenie  is  reduced lias posit ive external effects   (as  iii  Belan
el at. [19981. and Corneo aiid liarquardt   [20001.  who  assume  endogetious  growth3).

One might therefore conjecture that downsizing   t lie PAYG-schemp yields a Paret c>-

improvement when fertility is endogenous since it decreases the external effect of the
pension system on the number of offspring.  A positive welfare effect is tliils realised that

2 Some examples are the United States, .Japali. Ital>·. and Germany.
3Because the aggregate capital stock then exerts a positive externality on tlie productivity of

workers. a higher savings rate due to a shift to a more funded schetile causes efficietic>· gains tliat cati
be high enough  for the transition  polic>·  to  be  Pareto-improving.
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enables the Pareto-improving transition to funded pensioiis which would not be possible
if fertility were exogeiious.  Yet, we prove that just like iii the models of Verbon (1988a)
and Breyer (1989) with exogenous fertility, merely reducing the PAYG-tax does not
allow  for a Paret»improveHielit.   We  also  show.  however,  that  dowilsizing  the  PAYG-
scheme can bring about a Pareto-improvement if it is combined with tile ilitroductioil
of a child-allowance scheme. The reason for this is that a higlier ntimber of cliildren not
only increases PAYG-pension  benefits  for   a  given  social-security  tax.   but also implies
a direct utility gain.  The sum of these gaiIis. that fall to all future geiierations, cari
outweigh the utility loss suffered by tlie initial retirecl for the decrease iii tlieir perisioii
benefit. Hence, by appropriate intergeneratiotial redistribution (i.e., after completely
compensating these retirees).  no generation is worse off aiid at least one gaiiis from the
transition policy.

Section 4.6 winds up with soniC (·oxic·luding remarks.

4.2 Background
The fact that most old-age facilities are financed on a PAYG-basis may eventuate
iri serious problems when the share of the old iii total population is steadily rising.
Figure 3.1 depicted that this will be the case in the upconling decades for niost OECD-
countries.-' Altliough extreme cases like Italy and Japan are striking. also the United
States will face a considerably aged population, as their relative number of old will be
50% higher than the present value by 2040.

One of the underlying causes of this demographic trend was depicted in Figure 3.2,
which shows that the number of children per woman has fallen dramatically since the
1960s from around  2.5,  and is expected  to  stay  at a rather low level  of 1.8. Whell
analysing the ecoiiomic consequences of such demographic shifts, niost economists
model ageing as soille exogerious shock by which the econoniy is hit, thereby often
assuming (the drop in) the fertility rate to be exogenous. This, however, completely
passes over the fact that, at least in westerri countries, people are to a very large extent
able to freely choose the number of children they desire.  The rate of fertility should
therefore be treated as an endogenous variable, that is, as the result of a rational choice
which is influenced by economic constraints and incentives. Economic theory can thus
help in explaining why the observed decline in the (desired) number of children would
occur.

4 This section broadly resembles Section 3.1,  but for convenience reasons and because the individual
chapters constitute autonomous units that can be read independently. sonie facts are displayed again.
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According to the so-called liew hoine economics. originated by Leibeiistein (1957)
and  Becker  ( 1960). people decide  to  have a certaixi  nuniber of children simply  because

they directly enter their utility functions like any other consumption good. Conse-

quently, standard consumer demand theory can be applied to explain the evolution of
family size. If offspring is not a Giffen good, then in line with tliis, better labour-force
opportunities of women and higher (real) wage rates increase the opportunity costs

of rearing a child, and can, therefore, account for the decline in fertility. Another
explanation may be found in the fact that the number a Iid availability of alternative

pleasant commodities and activities has increased. A second motive for having chil-
dren is provided  by the old-age security hypothesis,  as  describecl  by e.g., Bental (1989)                                  |

and Cigno (1992), which states that people choose children because offspring has the
characteristics of a capital good, in that it will provide services to the retired parents.
Children thus indirectly enhance utility by serving as insurance against the risk of old-
age dependency. They have experienced increasing competition in this respect too, vis.
from financial assets since capital Inarkets have become inore developed aild accessible

to many in society. Aforeover, iliodern societies are typically characterised by pub-
lic insurance against the risk of old-age dependency through public pension schemes

and collective health-care arrangements. nearly all financed on a PAYG-basis. This
inevitably implies that part of the benefits of a child, mainly revealing itself in a grow-
ing tax base, fall to society as a whole, and thus are imperceptible to the individual

(atomistic) parent. Put differently, children nowadays involve positive social exter-

nalities. Folbre  ( 1994) therefore typifies  offspring  as a public (rather  than a private)
capital good. Because of this, individuals do not consider their progeny as 'investment
goods' any more, although they still are for the entire society. So the old-age security

hypothesis no longer explains the individual 'demand for children'. On the contrary.
people can instead free ride on the public system and neglect the positive social ex-
ternalities that emanate froin their offspring by having just a few children (or none at

all) and still being entitled to complete old-age insurance.  Sinn (1997, 1998) stresses

the old-age insurance aspect of a PAYG-scheme and the associated moral-hazard prob-

lem, i.e., parents investing  less  in  the quantity and/or quality of their progeny.    He
suggests as a possible solution the iiltioduction of a so-called liybrid social-security
system.    In  this system everybody  gets  a flat benefit. but those with an insufficient
number of children are forced to contribute to a funded pension system in addition to
their PAYG-contributions.

Considering the fact that raising a child implies high (and. according to Inally.
increasing) parental expenditures for a substantial part of the parents' life. free-riditig
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behaviour or moral hazard seems quite a plausible explanation for the observed drop
in population growth. Introducing child allowances is an obvious policy to correct
this distortion of reproductive behaviour and increase domestic fertility. As we show,
the more numerous offspring broadens the future tax base and allows for a PaRto-

improvement. Immigration is an alternative to raising more children or investing in
a funded system as suggested by Sinn. Indeed, Razin and Sadka (1999a) show that
this may also lead to a Pareto-improvement due to migrants and their descendants
broadening the current and future tax base. However, immigration may not be strorig
enough to overcome the problems, as the incentive to migrate into an ageing couiltry
may  be too small  or even negative (see chapters  8  and  9  of this thesis).

The next section describes an economy where people directly derive utility from
raising their children, and indirectly through the PAYG-public pension scheme.

4.3 The economy
Consider a small open economy with an exogenously given interest rate r, which is
assumed to be constant over time. Production is described by a standard neoclassical
constant-returns-to-scale production function, so the wage rate (w) is also fixed and
constant.

The economy is populated by a large number of non-altruistic individuals who live
for two periods, such that in each period, both a young and an old generation are alive. 5

When young, the agent inelastically supplies one unit of labour.  Part of her gross wage
income is taxed away by the government via exogenous lump-sum taxes, T for transfers
to the old and B for child allowances. The remainder of first-period income is either
spent on consumption (both material consumption  (cY) and offspring  (n)6)  or  is  saved

for old age (s). That is, we assume children to be viewed as normal goods, which can
be 'bought' at a net price p - p. This price reflects the balance of the exogenous cost of
raising a child in terms of material consumption goods (p) and the subsidy on children
provided by the government in the form of a child allowance (92).  This can not only be
thought of as a child benefit, but also as e.g. subsidising child care, public education

°As a matter of fact, people live for three periods. In childhood, they are raised (from which their
parents derive utility),  and  make no economic decisions. The second period is their industrious  life,
and during the last period they are (compulsorily) retired.

6For simplicity we neglect gender differences as well as the difference between an individual and a
household. Furthermore, we assume that every individual is able to freely choose a number of children
from the set of nonnegative real numbers. The quality of children is constant and equal for all children.
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or  a student grant. Consequently,   at  any  time t, first-period consumption  is  restricted
by the following individual budget constraint,

Ct'   <p-$9),11=w-T- 81 - St. (4.1.a)

In the second period of her life. the individual is retired and entitled to a public pension

benefit. She derives utility from old-age (material) consumption <CI 7  which is financed

from the return  on first-period savings  and  the pension benefit  (11). The second-period

budget constraint can thus be written as

4+1 = (1 + r)st + 0+1· (4.1.b)

We assuine agents to have perfect foresight with respect to the level of the future public
pension benefit.8

Young people derive utility from their children  (nt) and material consumption  (c ),
whereas the retired value material consumption  (c2+i )  only. as mentioned above.  For
analytical convenience, we assume the utility function of a representative individual to
be additively separable and the felicity fulictions to be logarithmic,

U(cY, nt, CA+1 ) = log(cf) + 7 log(nt) + B log(c;+1), (4.2)

where B is the private discount rate and 7 the utility weight of having children relative
to material consumption. Notice that individuals are assumed to be non-altruistic:
they do not care about the welfare of others, and in particular, the quality of their
offspring's life is not an argument iii their utility fundiwi.

The social-security system

The government runs the public pension system as a PAYG-scheme with. at any time
t. the following (balanced) budget constraint.

1/t  =  nt- 1 T (4.3.a)

However, individual agents act atomistically and do not take this budget constraint into
account when deciding on the number of children.  So we abstract from the possibility

7Ifshe derived utility from children too, the main results would still hold.
8Of course, in reality agents' financial position during the rest of their lives is always uncertain.

In particular, the generosity of the social-security system once one is retired is uncertain as a PAYG-
scheme inherently implies dependency on other generations. Chapter 3 shows that, in a model with
endogenous fertility, this uncertainty makes society vulnerable to, for example, pessimistic beliefs and
changes in life expectancy.
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that an individual household considers offspriIig as ari 'investment good' that yields a
return in the form of a transfer when old. This old-age security hypothesis' played ari
important role in traditional economies (and still does in many developing countries)
where the transfers  from the yOUIlg  to  the  old took place within  the  family  (see  e.g.,
Cigno [1992]). However,  in  modern westerli econoiiiies, intergenerational transfers  for

old age are institutionalised iii public perision systems. This socialises the investment

aspect of children and introduces the possibility for an individual household to free

ride on the system by rearing few children (or none at all) and still beitig entitled to a
full pension benefit (see e.g., Folbre  19941) Consequently, the only reason tliat people

choose for a certain family size is the utility that they directly derive from raising their
offspring.

As noted above, the governriierit also runs a child-allowaiice scheme. A subsidy of

4 per child is paid which is financed by a lump-sum tax 8 on the young. The budget
constraint for this system is

Ot - nlf' (4.3.b)

As before, we assume that agents act atomistically and do not take this budget con-
straint into account when deciding on the number of children.,9

Individuals maximise lifetime utility (4.2) subject to their single-period budget con-

straints (4.1.a) and (4.1.b). Given the specification of the utility function: the optimal
levels of material consumption  (ct') and offspring  (ni)  are  uniquely determined  by the

following first-order conditions,

cill   -  (1 + r)BcV*
t, (4.4.a)

(p - 92)n;   = 74., (4.4.b)

wherec;li  - (ltr)sitri,+1 withs; =  w-T-01 -ct'- (p-F)ni.  Equation (4.4.a) is tlie
standard condition that liouseholds equate the marginal rate of substitution between
current and future consumption to the rate of interest. According to equation (4.4.b).
households choose the number of children and consumption in their first period of life
such that the marginal rate of substitution between a child and current consumption
equals the marginal cost of rearing an extra child.

D Notice   that we allow  for the possibility   that   4   <   0, in which case offspring is taxed   and   the
revenues of this tax are lump-sum rebated to the young. To assure a determinate steady state, we
assume that p - F  >  T*7,  that  is,  the net private costs of raising children are larger  than  the  (implicit

social) return  on a child, which equals the present value  of its contribution  to the PAYG-scheme.
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From (4.1.a), (4.1.b), (4.4.a) and (4.4.b) we cali derive the steady state for this
model with PAYG-pensions and child allowance,

CY*- 10 -7-8+ T.5        71.= 7(w -7-8+ T*7)
(4.5)

1+0+7
'

(p- F)(1 +B+7)

Using the budget constraints (4.3.a) and (4.3.b). (4.5) can be written as

Cv. = (4.6)W -T-8 (PS+lr)        4 -7(W-T)+0(1 + B)
1+B+7- RIST

'

(1 + B+ 7)P -T  

4.4 The first-best solution

In this section we first derive the set of Pareto-optimal allocations. Subsequently, we

compare these social optima with the private optimum that was derived above and

analyse what instruments a government needs in order to be able to replicate a certain
command optimum in a market setting.

Consider a social planner whose objective function consists of the lifetime utilities
of all current and future generations,

W,= E a'-tu(c1-l, ni- 1, ci J , (4.7)
.\

i=t

where a<l i s the social discount factor, i.e.. the factor at which the planner discounts

lifetime utility of future generations. 1()

The social planner is each period restricted by the sniall open economy's resource

constraint,

0
f (kt) + (ntdi+1 - dt) - rdt = cY + pni + -S   + (ntki+1 - kt), (4.8)

nt-1

with 4 denoting the per capita foreign debt of the country. This equation says that
total resources, consisting of production and debt creation minus interest payments,
are allocated to consumption of the young and old, the costs of rearing children and

lo Notice   that we assume the weight   of a generation's utility  in the social welfare function  to  be
independent of the size of this generation. In other words, we apply a Millian rather than a Benthamite
social welfare function. The reason for this is that endogenous fertility implies that the weights in a
Benthamite social welfare function are a choice variable.
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domestic investnients.  Becalise of perfec·t c·apital niobility. the capital-laboiir ratio is
constant.11

Xlaximisiiig (4.7) at tillie 1 slibject to the resource coiistraint (4.8) results ill the.
following first-order coxiditiolls for the cetitrally platitied optiniuin.

4%       Altr)
Y**

--

** 9 (4.9.a)c n
1 t

0**

54:  =  8(1 + r), (4.9.b)
C2

Ct..             P +  k - dR 1

(4.9.c)**
·nt                           1  +  8         '

where z" denotes the socially optimal value of variable z.  Conditions (4.9.a) and
(4.9.b) describe the optimal inter- and intrageneratiolial allocatioil. respectively. In
the steady state condition (4.9.a) boils down to n" = a(1 + r), wliich Iiiearis that tlie
socially optimal tiuniber of cllildreti is tizii(luely deteriiiined by tlie social discount factor
and the world interest rate. Ftirtherniore, condition (4.9.b) is equivalent to equation

(4.4.a), implying that tlie dictator respects the individual's savings decision. Condition
(4.9.c) gives the optimal relationship between the number of childreii aild youiig-age
CO 11S UI llp t iOI 1. Tliis equation  differs  from   the  one the private sector   uses to choose
family size. Comparing (4.9.c) with (4.4.b) indicates the two reasoiis why the choice
of individual households may deviate from the social optimum:

•  the dependency-ratio e#ect, as captured by the B-tenn in (4.9.c) which tlie private
sector does not take into account: a higher nuniber of chilcireii implies that iii
the future. total output increases. which is shared with the sanie number of
pensioners: private agents effectively discoutit future consumption at the rate d:

• the cap·ital-ditution efect: the private sector does not take the term k-d i n
equation (4.9.c) into accoutlt (which equals savings at tillie t). In a small open
economy, the capital-labour ratio is given at k.  Part of the capital stock is
financed by national savings (s). the remainder by foreigners (d). If the number

11 An  alternative  way  of  writing  the  resource  constraint  is  4 -

rdi E flk,) -4 -(:9 1,1,_7 - pn, -

(nt#+1 - ke) - rd, = -(ntd,+1 - dt), where 4 dellotes ( per capita) net exports.  The (per capita)
current account can be writtell as 4 - rd, and the (per capita) capital account is given by ntd,+1-dt.
Equilibrium of the balance of paynients re.quires these two to sum up to zero, implying nidftl =

(1  + r)dt  - bt · Notice  that  iii  case of a closed economy  4  =  dt  .  0  and kt replaces  d,  as  one  of the
social planner's instruments.
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of children increases. a higher capital stock is izeeded iii orcler to keep per capita
production at its former level. This means that savings should be higher. unless

the total capital stock is financed with foreign debt (i.e., k = d). However.

individual non-altruistic households do not take into account that an extra child
should induce them to save more. In fact. the true price of an extra child is not
just p, but also the extra capital stock that the child needs to be endowed with in
order to be as productive (in the future) as the other children. From this point
of view. people decide to have too many children. because they do not realise

that an extra child implies - ceteris paribus - a lower capital-labour ratio, so less

production per capita.

So the number of children in a market economy may be too low or too high as com-
pared to the command optimum, depending on whether the dependency-ratio effect
dominates or is dominated by the capital-dilution effect. Fertility is optimal if the
dependency-ratio effect happens to exactly offset  the  capital-dilutiozi  effect.

From (4.8) and (4.9.a)-(4.9.c) we can derive the following expressions fc)r youiig-age

consumption and fertility in the comniand optimum.

10 --
(1  +  r)p

CY** - .,      n'* = a(1 + r) (4.10)1+3+7-f
It is well-known that iii case of exogenous fertility, the government is able to repli-
cate the first-best solution in a market setting provided it has a system of lump-sum
intergenerational transfers at its disposal (see Blanchard and Fischer 11989, Chapter

31).    The analysis above shows, however,  that in general.   tlie governnient needs  an

additional instrument ill order to be able to do so when the number of offspring is also

a choice variable.  If the dependency-ratio effect exceeds the capital-dilution effect.  the
government is in want of an additional instrument in order to stimulate households to
have a larger number of offspring (in the opposite case it would need an instrunient to
decrease population growth). Obviously, this could be accomplished by a lump-sum fi-
nanced child allowance  (or a lump-sum rebated tax on children). Since offspring can be
considered a normal good, a decrease (increase) of its price due to a subsidy (tax) per
child would induce people to have more (fewer) children.12 The following proposition
shows that the government can realise the first-best solution in a market economy if it
is able to use a combinatioii of lunip-sum intergenerational transfers and an instrument
to effectively alter the number of offspring chosen by households.

12Empirical evidence suggests that child allowances indeed have a sigiiificant (though moderate)
positive effect on fertility choice (see e.g., Blanchet and Ekert-Jaffe  19941)
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Proposition 4.1 The government is abli· to n·plicate the command opti·mum in a mar-
ket if it has at its disposal both lump-stiti, 1,1 tc·,yc,terationat t,unsfers and an instrument
that afects the price of children.  In paiticulai.  the government can realise the jirst-best

outcome in a market

(i)   without  intervention  if  o  =  ff-,

(ii)   using both  child allowances  and PA YG-transfers  to  the  old i#  a >  ff;.

(·iii)    wing  both  a  taI  on  children  and  lump-sum  transfers from  the  old  to  the  young  i#

a < ft/·

PROOF When we compare the conditions (4.4. a) and (4.4. b) to the first-order conditions
for the command optimum (4.9.a)-(4.9.c), we see that these coincide if 8 = 0" E
pn" - 'yet'"and T - r" E w - (1 4-B+ 7)31" Furthermore, using these expressions

it  follows from equations  (4.5)  and  (4.10)  that the steady state  of the market  econoIny
coincides with the command optimum (i.e., 8 = 8" = 0, T = 7-*- = 0) iff a = 1'|fr-,
Finally, equation (4.10) implies that < 0 and le > 0. from which it follows that

MA' , 0 and 52 > 0..

The first part of Proposition 4.1 defines the government discount factor for which the
market solution without government intervention   coincides   with   the   command   opti-
mum.  So for this level of the social discount factor the government does not redistribute
between generations. Moreover, the dependency-ratio effect and the capital-dilution
effect exactly cancel out, implying  that the government  does  Ilot.  need  an  instrument  to

affect the number of offspring. Notice that it follows from this result that the market
outcome without government intervention is Pareto-efficient. As noted in the Int.roduc-
tion, in many countries governments do intervene in the market and transfer resources
between generations. The remainder of Proposition 4.1 deals with this case.

It follows that the optimal level of the child allowance is positive if and only if a
PAYG-pension system is in place, while it is optimal to levy a tax on children if the
government redistributes from the old to the young. As a matter of fact, because an
old individual only derives utility from children in an indirect way (via the internal rate
of return  of the PAYG-pension scheme). a policy that tends to increase the number  of
children has to be accompanied by a larger public pension scheme. So it appears that
the net external effect of children is positive, that is, the number of offspring without
child allowances is too low, if there is a PAYG-pension system. The reason for this is
of course that the existence of a PAYG-pension system implies that part of the social
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benefits of having a cliild reveals itself in a growiiig tax base ariel are iiiiperceptible to
the individual parent.   If,  on the otlier hatid,  the govenimeiit redistributes from  the
older to younger generations, the capital-dilution effect dominates the dependency-ratio
effect. so that it is optimal to introduce a tax on offspring.

4.5 Reforming social security
It is well-known that if tlie economy is dynamically efficient. the introduction of iii-
tergeneratiotial re.distribiltion through a liinip-surn finariced PAYG-sclieine liarins fii-
ture generations as iii that case savings yield a higher return than the PAYG-scheine

(1   +r>n) .     Yet.    maiw   western   couiitries   have extensive intergenerational redist ri-
bution scheiiies of tliis type.  The reason for this niay be that tliey were iiltroducect
in times of dynainic inefficieticy (,r that they were decided upon through a political
process  t hat diel  not  take  account  of the adverse welfare effects  on  future  generations

(see e.g. Browniiig [19751 :111(1 Se<:tic,11 2.3 of this study). An alternative explanation
for the existence of PAYG-pensions is the insurance they provide against not having
children (Sinn 11998])

In this sectioii we study tlie p(,ssibilities of Pareto-itziproving social-sectirity reforilis
if one starts from a situation iii whidi there exists a PAYG-pension scheme (7 > 0) but
no child allowance (4 = 0).  We first discuss the effects of introducing a child-allowance
scheme that internalises tlie positive net externality that offspring generates in this
setting. We show that iiitroducing (or extending) a child-allowance sclienie is a Pareto-
iniproveizieiit if tlie sul,sidy I)er cliild is iiot too high. Next, we elaborate on the effect
of reducing the size of tlie existing PAP'G-scheme. This kind of social-security reforni
is considered iii iiiarn' coziiitries, arguing that in view of the populatioii ageing tliat
decreases the illiplicit rate of return of PAYG-schemes, a transition from 1111funded to

funded pension sclienies is desirable. But once it has been installed. a PAYG-schenie
cannot be abaitdoned witliout harining at least one getieratioii. Without additional
policy. the current aiid future young gain from a transition to a funded system tliat

yields a higher rate' of return. whereas current elderly and retired suffer a loss.  It is
often thought that such a trai sitioii (·an be turned into a Pareto-improvement using an
adequate debt policy. The idea is that the loss suffered by the current elderly can be
compensated through aii increase iii public debt which can subsequeittly be redeeined
using part of the gains of future generations. However, Verbon (1988a) and Breyer

(1989) have shown that tliis is not possible when fertility is exogenous: the gains of
all future generations are exactly equal to what is needed for the comperisation of the
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current elderly, so no generatic)11 (·:111 gaill from the trailsition.
We analyse the possibility of a Pareto-improving transition from unfunded to ftinded

pensions when fertility is endogenous. The Verbon-Breyer  result  is  generalised  to  this

case,  i.e.,  we  show  that  - abst aiiling  frorn distortionary taxes  aiid endogenous growt h  -
a policy that merely reduces the PAYG-tax cannot bring about a Paretc)-iniproveitient.
Finally. we study whether it is possible to have a Pareto-iinproving transition wheii
it is combined with the introduction of a child-support Systern.  It is sh(Avn tliat ill
a dynamically efficient econoniy a policy of abandoning the PAYG-pension scheine iii
combination  with the introduct ion of a child-allowance scheme can  indeed  be a Pareto-

improvement.

4.5.1 Introducing child-allowances
Suppose that at sonic time t=O a (:hild allow:inc:e is introduced in aii ecoiioiny with
a PAYG-pensiori financed by a luml)-suin tax T > 0. Because we assuine that tlie
child-allowance scheme  is  financed  by  a  lump-sum  tax  0  on  the  young  generation.  tlie
welfare of the old generation at time t=O i s not affected. Moreover, the effect Oil tlie
utility of the current young and all future generations is identical. It therefore suffices
to check whether the current young gain in order to assess if the ilitroduction of a
child-allowance scheme is Pareto-improving.

Proposition 4.2 There exists a child allowance 0 < 0 < p such that introducing

a  child  allowance  level  0  <  40  <  0  in  an  economy  with  a  PA YG-pens·ion  scheme  is
Par€to-improving.

PROOF Using (4.3.b), (4.4.a) and (4.6) we can write the young's life-tilne utility as

Uo = log ( [41...  ,t ti  '21 Iiit+4-„] '*d*'Ipt] '(1 + r)BBB              (4.11)

When we compare lifetime utility in the initial situation without a child allowance
(go = 0) with that in case there is a child allowance schenie (Rs > 0), we see that utility
rises due to the introduction of such ail allowance if

F„ 1 Thfk
(4.12)[Ff,]        [p(l + r)(1 + 8 + 7) - p(l +  )(1 + r)-77·1<

p(1 + r)(1 + 3 + 7) - 7·r.
Notice that both sides of (4.12) are equal for 99 = 0. Furthermore. it can easily be
checked  that the derivative  of the left-hand  side  of  (4.12) with respect   to  99  in  the
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initial situation (4 = 0) is negative if the PAYG-tax is positive (T > 0). Firially. it is
evident that the left-hand side of (4.12) exceeds its right-hand side if F tends to p. For
4  -  4  equation (4.12) therefore holds with equality.   I

The intuition behind this result is that a higher nuriiber of children iiziplies utility gailis

through two channels. Firstly, children per se raise the parents' utility and second. a
higher number of children has a positive effect on the level of PAYG-pension benefits
of the parents' generation. In contrast to the former, the latter effect is not taken
into account by parents when deciding on their number of offspring.  Consequently, tlie
number of children they choose is too low and utility can be raised by introducing a
small subsidy per child that (partly) internalises this external effect. If, however, the
subsidy per child is relatively large conipared to the costs of raisiIig a cliild. then the
effective price of children is too low and the number of childreii exceeds the optiinal
number so that utility will fall.

4.5.2 Merely reducing the PAYG-scheme

As was demonstrated in the previous section. when family size is a choice variable
individuals in general suboptimally decide on the liumber of offspring as children involve.
externalities. This einanates from the fact that the future contribution of a child to
the PAYG-scheme falls to society as a whole, and not exclusively to tlie individual
parent. This might incite one to conjecture that downsizing the PAYG-scheme leads

to a decrease in this external effect, yielding a positive welfare effe.ct that ciiables the
Pareto-improving  transition   from   unfunded  to  funded  pensions   that   is not possible  i f

fertility were exogenous.     Yet.  just   like  iii  the  models  of  Verbon ( 1988)   atid   Brever

(1989) with exogenous fertility, merely reducing the PAYG-tax does not allow for a
Pareto-improvement. This leads to the following proposition.

Proposition 4.3 Redticing the PAYG-tal: in co,nbination with a debt policy that coin-

pensates the first generation of pensioners is not a Pareto-improvement.

PROOF Suppose that at time t the PAYG-tax is cut by 11 5 T.  If NI denotes the imizi-
ber of old at that time. an increase in public debt of Nt°Unt-1 is required to completely
compensate them, which must be redeeizied by the current young and future gener-
ations.  If the government imposes 011 these generations a lump-sum tax of : when
young, the number of children chosen by these generations will be equal to n.  The
present value of the tax revenues then equals Nint-lz (1-St) Hence, the intertempo-
ral budget constraint of the government is satisfied if z = 41;S"}.  Assuming that the
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interest  rate r exceeds  the  IleW  coIistant  rate  of population growth n,t h e current  and
all future generations of young gain ) from investing iii a funded rather than14(ltr-n

1+r

an unfunded pension scheme. However, this gain is exactly offset by the lump-sum
tax z. So lifetime income of the current and future young generations is not affected
by the transition. Because prices are not affected either. this implies that the number
of children  as  well as utility remain unchanged,  i.e.,  n  =  nt-1.   As the utility of the
current generation of old is not affected by construction, it follows that I1O generation
gains  from the transition. Hence, it cannot  be a Pareto-improvement.   I

This proposition generalises the Verbon-Breyer result to a model with endogenous
fertility The intuition behind this result is that a reduction in the size of the transfer
scheme in combination with a debt policy does not decrease the external effect of
having children.  It is true that the external effect due to the existence of the PAYG-
scheme disappears if this scheme is abandoned as was conjectured above.  But when
public debt is increased to compensate the loss incurred by the current generation of
pensioners, this introduces a new external effect of equal size. Wliat the policy merely
does is replacing the implicit debt of the PAYG-scheme by an explicit public debt.
This, however, does not alter the fact that an additional child enlarges the tax base
for this (implicit or explicit) debt.

4.5.3 Replacing pensions by child allowances
From Proposition 4.3 it follows that the ageing problem cannot be alleviated by a
transition to a more funded scheme, unless at least one generation's welfare decreases.
Obviously, in order to allow  for a Pareto-improvement, the ext.ernal effect of children
should be internalised so that the size of offspring increases. Introducing an appropriate
system of child allowances does exactly that. Proposition 4.2 showed that this leads
to a welfare gain for existing young and future generations. This poses the qziestion
as to whether it is possible to transfer these welfare gains (partly) to the currently
living old in order to compensate them for their loss of welfare when the PAYG-scheme
is downsized. Indeed, the following proposition shows that decreasing the PAYG-
scheme and using the available tax revenues to finance a child-allowance scheme, when
combined with a suitable bond policy, may form a Pareto-improving policy package.

Proposition 4.4 Reducing the PAYG-tax in combination with a debt policy that com-
pensates the jirst genemtion of pensioners can be Pareto-improving if it is accompanied

by the introduction of a child allowance scheme so that the total tax burden is not
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a#ected.

The intuition behind this result is that a higher number of children has a positive effect

on the level of PAYG-pension benefits. Depending on the specific parameter values,

the resulting utility gain can exceed the loss from taxing current young and future

generations in order to compensate the initial retired for the decrease in their pension

benefit.  In the Appendix we derive an explicit condition for this to be true. Numerical

simulation examples learn that especially the rate of interest and the PAYG-tax are
important for this condition to hold, whereas the weight of children in the utility

function (7) is not of great significance for this result. Figure 4.1 shows the maximal

values of the child subsidy for which, at a particular size of the PAYG-scheme, a Pareto-

improvement is still possible, in case the interest rate equals 2 and 5, respectively. 13

50

T

Child
allowance 40
(% of wage) r=2

30 -

20 -

r=5

10 -

0
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Figure 4.1: Afal:imat child allowance for Pareto-improvement.

As can be seen from the figure, a high interest rate implies a smaller set of possible

13The parameter values underlying this figure are 13 - 7  -  1, p - 0.1. Furthermore, a Cobb-Douglas

production function is assumed with a production elasticity of 0.5.  Note that a period is about 30
years, so an interest rate of 2 (5) corresponds with an interest rate of 3.7% (6.2%) per year.
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Pareto-improving child allowarices. Indeed. a higli interest rate meaiis a lc,wer present
value of future gains, making a Pareto-improvement less likely. Furthermore. it may
even be that the pension benefit ultiniately iiicreases if the nuiriber of children is getting
much higher than before tlie policy change. This happens when the initial PAYG-
schenie is quite large. 14

4.6 Conclusion
Both a smaller family size and increasing longevity imply serious challenges for mod-

ern  western  societies   with   extensive  social-security   programmes   in   this  new   century.
How to best deal with these is a question that cannot be ariswered unainbigliously, as
maily studies have already pointed out. Still, Illost econoiliists aiialyse the economic
consequences of population ageiIig witliout paying much atteiition to the underlying
causes. These stem to a large exterit from the fact that in modern societies, fertility is
the endogenous source of population growth. i.e., family  size is soinething people  caii
decide upon, besides savings and Inaterial consumption. Moreover, the existence of
PAYG-financed social-security arrangements implies that the investinent element of a
child is socialised. Fertility choice is therefore only based on the direct utility that a
household gets from its offspring, neglecting the fact that progeny benefits all in society.
Apparently, children are to some extent a public good and consequently involve exter-
nalities. Because individuals typically do not take these into account when deciding OIl
their family size. the rate of population growth may deviate from its socially optimal
value. We show, however, that the 111arket outcome without government interveiition
is efficient.  That is. the number of offspring is socially optimal if the government does
not redistribute between generations. On the other hand, in a society with a PAYG-
pension scheme. the number of offspring will be too low if there is no child allowance.
In that case. an appropriate child subsidy is required to replicate tlie comniand opti-
mum. So pensions and cliild allowances are like Sianiese twins: you should see neither
of them or both together, but never one without the other.

Of course. it is questionable whether the implementation of the optimal policy is
politically feasible. as it may harm some generations. In particular, in Inany societies
with an extensive PAYG-scheme the general feeling   is   that,   in   view of ageing.   the
existing pension scheme is too generous. But downsizing the system is difficult because

N At an interest  rate  of  2, for instance, a child subsidy  of  5%  of  the  wage rate implies an eventual
decrease  of the public pension benefits of almost   17%  if the PAYG-tax  is 107, whereas the benefit
increases  by  2%  if  the tax equals  50%.
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this comes at the cost of lower utility for at least one generatiori.  We have shown

that there may be a solution to this problem. If initially, as a consequence of the

PAYG-scheme, the number of children is too low, then it can be a Pareto-improvement

to   replace   part   of the public peIisioll scheme   by a child-allowance   scheme, t hereby

assuring political feasibility. Our model thus proves that a Pareto-improving cut in
PAYG-pension benefits is possible, even iii the absence of endogenous growth and

distortionary taxation. This suggests a simple policy advice for countries without

a child subsidy that see their extensive PAYG-schemes endangered by ageing: these

countries should not only decrease the size of their pension schemes, but at tlie same
time introduce a child-allowance scheme so as to broaden the tax base for the remaining

smaller PAYG-scheme.
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Appendix to Chapter 4
Suppose the econorriy is iii a steacly state c:haracterised by T > 0 arid 93 - 0 wlien
we introduce a subsidy F < p pei child financed by the PAYG-social-security tax. If
AT denotes the number of old at that time, an increase in public debt of N&nt_ifnt
is required to prevent their public pension benefits to decrease. This debt inust be
redeemed by the current young and future generations. If the government iniposes on
these generations a constant lump-sum tax of z when young. the number of children
chosen by these generations will be constant  and equal to  /1.  The  present  value of the
tax revenues then equals Niont-  1 Z   ( T :Si ) · Hence, the intertemporal budget constraint
of the government is satisfied if z = zo .  44(11 '-i')

The lifetime budget constraint of the current young and future generations reads

Cttl - (1 + r) [w- T - (p - 92)nt - 4- 2} + nt(T - pntti) (4A.1)

Because we consider a small open ecoiiomy with perfect capital mobility,   t he   new

steady state is reached after one period. Combining the first-order conditions (4.4.a)
and (4.4.b) with (4A.1), the steady state material consumption when young equals

-     -b + v/b2 + 4a(l + r)(w- T -2)C" =
2a

where a =  )yand b -(1 + r)  1 + B + 1 -      7' 1 Comparing utility levels(ltr)(p-f) ).
with and without the child-benefit scheme. it can be calculated that the level of z at
which future generations are equally well off is

2=W-T-
I (za + b)
1+r '

7/(1+2+71
with z = p(1+r)(w-T) (2-£)

p(ltr)(1+0+7)-7T <P '1 A Pareto-improvement is possible if and
only if the tax that leaves the utility level of future generations unchanged exceeds
the additional tax that is necessary to redeem the initial government debt, that is, if
2 >ZO ..

F:(ltr-:)
1+r
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Chapter 5

The Politics of Pension Reform
under Population Ageing

5.1 Introductioni

The ageing of the population is otie of tlie most iinportant plietiomelia of tlie begilitling
of  this new millenniun12,   and  is  coilsidered  to  going  to  be  a  threat   for  future  Pay-
As-You-Go (PAYG) financed social-security arrangements in many countries. Such
schemes are known to have an internal rate of returti lower than the rate of retrirIi of
funded schemes (i.e., the hiterest rate on saviigs) and ageiig deteriorates their rate of
return even further. Smne econoinists therefore advocate a complete (and fast) transi-
tion from unfunded to funded schemes by privatising' social security (see e.g., Feldsteiii

11996a]). In the 2000 U.S.-presidential campaign, the debate about 'privatisation' of
tlie social-security systein boiled down to the issue of the implementation of private
retirement accounts which, linked to tax cuts. was a key issue in the program of the

Republican candidate George W. Bush. The Democratic candidate, Al Gore. basically
ran the campaign on the promise to keep the current social-security arrangemerits in-
tact  and to siInultaneously  try  to  Ininimise tlie crowding effects  to  ot her policy fields
by  devoting  a  part  of the budget surplus  to a running  down  of the national  debt.

The Republican privatisation proposal does not explicitly address adjustments of
the social-security benefits. However, it is well known that PAYG-peilsion sclienies
are Pareto efficient (see Verbon 119884, or Breyer  19891). That is. although the
transformation of a PAYG-scheIne in a capital reserve systeni increases utility iii the
long run, it harms at least one generation.3 Naturally, the group that will be hartited

' This chapter  is an extensively revised version  of Leers  et  at.   (1998)
2 In tlie year 2030 niore than 30 percent of the total population iii tlie OECD countries will be over

60 years of age whereas in  1990 this was only 18 percent.  See e.g. The Economist,  '411 our totilorrows:
a  survey  of the economics of ageing', January  27th  1996,  or more recently The U tiited Nations World
Population Prospects: The 1998 Revision. In particular. the elderly dependency ratio in the US is
expected to ri.se from 19 % in the year 2000 to 35 % iii the year 2040. See also Figure 3.1-3.3 of this
thesis.

3 If  reducing or abolishing the PAYG-scheme goes along  with the reductioti or elimination   of  a
negative external effect, as for example the distortion of the labour-leisure decisioti caused by a PAYG-
payroll tax as in Homburg (1990), then a Pareto-improving transition to a funded system is possible.
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after the introduction of private retirenient accounts will be the currently retired who
will see their benefit decrease due to the retrieval of tax motley for the implementation of

private accounts.   Thus, this implementation  will  not be unanimously supported.   But,
of course, in democracies decisions do 11Ot liave to be made Under unanimity.  Even

though unanimity is not a prerequisite. in a direct deinocracy the prospect for pension

reform remains rather bleak.    In this respect, the classic result of Browning   (1975),
stating that a 'too high' benefit level in a PAYG-scheme will be adopted, and t hat one
might, moreover. expect an upward pressure on the benefit level if the populatioti is
ageing, is quite unequivocal.1 However, iii a represe·ntative democracy, direct voting
on issues by the population does, in general. not occur. Instead, elected politicians.
representing political parties, trade off gains for some groups against losses for other
groups. At one point in time, exogenous shocks like population ageing Call nlake it

politically advantageous for political decision makers to decrease one group's utility in
favour of an increase in utility of another group. Pension reform then might become
feasible. The prospect of an ageing population could therefore have been one of the
reasons why in the 2000-presidential campaign social-security reform turned out to be
one of the key issues and was apparently no longer considered to be the third rail of
American politics.6

This chapter analyses the politics of transitions from unfunded to fillided pensions iii
reaction to population ageing iIi a representative democracy. The support for political
parties is assumed to depend on the utility that groups derive from political decisions
on relevant issues. A political party maximises its (re-)election prospect by maximising
some (politically) weighted Sunl of utilities.  We will assiinie that parties (and tlierefore
also politicians) are only liable to current geiierations. but, in spite of that, we exclude

Likewise, this can be achieved if the increase in savings that results from a reductioti of the PAYG-
scheme has positive external effects: for example under an eiidogetious-growth scenario as iii Belan
et al. (1998). Finally, assuming endogenous fertility, Chapter 4 of this thesis sliows that a coinbitied
policy of decreasing the PAYG-tax and introducing child allowances can also result in a Pareto-

improvement.
4 The  intuition of Browning's result  is that under majority voting tlie median ,·oter  is  relati,·ely  old.

who, in considering the marginal costs of any benefit level. considers her past contributions as stilik
costs which she does not include in trading off the marginal costs (her future contributions) and tlie
marginal benefits (her future benefits). Ageing implies  that the median voter  will  be  older,  so  that
for her the marginal costs of increasing the pension benefit will be even lower.

'See for example The Economist survey on 'The economics of ageing' January 27th 1996: 'Even
in America, where the quest for a balanced budget has caused man>· assumptions to be re-examined,
conversations about social security always seem to lead  up to the phrase:  It's like  the  third rail. toitch

it,  and you're dead."
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the possibility to exploit governnient debt to shift the burden of the transition to future
generations. There are several reasons for tliis eXC111SiOIl. Firstly, in many coutitries, the
possibility for the governinetit to use debt as aii instrument is constrained by exogenous
itlstitutional restrictions.  In tlie US, for exaniple, each year the Board of Trustees of the
Social Security trust fund has to design, by law, a schedule of current and future tax
rates to finatice  the  progiwm  over  a  75-years  horizoit.  under  the  (apparently  implicit)
assulnption that the Trust Fund is not allowed to have a Iiegative wealth positioii.
Secondly. everi without   such  restrictic,Ils.   a   governmeiit   cannot unlimitedly increase
public debt. A represeIitative govermiient. that is 01117 liable to current generations,
will already have raised debt to its Illaxilliuril level. leaving 110 room for additional
government deficits.6 Finally, as the purpose of the. transitioii to fuiided social security
is   primarily to relieve  the   burden   for  tlie  current   young  and   unborn  generations.   it
seems not very useftil to saddle these geiterations with additional priblic debt .  In fac·t.
the transition then just replaces iniplicit debt by explicit debt and does tiot improve
their welfare.

A basic insight that results froni our analysis is that, when the interest rate is
exogenously deterniined at the worlcl capital market, a transition fronl a PAYG-scheme
to a capital reserve system in reaction to ageing can orily come about if politicians have
an instrument at their disposal to introduce substitution effects on the savings decision.
The point is that, if taxes (and benefits) only generate iiicoine effects, politicians will
not be able to effectively stiInulate savings by the young. An increase in sarbgs
is needed, however, for a conversion from a PAYG-scheme to a funded system. By
decreasing PAYG-transfers, aiid stimulating savings, politicians will realise utility gains
for the younger generations.  If the resulting iiicrease in political support by the young
makes up for the decrease in political backing by the elderly. whose utility decreases

as a result of the transition, a pension reform will be politically feasible. To enable
politicians to affect the saviiigs decision, aiid thus to realise a social security reform.
we introduce a capital tax. 1.e.. a tax on savings. The proceeds of this tax are assumed
to be rebated iii a lutilp-Suln fashioll. so that it can be viewed as an instrument for
intragenerational redistribution among the elderly Only.

We consider two political parties differing in ideology. The way we formulate ide-
ology was inspired by the positions in the debate on pensioii reform takeri by the
candidates in the 2000 U.S.-presidential campaign, alluded to above. One party. which
we dub right-wing. is willing to trade off intragenerational equity against efficiency

6 For an analysis of decisioil making oil public debt iIi a represeiitative deniocracy see Meijdam,
Van de Ven and Verbon (1996).
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gains in intergenerational redistribution. The other, labeled teft-wing, is opposed to
any adjustment of the level of intragenerational redistribution.  That is: the left-wing
party will never use the capital tax to stimulate savings and thus to realise a social-
security reform.  We show that, as a consequence of this. iii case of ageing. a left-wing
policy implies that the economy is trapped at the pre-existing level of savings.  The
right-wing party, however. is inclined to sacrifice intragenerational equity by relaxing
the disincentives the capital tax entails for savings in order to reform the pension sys-
tem and thus to increase the efficiency of intergenerational redistribution. This indeed
allows for a partial transition from PAYG to funded pensions in case of an ageing

population.

Given that additional debt creation is excluded, the decrease in the PAYG-benefit
that is necessary to realise a transition decreases the oldest living generatioiks' util-
ity. while raising the youngest living generations' utility We show, however. that in
principle a transition may be politically feasible if ageing occurs. More precisely. we
demonstrate that a right-wing reform plan may beat the left-wing policy proposal that
keeps the PAYG-scheme intact in the elections if at the outset a (strictly positive)
distortionary tax on savings is in place. A striking consequence of this restilt is that
Stlbs·idies on savings. which in the real world frequently occur. are not a suitable poiiit
of departzire for starting a coiiversion policy. A·loreover, in practice. it may be very
hard to find a politically feasible reform plan as it is crucial that such a plan is opti-
mally tuned. In particular. a proposal for a fast transition process with liigh cuts in
pension benefits will not carry the election. The intuition for this result is that a fast
transition will strongly harm the current retirees while it does not sufliciently benefit
the young to make up for this, as for them the positive effect of a low PAYG-tax when
young is largely offset by the negative effect of an even lower tax - and thus a lower
PAYG-benefit - when old. Only plans with very gradually declining taxes and thus
very slowly rising private savings may survive in the political arena.

Chapter 5 is organised as follows. Section 5.2 presents the well-known two-period
overlapping-generations (OLG) model for the private sector that forms the basis of our
analysis. In section 5.3, we describe the target function and the instruments of the
representative government. The effects  of a right-wing  and a left-wing policy,   when
applied to an ageing economy, are analysed in Section 5.4. In this section, we also
discuss the political feasibility of the right-wing proposal for a transition to funded

social-security. Section 5.5 concludes.
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5.2 The private sector
Consider an economy with an exogeiiously given interest rate ,·. determined c,Ii tlic'
world capital inarket aiid assuined to be constant over time. Prochiction is d('scril,ed
by a standard collstant-retill·Ils-to-scale I,roduction fuiiction. so tliat the wagi' rate is
also  fixed.   The  econoni>·  is  I,(,I,ulated  127 a large miinl,er  of  non-altruistic  agents  wlio
live for two periods, so that iii each period both a youlig and ail old generatioii are
alive. When youiig. the agent iiielastically stipplies 01ie zinit of labour.1 We assuine
lifetime  utility  of a representative agent  born  on  date  t  to be addit ively separable  and

the felicity functions  to be logarithmic8.

1

Ut E U(4, C;+1) - log(cY) + - log(ci+1), (5.1)
1+P

where c% denotes consuniptioii during youth aild 441 denotes tlie consumptic)11 of tlie
same individual while old. The parameter p indicates the pure rate of time preference.

A  part   T  of the labour income,   that   is  nornialised  to   1. is taxed  away  by  tlie

government in a lump-sum fashion to be transferred to the currently living olci. The
remaining wage income is used for Saviligsv  for old  age  (st)  and  for consumptic,ii while

yOUIlg:

CY -1-Ti-si· (5.2)

When old. savings may be taxed by a (possibly negative) capital tax 4 explained iii
more detail in the liext Sediorl. The old agent consumes his net savings, inchiding1/I

their returns, and the transfer payment A from the government which the (atomistic)
agent takes as given. The consumption at time t+l o f a n old agent born on date t i s

given by
(27+1 = (1 - 6+1 + r)St + Attl· (5.3)

i Allowing for endogenous labour supply considerably complicates  t lie analysis.  but  does  ticit  affect

the main results. The reason for this is that the supply of labour can be eliinitiated from the 111(}del
using the first-order conditions. The dynamical system that results  in  that  case is equivalent  to  tlie
one in case of exogenous labour supply.

8 Felicity is assuined  to  be  logarithillic  for  simplicity. For niost  of our results  it  suffices  to  ass,ime
that U(cM, (1+1) is homothetic in first-period and second-period consunlption so that  the optinial ratio

 L- depends on the interest rate and the discount factor only.
'll

9 In  addition  to public pensions and savings, the elderly's consumption  is often financed  bi·  private
occupational pension schemes that are typically fully funded. In this chapter we assume that private

occupational pension schemes  can be identified  wit h individual savings  for  old  age.
1 Alternatively, we could assume a tax on capital income instead of a tax on capital. This would,

however, not affect the results.
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Nlaximising lifetime-utility (5.1) subject to tlie single-period budget (·oristraitits (5.2)
and (5.3) yields

1- 4,+1 +r v
44-                                     9.                                                                                (5.4)1+P

5.3 Political decision making
As noted in the Introduction. we assume that decisions 011 social sec·zirity are iimde iii a
representative democracy. 11 In this representative democracy, tliere is riot aii itifitiitely
long lived government   that   optiinises social welfare.   but a sequeiice   of  gen·ei 11111(,rits

exists where.  as  iii a two-party  democracy,  each  periocl  a  differeiit   political  paity  caii
be voted into office. As a result. decisions made by atiy governinent are ziIirclated
to past or future iricumbent parties. Tlie political parties take account only of the
interests of both the (·urreiit young and the current old.  So. at tirric t. they maximise
a politically weighted average of tlie utilities of geiieratiotis curreiitly alive (that is. of
all current voters):

Iii  =  AU-1  +  (1  +  nt )61. (5.5)

where nt starids for the rate of populatic)11 growth at tillie t. Througlioilt tliis chapter
it is assumed that the ecc,tioniy is dynatikic·ally efficielit (r > 77, Vt). The political
weight A>0 can be interpreted as a measure for the political infilletice of an old agent
relative to a young one. which is determined exogenously. for exaniple throtigh ait
implicit process of lobbying and/or rent seekilig of tlie different gezierations currently
alive. 12 Foundations for this approach caii be found iii Hetticli and Wiiier (1988) aiid
Grossman and Helpman (1994).13  lIaximisitig Mi can alsobe interpreted as maximising

1 1 For  an overview  of decision  making  ina  represeiitative  democracy we refer to Gartner  ( 1994)  and
Verbon ( 1993)

1'2The political weight  A  is  the  equilibriuin  result  of the  activities  of the  pressure  groups  represent-
ing the young  and  old,   respectivel>·.    Tlierefore. as Becker   ( 1983) points   out,   m·exi   if  the  margiiial
absolute pressure  of, for exaniple   the  old.   were  itifuitel>·  large.   this  does  not   hold   for   the  inarginal
relative pressure  -  that is captured  by  t h e  parameter A- . because  the  yowg will react with increased
counteractivities. It is beyond the frainework of tliis cliapter and our simple cliaracterisatioil of the
political process to take explicitly into account tlie relation betweeii group size atid tlie acth·ities of
pressure groups tliat try to influence the representatiz·e governineiit. Therefore we igitore the fac·t that
organisi lg larger groups aggravates tlie free-rider-problem aiid tlierefore lowers tip relative political
iiifluence (Olson  1965  Becker  19831). and take A to be coiistant.

1''Notice that the target fulictioll of the rel)resetitative goveninient is a trillicated versioti of a
Benthamite social welfare function. Bernheim (1989) calls this ''the most nattiral class of welfare
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the (re-)election probability. allowiiig for the impact of (iii our case two) intere.st groups
(see Coughlin et at.  [1990}).  In a two-party system, this irnplies that if a political party,

at time t, proposes a platform with less political support relative to the support for
the platform of the competing party, it will lose the next election.

If we abstract fr0111 administrative costs. the (balanced) budget  constraint  for  the
government at date t is given by

(1 + nt)71 + <tst-1 = At (5.6)

Two remarks are in order. Firstly, notice tli:it we assuitie that tlE reveiilies of the capital
tax are used for financing social-security benefits.  Consequently. capital taxatioii is

purely intragenerational  redistributioil. Of course.   in our representative-agent   niodel
this intragenerational redistribution has no effect (as it is just sliifting of funds), except
for a disincentive to save.  We do allow for it, however, because, as noted earlier and to
be shown rigourously later on. the existence of a capital tax is of importance for the
political feasibility of a transition to a funded pension scheme.

Secondly, the capital tax in place at time t is imposed Upoll Saviligs formed at tillie
t-1. Given our perfect-foresight assumption. savers at time t-1 will be able to tell
the size of the capital tax at time t. The government at time t can 110 loriger challge
the impact  of this capital  tax on savings  held by the current elderly. borii at  time  t - 1,
as these are giveii at time t. So. the only reniaitiing motive for altering the capital tax
will be a modification of the distribution of income over the elderly people.

Obviously, we cannot explicitly model political decision-iziaking on intragenera-
tional redistribution in our representative. agent Inodel. However, for tlie possibility of
pension reform we only need to identify two political parties that differ in their ideology
with respect to the trade-off they allow to exist between intergenerational and intragen-
erational redistribution. As stated iii the Introduction. this way of modelling ideology
was inspired by the positions taken by the candidates in the 2000 U.S.-presidential cam-

paign. One party, which we dub teft-wing.  is not willing to sacrifice  intrageneratiotial

equity for efficiency in intergenerational redistribution. This party thus sets a level for

the PAYG-tax ·rt and. independently from this PAYG-tax, effectuates a coristant rate

of capital taxation 6 -4>0, Vt (which we assume to be exogenously determined as
we do riot explicitly model intragenerational redistribution). The other part,y. labeled

functions  for a representative government"   ( p.124). Although his approach iInplies the presetice  of
some explicit sort of altruism, it is comparable to our framework where tlie represetitative governinent
also has to display some sort of 'political altruism' towards both groups of current voters in order to
survive politically.
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right-wing.  is  inclined  to  give  up  some iritrageneratic,nal equity  for a Inore  efficietit
pension system.    That  is. the right-wing party relates  t he amount   of  intragenerational

redistribution (through the capital tax (t)  to the  amount  of iiitergenerational redistri-

bution (via Ti)· In particular. we assume that the capital tax chosen by the right-witig
party depends negatively on the desired level of the PAYG-tax:

6 = 4(7-1)    with 4 -   < 0. (5.7)
dn

i.e., more intergenerational  redistribution goes along witli less ititrageneratiotial redis-
tribution. 14 Notice  that, if relation (5.7) holds,  the ne.t return on savings depends  on

the capital tax and thus on the level of the social-sectirity tax wlien 01(1.  So. tlie futiire
PAYG-tax causes a substitution effect iii addition to the normal incotiie effect. As a
consequence of this. the intertemporal allocatioil of consumption varies over time with
r (see equation 5.4). As we will show below. this iiiay allow for a partial transition
froni PAYG to a furided system iii case of ageitig. by stiziiiilating individuals to save
more if the PAYG-system loses in importance.

In each period t, the incumbetit governnierit determines the level of the social-
security tax Tt intliat period (and if (t isa function of Ti tliey thus implicitly deteimine
the level of the capital tax). We assume that ill doitig so it takes private savings iii

period t as given. Because the current and future taxes are only liiiked through15

current savings, this assumption implies that future taxes are also takeii as given. The

optimal PAYG-tax in period t follows from maximising (5.5) subject to the. relevaiit

budget constraints. This gives the following first-order coiidition:

v                                       (5.8)
A

ct - 1+pri.

It follows directly from (5.4) and (5.8) that in the steady state ((T) E<-ltr-A
has to hold.

14It might be emphasised liere that our analysis pertains to ati ageing population, so that tlie
PAYG-tax is likely to increase anyway. Equation (5.7) thus implies that, ill this case. the right-witig
party will be inclined to decrease the capital tax. See Appendix 5B for an analysis of <; > 0.

15That is, we analyse the Nash-solution of the game between politicians and the private sector.

Alternatively, one could assume that the government acts as a Stackelberg-leader towards the private
sector. However, the government  is  not a natural leader   iii  this  game.     Ii'ithin one period   (Oile
generation), private savings may react   to the PAYG-tax (the current capital   tax   does tiot affect
current savings) but the tax may also react to the level of savings. Therefore, the Nash-solution seenis
most appropriate.
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5.4   Ageing and pension reform
This section considers the pensioii policies of left -wiiig arid riglit-wizig governIikents
who have to deal with an increasiiig elderly dependency ratio. Population ageing is
interpreted  as a once-and- for-all decrease  in  the  rate  of  popillatioll  grc,wth (n) First,
we investigate whether, in tlie presence of an ageirig population, these #wernments
will pursue a (partial) transitioii fioni tlie PAYG-system to a fuiided pension scheme.
We show that  a  right-witig govertiinent  will  reform the pension  systeni by stimulating
private savings while a left-wing governnient will only increase traiisfers. Siabsequently,
we analyse the political feasibility of a pensioii reform.  That is, we investigate the
possibilities for the right-wing party which favours a transitioll to a capital reserve
system to win the election and to pursue this policy.

Compared to the case where tlie PAYG-systein remains unaltered, a pension reform
necessitates a fall in the utility of the elderly living at the time the reform is initiated,
but enables an increase in utility for current (and future) young generations. A reform
is only politically feasible, that is, politicians will only be able to enact a transition to
funded pensions, if the decrease in political backing by the elderly (due to their expe-
rienced loss in utility) is (more than) compensated by the additional political support
of the young. Regarding the latter. however, lifetime utility of currently young r·oters
is also determined by decisions of future politicians (who decide on their benefit level
and, maybe, on the net return on their savings). In turn, future politicians' decisions
depend on measures of politicians succeeding them. This implies that politicians have
to be forward looking by takiig account of the total sequence of future decisions in

response to their own deciSiOIl making. Analytically, this implies tliat our model has
to be solved as a (saddlepoint-stable) dynamic systetn with two state variables. the
PAYG-tax and the private savings. The solution of this dynamic system is presented
in Section 5.4.2. The econoniic intuition of our result, however, can also be grasped by
considering a conventional graphical analysis which will be presented iii the next sub-
section. In Section 5.4.3 we will discuss whether a conversion policy can be a winning
platform in an election.

5.4.1    A sketch of the options for pension reform
In this subsection, we examine the policy options resulting from the two alternative
cases under consideration,  i.e., one where 6  - 6 (left-wing policy)  and one where G  <  0
(right-wing policy). To get a clear picture of the alternative cases. we consider what
will happen if the policy under consideration will be upheld indefinitely.  Thus. we first
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consider the case where (t = 4 holds indefinitely. after whicli we turn to the case where

<i < 0 permanently holds. Notice that the steady-state condition <(T) E 4 =A-1-r

has to hold in both cases. This implies that. if the capital tax 6 is a function of
the  social-security  tax  ·rt, i.e. ((Tt)' the PAYG-tax will be uniquely determined in the

steady state.  If a demographic shock occurs. the PAYG-tax may change as a result, but

will (and even has to) return to its previous value in the new steady state, as a charige

in the demographic Composition of the population is assunied to have no direct effect

on political affairs (captured by the paranieter A) and on the gross return on savings

(1 + r). Wheii tlie capital tax is riot related to the PAYG-tax, however, the steady

state social-security tax cannot be determined uniquely.  A continuum of steady states

exists. Each steady state represeiits a level of intergenerational redistribution (deter-
mined by the social-security tax T) in combillation with a unique level of intertemporal

consumption srnootliing (denoted by the level of private savings s). Which steady state

will eventually come about is patli dependent (we thus have an exainple of hysteresis

at hand). However. given ati itiitial steady state with sonic level of the PAYG-tax, the

ensudng changes following a demographic shock can unambiguously be determined, as

will become clear below. Iii order to make the two cases comparable. we start froni the

assumption that the social-security tax iii the initial steady state is the same for both

cases.

Left-wing policy

In Figure 5.1. bzidget constraiiits of a repiciseiitative iridividual die sketched.  It is

assuined that the line AA' represents the consumption possibilities of aii individual for

sonie given level of tlie PAYG-tax before a deitiographic s hock.
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Figure 5.1: The left-wing policy proposal.

The political first-order condition (5.8) is in the figure represented by the straight
line OP starting from the origin. As this condition has to hold, the allocation of
consumption to  the  current  generations  (cf, 4)  has  to  be on  this  line.   Point  E  denotes
the initial stead,y-state equilibriuni.  Now, consider what will happen if at time t=0
a once-and-for-all demographic shock occurs. As in this case the capital tax is not
related  to the PAYG-tax  (i.e.,  4'  = 0),  the demographic shock  and the ensueing shifts
in the PAYG-tax only cause income effects. Keeping the social-security tax at its initial
level, the lifetime budget constraint for the current young shifts inward to BB'. where
young individuals will select E' as their preferred consumption allocation, with young-
age (old-age) consumption equal to 4, (c&). The elderly, however. at the time of the
shift are left with consumption possibilities in point Q, giving a level of consumption
equal to 4'.  As the resulting allocation of consumption to the czirrent generations at
time 0 (i.e., cj' and cg') is not on the line OP, the government will alter the PAYG-tax
T along the budget restriction of the PAYG-system (which is represented in Figure
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5.1 by the dotted line QE) leaditig to aii all<,cation E. So. all incunibent left-witig
government increases the social-security tax aiid tlie young have to bear an extra part
of the costs of ageing, additional to a situation in which tlie PAYG-SC11(11Ile WOill<1 Iint

have been expanded. Naturally. lifetime utility of the young will be below the titility
level that would have been obtained in case of ati ziiic:lianged PAT'G-tax, i.e.. tlie utility

level corresponding to E'. If no further shocks occur. E will be the liew steady state:

future politicians can only change the ititergenerational redistribution along the budget

constraint (22 so that they have no other optioii than to stick to E. witli (CY)£,=O - FY

and (c;)4,-0 = 2,
The upshot is that. iii the abseiice of aii explic:it iiistruitieiit to stilliulate St,Viligh.

left-wing politicians cannot aiin for the liigher old-age consumption levels (.7 f,)r tlie
currerit young because that would imply that ciirrent yoting-age cotistitiiption has tc)
be too large for being compatible with tlie political optinium. As a result of t hel 6

increased redistribution froin the yoimg to the elderly. savings will be unaffected ill
the new steady state E compared to tlie steady stat(' before the shock. E. That is,
the economy is trapped at the pie-existing level of saviiigs aiid there is 110 trailsitioii
towards  a more funded pension scheme.  This  will be shown more explicitly  iii  t lic,  next
subsection.

Right-wing policy

Right-wing politicians face different constraints than left-wing politicians. as tlic: level
of the capital tax now is negatively related t() the level of the PAYG-tax iii place.
Notice. firstly. that the new steady state will have to be at E' as tlie steacly-statc,
condition <(T) =A-1-rfixes the long-1,111 social-security tax T.  Secoiiclly. a I)(,tptitial
substitution effect allows for different redistributic,11 policies in the sliort run.  As before.
with the itiitial value of the PAYG-tax. T, afte.r a deinographic slic)(·k lias 0(·ctirre(1.

the system is in point Q. Now tlie riglit-wing politicians will. just as tlieir left-wing
colleagues, react by adjzistiiig the PAYG-tax such that 4 and cg are 011 tlie line OP.
However, the substitutioii effect tliat is operative tiow niakes it possible for the c·zirretit

young to realise a lifetime consumptioii allocation (d, cY) off the line OP. As <' < 0.
a current increase in the social-security tax along the line QE (aiid thereby futiire
increases in this tax) will entail a positive substitution effect for the curretit young

(due to the lower capital tax they are facing when old) stimulating old-age consumptioti
16 The point is that given honiotheticity of the consumption function the prol,ortioii of J·(,zing-

age versus old-consumption will reillain constailt for an individual. see equatioii (5.·1). as lc-mg as
substitution effects are abseIlt.
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versus young-age (:OllslilliI)tiC)11. Collie(111(,lilly. tile PAYG-tax does ilot have to increase
all the way to E in order to satisfv the political first-order coii(lit ion. As individual
saviiigs generate a higlic'r retilrii than 'public· saviiigs' tlirough thp PAYG-systeIii. tliis
shift provides the poteittial for utility gaills fc,r the young coniparecl to the steady state
f.

A
to                                                         p               6,- 1/(1+p)C

D
63= -(1+r<)

B

co                            E                          L.3   -(1+r<(5))

C.
6-4 = -(1 +I )LK         E,

c°1     -.....136- --........     0,Ed·•I.

000                     + c Q
E

A, D'      B'    & A'
0

20        2 C -

Figure 5.2: The right-wing pension-reform proposal

In Figure 5.2, consumption for the currerit old is increased in point Q' compared to
the consumption in point Q. With this increase in T. the lifetime budget constraint of
the young rotates to DD'. and their lifetiii ze allocation of consumption E" is such that
at time t=0 the distribution of consuniption among the youiig (4) and the elderly
(cG) will obey the political first-order conditimi, that is, this distribution is on the litie
OP. At E" the young experience a higher utility than at E, the status-quo lifetinie
allocation. The cost of tliis shift towards more old-age consumptwn is obviously a
decrease in consumption for the current old. compared to E. The next generation of
politicians will set the PAYG-tax (and thereby implicitly the capital tax) such tliat
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the  consumption  of  the  new-born  youiig  generation  and  tlie  elderly  obey  the  pc,litical

first-order condition again. 17 Iii Figure 5.2. it has beeii assuiried that tlie new steady

state. E', immediately emerges at titiie t=1.A s a result,  from  periocl  t=2  onwards.
the social-security tax and the capital tax will remain constant (aticl equal tc, tlieir

initial steady-state values). In getieral, however. the PAYG-tax will asymptotically

converge to the steady state. During tlie transition process, the capital tax will reinaiii

lowe.r than in the initial steady state, and the PAYG-tax will be higlier. leadiiig to a
higher old-age consumption than generatecl by the allocation E for future generations.

Eventually. tlie new steady state E' will be reaclied. As is clear froni Figure 5.2. this
new steady state correspoIids to a higher lifetinie utility relative to tile level of lifetiine

utility under E.
We thus find that. by having an instrument to boost savings. a right-wing govern-

ment can enact a partial transition to a more funded syst(:Ill. It Call be expected. and

will be shown in the next subsection, that during and after the transition savings will

be higher than in the steady state before the demographic shock.

5.4.2 The comparative dynamics of ageing

We now preselit a more forInal derivation of the above results. Tlie analysis is based

on a linearised version of the model presented iIi the previous sections. Tlie sliort-run
effects are traced by coniparative dyrianlics. 18

Let nt - n +7rht. where ht des(·ribes the tiine pattern of a perturbation of the steady-

state value of tlie rate of populatioii growth aiid ;r is a ineaslire for tlic magnittide.  The
model is linearised arouzid tlie iziitial steady state by differciitiatiork of the ecliiations
(5.2)-(5.4), (5.6) and (5.8) with resl,ect to ;r. This yields the following system clesc·ribirig
the changes iii the level of private savings (st) atid in tlie social sectirity tax (T,)

-        -

2.2.L  -     - as, -1 --       ht
8,T BR

=1 + AI t - 0,1, (5.9)

an+1 211
itit+10. - _ Blr  -     -    -

where J is the Jacobian inatrix and At is a Iiiatrix describing the effects of the c·,irrerit

17More precisely, the capital tax at time t + l. i.e., 4,+1, determines the saviligs decision at time t.
while the choice of 6, through the choice of Irt, has within-generation redistributive effects 0111\·.

18The method of comparative dynamics was first introduced by Judd (1982) for a coittitiuous-time
model. It can easily be transformed to discrete time. however. The metliod is exi)lained iii part 58 of
the Appendix.
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and next-period change  in  the  rate  of population growth. 1'     This  system  cati  be  used

to describe the evolution of savings and the PAYG-tax in reaction to ageing, given the
predetermined level of savings of the old iii period t - 0. It is assililled that ageing

occurs unexpectedly, i.e., ho =h 1 - · · · =h< 0.2<1
For expositional reasons, we first analyse the right-wing policy, i.e., the policy

with a negat ive relation between intragenerational  and intergenerational redistribution
(46  <  0),  so  that a larger PAYG-tax is accompanied  by a lower  tax oti capital.   Then we.

derive what happens in case of a left-wing policy where no relation between both forms
of redistribution exists, i.e., 4 - 0. For the algebra underlying the following graphical
analysis, we refer to parts 5A and 58 of the Appendix.

Right-wing policy

The effects of an unexpected decrease iii the rate of population growth wheii a larger
PAYG-tax on labour goes along with a lower capital tax (i.e., 4' < 0) are displayed
in Figure 5.3. This figure displays the phase diagram of the linear system (5.9) for
h o=h i= · · · =h<0.T h e phaselines of this system As =0 and AT =0 denote
combinations of and * for which * = 21RL and 2*1 - respectively. The
intersection of these lines gives the new steady state of the model. The derivation of
these phaselines can be found in part 5B of the Appendix and yields the following

equations: 21

as  =  O:      2Ii -      (2+p)(1+r) ast-1 (1+P)
Ox  (1+r)+(1+n)(1+P) 07r (1 +r)+(1 +n)(1 +p) Th, (5.10.a)

aT = O:   2E - (2+p)(1 +r) Bst-1 (1+P)

 ·,r    (1+r)+(1+n)(1+p)-0 /7'T  - (1+T)+(ltn)(1+p)-4Th.

(5.10.b)

with 0 = fs < 0.
The phaselines before the shock (which can be found by inserting h=0 into

equations (5.10)) intersect in the origin. Ageing leads to an outward shift of the:
phaselines and, consequently, to a new steady state indicated by E', wliich corresponds

19 Both matrices are described in further detail in part 5A of the Appendix.
20This implies that = 0.
21 As the initial steady-state level of the capital tax is only of importance for the political feasibility

of the pension reform and does not qualitatively affect the dynamics underlying the transition from
PAYG to capital reserve, for expositional simplicity we assume that < =O i n the initial steady state,
that is A=1+ r. The analysis can easily be generalised to positive and negative initial values for 4.
where 4<0 refers to an initial subsidy on savings.
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to E' in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. As is ininiediately clear from tlie graph. taxes will not be
affected but savings are larger in E'   If there were iio change in the PAYG-tax after the
demographic change. the systein would get stuck at Q.  However. as discussed earlier. Q
is not a feasible point as the political first-order Condition does not hold.  So. a transition
process will start. bringing the system to its new steady state. E: The arrows indicate
the dynamics in the points between the phaselines. As the model is saddlepoiiit stable.

there is a unique stable trajectory (drawii as a clotted line) converging to the liew

steady state.

8·Ct/87 
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91--
1„* „            E           BS,- /87[
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1- i 1---1
AS=O   4

Figure 5.3: The dyna,nics for a right-u,ing policy.

Starting at tlie time of the demographic sliock (t = 0). the followitig process develops.
At  t  =  0.  savings  by  the  old are given  and  only the social-security  tax can react. Tliis
initial effect on the PAYG-tax cari be found by applyitig the method developed by

Blanchard  and  Kahn  ( 1980) to system   (5.9).    Tliis  exercise is executed  in  part  5B  of
the Appendix. Iii Figure 5.3, the initial change in tlie social-security tax is indicated by

point Q' which is on the intersection of tlie stable manifold of the system and the 25-
axis. That is, the right-wing politicians initially react to the unexpected decrease in the
population growth rate n by an enlargeinent of the PAYG-scheme to compensate the
currently living old. The increase in the tax is not large enough. however, to Illake the
consumption for the currently living old as high as the level of old-age consumption for
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subsequent. generations, which would require a jump to E.  As a result of the jump to Q'.
savings increase. which is mainly due to tlie lower capital tax iii the following period
(along  with the lower PAYG-benefit) which acconipanies  the  iticrease  iii  the  future
PAYG-tax. In the following periods. tlie PAYG-tax and private savings evolve along
the stable manifold until the new steady state is reached. Notice that the adjustnient
path implies that the initially enlarged PAYG-scheme is graclually and partly replaced
by  a capital reserve system. where old-age Consumptioll  is  to  a  larger  degree  finaric·ecl
out of private saviiigs. The long-ritii effect  on the level of savitigs  f()11(,ws  froin  jilsertiiig

1+P Th > 0. As the burden of  - 0 into equatioris (5.10). producitig ( )<,<O
-

(1+r)(2+p)

ageing is allocated to tlie periods of life according to equation (5.4), the long-run effects
on  young-age and old-age consumption  are  given  by·  · 3%3  =  %;  =  -  (0)<,<0  <  0

Left-wing policy

With a constant capital tax (not related to the level of the social-sec:urity tax), the
ec01101Ily appears to be trapped at its attai,ied level of savings before: ageing. aiid the
only possible consumption paths are those which do not alter tlie iritergeneratiozial link
between currently living young and tlie elderly, or, alternatively, paths witli a constant.

Cy

ratio   zb '    t   -0,1, .  . . .     The   int uitioii   for this result   can   be  see,i niost clearly   by  once

more inspecting Figure 5.1. In this case, the intergeneratiotial and tlie ititertemporal

link between young-age and old-age consumption is fixed in time, atid politicians have
no desire to break the intergenerational link (as the political first-order condition tells
them to maintain it) and no instrument to break the intertemporal link betweeii old-age
consumption and young-age consumption within the same generation.
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Figure 5.4: The dynamics for a left-wing poticy

Figure 5.4 depicts the phase diagram for this case. This figure is a squeezed versioii

of the diagram in Figure 5.3. In Figure 5.3, the stable nianifold and the two phaselines

are all three distinguishable and only intersect in the (new) steady state. For the
phaselines the difference between the left-wing and the right-wing policy is given by

the parameter 0 i n equation (5.10). Witli a fixed tax on capital, 0-0 holds and

the two phaselines ( As = 0 and AT = 0, respectively) coincide. Consequently, tliere

is  an  infinite  number of steady states. iloreover. no saddlepoint dynatnics exist.  as

the system contains one unit root and one uiistable root (given dyxiamic efficiency, see

part 5B of the Appendix for details). Hence, any chaIlge of the PAYG-tax that does
not immediately reach a new steady state will lead to implosive or explosive paths as
indicated by the dotted arrows iii Figure 5.4. In other words. at the time of the shock.

the tax will have to jump immediately to its new steady-state value.  As, at the time of

the shock, the level of savings of the then living old is predeterniined.  the social-sec:tirity

tax has to jump to the phaseline As = AT = 0 at the point where *= 0 (see the solid
curved arrow in Figure 5.4). which point is indicated by E in the figure. So, the change
in the level of private savings due to an unexpected decrease in the rate of population

growth n is equal to zero in the short run as well as in the long run. The left-wing
politicians in this system are thus caught by a savings trap: ageing leads to a rise of tlie
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PAYG-tax with the long-run effect bei Iig equal to tlie short-run effect. and there is no
way in which politicians cari incite individuals to increase their savings. Therefore, a
partial transitioii froni PAYG to a niore fuiided systerti is not feasible. The effect on the
level of tlie PAYG-tax follows from inserting e = =...= = 0 into equations

(5.10),  producitig *  =     =        =  ( )4'-0 -     (1-1-r)+C i i)(1+p) Th  > O. Again,  the
burden of ageing is spread between young-age and old-age consumption according to

equation (5.4), i.e.. = *= - ( )(,=, < 0. Note that in the long run this fall
in both young-age and old-age consumption is larger than in case of a (partial) social
security reform as (35)6,=0>(%) due to dynamic efficiency (r > 71).  Consequently,

('<0
with a negative relation between intragenerational redistribution anci intergenerational

redistribution (i.e.. <' < 0), steady-state lifetime utility is higher than without such a
relation.

5.4.3 Political feasibility of transition

In the Introduction, we noted that in the U.S. the debate about 'privatisation' of
the social-security system has been interpreted as meaning that workers should be
given individual retirement accounts, and tax cuts should niake it more attractive
to try to generate returns froIIi these assets. This is precisely what the policy with
C;  <  0  is  achieving:   in this policy,  part   of  t he budget initially available  for  the  pension
benefits is channeled  to the young  (and,  thus,  away from the elderly).  and at the same
time their savings are encouraged by promising them a lower tax on their returIis.
The policy with <; = O is basically a promise to evenly spread tlie burden of ageing
among the young and the elderly. Thus, the two analysed policies (that is. with <; <
0 and C = 0, respectively) can indeed be linked to real-world policies a right-wing
(Republican) and a left-wing (Democratic) political party, respectively, would advocate.
If no further shocks are to be expected after a demographic shock, an elected left-wing
government will leave the PAYG-system in place. Private savings will remain at its
initial level as well. A right-wing government (i.e., one with C < 0) will. if elected,
partially replace the intergenerational transfer system by an intertemporal transfer
system (private savings) which promises a higher rate of return.  But which of the two
parties will be elected? Is a transition to a more funded pension scheme as proposed
by the right-wing government politically feasible? That is the question we address iIi
this subsection.

In order to analyse this question, we have to compare the political support for
both parties as measured by their target function (5.5), as the party with the largest
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political support will win the election. It will be clear from t he previous subsections

that a left-wing government will. in reaction to ageing, initially increase the PAYG-tax
more than a right-wing government. Consequently. the current elderly are better off
under a left-wing government and thus will support the left-wing party more than the
right-wing party. In contrast  to a left-wing governnient, a right-wing governnient  will

initiate a pension reform by stimulating private savings. however.  For a transition
policy to be politically feasible,  it is necessary  (but not sufficient)  that the increase  in

savings initiated by a right-wing government raises the utility of the yozing such that

their political back up for the right-wing policy is larger than for the left-wing policy.

The analysis in part 5C of the Appendix learns tliat this is orily possible if the level

of the capital tax in the itiitial steacly state is strictly positive. The intuition for this
result is obvious: the utility of the young can only be raised by increasing savings if

the savings decision is distorted so that the initial level of savings is inefficiently low.  A
striking consequence of this result is that a transition to funded pensions is Iiot possible

if there is a subsidy on savings, as is frequently the case iii the real world.

The condition that the capital tax is positive in the initial steady-state is not
sufficient  for a transition to be politically feasible. however. Numerical  calculations
show that there exist combinations of 0< ( <l t r and (' <0 such that, at the
time of the demographic shock. the right-wing reforin plati outperforms the left-Wilig
policy  in the sense of having a higher value  of the target function  I,Vo.  But in general

this will not be the case. In particular, a transition from PAYG-pensions to a capital
reserve system is only politically feasible if <' is small in absolute size. A small value

of <' implies that the initial increase in the PAYG-tax is sufficiently large. relative to
the increase implemented by a left-wing party. to curtail the loss in political support

by the iiiitial generatiori of elderly as much as possible. Xforeover. a small value of
4' implies that the speed of the trailsition process is ratlier inodest.  A slow speed

of adjustment means, in turn. that the initial increase in the PAYG-tax is only very
gradually annulled. As a consequeTice. the initial young generation is not confronted
with a 'too low' benefit level when old relative to their own PAYG-contribution when
young. This is necessary for their political support for the right-wing party to be
sufficiently large to get/remain in office. even though the elderly favour a left-wing

government.

Finally, we have to check whether the timepath of taxes promised by the right-wing
party  is time consistent.    That  is,  we  have  to  make  sure  that the right-wing party,   if
it wins the initial elections. will not be defeated in future elections.  If this were tlie
case. current savers would iii the future be confronted with higher capital taxes than
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promised by tlie right-wing party. Hence, they would tiot increase saviIigs and the
transition  would  fail.    It  can be shown. however  (see  part  5C  of the Appendix),  that
this will not happen: if the utility gaizi for the young outweighs tlie utility loss for the
old (in terms of political support) at the start of the transition process. it will also
do  so  at any point   in tillie during this process. CoIisequently.   if  the riglit-wing party
manages to win the elections immediately after the. deinograpliic shock, it will, in the
absence of further shocks, be able to remain in office.

5.5 Concluding rernarks
In this chapter we analysed whether ageing adniits the (partial) transition from a
PAYG-financed to a funded social-security system in a represeritative democracy. Tlie
motivation is that ageing deteriorates the internal rate of return of PAYG-systeins,
making it worthwhile to consider the viability of such a transition. As emphasised by
Feldstein (1996a). the long-run gains of a transition are sizeable.  Such a conversion,
however, is also known to be non-Pareto improving: some generation must bear the
cost. Obviously, redistributional issues are at the heart of the debate on social-security
reform.  In a direct democracy where the median voter is relatively old (as in Browning's
[19751-model),  the old voters can block transition  as  such a transition  is most likely
not to their advantage. On the other hand, assuming that the goverinient operates in
a representative democracy, it will trade off the costs for the elderly against the gains
for the young. The question we try to answer is whether in that situation the decrease
in political support by the elderly can be dominated by the increased political back up
by the young.

Our main conclusion. based on a positive general-equilibrium model with a given
rate of interest, is that a (partial) transition from PAYG to a funded social-security
system can be politically feasible if three conditions are met. Firstly, there should
initially be a distortion in the individual savings decision that causes an inefficiently low
level of savings  (that  is, an initially positive capital tax). Secondly, a substitution effect
towards more old-age consumption has to be introduced at the start of the conversioil
policy. In particular. the PAYG-tax and the tax on savings should be negatively
related,  i.e., an increase  in the PAYG-tax should be accompanied  by  a  decline  in  the
tax on capital. Issueing individual accounts coupled to a decrease in the capital tax.
as advocated in the 2000-election program of George W. Bush, corresponds to such a
conversion policy. Finally. the conversion policy should be very gradual. Otherwise,
the young will be confronted with too meagre benefits when old and, therefore, their
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political support   is not sufficiently large  to  get   t lie right-wing party into office. This

demonstrates that a fast transition as advocated by Feldstein (19968) is not likely to

be politically feasible.

What our model also highlights   is   t hat a conversion policy deinands specific   re-

arrangements of existing redistribution policies. As hidividual peiision accounts can

only be implemented if part of the funds available for financing the pension benefits

are  channelled  to tlie young.   a conversion policy typically implies  redistribution  frOIn

the elderly to the young. In our model the capital tax is used as a financing device for

social security, apart from the PAYG-tax. Although we have not explicitly modeled

intragenerational inequality, the capital tax might thus be interpreted as leading to

intragenerational redistributioii from rich (the wealth holders) to poor old individu-
als. One interpretation of our results. therefore. is that a conversion can be realised if
the capital tax gets less progressive. Stated differently, perverse redistribritioii within
generations from poor to rich (elderly) might be unavoidable to start a cc,iiversion pol-

icy.  That is why a conversion policy demands the iiicumbent goverilinerit to be of a

right-wing signature.
In the absence of a conversion policy, however, the costs of ageirig are generally

evenly spread among the young and the elderly. and no (regressive) redistributions
within generations are required. Placed in this perspective. illore efficiency (i.e.- more

funding elements iii social  security) goes along  with  less  equity  (i.e.. a larger wealth

inequality among  the old). Therefore,  not  only  the  loss  in support  from the  old should

be small enough iii a representative democracy. but within the older generation the in-
terests of tlie poor old individuals should moreover count less.  This stresses once. again

that the conversion issue is strongly mixed up with both  intergenerational and intragen-
erational issues.  If trading off intragenerational equity for intergenerational efficiency

induces additional losses in political support (as we did ilot ass inie in this chapter),
social-security reform  might  be even harder to achieve  than our results suggest.
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Appendix to Chapter 5
The Appendix consists of three parts. The first part describes the linearised version
of the model and introduces the method of coniparative dynamics.  The second part
shows the pension-reform options giveti different relationships between the PAYG-tax
and the capital tax. Iii the last part, it is pointed out that a (partial) transition froni
a PAYG-scheme to a more funded pension iii an ageing economy is politically feasible
whenever in the initial steady state savings are discouraged, that is. a strictly positive
capital tax is iii place.

5A Comparative dynamics

This part of the Appendix describes the method of comparative dynamics for the
model presented in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3.  Let ht describe the time pattern
of the perturbation of the steady-state value of the population growth rate n and
71- the magnitude of the shock. As ine itioned in section 5.4.1 we can write nt =
n t 71'ht,   t=0,1. . . . .   The effects  of a marginal decrease or increase  in  n  can be traced
by differentiation of the first-order conditions (5.4) and (5.8) with respect to w around
the initial steady state, i.e.,

Octtl - ltrad 0Tttl
87T 1+PDA 07T '

-0- (5A.1)

04   A 04-=
(5A.2)

8%  1+Pax'

with 0 = LES and1+P

52  8Tt 881
-  ----

/ST            0,·r     0,·r '

2    =   (1 + r)23,-1  2181T                         01T         87T '
09,          aftT--   -   (1 + n)- + Thi,
UlT                     OTT

where rli is defined  as 9,  E  Al  - 6st-1 · Furthermore. the linearised version of the ob-
jective function of the political parties at timet, 1,14  - AU(ct-1, cY) + (1+ n.t)U(4, 4+1),
is given by

ati/t  A acti   A  1 Oc;   1+ n oc    1+ n 1 04+1 + U(cg, c°)ht·  (5A.3)Blr  cy Blr 1+pce 07'r CY 81T 1+ pe   87r
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Equations  (5A. 1)  and  (5A.2)   can be condensed  to the following linear system  in  the
state variables s (savings per capita) and T (the social-security tax)

ali - as,-i -      - 4a. a 7r

=3 +M t=0,1, (5A.4)

01-,+ 1 2.l ht+181r - _ 01T -      -

where J is the Jacobian matrix
(1+r)(1+p) (ltn)(1+P)+A                 -

A                         A

J =                                                                  (5A.5)
(1 tr)(A+(ltr)(ltp)) A(2+rtn)+(1+n)(1 tr)(1 +p)

(1+n+0)A (lt,+0)X
and M is

-142TO
M= (5A.6)

At(ltr)(1+P)T 1
(1+n+0)X 1+n+0'r

As already noted in the main text, the initial steady-state level of the capital tax is

only of importance for the political feasibility of the pension reform and does not qual-
itatively affect the dynamics underlying the transition from PAYG to capital reserve.

Therefore, we may, for expositional simplicity, assume that < =O i n the initial steady

state, that is A=l t r. The subsequent analysis can easily be generalised to positive

and negative initial values for < Under the assumption that 1=1+r, the matrices J

and M, given by (5A.5) and (5A.6), respectively, boil down to

- (1 + p) (1+n)(1+p)+(1+r)
1+r

J =                                                       (5A.7)
(ltr)(2+p) 1 +rt (ltn)(2+p)
1+n+0 1+72+0

and

-  T 0
AI = (5A.8)

_2+      T                  1
1+n+0 1+n+0'r -

This system comprises one predetermined or backward-looking variable (s) and one
jump or forward-looking variable  (·r).    The  eigenvalues  of the .Jacobian matrix  J  are

given by,

2 + rtn-(1+ p)0- 44El =                    (5A.9)
2(1 + n + 0)

43
E2  =  El + 1+n+0'
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with

*=(2+ rtn-(1 + p)0)2 - 4(1 + r)(1 + n+0)

5B The different pension-reform options

This  part  of the Appendix describes the dynamics  of the system   (5A.4).   with  the
matrices  J  and  M  given  by  (5A.7)  and (5A.8), respectively, for different relationships
between the PAYG-tax  and the capital  tax, i.e., different values  of ('.

For <' < 0, it holds for the roots of the system (5A.4) that El E (0,1) and g,2 > 1. So
the system is saddlepoint stable and can be solved to find the initial effect of changes
in  n  on the social security  tax (see Blanchard  and  Kahn  [1980})

08        El - 01  /08-1

-D- 
-

j12  [ 071   - + m11
I 52-i-ih, + m12 E EF,-ih,+1       (5A.10)1=0 2=0

C© 00

-m21 E 52 '-ihi - 7,122 F Ei,- th:+1,
i=0 i=0

where j     and  m*j  (i, j  - 1,2) denote elements  of  J  and  M. To distinguish between1J

current and future effects, the terms  of  (5A.10)  can be rearranged as follows

aro  El - j11 03-1 + [El - 111 1 ho

87r                          j 12 81r
L 712

mil - m211
-

(5A.11)
J  E2

+ [El - jil  /211 + ™12 | -m21 - m22    E-·jhjL  j12  ( E2 1    El
J=1

Using the facts that lk•L = m12 - 0, E371 E23 - rh , and, assuming that the once-
and-for-all decrease in n i s unexpected, i.e., ho -h i- · · · -h<0, (5#.11) boils down
to

4 1 [ El-/11      1- = - 1 771'21 + 77122 -

mii]
h (5A.12)ax     1 - 62 L                    j

The  evolution  of both  s  and  ·r  can  then be derived  from the systern equations  (5A.4).
Given the evolution of these state variables, we can calculate the time paths of the
variables such as young-age and old-age consumption, lifetime utility, and the net
PAYG-benefit.
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The phaselines of the dynamical system (5A.4), that is. the sets of points where it

holds that As E - 2*_! - 0 and AT E 2*1 -   - 0, Vt. respectively can be

derived as follows,

8s
- --   -

-     h         10
BK

(I - J) =M . with  I =

t     h        0 1
871' _

More explicitly, these lines, which are drawn in Figure 5.3, are given by

As  =  0: - - Th. (5A.13)
0Tt -    (2+p)(1+r) ast-1 (1+p)
B    (1+r)+(1+n)(1+p) (97r

(1+r)+(1+n)(1+p)

AT - 0:   28 - (2+p)(1+r) Ost-1 (ltp)

0,r    (1+r)+(1+n)(1+p)-0 07r - (1+r)+(1+n)(1+p)-07h
(5A.14)

From the dynamics, it iinmediately follows that the social-security tax initially jumps

to a value below the AT = 0-phaseline (5A.14) (see Figure 5.3),

88                     (1 + p)0<-< Th. (5A.15)071· (ltr)+(1+n)(ltp)-0

The new steady state is given by the intersection of both phaselines,  i.e.,

%( -     (2..  ,;1&&4rh > 0 and S - 0.

Without a relation between the capital tax and the PAYG-tax (4' =0- 0), the
Jacobian matrix J and the matrix AI are given by

-(1 + p) (1+n)(1+p) + (1+r)
1+r

J =                                                          (5A.16)
(1+r)(2+p) lt,+(1+n)(2+p)

l+n 1+71

and M is

-»T 0

M= (5A.17)

»T   -»T

System (5A.4) still comprises one predetermined or backward-looking variable (s) and
one  jump or forward-looking  variable  (T).    The  eigenvalues  of  the Jacobian matrix  J
are now

1+rE l=l.     £2= - >1.1+n
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where the last inequality follows front the assumption that tlie econoniy is dynamically
efficient. Because  of  the  unit root, there  are no saddlepoint   dynamics  and  the  new
steady state ininiediately occurs. The economy finds itself in a savings trap.  As can be
seen by inserting 0=0 into (5A.14). the phaselines (5A.13) and (5A.14) now coinc:ide
(see Figure 5.4). The initial increase in the PAYG-tax is giveii by tliese pliaselines witll

1 1  =  0,1.e.
 TO- (1 + P)

Th. (5A.18)0,r       (1 + r) + (1 + 11)(1 + p)

Notice that (5A. 18) can also be calculated through (5A. 12). Comparing (5A.18) witli
(5A.15) shows that the initial increase of the PAYG-tax m case of no relatioii bdweeii
4 and T (4' - 0) is larger than tlie initial increase in case of a negative relatioti betweeii
both (<' < 0).  Because of the unit root of the Jacobiaii, the steady-state increase iii
the PAYG-tax has to be equal to its initial increase and savings reniairi at their initial
level, i.e.,   -   (14-r)-1-(le)(1+p) Th and %# = 0.

For <' > 0, the initial steady state caii be characterised by a so-called Hopf bifurcation
for certain specific values of <'. Given (5A.7) and (5A.8), system (5A.4) has two
eigenvalues that are complex conjugates witli modulus   1 if 0 3 (r - n.) (the latter
inequality was obtained after numerical siInulation experiinents) According to Farmer

(1993, Chapter 3, note 3, p.236), the dynamics of the original nonlinear model are not
well approximated by a linearised model. However, as noted earlier we abstract from
this case for economic reasoIis as we restrict ourselves to the analysis of steady states
with strictly positive levels of first-period and second-period consumption. Furthermore
we assume that initially a PAYG-scheme is in place. These constraints require 0 < Tt <
1, where the second inequality states that the net wage of a young individual has to
be positive. Given a positive relation between the capital tax and the social-security
tax, that is <' > 0, the incumbent party will strive for either no intergerierational
redistribution at all ( r = 0) or, in the presence of perfect capital markets without
borrowing constraints for an infinite amount of intergenerational redistribution (T -
00), depending on the initial level of capital taxation (4). This follows from the fact
that (5A.3) at time t=0 can be written as (using the fact that in the steady state it
holds that c° = AcY).22

OM/0 =  1 Ocg   1+n ad   l t n Od--                                     ' + U(cv, c°)ho. (5A.19)OTT    Cj 87T cy OTE Acy 07T

22 For expositional simplicity, we assume without loss of generality that p - 0.
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Using the fact that = 0 and assuming that the orice-and-for-all decrease in n is

unexpected i.e. ho =h i= . . . =h<0. (5 A.1 9) boils down to23

CyDWg = 1*1  (1 + n)211 + 42 flj + ch. (5A.20)
OTT                DE     07T )

with 0 - From (5A.5) it follows that7-(A+ 1 +n)+AU (cY,c°)
A

Owl        A(2 t r t n) + (1+ n)(1 + r)(1 + p)
-= > 0,
070                                            (1  + n + 0) A

050 (1 + n)(1 + p)+A
-= < 0.
ar                      A

So. giveii local stability of the steady state, i.e.. 0 > (r-n), the inculnbent government
at titite t=0 will maximise its re-election probability, that is, niaxiinise Ii·S, by infi-

nitely increasing or decreasing the PAYG-tax at its disposal. The PAYG-tax at time
t = 0 will tend to (minus) infinity if (1 + n)% 2 40. If (1 + n)» = 4*, the initial
PAYG-tax is 11Ot uniquely determined.

For 0 = (r - n). a mild form of stability loss arises and a bifurcation occurs.  The
analysis of bifurcations is not within the scope of this chapter as the existence of limit

cycles complicates our original analysis to a great extent.

For  0  <  (r  -  n). the initial steady state is locally unstable  and  the new steady

state can only be reached by an instantaneous jzimp of both system variables to their
new steady-state levels. However, as one of these variables is predetermined (the level
of private savings) the new steady state has to be c:haracterised by the same level
of savings as the initial state. lioreover, the steady-state level of the PAYG-tax is
determined by the condition ((T) =A-1-r.  So, tlie new steady state can orily
come  about  if  it is characterised  by  the same level  of the social-security  tax  and  the

same level of private savings as the old one. However. this is not a feasible allocation
of consumption over the lifetime as ageing - ceteris pa·rBus - implies a decline of the

PAYG-benefit and thereby an increase in private savings.  Therefore, given 0 < (r - n),
ageing implies explosive dynamics.

5C Political feasibility and time consistency
In this part of the Appendix, we first show that a (partial) transition froni a PAYG-
scheme to a more funded pension in an ageing economy cari be politically feasible for

a right-wing party (i.e., <' < 0) if the initial steady state is characterised by a strictly

23 See  part  5C  of the Appendix  for a step-by-step derivation of (5.4.20)
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positive capital tax, that is, if 4 > 0.  A (partial) traiisitioii is politically feasible if. at
any instant. the value of the political target function giveii an extension of the existing
PAYG-scheme (executed by a left-wing inc unibeikt party with (' = 0) is smaller than
the value of the target function given a social security reform implemented by a right-
wing iticumbent party. The initial value of the political target function (5.5) is given
by

Hio  =  AU(cti, 4)  +  (1  t  no) U (4,  cr) (5A.21)

If one, without loss of generality, abstracts from discounting (p = 0). the initial niar-
ginal change in this target function is given by

Oil/O 1 Ocg 1 02 1 Oco
-  =  A-- + (1 + n)---f + (1 + n)---1 + U(c ,ce)ho (5A.22)Blr        C° OTT CY 87T C° BlT

1 Dc: 1 Oc: 1 04=A " + (1 + 71)--2 + (1 + n), +  U (cY, c°) ho,
ACY Olr cu BlT- Ac.V  D. r

where the second equality follows from the fact that in the steady state it holds that
C°  =  Acv.  Using  the  fact  that  2kl  =  0  and assuming tliat tlie once-and-for-all decrease
in n is unexpected  i.e.   ho  = h i  -··- h  < 0, (5A.22) boils down to

cyDWB - 1 „ (1 -1- n.)21 -1- 42Sj + (Th, (5A.23)07T                87T     BlE j
with a=         AT(Atltn)+AU(CY,c°)

If the capital  tax  is not related  to  the size of the  PAYG-scheme  (<'  =  0),  we have
that

(a: )4,=0 = 0,
and

(1.lic,=O
-

( )(,=0. That is,
the steady-state increase in the

tax is equal to its initial increase under the pension policy implemented by a left-wing
government.  If the capital tax is negatively related to the size of the PAYG-scheme

(<'  <  0),  we  know that
( )4,<0 > 0. Moreover,

from comparing (5A.18) with (5A.15)

it follows that (*2)4,=, > Cti)      .  From (5A.23) we then get t.hat 6>O i s a necessary8X  / f<0

condition for ( )4,<o > (*)6,=o.  So, only if initially a strictly positive capital tax is
in place, the social-security reform proposed by the right-wing party may be politically
feasible. Numerical calculations show, however, that < >0 i s not sufficient for the
right-wing party to carry the election. Apart from that, the parameter 6' has to be
sufficiently close to zero. making the policy look like a left-wing policy apart from
a small decrease in both the PAYG-tax and the capital tax. conipared to the taxes

adopted by the left-wing party.

Finally, we show that a right-wing reform policy is time consistent.  That is. if the
right-wing party is able to win the election immediately after a demographic shock
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(i.e.. (S9 )(,<0 - (e)£,=0 > 0) and starts a transition, it will remain in office (i.e.,

(St{9)6,<0 - (99)6,-0 20, t- 1,2.. .) Firstly, consider the dynamics under a right-
wing reform policy  (4'  <  0).  Let (2) denote the steady-state  change  in the level  of

private savings, and recall  that  El,  with  0  <  El   <   1,  denotes the stable  root  of  the
dynamical system  (5A.4),  then  it is convenient to write the dynamical  system  in  this

case as follows:

C-FF)<,<O -     - (33)4,<O -     -0- (33)(,<O
_1

- t (5A.24)

(BIL)                0         _    _ (*)6,<o-o_< 8,r/('<0     _       -

Rearranging the rows of (5A.24) gives

/2 j     = St (2Ej    .                    (5A.25)
< 07T j 4,<0 »Je<0

(asi-ij      =  (1 - E:) (·21  (5A.26)
<  Dir   ) C,<0

1

\, 07r   C, <0

Furthermore, equivalent  to  (5A.13),  the  As  = 0-phaseline (which  does  not  depend  on

[the sign of} 4') can be written as - -eitil - e2Th, with el,e2 > 0. As, in case
of (' < 0, the new steady state lies on the intersection of the As = 0-phaseline and the
horizontal axis (see Figure 5.3). it inimediately follows that (e)(,<0 - -*Th > 0.
Consequently, we can write (5A.26) as

<04-1  1
62

tar)f<0= -(1 - El)eIrh. (5A.27)

Now, assume through an arbitrary period t - 1, a continuous sequence of right-wing
governments has been in office, starting form period 0. Then, if a left-wing party (with
4' = 0) would be voted into office at time t. it would implement an increase in the
social-security tax which would be on the As = 0-phaseline given the level of savings

/ as,- 1 \in the previous period (i.e.. (-ar,1 : recall the analysis of a left-wing policy in the
<'<0

main text), that is,

(%)'.-0 --„1 (») - e27-h. (5A.28)
'   E' <0

Substituting (5A.27) into (5A.28) then gives

  QTO  

<Do  =  = e (1 - El) Th - e27-h =  -Ke27 h - 4  137)<,0           (5A.29)
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where the last equality follows from the fact that at tiine t = 0, a left-wing party
proposes an increase in the PAYG-tax such that (*)<,=0 (that is, an increase to the

point where the As = 0-phaseline cuts the vertical axis  see Figure 5.41)
With respect to the initial change in the target function of the political parties,

it follows from (5A.23) that ( )(,<0 - W
(( )4,<0, (%: )4,<0   and (e)(,=o =

1  ((5 )(,=o, ( )4,=0 . with W(·)
a linear function. For <' < 0, it is straightforward

to write (le ) c <o
and (3: )f<o as functions

of (19 )t,<0 by applying the accompanying

dynamical system. For (' = 0, the same applies, as it holds that (*)(,-O... (P.)4,=o·
Ergo, at time t = 0, we have, in case of political feasibility of a right-wing reform
policy, that

w C /22)    ) _ w C /22)    ) » 0. (5A.30)
< < OX j f<oj   < 07r j <,=o 

So given that (5A.30) is true, it holds in the same manner that, for t=1,2,  . . ,

W //aT' j    j _ 'i, f /211-j    j
  (37) 4,<0       "    (a" ) 4,=ej

_  w (,t Cam)    j - w (4 (am) j (5A.31)cA) e<o) Culr   )   e =O)

=    f Iti, c (23,    j _,i, f /3,    j] » 0
L    C C Ox ) f<o) (C a r, r-O, ]   -    '

where the first equality follows from equations (5A.25) and (5A.29). The second equal-
ity follows from the fact that M/(·) is a linear function, and the last (in)equality from

the fact that Ei > O for any finite time t and limt-go St = 0. So, (5A.31) states that, at
any instant during transition phase, the value of the political target function given a
continuation of the right-wing reform policy, will be larger than the value of the same
function in case of a reversal to a left-wing policy. Consequently, an initially politically
feasible right-wing policy will not be abolished in the future and the partial transition
is time consistent.



Chapter 6

Higher Wages, Lower Welfare:
Lobbying for Social Security

6.1 Introduction

One of the puzzles in developed coulitries is the drainatic ilicrease iii goverilineilt spend-
ing on the old in tlie post-war period. while at the same time tlie labour-force partici-
pation of the elderly has deteriorated maybe even more. For eviderice on the iiicieased
spending on elderly in the US in the last decades, we refer to 1Iulligan mid Sala-i-
Martin (1999. Figure 1. p.4) who compute that the fraction of GNP spent on elderly
(including social-security transfers)  by the US government at all levels has Illore than
quadrupled since World War II.
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Figure 6.1: Labour-force pa·rticipation rates of the U.S. mate population (in %).

Source.· US Department of Labour,  Bureau of Labour Statistics, #2307, August.
1988. Employment and Earnings. January. 1991 and 1996.
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Figures from the oflice of Management and Budget (1997) show that back in 1950 so-

cial security represented  only  1.8% of total government spending  and  0.3%  of GDP.  In

1996 these percentages had grown to 22.4% and 4.7%, respectively. In many European

countries, the old-age public pension programs constitute an even larger fraction of

GDP. 1   Figure 6.1 displays the decline in labour-force participation for three  age  cat-

egories of the US male  population over the last 40 years.  A more dramatic decrease

in the labour-force participation of elderly males can be found in France. for example.

According to the OECD Study The Labour Market and Older Workers (OECD [1995])
the participation rate in 1990 of men aged 55-64 was, with that of the Netherlands,

the lowest of all OECD countries. Figure 6.2 depicts the evolution of tlie participation

rate in France over the period 1975-1995.
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Figure 6.2: Labour-force participation Tates of the French mate population (in %)

Source: Employment Survey by INSEE.

The following tables show the current (1997) male labour-force participation rates for

different age categories of the fifteen EU member states.

1 For example, Italy (13%), Sweden  (16%), and Belgium (20%). These shares become even larger

if one includes medical and other old-age subsidies.
2We exclude female participation rates because they give a distorted image due to all sorts of

specific labour-market programs to increase the participation of women in the last decades.
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I\fell EU 15 BDKDGRE F IRL
Age 25-49 93.4 93.7 93.2 93.7 95.6 93.3 95.6 92.0
Age 55-59 68.6 49.3 81.5 74.7 75.0 74.8 60.9 72.0

Age 60-64 32.7 18.4 42.9 29.0 47.7 41.2 11.4 52.0
I L NL A P FIN S  UK

Age 25-49 91.7 94.9 94.4 94.3 93.6 90.8 90.6 92.6
Age 55-59 54.9 54.7 64.3 63.4 71.3 60.4 84.4 74.6

Age 60-64 30.6 21.2 13.5  52.8  21.9 57.1 51.5

Table 6.1: Mate participation rates by age in the EU me,nbet' State.N. 1997(m %)

SOllrce Eurostat: Labour-Force Survey 1997.

The  first   part  of the ptizzle nientioned above has partly bec,11  sc,lve<1  iii  t lic,  I)ill)lic-
choice literature. Starting with the classic paper by Browning (1975), it has beeii
acknowledged that in democratic processes a bias towards tlie elderly's illtel'(,StS eXibtS.

The basic idea is that. as the (,lder part of the populatioll is in a Illaj(,rity. they
are able to get inefficietit ititertemporal policies enacted, which cannot be ulidolle by
future legislation as in future constituencies the elderly will still be in a majority.  IIi
this respect, ageing is claimed to deteriorate the prospects for reform.    For  exaniple,
Borsch-Supan (1998) claimed that if reform were to be delayed beyotid the magic. year
2010, the retiring baby-booni generation would  be  able  to effectively block refomi
because of their dramatic increase  in  numbers.   However,  the  increased  outlays  for  tlie
elderly cannot be accounted for by the changing demographics only, as the share of
old individuals did not increase as much as the rise in spending on their behalf would

suggest. Hence, there have to be other additional forces.

The second part of the puzzle, the declining labour-force participation of the elderly,
is mainly explained by certain design features of social-security programs iriducing early
retirement in one way or another. There exists a vast stream of literature showing that
social-security regulations induce retirement.   See,  for  example.  Atkinson  (1987),  who
surveys several empirical results, and the cross-country study by Gruber and Wise
(1999). Yet, these studies do not go into how these retirement-inducing features did
arise.

From a political-economy perspective. XIulligan  and  Sala-i-XIartin (1999) provide
an answer relating both parts of the puzzle (including the fact that governmetits induce
retirement with social security and otlier policies). They claim that pressure groups
on behalf of the old find themselves to be more successful when the old have retired.
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Obviously, the more time an interest group's members spend on political activities.

the more influential they will be. But more importantl,y. accordizig to JIulligan and

Sala-i-Martin, a group of citizens without jobs is more likely to be honiogeneous with

respect to their political objectives, and thus will 'single mindedlv dedicate themselves

to trying to extract transfers from other groups. iIi this case being the young. This
implies that in an attempt to get tlieir members single minded. it is attractive for
interest groups to aim for heavy taxation of their members in order to induce them to

retire.
Although we do riot want to contest the theoretical validity of the Mulligan and

Sala-i-Alartin paper, we do not find the idea of an iiiterest group being engaged in

heavily taxing its members very attractive. lioreover. only very powerful lobby groups

will be able to (heavily) tax their members, biit without initial political backing these

groups willlack the power to engage iii the taxation of their grassroots support (a typ-
ical  exarnple  of a chicken-and-egg problem) Furthermore. Sala-i-Martin  and  Mulligan

assume that the time endowment of individuals can only be allocated between labour

activities and lobbying activities: there is no leisure in their model. Consequently. if

distortionary payroll taxation decreases the net wage of an individual, she will auto-
matically react by increasing her political activities because leisure is no option for
her. For these reasons, we propose an alternative niodel for describing the iiicreased
lobbying efforts of the old. That is. we try to find other explanations for the successful

lobbying activities of the old. Comparable to Mulligan and Sala-i-1Iartin. we depart

froni the assumption that lobbying by one group will affect tlie political decisions. So.

we  adopt the Becker  ( 1983) approach according to which pressure exerted by groups  is
assumed to determine the tax rate that is used for (intergenerational) redistribution.
In contrast to liulligaii and Sala-i- Iartin. we assume that taxes and benefits are lump

sum and do not disturb choice behaviour as such. Aforeover, we allow for leisure.

Lobbying can take at least two forms. Firstly. members of an interest group can

let their wallet speak.  In that case, they buy the services from some professional

lobbying organisation   that   does the actual lobbying (Mulligan and Becker [19981).

or they directly bribe politicians by giving contributions to their political carnpaigns

(Grossman and Helpman 11998}).   Secondly,  lobbying can consist  of just spending time
on influencing politicians. In the former case. lobbying goes directly at the cost of
consumption, while in the latter case lobbying activities will have to compete with
other uses of time. like supplying labour or enjoying leisure. For optimal lobbying

activities, it should  hold  that the marginal effect of lobbying equals its marginal  cost.

The latter will equal the individual's wage in the case of time-intensive lobbying. and
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it will equal the professional's marginal fee under goods-intensive lobbying. Therefore,
both approaches to lobbying activities are identical if the individual's and the lobbyist's
financial compensation are equal.3

We adopt the idea of lobbying as an investment in time.  The choice of time-intensive
rather than goods-intensive lobbying is motivated by the regilts of a poll condtic.ted by
Fortune magazine (December 8th  1997,  p.146), whicli stated  that the nloSt  sil<·C:('ssfill

lobbying techniques were time intensive, while sonic of the worst tecliIiiqlies iiivc,lve(1
expenditures of money rather than time. So we assume that the members of both tlie
elderly and the young pressure group have to decide on the allocation of time. There.
are three alternative uses of time: labozir supply. leisure. and lobbying activities. It
can easily be seen that optimal supply of labour and lobbyiiig effort then leads to a
condition where the marginal benefit of lobbying equals the individual wage. AIore-
over, we demonstrate that it becomes worthwhile for the old to expand their lobbying
activities and supply less labour, if the wage of the young increases.  Heiice, it is not
a high payroll tax that incites the old to withdraw from the labour market, but it is
the relatively declining wage that makes it for them more attractive to invest time in
lobbying activities. This (simple) story gives an alternative interpretation of the exten-
sively documented fact that the old have become a leisure class in the post-war period. 4

According to our story, the old have been retiring earlier and earlier not bec:ause the
tax system invited them to do so, but because their relatively declining labour pro-
ductivity has made leisure and lobbying activities a more profitable utilisation of t heir
time than supplying their labour potential on the labour market. The decline in labour
productivity is a result from the unfortunate, but hardly disputable, fact that human
skills (both physical and mental) depreciate with the passage of time. Kotlikoff aiic 1

Gokhale (1992), for example, find that both male and female productivity reaches a
peak at around age 45 and declines afterwards. Productivity at age 65 is less than one
third  of the peak. Hence, old workers have lower than average skill and, consequetit ly,
their wage rate will be lower. This skill-age profile is also observed by Sala-i-XIartin
(1992,  1996), who argues: "The reason  is  that  it  is  hard  for old people to learn  new
technologies: old secretaries find it difficult to learn modern computer programs. old
professors have a hard time learning new theories and tools, old salesmen caiinot cope

3 For a comparison of time-intensive versus goods-intensive lobbying, we refer to Sectioii 6.4.3.
'' In our framework the epithet leisure class does not so much refer to the old enjoying more leisure.

but   rather   to them participating   to a lesser exteIit   iIi tlie product ioii process. A decrease   iii   the
individual labour supply does not automatically imply an increase in leisure time as time can also be
allocated to political activities.
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with new sales methods. When technological progress occurs the skill exnbodied in

existing workers suffers economic depreciation: since their skills are linked to the pre-

vious technological environment.  they become. obsolete."    (1992,  p.24). More recently,

Helpman and Rangel (1998) point out that the introduction of new tedinologies makes
old experience worthless. Additionally, Sala-i-AIartin (1992) claims that the rate of
depreciation of human capital over the life time is positively related to the level of hu-

man capital when young. Consequently, a once-only increase in technological progress,
which raises the average level of human capital. will permanently accelerate the depre-
ciation of skills with the passage of time (and thereby the wage differential between

young  and old workers).

Our main finding  is  that.  if one believes that increased lobbying activity  of the  old
is a major determinant for their expanding political power and the decreasing labour-
force participation of elderly workers, this is caused by the increased wage differential
between the young and the elderly and not so much by demographics. Eventually. tlie
shift in the allocation of time can decrease overall welfare. despite the increased wages.

This chapter employs a 2-period OLG model, where each of the generations cur-
rently alive is represented by a I,ressvire grozip that niaxiinises the utility of a repre-

sentative individual of the respective geneiatioii. The pressure groups deteriiiine the
optimal amount of time tliat their members have to spend on lobbying activities given

the institutions. the political process and the lobbying effort of the other geiieration.
We assunie that the pressure groups are able to prevent their members from free rid-
ing on the lobbying activities of their fellow members. Hence. all members spend the
same tillie on political activities. Both pressure groups try to affect redistribution to
t lieir advantage by altering the current social-security   tax. It seems   reasonable   that

t he group representing the currently young   puts a downward pressure  on  the  curreiit

tax rate, and the group representing the currently old an upward pressure in order to
increase their pension benefits. Iii Section 6.2, the economy. the political process, and

the institutions will be described in further detail. Section 6.3 will analyse the effects

of increased technological progress,  i.e.. an increasing  wage  of the younger  generation.

on political activity, the labour market. and welfare. Iii Section 6.4, we will analyse

the role of persistence ill political affairs and explore the effects of a proportional
social-security tax. Furthermore, we will allow for goods-intensive lobbying within our
framework. Finally, we will argue that population ageing is not the driviiig force be-

hind the increased intergenerational redistribution as is sometimes stressed. Section
6.5 will wind up and propose some directions for furtlier research.
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6.2 The economy
In this section, we will introduce the formal model of a small open economy that is
populated by overlapping generations of individuals, each living for two periods.  We
will abstract from within-group differences. Furthermore, we will assume that there is
no altruism. We will first describe the behaviour of the households given the political
institutions. Subsequently, we will display the political process alld its acc·.0111panying
institutions in detail.

6.2.1 The households

Consider a small open economy that consists of a large number of non-altruistic agents
with perfect foresight, who only differ in age and live for two periods. Consequently,
in each period, both a young and an old generation are alive. Abstracting from dis-
counting, lifetime utility of a representative individual borii at any time t is given by
the following additively separable function:

U(cy, Li, c;+1, LZ+1) = log(cf) + log(L ) + log(4+1) + log(L;+1), (6.1)

where

ci'  :  = material consumption when young,

L9   :  -  leisure time when young,

c;+1  :- material consumption when old,

Lt+1 =  leisure time when old.

Young individuals are endowed with one unit of time, which they can either spend on
leisure or labour activities (19), rewarded with a gross wage w , or on lobbying activities
(py).5 Consequently, leisure time when young is given by

L   -1  -  11'  - pv.
(6.2)

1In Grossman and Kim (1995, p. 1275), individuals have to make a similar deliberation:  'All
economic agents, whether they act individually or collectively, face the choice of allocating resources

among appropriative and productive activities." They refer to appropriative activities as swords and
productive activities as plowshares. Translated to our context, engaging in political activities can be
seen as picking up the swords while supplying labour refers of course to wielding the plowshares.
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The government imposes  a   lump-sum  tax   (·rt)   011 the young. The consumption

possibilities for an agent when young are thus given by

4 = w 'lf -Ti- st, (6.3)

where st denotes private savings.

The elderly can spend their unit of time on leisure, lobbying (PY+1), or supplying

labour (17+1) which earns  a  wage  whi  per  unit of labour. Without  loss of generality.

we normalise the wage of the old (w;+1 - 1, Vt). The leisure time of an old individual

is, therefore, given by

L;+1  -1- P;+1 - 17+1· (6.4)

The old consume their wage income, tlieir savings including their returns, plus the
pension benefit Ri+1 they receive from the government. So, material consumptiori

when  old  (c1+1) is given  by

C;+1 - t;+1 + (1 + r)st t Vt+1, (6.5)

where r is the interest rate, which is exogenously determined at the world capital
markets and assumed  to be const ant  over time. Abstracting from administrative costs,

the  government  runs  the public pension scheme  as a (balanced-budget) pay-as-you-go

(PAYG) scheme

Tli = (1 + nt)Tt, (6.6)

where nt = is the population growth rate at time 1 (which is assumed to be

constant, for the time being) and Nt denotes the number of agents born at the beginning

of period t. Abstracting from the political process (which will be described in detail
in  the next subsection). the private agents when young maximise their lifet ime utility

(6.1) with respect to st, 4  and  4+ 1. The resulting first-order conditions  are

C;+1 = (1 + r)4, (6.7)

wt (1  -  11  -  py)  = 4, (6.8)

(1 - 17+1 - /)2+1) = C7+1· (6.9)

As mentioned above, agents have perfect foresight, so they base their individual deci-
sions on the (actual) current and future political affairs and their fiscal consequences.

The next subsection will give a detailed exposition of the political process.
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6.2.2 The political process
In this subsection, we display our simple political framework of the prodigal struggle
for intergenerational redistribution. Each currently living generatioii is represented by
a lobby group which tries to influence redistributional governnierit policy. The lobby
group representing the elderly is, of course, in favour of generous social-security beii-
efits, while the lobby group representing the young favours a low PAYG-tax (as the
current  tax  does not affect the future benefits,   for  the  time  being).    We  assume  that
the  government  does  not   play ali active  role  in the political process,  but.  is  captured  by
special interests  (of the currently old and young, respectively). and therefore has  no  (or
little) independent influence on (fiscal) policy making. This assumption rules out that
the government independently decides on the level of redistribution and/or the risk-
sharing properties of the social-security scheme (defined contribution versus defined
benefit,   for  example).     This  specification  is  in  the  tradition  of the productiori f unc-
tion  approach  to potitical  infiuence  of the Chicago Scliool (see Stigler [1971}, Peltzman
[1976}, and Becker  [19831,   1985}).6   More recent  contributioris that apply this influence
function approach to the politics of intergenerational redistribution are Becker aiid
Mulligan  (1998), and Mulligan and Sala-i-Martin  (1999).

With respect to the old and young, we assume that there are no within-group
differences, and that they have common interests which are represented by a lobby
group. Although  we  are well aware  of the  fact  that, as pointed  out by Olson  (1965),
common interests are insufficient to make sure that the old and young support or even
form a lobby group, we sidestep this issue completely and focus on the effects of changes
in the economic (and demographic) environment on the political investnients of lobby
groups and the resulting policy outcome.7

Thus, at any time t, the PAYG tax Tt is determined by a political process that is
implicitly described by the following political influence function,

Tt = 1-(pt, pr)
(6.10)

For the time being, the tax rate only depends on the lobbying activities of the cur-
rently living generations. As we assume population (growth) to be constant over time
(for the time being). we abstract from the effect of the (relative) size of a generation
on its lobbying behaviour. Furthermore, we assume that political affairs today do

G Austen-Smith (1997) provides a critical review  of the Chicago School approach and compares  it
to more micro-oriented theories.

7For further discussion on lobbying as a group-specific public good and accompanying incentives
to  free  or  easy  ride, we refer to Gradstein  (1993)  and  Katz  et  at.   ( 1990).
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not directly influence tomorrow's affairs and therefore also not the future amount of

intergenerational redistribution.8

Let's  assume  that  7-(.) is twice continuously  differentiable,  and  that  the  first-order

and second-order derivatives have the following sign.

Tto  E  fIL > O,   Tty E ·  < 0, (6.11)
OPT            Opt
02Tt 02Tt 02Tt 5 0.      (6.12)770  E  ·02jF < 0,   T:Y E ·027 > 0,   Tt 0 E ap 'ap; >

If one group invests more in lobbying, it will - ceteris paribus - be more successful in

achieving its objective, but the marginal effect of these rent-seeking-investments is nOIi-

increasing in absolute value.  The sign of the cross-derivative TZ is not unambiguously

clear. This cross-derivative will determine the character of the lobby groups.  As we
will see later on, the character of a lobby group is a determining factor for the reactions

of one group to changes in the rent-seeking activities of the other group. The following

definition, which adopts the terminology of Aidt (1997), characterises the lobby groups

according to their (best) response towards (a change  in) the political activities of their

opponents.

Definition 6.1 The character of a lobby gro'up is determined by the slope of 'its best-
response function.  We distinguish three cases.·

(i)  A lobby group i is olrensive if its best-response function is upward stoping. i. e.,
 > 0.  i.j= 0, Y, j ti:
dpi

C it)  A  tobbli  group  i is defensive  if its best-response function  is  downward stoping,

i.e., f<O  .i-o„  i l i:
'd 

, 1,/ ,/'.

(iii)   A lobby group i i s passive  if its  best-response function is horizontal.'  i e     S  =0
.' dpi      '

1,  j   -  O,  V ,   j    f   1

An offensive lobby group's best respollse to an increase in the political activities of its

opponent is an expansion of its own activities. A defensive lobby group will (partially)

5 Persistence is introduced iii Section  6,4.1. The effects of (changes in [relativel) group  size  are

pointed out in Section 6.4.4.
' Horizontal refers to the graph of the best-response function of lobby group i, assurning that pt is

displayed on the horizontal axis of the diagram and p; on the vertical axis.
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retreat frolli the politic·,11 arena if it ('ticoziiit('rs iIic·i·ease<1 11(,stile activitics. Passive
groups cio i ot react  at  all  if the 01,1,ositic,11  alters  its  lobbyiiig efforts. t'

A 101 by group. irresI)ec·tive of its diaracter. tiiaxiinises tlie (lifc,tiiiie) zitility of its
group meinbers by clic)(,Alitg tlic, c)I,titrial ainoiizit (,f 1(,bbyiIig (,fic,rt. Doiiig this, they
take the clecisions of tlie iizelividiials (lal,0111 szipply aiicl savizigs) and of tlieir I)Olit-
ical oppoilelit as given. The accoiliI ain·itig first-order condition for the lobby gi·oup
representitig the yoling born at titiie t is

-TZ(1  -4-   Pl)   =   d. (6.13)

The analogous first-order condition fc,r the lobby group repres(nitiiig the elcirrly borii
at tinie t - 1 is giVeli by

Cl + 71,)7-"Cl- 4- p;') = c·9. (6.14)

Combining the labour supply decisions of individual liouseliolcls when youiig ariel old
with the optimal lobbyiiig efforts of tlie groups rel,reseiiting the111, we fiiid

- T    =  U-,7. (6.15)

(1   ·t-  nt) Ti  = 1. (6.16)

Hence. both lobby grozips invest in political influence uiitil the inarginal cfrec·t of lob-
bying equals the wage of the generation they represent.  The ititerpretation is straight-
forward. The wage rate nieasures the income that has to be given lip at the margin
when dedicating one additional uitit of tiine to lobbying, so equatioiis (6.15) atid (6.16)
simply say that the marginal benefits of lobbying (the left-hand side) in the forill of a
lower tax (for the young), or a higher benefit (for the old). should equal their marginal
costs,  i.e., the wage. 1 1   Because of decreasing benefits of lobbying.  as we have assui jieci.

it immediately follows tliat.  if a group starts receiving higher wages.  it  will - Cet€,7.5

'<'Grossman and Kim (1995), in the same rein, also emphasise the distitictioll betweeti. Oil tlie otie
hand, offensive appropriative (lobbying) activities ('instruiiimits of predation') anci, on tlie otlier hand,
defensive appropriative activities ('fortificatioiis').

11 In  the  context  of Grossiziaii and Kini  (1995),  tlie (sted*·) state wliere  time  is  allocatec!  to both
productive activities and rent-seeking activities can be viewed as a part-t.Me predation eqtwlibnzirn. ili
which individuals allocate resources to both production and predation.  Because of our assumptions
With respect to the political-infuence function atid the Nasli-behaviour of the lobby groups to t heir
contemporary opponents  and  future  lobbies.  we  can  rule  out  corner  solutions  such  as  the  Grossman-
Kim nonaggrrewe €quilibr··itim (which refers iii our context to no lobbying at all) and the Grossman-
Kim pure predation equilibriziui (ill which at least one generation Supplies no labour).
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paribus - lobby relatively less. Of course. olle group'S respoilse tomi exogenous change

like a wage increase might incite the other group to Cliange itS behaviour as well. de-
pending on the response functions.  As mentioxied above, the (best) response of a group
depends on its character. whicli is in turn determined by the sign of Tr". The followitig
lemma relates the sign of 7-pto tlie character of the lobby groups.

Lemma 6.1 The character of the opposing lobby groups and the sign of 7-7' are retated

as follows:

(i)  7-fe >0 =* the lobby representing the young is defensive and the lobby representi,19
the old is oj»Lsive:

(it) 4' <0 =* the lobby representing the young is of.fensive and the lobby representing

the old is defensive,

(itz) rf' =0» both lobby groups are passiz,e.

PROOF From (6.15), we find tliat =- Analogously, from (6.16). we filici that

5 --S Together with T Y > 0 and 77° < 0. the results follow immediately.1

If, for example, 779" is negative, this nieans tliat an likcrease in lobbyitig activities by
the lobby group representing the old will make the lobby of tlic young marginally
more successful.  The best response of the lobby group representing the youtig to
increasing political activity by the other group is. therefore. to - ceteris paribus -
invest more in rent seeking. It is straightforward to establish that tlie political (Nash)

equilibrium resulting from the simultaneous best responses of both groups is stable if
,810 - (472 > 0. The stability condition implies tliat tlie absoliite value of tlie

slope of the best-respoiise function representing the young should be sriialler thati tlie
value of the slope of the reaction ftinctioIi of the elderly's lobby, i.e.,  1-9 1  <  1-9 1.12

6.3 Technological progress
In this section. we will demonstrate how, starting front some steady state. the political
and economic affairs will be affected by increased technological progress. which iS in(,d-

eled as a (marginal) increase in the wage rate of the youiig. The justification. as alluded

12Comparing both slopes requires that the best-response fillictiorls are represerited such that tliey
both have the same 'dependent' variable, i.e.. pY (P.)
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to in the introduction, is that tecliiiologic·al itiIiovation has l,eeil Iziostly (,inbc,clied in
imman or knowledge capital wlii(·11 is being built up by the young. As Griliclies (1992),
and Jones and Williams (1998) argue. the social returns 011 knowledge (:reatioti, ancl,
development  and  more  specifically,  on  teclitiological  innovatic,11,  are  signific.atit.    But
kiiowledge creatioIi also leads to external iiitergeiterational efic:cts. That is. new kiiowl-
edge pushes aside older knowleclge. This creative destructic,11. therefore. cati itiiI,ly a
(relative) inciease iii the ainouiit of kliowledge c·apital of tlic, yo,iiiger geixeratic,n while
at the same time the effective amotint of kitowledge capital of tlie older getieratioxi (rel-
atively) decreases. For exaniple, 11ew teclmologies such as ICT possess both iiiter- and
littragenerational skill biases. 13 If one assumes that learning and adoption (·osts of the
younger generation are lower than those of tlie older gener,itioii. then y(,Uilger work-
ers will profit relatively more from the teclitiological progress. Put differetitly, young
workers are more technology-shockproof than older workers. Consequently, every gen-
eration's wage wlien young caii then be expecteel to be higlier thail the el<leily wages.
The following intermezzo provicies a simple model of the interl)lay between i titiovation
and human capital depreciatic)11. We demonstrate that even a once-only shock to the
rate of technological progress has a permanent effect on the wage differeittial wY, as
this once-only shock will increase the level of human capital for the youtigsters per-
manently and thereby also the depreciatioii rate of huniaii capital over the liff,time.
Consequently. a (marginal) increase iii the rate of technological progress cari ;dso be
niodeled by a permanent 011(·e-and-for-all (marginal) increase iii the wage rate (,f tlie
young.

1 1

Technological progress and human capital depreciation

In Sala-i-Martin (1992, p.22), it is argued that:  "Most of the hunian capital literature studies
how individuals allocate their ti Ine over various activities so as to increase their skills or
human capital in the manner that maximises their lifetime utility (See for example Rosen

119761)" Among others. Kotlikoff and Gokhale (1992) show that the skill-age profile for a
typical worker is an inverse-u shape with a maximum at approximately 45 years of age. A
typical age-skill  profile is depicted by the solid curve in Figure 6.3.16

1 3 Living  in an  age of technological in progress  does of course not imply that every niernl,er  of a  par-
ticular generation is equally affected. In this chapter, we abstract froni intragenerational consequences
of knowledge creation, and focus on intergenerational aspects.

14 This intermezzo draws heavily upwi tlie arguinents provided by Sala-i-Martin (1992, 1996).
This figure is a modified version of Figure 2 of Sala-i-Martin (1992).  Age 55 constitutes the

dividing line between the first and second part of the lifetime.
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t
Human capital

Age -+

25                    45         55         65

i c "young" 'i I "old" -

Figure 6.3: Skill-age profiles and increased technological progress.

For our purposes it suffices, just as Sala-i-Martin, to concentrate on the downward-sloping

section of the skill-age profile, as we are merely interested in the effects of the inevitable decline

in human capital that accompanies the passage of time. Therefore, we neglect the early stages

of life when individuals accumulate skills both through the allocation of time to study and

through learning from experience at work (learning by doing). Following Sala-i-Martin, we

just assume that a young person simply inherits the human capital that his parents had when

they were young, augmented by some growth factor (x),that is, *L.1 - (lt.Kt+1)09· where

*9 denotes the amount of human capital of a young individual born at tiiiie t. The growth

factor x reflects the improvement in traiiiing methods as well as technological progress.

Implicitly. Sala-i-Martin assumes that these technological impror·ements more than offset

the human capital depreciation that occurs due to the imperfect transmission of skills from

parents to children.16 As pointed out by Kotlikoff and Gokhale (1992), the loss of human

capital due to the passage of time can be reflected by the rate of liuman capital depreciation

(e), i.e., 01+1  - (1-et+1)*i, where *7+1 denotes the human capital level of an old individual

1 6 Following Romer  (1990) and Grossman and Helpman  (1991)  one  could also assume  that  the  rate

of technological innovation is increasing  in the (average) level of human capital,  i.e.,  Xt  =  >t,(*it- 1) ,

4(·)  >  0.  The growth rate could also reflect the effects of investment in education while yowlg.   To

keep things simple, we assume that a young person represents a worker at the peak of his career.
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at tillie t + 1, wlio is born at tillie t. Sala-i-NlartiIi argues that the rate of depreciation e
is positively correlated with tlie aniount of human capital during young age, that is, et+1 =
2(09). e'(·) > 0 (compare the solid curve in Figure 3  relatively low amount of human
capital duringduring young ageJ with the dotted one I relatively high amotint of human
capital during young agel) Sala-i-Martin bases the assuniption of iiicreasing depreciation
rates on two arguments. Firstly, lie points out that (1992, pp.24-25): "1...1 theoretically,
most people's skills are linked to the technology available at the tiine when they learned.
Like physical capital. human capital is vintage- or technology-specific. Tlie reason is that it
is hard for old people to learn new technologies. I...j When technological progress occurs the
skill embodied iii existing workers suffers economic depreciation: since their skills are linked
to the previous technological envirotiment, they become obsolete. Of course the larger the
rate of technological progress, the larger the rate of technological depreciation.  1...] In other

words, rich  developedl economies are rapidly changing economies where the skills of a pers(,11

suffer quick economic obsolesceiice." The second argument is ati empirical one. People witli
a larger level of skills at  the  peak of their career will  lose proportionally  ziiore of their skills
as retireinent comes closer.

As  noted  in the Introduction, human capital increases  with  age  over  the  first 45 years  of

life and declines to about a third of that by age 65. Kotlikoff and Gokhale (1992) find this to
be true for both male and female workers. Therefore, depreciation rates of   for 25-30 >·ears
do not seem unreasonable (Sala-i-Martin 11992, p.261).

Given that human capital is passed on from generation to generation according to: * +1 -

(1 + M+1)*9, and that human capital depreciates over the lifetime according to: 09+1 =
/    9        0; \1 7(1 - 2(* ))*&' the relative huniaii c.apital of a young worker at time t twi  E st I    is givent/

by   wi9   -    1-*t,) From this identity, it follows immediately that even a once-011 ly shock
to the parameter x has a permanent effect on the wage differential wY, as this once-only
shock will increase the level of human capital for the youngsters permanently and thereby
also the depreciation rate of human capital over the lifetime (see the dotted curve in Figure3
relative to the solid one). Hence, a (marginal) increase in tlie rate of technological progress

can also be modeled by a permanent once-and-for-all (marginal) increase in the wage rate of
the young.

17Recall that the wage rate of an old worker is normalised at any instant, Altliozigh we are aware
of the fact that productivity and earnings are far from perfectly correlated - or as Kotlikoff and
Gokhale  ( 1992, p. 1240) point out :"Productivity falls  with age, conipensation at first lies below  alid
then exceeds productivity  [...]."   -  we  assume that there  is some positive correlation  at the aggregate.
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Let  t lie  wage  rate  of tlie youiig  l,e  eclual  toit'

u.,9 = w!' + Be.      Vt,                                (6.17)

where 91 describes the time patterii of a perturbation of the steady state valtie (u.·V)
of  the  wage  rate  and  p   is a measure  for the. nlagnitude  of  the perturbation. Given
this setup. technological innovation can be modeled as an unexpected once-and-for-all
increase in the wage rate as poitited out above, i.e.. go =9 1= · · · -1. The effects of a
marginal change in the wage rate of the young can be traced by differentiation of tlic
first-order  conditions  of both  households and lobbying groups with respect   to  B

Froni (6.15) and (6.16). arid tlie specific·atioii of the political-influerice fiinc·tioii, it
immediately follows that the system of first-order conditions can be separated into a

subsystem where the marginal changes in the individual choice variables (labour supply
and saviiigs) can be written as a function of the marginal changes in the variables of
tlie political proc·ess and the cliange iii tlie zi·ag<' rate of tlie yozinger geiieiatioii. and
aiiother stibsystem wliere the inargiiial c·lmiiges iii the political variables are  ·ritteii as
a function of tlie c·haiige iii the wage rate orily.  Starting with the latter subsysteni. we
find that the best-response futiction of tlie lobby group representing the youiig can be
written as

D g =  0<, D Pl - -1
011     Tyll 81' TB

· (6.18)

Notice that it unalnbiguously holds that a wage increase has - ceteris    paribus   -    a
depressing effect on the political activities of tlie young (* > 0). The best-response.
function of the lobby group representing the elderly call be written as

0  Ty<'Op 
(6.19)

011              f.   8 p

For rve 4 0. (6.18) and (6.19) have opposing slopes. In other words. the slope of one
response function will be negative. while the other oile Will be positive. For the tiine
being. we will assume that TY° < 0.  At the encl of this section. we will briefly poiiit out
tlie results for other signs of the cross-derivative TY'  Combining equations (6.18) and
(6.19) gives tlie following reduced fol'Ills

8 14                                  T""
-=

, a.4, A< 0, (6.20.a)
0/1         T°°TV.4 - (TY°)2
    Tv„ Tvo

-                                                (6.20.b)

- (790)2 - --A.
07 T""TYY TI,0

18 The analysis  of the effects  of  a  (marginal)  wage  increase  will be based  on a linearised  version  of
the Small open econonly presented in the previous section.
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A graphical exposition of the best-response functions and the effect of an increasing
wage differential is given in Figure 6.4.

p, (pl,)
T

p i

Eo

¥
E

p. (py,)

0 -PO,

Figure 6.4: The effect of an increase in the relative wage.

From Figure 6.4 it immediately follows that a wage increase for the younger generation
implies a parallel shift downwards of the best-response function of the lobby group
representing them. Consequently, the political equilibrium moves  from  Eo  to  El ·   In
this new equilibrium the lobby representing the young displays less prodigal political
activity. For the lobby representing the old the reverse holds.

From the tax function we can derive

2I   -  TV  pt  + Ti ap7  =  -  1( Tvo

011          OF          OF          ((1 + n)'r°° + wv  A >
O, (6.21)

where the first-order conditions   (6.15)   and   (6.16)   have been inserted after the first
equality  sign, and equations   (6.20.a)   and   (6.20.b)   have   been used after the second
equality sign. For TY° < 0, a wage increase of the young will unambiguously lead tlie
old to spend more time on lobbying, while the young will lobby less, so that, as a
result,  the  tax  rate will increase. Intuitively, this result makes sense.   A wage increase
for the young makes lobbying less productive compared to employing labour to finance
consumption.  As a result, the young will lobby less and work more.  For the old, it
holds that lower lobbying activities by the young will make their own lobbying activities
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more productive. Therefore, the lower lobbying activities  by the young incite  t hem  to

lobby more, as they are defensive.

The effects on the individual choice variables can be traced through the individual
first-order conditions (6.7) to (6.9). From (6.9) it follows that (using (6.20.b) and

(6.21)),
BK 1 Ost-1 C 'JO
= = -2(1 + r)--3&1  +   <2 - + (1 + n.)wv 

A. (6.22)

In particular, if the wage change occurs (unexpectedly) at time t, so that = 0,
equation (6.22) is saying that the old will decrease their labour supply. This is based

both on the higher benefit (which makes  it less necessary  to work),and  on the higher

lobbying activities (implying less time to remain for supplying labour). From (6.8), it
follows that (using (6.20.a) and (6.21)),

wv24 -124 + 1 [(LY- tv)-(    TVO     + 2wv)A               (6.23)0/1 - 20&1     2 [ (1 + n)T-
So apart from the effect of savings, the higher wage will increase labour supply as the
term between square brackets is positive for LY > tY  The effect on savings can be
traced through (6.7), i.e.,

2    1 [LY + tv + 1 7.Yo 1 .1+nAl 4-1-w,A. (6.24)
OM 2[ 2 (1 + n)700   ]  '

21+r

The savings decision is affected by a number of opposing forces. Higher (lower) current
net wage income (the first RHS-term of (6.24)) will result in higher (lower) savings and
so will the diminished wage income when old. The higher pension benefit will have a
negative impact on private savings. The increase in tlie benefit dominates the decline

in wage income when old (as captured  by the second RHS-term  of  (6.24)).   As  a  result.
the end-effect on savings is ambiguous. Substituting (6.24) into (6.23) gives

01              .    [
Tvo

4r -1- 3 - nwvl A (6.25)4wv- - (3LY - tY) -              +
OF                      [(1 + n)TOO 1 + r

Assuming 3LY - tv > 0 and dynamic efficiency, a once-and-for-all wage increase will
BlYincite the young to work more (3# > 0). The labour-supply effect for the elderly can

be found by substituting (6.24) into (6.22) which gives

84   1 C TF\ <    Ty„

3;I = 4 ((1 + n)wv
+ 470.  A - 1(1 + T) ((1 + n)'r.. A + (LY + LY)  ,        (6.26)

where the first term captures the effect of the current increase in the wage rate, while
the second term denotes the effect of an increase in the wage in the previous period
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wlien the curretit old were still young. AIi increase iii tlie relative piochictivity of the
young, reflected by the increased wage differential, will lead the old to spend less tillie
on the labour Inarket (* <0) and more time in the political spliere if r<3+ dn.
This redirection of activities  is  successful  as it leads  to a higher  I,(iision  bctiefit.   In
otlier words,  if the  old become relatively less productive  on the  labour  market,  it  will
pay  them  iiiore to retire froni the labour liiarket  and  enter the polit ical market.

Proposition 6.1 If there is a once-an(t-for-(ill ·increase in the wcige rcite of th(' Youllg
we find, for TY" < 0, that in the tong run:

(i)  The labour supply of the young inc,rases if 3LY > tv and the economy is dimam-

ically ellicient,

tii)   Thelaboili  supply  of the old deci·eases  ·if  r  <3+ ,in:

(tii) The efect on savings is ambiguous.

PROOF Follows directly from (6.24)-(6.26).I

The results of Proposition 6.1 still hold if the lobby groups are passive (Ty' = 0).

For positive values of Ti,° result ii holds if the slope of the best-response function
3+An-rof the lobby group representing  the  old   is sufficiently steep,   i.e..   - :3    > /41+42

Ergo, given that the best-response function of the lobby group representing the old is
downward sloping. horizontal or steeply upward sloping, an increase in the wage rate
of the younger generation implies more intergenerational redistribution and declining
labour-force participation of the elderly.

Note that an increase in the lobbying efforts of the elderly in reaction to a risirig
wage of the young does not necessarily imply that the share of social-security betiefits as

a percentage of GDP increases.  It can easily be seen that ati increased wage differential
only  leads  to an increase of spending on the elderly  as a percentage of GDP  if (mvs +

 ') + T:   + fi* i < fi. Abstracting from the change in private savings (as its
change is ambiguous, see (6.24)), this inequality holds if 3n +2<r<7 n-1-6. For a
population growth  rate that swirls around  t he replacenierit level  (n,  0),  for  example.

a yearly interest rate between 2.33% and 6.2% sufficcs.

Welfare effects

The increased lobbying activities by the elderly and the partial retreat from the polit-
ical battlefield by the young naturally raises the question as to whether this change in
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political activities will lead to a higher or to a lower welfare for young and old indi-
viduals. Obviously. for the first generation of old workers welfare will increase due to

an (unexpected) increase in technological progress at time t = 0. as they will receive

a higher benefit, for any given level of lobbying activity.19 The correctness of this as-

sertion can be demonstrated quite easily by calculating the effect on the utility of the
first generation of elderly experiencing  the wage shock,  to be indicated  by f;{f, which

can be written as
co Oug  =  2  + BLa (6.27)OF   OF   Op

Old-age consumption is positively affected by a higher pension benefit.  and  negatively
affected by the lower wage income following their reduction in labour supply, that

is, * = (1 + n)* + 13. The leisure time of the old is positively affected by their
lower labour supply, and negatively affected by their increased lobbying activities,

i.e.. 9 = -9 - *.The change iii overall welfare   for   the  initial   generation   of  old

individuals can now be written as.

BUR °To   Opg             dpY.         dp:C"-2 = (1+ n)---- -(1 + n)wi--0 >0   if   --z <0, (6.28)ap  811 Op   Of  OF

where equations  (6.15).  (6.16).  and  (6.21)  have  been  used to generate the right-hand

side of (6.28). So, utility of the first generation of old individuals will indeed unambigu-
ously increase, the reason being that the utility loss due to more lobbying is exactly

compensated by the utility gain of more lobbying, while the lower lobbying activities
by the young automatically lead to higher benefits.

Note that this result puts the literature that stresses the resistance of elderly work-

ers to technological progress (e.g., Canton   et al. 11999])   in  a different perspective.

According to this literature, elderly will resist technological development because of

the devaluation of their human capital. However, this line of reasoning does Ilot take
into account redistribution. We show that allowing for endogenous redistribution from
the young to the old implies that. in spite of the devaluation of their human capital.
the old may gain from technological progress. Hence. they have no reason to oppose

it.20

19As pointed out above, tlie elderly will react to tllis increase iii the rate of returti on lobbying by

investing more time in rent-seeking activities.
2(lIn our setup, we have abstracted from adoption costs by assuming a constaiit wage rate for elderly

workers. However. the introduction of adoption costs via a decrease in the wage for the old would not
alter our main results.
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For the young, however, a siInilar calculation leads to the fc)llowing utility effect.

cp Out      =     ast  + Wy BLY            1         04+ 1   1+1 = (6.29)
1  OL"

OP               OF              OP (1+ r) OP (1 + r)  OF

ty _          1         *,2  _ (1  + n) wy OP + 1
(1 + n) 011 (1 + T)      0/1

As   is   obvious   from the right-hand   side,    t lie wage increase   will   be   beIieficial   to   the
young, while the increased lobbying activities of the old will harm the young.  The next
generation of youngsters will again lobby less, which benefits the current young when
old as it automatically increases next period's benefits. Clearly, given the opposing
forces described  in  (6.29),  the net effect  of a wage increase  can  be a decrease in utility
for the current and future young generatioIis.  So, the external effects of technological
innovation can imply that higher wages eventually result in lower overall welfare. This
result puts the contributions by Gordon (1999) and Biltler and Kirchsteiger (1999) in a
different perspective. They argue that increased (labour) productivity is sufficient for
the sustainability of the current social-security arrangements and therefore the curreIit
welfare levels in an ageing world. As our story shows, however, one also has to take
into account the distributional aspects and the increased prodigal rent-seeking activi-
ties that accompany the increase in productivity. Additionally, it is not so obvious that
in an ageing society productivity will continue to grow at the desired rate as consump-
tion patterns change and more labour-intensive services are demanded. Moreover, the
relative number of older workers increases due to ageing and this, together with the
negative incentives of increased intergenerational redistribution for the investment in
human capital, has a negative impact on (the need for) knowledge capital. Productivity
growth can even be an additional source of ageing if one assumes that the population

growth rate is endogenous and the amount of knowledge capital has a positive effect
on the average life-span (see Bloom and Williamson  [1998},  and  Van  Imhoff  [1989})

6.4  Extensions and modifications

In this section we will relax some of our previous assumptions. and analyse whether
these relaxations will alter the main results derived in Section 6.3. Firstly. we will allow

for  persistence  in government programs,  that  is, the current  social-security  tax  does  not
only depend on the current lobbying efforts, but also partly on past political affairs.

Secondly, we will analyse a scenario where the government only has a proportional
labour income tax at its disposal and is not able to levy taxes in a lump-sum fashion.
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Furthermore, we will draw a parallel between a goods-intetisive and a time-intensive

lobbying technology. Finally, we will investigate the effects of a demographic transitioii.
i.e., the ageing of the population. withiti our framework.

6.4.1       Persistence in government programs

Up  till  now,  we did not allow government programs  to be persistent. We debarred  from

persistence because promises with respect to the generosity of PAYG social-security
arrangements are limited over time. Xfulligan and Sala-i- Iartin (1999, p. 17) argue in

tliis respect: '1..1 the old cannot promise the young that the young will be able to tax
the ilext geiieration just as heavily when they are old  ...}". This implies that social-
sec zirity contributions paid during the industrious life do not imply an entitlement to
peiisioii benefits when old. Hence. on the one hand, one could argue that the current
gezierositr is to a large extent decided upon by the current old and young and past

achievements only play a minor role. However, on the other hand, it may be argued
that political institutions evolve only very gradually and laws enacted today Illay still

be in place in a few years. That is, government programs may show a certain degree

of persistence and current social-security arrangements may increase the opportunities
for tlie current voting to successfully lobby for (generous) petision benefits wlieii old.
Therefore. in this subsection. we allow social-security arrangerients to be persistent.
Nevertheless. the inclusion of persistence does not guaraiitee future pension benefits.

because enough lobbying effort of future young could substantially lower the future
PAYG-tax. Persistence only implies that the size of the future pension benefits is
positively related to the generosity of the current pension scheme. Ergo, allowing for

persistence will - ceteris paribus - confine the political activities of the lobby group
representing the young because a relatively low current PAYG-tax may cause meager

future pension arrangements that are unacceptable to the rank and file of the party.
We capture persistence  with  the  parameter  a   c   [0,1).    a   =0 means there  is  110

persistence. while increasing a implies more persistence.
Given persistence, the PAYG-tax at any time t is now given by

Tt   =   T(P i,  P i)   + a T i-1, D   E [0,1) (6.30)

From (6.30) it follows that the current social-security tax not only depends on current
political affairs  (7-(PY, p;))   but   also  on  past   achievements,  whicli are captured  by  the

term  aTt- 1. The lobby group representing the young is aware  of the positive relation
between the generosity of currerit and future pensiori plans. and, therefore, the first-
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order condition for the lobbying effort of the lobby representing the young is now given

by,

- Tty - 1- ti  -p v + 3; I-(1 + nt+1)07-7 =0. (6.31)

The positive relatioii between the generosity of current. and future pension plans. men-

tioned above, is captured by t.he third LHS-terin of (6.31). Using the first-order condi-
tions for optimal private savings  (6.7) and individual labour supply when young  (6.8),

(6.31) reduces to /             1 + n,+1)           y

-7.f  t l   -  a     1  -1-  r     7   -
wt (6.32)

24  _ 4 1+n,+1From (6.32) it follows that  D.  -  4' 1-1-,·-0(1+I, 21)
< 0. That is. more persistence

implies - ceteris paribus - less political activities of the younger generation.
If we allow for an increase in the rate of technological progress as in Section 6.3,

the marginal change in the political activities of both lobby groups are now given by,

DPi- A
(6.33.a)ap                 B'

OPY       Tv° A
-=

8   Ki                                     T." 3, (6.33.b)

where A<O i s defined as in (6.20), and B = 1+r-a(1+n) E  (0,1].  It is straightforward
1+r

to derive that the marginal change in the PAYG-tax is now given by,

fIt - (Tv - TeISj A <- ak. (6.34)ap C f) B to

For the long-run change in the social-security tax we get,

2T - <TV - Te·Tyoj  6  k / Tv.\    A
(6.35)

ax C 7.00 /1  d 46 a   =   TY - 7.07= 1  (1 - a)d'

where the second equality follows from Ek-0 ak = T ·

Persistence and fluctuations in rent-seeking activity

A comparison of the effects of increased technological progress on both the political
affairs and the size of the public-pension arrangements (as described by (6.33) to (6.35))
with the effects in absence of persistence is not as straightforward as it seems.  It is ilot a
priori clear whether persistence confines the fluctuation in rent-seeking activity, that is,
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whether it constrains the possible respoiises (,f the lobby groups in reactioti to changes
in the (economic)  environment.   Coilsider  the  following  example.21    At sonic point  in
time. the wage of the young exogenously increases with AwY In absence of persistence.

we get, using first-order condition (6.15), Attp  -  -AwY.   With  persistence.  we  get.
from (6.32) we get AT& - -f < -AWY = AThp However, la41 > 1 AT pl does
not automatically imply that lApp| > Id#Npl, as can be seen from Figure 6.5.

Ill                                         1V
31

0            '        HI: 4

111  
Aw, 1

r >                                                                                                                                                    'c »1          0

AW'/ B

¥

Im  < 0

Figure 6.5: Persistence and fluctuations in political activity.

As ·* < 0. we know that (initially) pl, < Ap.  If we assume that the political infizierice

T(·) is thrice continuously differentiable. then it holds that IApvpl <  'Aptpl if TY,g E

8%I 2 O. The straight upward-sloping line in Figure 6.5, for example. represents a
political influence function  with a colistant second-order derivative  (Tvvy  =  0).   Given

this specification of the political process, an increase iii the wage differential will have a
larger impact on the political affairs in the presence of persistence (see the opeti arrow

III)  relative  to  the case where persistence is absent   (see  the open arrow IV). However,
if we allow for a political technology with TvvY < 0, the. presence of persistence can ditii
the effects of economics on politics (coinpare the black arrow I with the black arrow

II). Ergo, although persistence initially  has a mitigating impact  on the prodigal  rent-

21Time subscripts have been omitted for expositional clarity. The subscript XP refers to tlie case
where persistence is absent, while the subscript P refers to the scenario that allows for persistence.
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seeking activities. it reiiiaiiis ambiguous whether pei sisteiice decreases the fitictuations
in political activity.

6.4.2 Proportional taxes

This subsection explores the impact of proportional PAYG-taxes.  If oiie assurzies that
the government only has a distortionary labour-income tax at its disposal, the single-
period budget constraints for material consumption read

Ct  =  (1 - Tt) wi'li - St, (6.3')

ct,-1   =  17+1 + (1 -1- r)st -1- 9ttli (6.5')

where Th+1 - (14-nt+1)Ti+111,7+119+2  Using (6.3') and (6.5'), equations (6.15) and (6.16)
now become

-7- 17 =l- Tt, (6.15')

(1 + nt)7-t'w LA = 1. (6.16')

If we assume that the increase in the wage of the young increases gross wage income (i.e.,
that the increase in the wage of the young always dominates the accompanying change
in their labour supply [a "second-order effect"]),  it  follows  from  (6.16')  that the lobby
group representing the old will increase its rent-seeking activities if the wage differential
increases   ( for any given political activity  of the young).    This  is  due  to the increase
in  the  tax base automatically implying an increase  iIi  the  rent the elderly  seek,   i.e.,
the PAYG-benefit. Contrary to the framework with lump-sum taxation, the change in

political affairs is not triggered by a decrease in the political activities of the young. but
by an increase in the lobbying efforts of the old. Eventually, given the stability of the
political process, an increase in the wage differential willlead to a decline in the labozir-
force participation of older workers and an increase of intergenerational redistribution.
Figure 6.6 depicts the parallel outward shift of the best-response function of the elderly
given an increase in the wage of the young and the resulting new political equilibrium
(El).    It  can  also  be  seen from Figure  6.6 that, given the stability  of tlie political
process, the increase in the rent-seeking activities of the old dominates the increase iii

22the lobbying effort of the young.

22It is straightforward to derive the best-response functions for both lobby groups. For the young
one gets * =  .'.'-'i, :. %'  1  .._1'.- 11 · The best-response function of the lobby group representing

..the elderly can be written as   - -7   - .... .  -  .L.· so. stability of the political process
VO .,

requires     7LZ-#52.1<   1- f=1.   For the increase  in the rent-seeking activities  of  the  old to dominate
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Figure 6.6: Inc·reased technological progress and proportional taiation.

6.4.3 Goods-intensive lobbying
Until now lobbying was assumed to be tiIne intensive, i.e., in order to obtain political

influence, people  had to sacrifice  sonic part of their time endowment.   In this subsec-

tion, we only allow for goods-intensive lobbying. Goods-intensive lobbying means that

individuals have the possibility to hire a professional lobbyist to do the job for them,
instead of engaging in political activities themselves. Given goods-intensive lobbying,

the single-period budget constraints read

d + fr 14   =   11}111 - T, -st, (6.5')

C;'+1   f9tlp;'+l = (l + r)st+1 + 114-1 + (1 tnt+1)'r,+i, (6.3")

the  increase  in the lobbying effort  of the young  it is additionally required  t hat
1 *'61<  1.Th"e

conditions  are both required for negative  and non-negative values  of  TVO. For feasible positive values

of TY°, such that TY° > T°, the signs of the slopes of both best-response functions change, and it
immediately follows that under this regime increased technological progress will result in increased

lobbying effort of the elderly while at the same tiii]e the young withdraw from the political arena

(comparable to the results derived in Section 6.3). For non-negative values of TY°, the graphs sketcliing

the  reaction  of the polit ical subsystem to iiicreased technological progress are given  in  the  part  68  of

the Appendix.
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where f; denotes the feeof a lobbyist. at time t. to be hired either l,v the yotiiig (i = V)
or by tlie elderly  (i  = 0). Using  (6.3-)  and  (6.5')  atid  the fact  that  time Call 11(,W
only be alloc.ated between labour anci leisure, tlie couiiterparts (,f (6.15)  aticl  (6.16)  fc,r

goods-intensive lobbing are given by,

-Tr   - fr (6.15")

and
0

Cl + nt)Tte = ft (6.16")

Innovatioils will geiierate tlie sanie political effects atid welfare effects uzicic,r goocls-
ititensive 1<)bbyitig as under tittie-ititetisive lobbying if wi: assume that.

(i)  goods-intensive lobbying is & effective as tilne-ilitelisive lobbviiig.

(ii) lobbyists only represent contetiiporaries; so. for example, young individuals are
not allowed to hire a relatively inexpensive older lobbyist. as the lattc,r is 011ly
allowed to lobby for the interests of the old;

(iii)  the evolution of the fee of professioiial 101,1,yists is  equal  to evoliitioii of tlie wagi,
of their conteniporaries. who etigage in productive activities.

The next subsection  is  devoted   to  the  analysis  of  tlie  effects of populat ion ageing
iIi a framework with time-intensive lobbying only.

6.4.4 Population ageing
Suppose   a   decline   in   the   rate   of population growt 11 occurs.    iniplying   an   ageing   of
the population. To explicitly incorporate the effects of population ageipig into the
political framework presenteci in Section 6.2.2. the political infizierice futictic)11 has tc)
be altered.  As a decline iii tlie rate of populatioti growth affects tlie number of you Iig
aIid old iildividuals preserit iIi the econoniv. political affairs may also be influenced by
population ageing. To include the effects of changing demographic·s. we assume tliat
the political process can be represented by the following technology,

7-1   =   T(P; ,  P 7, nt). (6.36)

The third argument in (6.36), the rate of population growth. rel,resents the fact that
democrat ic governnients exhibit a tendency to orientate t hemselves more towards  the
interests of (relatively) larger voting groups, irrespective of their lobbying efforts.  This
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implies that TZ E e. > 0. So, abstracting froin lobbying activities, (6.36) implies tliat
the generosity of social-security schemes depends on tlie relative number of older and
younger   voters   as   reflected   by   the   rate   of  population   growth.     Ageing   then - ceteris

paribus - generates an upward pressure on the PAYG-tax. As we abstract from group-

size effects in the traditioii of Olson (1965). we assume that relative group size does

not (directly) affect the effectiveness of the lobbying activities, i.e.. = 0, i = y, o.

The effects of ageing on the political process as well as on the individual c.hoice vari-

ables are derived  in  part  6A  of the Appendix (given the first-order condit iOIlS derived

in Section 6.2). Let the fertility rate be equal to nt =r, + irht• Vt, where ht describes

the time pattern of a perturbatioii of the steady state value of the rate of populatioll
growth and 7T is a measure for the magnitude of the perturbation.  Given this setup.
ageing  of the population is modeled  as a negative (temporary) shock  to  t he  rate  (,f

population growth (ht < 0 for some t). With respect to the best-respoiise ftinc·tions.

we get the following reduced forni equations,

897.             Ty"- =      ht,          (6.37.a)071'          1 + (Ty°)2
OpY      1
-=

. Ill. (6.37.b)
Or                   1  +  (TY° )1

Under the assuinptioii tliat TY' < 0. Figiire 6.7 depicts the. effects of population agcing

to the political subsystem. From this figure, it imniediately follows that a declitie in
the rate of populatioti growth implies a parallel dowimird shift of the best-respotise
function of the lobby group represeiiting the old. The downward shift in the best-
response function of the elderly is due to population ageing increasing the dependency

ratio and thereby - cetens  panbus - lowering the PAYG-benefit.  that   is.  tlie  Tent   the

elderly seek.  As a consequence. the political equilibrium moves from Eo  to El·  Iii this
new equilibrium both lobby groups eniploy less prodigal political activity. However.
given political stabilitv23 , the decrease in political activities  of the old dolilinates  tlle
decline in rent-seeking activities of the young.

23 It is straightforward to derive the best-response  functions  of  both  lobby  groups.    For  the  >·oung

one gets =         : I;:; 1 The best-response ftinction of the lobby group representing tlie elderly Call

be written as -       :I:t:   - f"",h, Hence, the same stabilit> condition applies as formulated at
the end of Section 6.2.
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Figure 6.7: The e.yects of population ageing

The following proposition displays the long-run effects of population ageing on the
labour-supply decision of the elderly.

Proposition 6.2 If there is a once-and-for-all decrease in the fertility Tate (ht - h < 0,
Vt). the labour supply of the old increases in the long ru·n (S > 0) if T > 0.0825.

PR.OOF Follows directly from (6A.9) in part 6A of the Appendix and from the fact that
min f-,try,„1 > -0.0825, Vrve. 

li (TV„), .1

From (6A.9) it follows immediately that in case of passive lobby groups (TY° = 0) or in
case of an offensive lobby representing the old (Tvo > 0), the labour supply of the old
will increase even if the initial social-security tax is below 8.25%.

An increase in the labour-force participation of the old does, however, not coincide
with the empirical findings displayed in Section 6.1 (irrespective  of  the  sign of TY°).
Therefore, if one believes that increased lobbying activity of the old is a major determi-
nant of their expanding political power and their decreasing labour-force participation,
this must be caused by the increased wage differential that has been analysed in Section
6.3 and not so much by population ageing.

24

24 Note  that some economists argue that ageing is still   to  come.    If  this   is  the  case.  our   analysis
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6.5   Conclusions and directions for further research

In this chapter, we give an explanation for the dramatic increase iii goveriinieiit spend-

ing on the old in the post-war period. and for the fact that at the sanie time the
labour-force participation of the elderly has deteriorated maybe even more. The first
part of this puzzle has already partly been solved in the public-choice literature. To
solve the second  part, we adopt  the  idea of lobbying  as an investment  iii  time.   We  find

that, if one believes that increased lobbying activity of the old is a major deterrtiinailt
for their expanding political power and the decreasing labour-force participation of

elderly workers, this is caused by the increased wage differential and not so much by
population ageing. Eventually, this shift in the allocation of tinie can decrease overall

welfare, despite the increased wages. This result  puts the arguments that increased

(labour) productivity is sufficient for the sustainability of the current social-security
arrangements and therefore the current welfare levels in an ageing world. iii a different
perspective. Our analysis demonstrates that one also has to take into acc:oziiit the dis-
tributional aspects and the increased prodigal rent-seekmg activities tliat acconipatiy

the increase iii productivity. Additionally, it is not so obvious tliat procluctivity will
continue to grow at the same rate ill an ageing society as consumption patteriis change

and more labour intensive services are de.inanded. XIorcover, t.he relative Iiurriber of
older workers increases due to ageing and this, together with the negative incentives

of increased intergenerational redistribution  for  t he invest nient   iii human capit al.   lias

a negative impact on (the need for) knowledge capital. Productivity growth can eveti
be an additional source of ageing if one assumes that the population growth rate is

endogenous and the amount of knowledge capital has a positive effect on the average

life-span.
In our approach, the effectiveness of lobbying activities does not depenc! upon the

economic position of the members of the lobbying group. It wozild be iliteresting to see
whether our results change if the (relative) wealth of a generation is takell iIito acc:Ount.

In this case, the effective pressure of a lobby group not only depends upon its size and

its political activity, but also on the amount of private wealth its members possess.  For

example, (relative ) private wealth could  have a negative effect  on the effective polit ical
pressure of a generation, as the government is likely to favour the (relatively) poor.
In this framework, economic variables such as wage-income and private savings are of

direct influence on the political decision-making process.
Finally. allowing for a wide variety of skills across people of the same age and

predicts that - ceteris panbus - the labour supply of the old nia> increase iii the next decades.
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taking into account  that  different sectors require different skill levels and that the. rates
at which these skills depreciate over time are also likely to be different across sectors, a
strict interpretation  of the results derived in Section 6.3 would predict that increased
technological progress will result in more active political support for social assistance,
minimum wage laws, aiid other types of intragerierational redistribution.  This due to
individuals possessitig low human capital (who will profit the least from itinovations)
increasing their rent-seeking activities relative to high-skilled itidividuals.
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Appendix to Chapter 6
In part 6A of the Appendix the effects of population ageing will be analysed.  Part
6B of the Appendix will sketch the reactions of the political subsysteni to increased

political progress for different values of TY°

6A The effects of population ageing
Without loss of generality. we assume that the wages of botli old and young are equal

and  normalise  them  (uf  =  w;  =  1.  Vt).   Furthermore.  we  assume  that  TYY  =  -Too  =  1.
Similar to Section 6.3. the analysis will be based on a linearised version of the small
open economy. Let the fertility rate be equal to nt =n+ xht• Vt, where ht describes

the time pattern of a perturbation of the steady state value of the rate of population
growth and 7r is a measure for the magnitude of the perturbation. Given this setup.
ageing of the population is modeled as a negative (temporary) shock to the rate of
population growth. The effects of a marginal change iii the fertility rate can be traced
by differentiation of the first-order conditions with respect to x.  If we assume tliat tlie
population size is constant in the steady state (n = 0), it follows directly from (6.16)

that  T°  =  1.  From  (6.15), it directly follows that  Tv  -  - 1.   Then the reduced forms  of
the best-response functions boil down to

02.             A°
4, (6A.1)

Or          1 + (TY°)2
opY             1
32         1 + (Ty°)2 ht (6A.2)

The change in the PAYG-tax is determined by both the changing rent-seeking activities
and the change  in  the relative group size.  i.e..

21 - /  1+ TVO   + T") ht· (6A.3)Or      (1+ (Ty°)2        /

If we, for the sake of simplicity, also assume that the interest rate is equal to zero

(r  =  0), the marginal change  in the labour supply  of the elderly is given  by

Bl° 184-1 / 2 + TF ) (6A.4)
32 =  2 071'  - 2 <T + T"-1  1+ (TY°)2) ht

For the labour supply of the young we find

0    l°St  1 i 1 + 279. \---- + 1 1 Tn + 1 ht. (6A.5)071.    2 071·    2 \ 1 + (Tvo 2 )
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For the marginal change in savings we get

 St    1 < 0 1 ) 1( '2 1T9.                h,» 1 . (6A.6)32 --2,r      1+ (Ty°)2 ) ht - 2 17'   +T+2 1+ (Ty°)4 j

So, for a once-and-for-all decrease in the rate of population growth (h t=h<0, Vt)
we find that, in the 1011g run, the change in savings is given by

as - _  „ .1     1 1+ TY"
)h (6A.7)- T

D" + VT 21+ (TV°)2 j ..

Substituting (GA.7) into (GA.4) and (GA.5), we find the following expressions for the
change in the labour supply of the young and the labour supply of tlie old, respectively.

Dly

- = 1(1+3TY° \
T)h, (6A.8)

Dll'          4  <1+ (7*)2       /

2(I     -     _i  (7 +     3 + T"    ) h (6A.9)OX                 4            1 + (TY°)2 j

6B Proportional taxation

Given proportional taxation. the best-response for the young and the old are given by

8 14    =    Tvo  -  TO     8 PO    +             TY             Bly (6A.10)8,1    Tv - ty·rn 811 Ty- )714' 011 '

and

8 M                Too  0 p     _      T«      81     -       To

8 11                Ty°   811 Tvolv   011 TJO·Urt.1 1
(6A.11)

respectively. The reduced-form equations are given by

0/ -  TY° - To To

1     TVO- 7-' F       TY     )
2(t (6A.12)

8 1     TY - tYT.1,11 Tll°lull X Tv - ty·ryv X       TY - 1YTYY j  Oil '

and

Op;  =      T'      1   ,  E- aft (GA. 13)
811           TY°Wvx          X  all'

with X - -5 - TvV,ii'v and F = T,-I:T,V -1- 7:i. Notice that the sign of X and F
depend on the sign of TY° Abstracting from the direct effect of increased technological

, BlY.progress on the supply of labour when young  C *3,  it is straightforward to derive Figure
6A.1 and Figure 6A.2.
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Part III

International Aspects



Chapter 7
The Effects of Asymmetric Demographic

Shocks with Perfect Capital Mobility

7.1 Introductioni

In a globalising world where capital markets are further liberalised and integrated,
economies are increasingly affected by developnients that take place elsewhere. One
such development is the ageing of the population that will occur in most industrialised
countries in the upcoming decades. Because this demographic shift causes concerns
about the feasibility of pension schemes that  are financed on a Pay-As-You-Go  (PAYG)

basis, the transition to a funded pension scheme is much debated (see for exarriple

Feldstein [19964) However, not much attention has been paid to the open economy
aspects of pension schemes. In particular, the effects of population ageing and the
institutional design and generosity of intergenerational redistribution on international
capital movements and the associated changes in factor rewards deserve attention.

As Feldstein (1974, 1996b) pointed out, unfunded social security negatively impacts
private savings. Because this reduces the capital stock, output per capita will be lower.
Yet the extent to which the features of social-security arrangements thus impact overall
welfare strongly depends on both tlie size and the operiziess of tlie ecoiioIny, as reflected
in the degree to which capital can freely move across countries. In a closed economy.
a larger PAYG-scheme will negatively affect savings, and thus push the interest rate
up so that investments, and thereby the capital-labour ratio, decline.  In case of two
open economies and capital mobility, the downward pressure of the PAYG-scheme
on   savings will affect the other country   as well. Because savings are lower   iii   t he

country with a generous social-security scheme, capital is relatively scarce and would
therefore earn a higher rate of return. This induces capital to move out of the country
with a small PAYG-scheme, so this country ends up with a higher interest rate. Tlie
characteristics of pension schemes thereby cause international spillover effects that are
likely to become more important as many countries will experience a higher relative
number of pensioners and capital moves more freely between countries.

This issue was also addressed by some recent studies. Geide-Stevenson  ( 1998) analy-
ses the connection between social-security policy and international factor movements

1 This chapter  is a slightly revised version of Groezen and Leers  (2000).
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in a world where one country runs a PAYG-public pension scheme and the other a fully
funded private pension scheme. Among other things it is shown that the introduction
of capital mobility is never Pareto-optimal  because the young generat ion  of the country

with the social security scheme always loses. whereas the long-run welfare effects are
ambiguous. Casarico (1999) also investigates the effects of the integration of two large

economies. running different pension schemes, in a world of perfect capital mobility.
She too finds that it is not trivial alid straightforward to establish who gains and who
loses. This is due to the short-run effects of this integration being different from the
long-run implications. Peniberton (1999) deals with tlie international externalities of
social-security systems in a world consisting of many sniall countries. A change in the
savings of an individual country, e.g. caused by a niore generous social-security scheme,

hardly affects the world interest rate. Local governments do not take these spillover
effects into account when deciding on the size of intergenerational redistribution and
consequently implement a too large PAYG-scheme. International policy coordinatioii
could therefore improve welfare. Furt hermore, Shiller  ( 1999) discusses  t lie risk-sharing
functions that governments have in designing social-security systems. Among other
things, he compares alternative pension schemes in terms of their ability to fulfill the
government's role in promoting international risk-sharing.

This chapter takes the size of the PAYG-schenie as given. and focuses 011 the effects
of asymmetric demographic shocks on factor prices aiid welfare in a world consisting
of countries whose capital markets are fully integrated. The model is an extension of
Buiter (1981). which is based on the overlapping-generations model of Dianiond (1965).
As iii Buiter ( 1981), we consider  two regions. However,  we also include  a  public  pen-

sion scheme in both regions. Contrary to Geide-Stevenson (1998) and Casarico (1999).
we do not focus on the effects of integration. but on both the short-run and long-run

implications of demographic shocks when both regions' (capital) markets are already
fully integrated. Moreover.  we distinguish between social-security arrangements with
different intergenerational risk-sharing properties and investigate their iInpact on in-
ternational risk-sharing.

In order to capture the fact that most OECD-countries are hit by population ageing
at different moments and to a different degree2. one region experiences a decline in the
rate of population growth. In other words, one country ages relative to the other.

2 The United Nations (1998) record striking  differences  in the degree and moment  of occurrence  of
population ageing in their World Population Prospects. 'For example. tlie increase iii the dependency·
ratio over the next 40 years is much larger in Japan than in the USA. In Europe Itah· appears to be
the runner in front as far as population ageing is concerned.
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Section 7.2 presents the model of this chapter. In Section 7.3. we analyse the effects

of a regional shock to the rate of population growth when individual thriftiness differs
across regions and social security is absent. We find that the capital-labour ratio
increases in the short run, but the long-run effects depend on the relative patience
of the ageing country.  If the population of the relatively patient country grows old,

then the capital-labour ratio evetitually falls. This is due to the average individual
savings declining worldwide. Section 7.4 ilitroduces PAYG-peiision schemes. III Section

7.4.1,   we  find   that the long-run impact of population ageirig   on the capital-labour
ratio depends on the relative generosity of the regional social-security arrangements, as
private savings are inversely related to the size of intergenerational redistribution. Iii
this respect, a generous PAYG-scheme corresponds with a higli rate of time preference.

Moreover, the extent to which population ageing affects the econonzies depends on the

intergenerational risk-sharing properties of the social-security scheme. The higher the
degree of risk-sharing between generations. the more the effects of ageing appear to be
confined.  We show that sharing the burden and/or blessings of capital thickening (i.e.,
an increased capital stock per worker) between generations is of significant importance
for the confining of the economic effects that population ageing brings about. In the
short run, we distinguish between unexpected and anticipated demographic shocks.

The short-run dynamics depend both on the relative size of the PAYG-scheme and its
institutional design.

In Section 7.4.2 we analyse how relaxing some of our assumptions would change the
main results. Section 7.5 concludes.

7.2 The model
We apply a two-period overlapping-generations model of an open economy with no
intrinsic uncertainty. Following Buiter  (1981) and Ihori  ( 1996, Chapter  6), the world
economy consists of two regions, the Domestic region and the Foreign region. These

regions are denoted by the superscripts D and F, respectively.  Both are identical
in every respect, except in demographics and taste or the size of intergenerational
redistribution. Production per young individual is described by a standard neoclassical
constant-returns-to-scale production function, f(ki). where  k;  stands  for the amount
of capital per young individual in period t i n region  i,i=D, F.3 Perfect cornpetition

3The production function f is assumed to be twice continuously differentiable; f(0) = 0, f'(k) E
*  > O;  f"(k)  E   4  <  0,  limk-0 f'(k)  = 00:  limk-= f'(k)    +   0.     Moreover,   we   assume   that

limk -0  -f"(k) k} > 1. This condition is stronger than the Inada-condition and is required for (local)
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among producers gives the usual equilibrium conditions OIl the regional production
factor markets, 4 - f'(k;) and wi = f Ck;) - f'(ki)ki, where r; is the interest rate and
w; denotes the corresponding wage rate in period t, in the respective region. Capital
is perfectly mobile across regions, but labour is immobile. In particular, the following

assumption holds.

Assumption 7.I At any moment in time. any region is able to instantaneously adjust
its capital stock by shifting capital front or to abroad.

This assumption implies tliat there are no (short-terni) capital rigidities and the re-

quired amount of capital can iininediately be obtained by importing or exporting capi-
tal. So, even if a region is unexpectedly hit by a (demographic) shock, the inhabitants
will be able to adjust their stock of capital at once and any region will face the same
rate of interest,   i.e.,   r    =   r    =   rt,    Vt.4     As we assumed   that both regions   are   en-

dowed with the same production technology, we have kp = kip = kt and consequently

W  = tuff - Wt·

Both economies are populated by a large number of non-altruistic individuals with
perfect foresight who live for two periods, such that in each period. both a young and
an old generation are alive. Apart from age, individuals are identical. Young agents
inelastically supply one unit of labour. Part of their gross wage income is taxed away

by the local government via an exogenous lump-sum tax (7·;);5 the remainder is either
spent on consumption (c;) or is saved for old age (si). So at any tiine t, first-period
consumption is restricted  by the following budget constraint,

c; -wt- 4  -s; .           i =D,K (7.1)

In the second period of their lives, the iridividuals are retired and entitled to a public
pension benefit. They derive utility from old-age consumption (z;+1)· wliich is financed

stability of the steady-state equilibrium of our model (see Appendix 7B and Galor and Ryder 11989.

p. 3691).
4 For  example, one might think of instantaneously movable capital as portable computers, trans-

portable machinery and transferable private knowledge capital. Relaxing Assumption 7.I means that
one considers capital as machinery and factories, that cannot instantaneously be shipped front oIie

region to another. The effects of (short-term) capital rigidities are discussed iii Section 7.4.2.
5 Applying a proportional tax rather than lump-sum taxation Oilly affects the risk-sharing properties

of the public pension schemes. See Section 7.4.2 for a discussion of proportional taxes as well as

endogenous labour supply.
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from the return on first-period saviJigs and the pensioii beiiefit ('15+1)·   The  sec:oiid-
period budget constraint can thus be written as

Z;+1 = (1 + rttl)3; + 11;+l· (7.2)

Lifetime utility of a representative individual in regiori i is given by the following
additively separable utility function,6

1U(c;, z;+1) = log c; t -log z;+1, (7.3)1+P'

where p' > 0 stands for the (constant) pure rate of time preference of ail 111(lividual

from region i.

Local governments run their social-security systems as PAYG-schenies witli, at aiiy
time t, the following (balanced) budget constraint,

9; - (1 + n;)7·;, (7.4)

where n; is the one-period proportional rate of population growth in region i at time
t.   So, the number of young individuals present in region  i during period  t,  Nt',  equals

Nt; 11; =0(1   + n.j), where   NJ    is   t h e initial population size iIi region i. Throughout
this  chapter, we assume both economies  to be dynamically  efficient,  i. e.,  rt  >  n;.  Vt,
i = D, F.

An individual maximises lifetime utility (7.3) subject to her single-period budget con-
straints (7.1) and (7.2). The optimal levels of first- and second-period consumption are
uniquely determined by the following first-order condition,

i                1  +  rt+ i    i
:t+1 -

. 4 (7.5)1+P'

From (7.5) it immediately follows that individual savings equal

1                                    1 + p'      94 i
S  - -(Wt - Ti) -

(7.6)' 2 + p' 2 + p' 1 + 7·1+1

6We Consider an additively separable utility function with logarithmic felicity functions for expo-
Sitional clarity only. Our main results still hold if we only assume the utility function U to be twice
continuously differentiable, strictly quasi-concave and increasing in its arguments. Furtherniore, the
Inada-conditions should apply.
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An increase in  the net first-period income  (wi - Ti)  has a positive impact  on the level

of private savings,  the same holds  for an increase  in  the  rate of interest,7 whereas  a

more generous PAYG-benefit  (il;+1) influences savings negatively.

Domestic agents save by holding either domestic or foreign capital and are assumed

not to suffer from a so-called home-bias or other factors that would impede capital

flows.8  If the amount of net foreign capital owned by the domestic agents is positive

(negative). the domestic region is a net lender (borrower).   In our two-region framework.

the capital exports of one region by definition equal the capital imports of the other

region. In other words, at any time t, equilibrium on the financial market requires

Npsf + Artirst - (·1\ t' 1 -1- 1Vtil)k,+1· (7.7)

Even if both regions are identical, there is international dependence due to the perfect
capital mobility. Shifts in the domestic rate of population growth or changes in the
design or generosity of tlie domestic social-security system can therefore have spillover

effects on the foreign region. Furtlieriziore. it directly follows from equation (7.7) that
a region's aggregate savings can differ froin the value of its capital stock because of

the  scope for international  borrowing  and leiiding (Buiter 11981.  p.782]). This allows

countries to run a curreiit-account surplus or deficit. In our simple framework, a
region's current-account surplus (deficit) is exactly equal to its capital-account deficit

(surplus). Appendix 7A gives  a full description  of the curreIlt account, which relates

regional production to regional absorption, as well as a representation of other economic

relations.
We normalise the initial population size of both regioiis (AT   -    Nof   .    1)9   and

we assume that the population in the foreign region is constant, (nl - 0, Vt). Let
the population growth rate in the domestic region be equal to nf = nD + 71-ht, where

nD E 0 denotes the (initial) steady-state value of the domestic population growth

rate, 111 ht describes the thne pattern of a perturbation of this steady-state value and Tr

reflects its magnitude. The capital-accumulation equation (7.7) then reads as follows,

'Due to our specification of the utility function the income effect and the substitution effect of a
cliange  in the interest rate exactly  cancel  out:  a changing rate of interest only affects  the net present

value of the pension benefit and thereby sarmgs.
5Such as capital controls. transactions costs, exchange rate risk and asynimetric inforniatioll across

countries  (see for example Gordon and Bovenberg   19961)
9 Allowing for differences in initial population size among the regions  does not affect   the   main

results. except for the case where one of the regions is infinitely small relative to the other.  This
would imply a small open econom>·, for which we refer to Appendix 7C.

' ('BY  omitting time subscripts we denote  the  (initial) steadl·-state value  of the respective variable.
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/t+1

H(1 t,rhi )87 + sf = 1 II( l t,rhj) + 1  kt+i .           (7.8)
)=0 \J=O

In the initial steady state, this equation boils down to

sD   +  SF   =  2k. (7.9)

Given this setup, doniestic ageiiig can be modeled as an zineipected (teinporary) de-
crease in the domestic rate of population growth (i.e.. at sonie time t=O:h o <0,
hi =h 2- · · · -0)o r a s a n anticipated negative (temporary) shock at tillie t=t* tliat
becomes publicly known at tinie t=0 (i.e., at some time t' >0   ho =h i = · · · =
ht.-1 =0, hi•  <0, ht.+1 = ht,+2 - ' - ' =0. with ti finite).11 Tliis distinction will
appear to be of significance for the short-term effects of population ageing

The effects of a marginal change iIi the domestic rate of populatioii growth can
be  traced  by the method of comparative dynamics,   i.e., by linearising the capital-
accumulation equation (7.8) witli respect  to 71- around the initial steady state. 12    So

the analysis of relative ageing of the domestic population in the subsequeIit sections
will be based on a linearised version of the model presented above. In particular, tlie
evolution of the capital-labour ratio as a result of de nographic shocks is described by
a linear first-order difference equation.

7.3  Differences in individual thriftiness
This section deals  with the effects of ageing  of the domestic population  iIi  a  setting
where the regions (initially) only differ in the individual thriftiness of their inhabitants.
For the time being, we abstract from intergenerational redistribution (TLD   -   T     =   0,

Vt).   So, private savings are completely determined  by  the  wage  and  the  pure  rate  of
time preference,

14 - -wt. (7.10)2+P'
11 We only allow for temporary demographic shocks to avoid problems  that  will  occur  if one  region

grows infinitely large or small. We restrict ourselves to one-period shocks for expositional simplicity
only, incorporation of multi-period shocks is straightforward.  Note that a temporary decline in the
rate of population growth does not imply that once the shock has come to an end. a baby booin occurs
following the baby bust. It only means fertility regains its original level.

12The method of comparative dynamics was first introduced  by  Judd  ( 1982)  for a coiitinuous-time
model. It can easily be transformed to discrete time, however.
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As wages in both regions are equal. differences in the level of savings are completely
determined by differences in time preference. In particular. this difference appears to

be responsible for the long-run effects of ageing on the capital-labour ratio.
Substituting (7.10) into (7.8) gives the following capital-accumulation equation,

III) + *4)1- +     1-=j W, _ 1 II(1 + 71-hj) + 1  kt+1·           (7.11)
/ttl

\j=0 \3=02 + PD  2 +Pr)

Linearising (7.11) around the initial steady state, the evolution of the capital-labour
ratio is described by the following linear first-order differeiice equatioIi, 13

04+1 C 1 1  \Blet   ,  n   v
- - - f"(/e)k 1- + -1. + iCs- -s' )Ht -  kht+1 (7.12)

071'                                     \2 + PD 2 +   PF    )     B.K          4.

with Ht  E Z;=0 hj Whether or not ageing is anticipated, the change in tlie capital-

labour ratio at the moment the shock occurs is unambiguously positive (%:L =- kht' >
0,  t'  =  0, t'). This increase  is  due  to the declined labour force  of the world economy.

The short-run effect of an anticipated shock is equal to the effect of an unexpected
shock because individuals base their savings decision only on their first-period income

(see equation (7.10)), which is not affected by future shocks. 11

The  term  f(SD  - SF), which directly follows from equation (7.9). determines  the

(sign of the) long-run effect of a temporary demographic shock. Therefore. the long-run

impact of population ageing on the capital-labour ratio depends on the difference in in-

dividual thriftiness of both regions' inhabitants. The following proposition summarises

these effects.

Proposition 7.1 In the long ru·n,  the sign of e is determined by the. sign of (311 -sp).
It holds that

Ok
-   >  O   if   SD < SF « PD > PF
071'

Ok-<Oif  SD >SF ** PD <PF,
81T

Ok            D   F    D   F--0  ifs  =s  «p=p
81T

13This difference equation is locally stable as 0 < - f"(k)k (5*Tr + 2*r  < 1. Appeiidix 7B

gives a detailed analysis  of the stability properties.   See also Galor and Ryder  ( 1989) and Michel  and

de  la  Croix  (2000).
14Recall that due to the logarithmic felicity functions and the absence of PAYG-benefits, the current

savings decision is not based on the next-period's rate of interest.
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PROOF In the long run, the change in the capital-labour ratio ( %)  is  determined  by
the fixed point of difference equation (7.12), which is given by
2& - aD- sp
8. 1 , H,  where H =  Eflo hj  <  0.   Furtherinore.  it  follows froni4 +21"(k) k( Titry+577',1

(7.10)  that  21  < 0, which completes the proof.   /
Bp

Proposition  7.1  can be interpreted as follows. If inhabitants  of the  doriiestic  regiozi  are
relatively impatient  (PD > PF), the level of domestic private savings will be relatively
low (sD < SF). Domestic ageing then iniplies that eveiitually, the population share
of the inipatient region in the world economy decreases.  So the world is on average
populated by relatively more patient individuals. This implies that average Savings
per individual increase, and thereby, because of perfect capital mobility, the capital-
labour ratio increases. The reverse holds if the inhabitants of the domestic region are
relatively patient. Ergo, a temporary demographic shock can have persisterit effects on
the world economy. If individuals are equally patient in botli regions: average savings
do not change in the long run, and the capital-labour ratio is not affected.

7.4 Different public pension schemes

In the remainder we will assume that 811 individuals have the same pure rate of time
preference, irrespective of their region of birth (PD - PF . P), as we will focus on
different designs of the PAYG-pension schemes. Regional governments are assumed to
run the same type of pension scheme: the only difference is their generosity.  We will
distinguish three institutional settings with respect to the intergenerational risk-sharing
properties. First, a Defined-Contribution   (DC) scheme, where the social-security  tax
is constant and the benefit level is allowed to vary. Second, a Defined-Benefit (DB)
scheme, where the PAYG-tax is varied in order to keep the pension benefit at a constant
level. And finally, a Fi:red-Replacement (FR) scheme, where the current benefit level
is a constant fraction of the current gross wage. 15

Defined Contribution

If the local governments run their public pension schemes as DC-schemes, the social-
security  tax  is kept constant   (T;I, c·i=   ·r'it„·i, Vt). Apart  from  adjustments in private
savings and the capital-labour ratio. the effects of domestic population ageing are only

15 We restrict ourselves to cases where both regioiis have the same type of pension scheme.  As is
discussed in Section 7.4.2, this makes no significant difference to our results,
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reflected in the beiiefit level. i.e..

   li l = 0       0'1Pit,(.1      0i Tz,,il,t·iht, Vt. (7.13)
07·r         '          0*

Naturally, the PAYG-tax and benefit in the foreign region are not affected by the
demographic shock in the other region.

Defined Benefit

If the local governments run their public pension schemes as DB-schemes, the level of

the public pension benefit is kept constant (71;11'HI= 711:1,1,1, vt) Apart from adjustrnents

in private savings and the capital-labour ratio, the effects of clornestic population ageing

are only reflected in the PAYG-tax, i.e.,

 tDID 1,1 n 07-Pll,1,1

8                      81T
== 'J. 0 -9DII)'llht, Vt. (7.14)

Again. the PAYG-tax and benefit in the foreign region are not affected by the demo-

graphic shock in the other region.
16

Fixed Replacement Ratio

For welfare-political reasons, the public pension benefit may be linked to the current

gross wage. The level of the PAYG-benefit is then a constant fraction go' of the gross

wage,  4;IF R = (2'wt' A balanced government budget implies that the social-security tax

is 7;11·HI- f»· For the domestic region, the effects of domestic population ageing on

the social-security arrangements are now given by

07'  IF Ill D 811lt D BBY It-111 D  Ult

-3,T    -W  -Di- -7-  Irti ht,      -3,T    -P  -37-'      Vt,             (7.15.a)

where 7-DIFRI= 9DLFI,l= 42Dw and f» = f"(k)k*·.  For the foreign region, these effects

are

 Tifir.1,1 a'lr_11.11 .1225 Vt, (7.15.b)-37T   -   alr   = 43  07r '
16As democratic governments exhibit a tendency to orientate themselves more towards the interests

of larger votiiig groups, one could also assume that the generosity of the social-security sclieine depends

on the relative number of older and younger voters. This relative number is reflected in the rate of
population growth. Therefore, the PAYG-tax could  be a function  of this growth  rate.  i.e.,  Ti  =  T'(ni)

„
Ageing then has an upward pressure on the PAYG-tax, =  T'ht,  where T'  < 0 denotes  the

marginal political influence of an individual young voter, as she strives for a low PAYG-tax. These

simple politics are captured by our DB-setting if one assumes that. T' = -7/D !)111.
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with TFIFIll= 9.Flt,1,1- PFW. Contrary to the settings with DC- and DE-schemes, the
domestic social-security arrangements are not only directly affected by population age-
ing, but also indirectly through changes in the capital-labour ratio that influence the
gross wage. As capital is perfectly mobile and therefore the (change in the) gross wage
is the same for both regions. domestic ageing now also affects the foreign public pension

arrangenients.

In the following, we will assume that irrespective of the institutional design of the
public pension schemes, the initial level of the PAYG-tax is the same, i.e., T, 1,< -
7-'IDBI- Tili,1,1- T'' i - D, F. This implies that the initial steady-state values of all other
variables are also the same. Therefore, to avoid notational complexity, the subscript

referring to the specific pension scheme is omitted in the initial steady state.

7.4.1 The effects of population ageing
As mentioned before, the consequences of a (temporary) decline in the domestic rate
of population growth  can be traced by linearising equation (7.8), where  s; is given  by
(7.6).    For the difTerent institutional settings,   X   =   DC,   DB,   FR, this linearisation
eventuates in the following first-order difference equation,

0#+ 1 IXI akilxl
Blr                Clr-= aixi-.    + Bixiht + 7Ixiht+1 + OIXICTF - TD)Ht· (7.16)

Appendix 7B specifies the parameters  of  (7.16)  for the different pension schemes.   For

all  settings,  difference  equation  (7.16)  is  locally  stable  as  0  <  aix i<   1,  X - DC, DB,
FR. Besides local stability, the following assumption will hold.

Assumption 7.II For any institutional design of the regional pension schemes. it is
assumed that

I ak;Ixi| lak,+,Ixil '
082tlxl , 1 Ositixl I i -D, F,   Vt.

So, together with the fact that %151 > 0 and 291* 5 0, it holds that  » >
elti 20. This seems plausible, since for our specification of the utility function, a
change in the rate of interest only affects the net present value of the PAYG-benefit.17

Moreover, the assumption implies that in the long run, there is a positive relation

17  »1 l   - 0 whenever   TZ.*.1   =  0  due  to the logarithmic felicity functions. However, we restrict
ourselves to situations with a positive social-security tax over time.
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/as"xi n\between private savings and the capital-labour ratio  I  ty   > u).  As is shown in Ap-
pendix 7B, Assumption 7.II induces a positive upper bound for the (initial) generosity
of the local social-security arrangements.

Firstly. we analyse the long-run effects of a temporary shock to the rate of popula-

tion growth of the domestic inhabitants. Secondl.y. we describe the short-run dynamics

of such a demographic shock. In particular, we focus on the effects of unexpected

ageing versus anticipated ageing.

The long-run effects

The following proposition describes the long-run effects of domestic ageing on the
capital-labour ratio.

Proposition 7.2 In the long run. the sign of 211, is determined by the sign of (TF -
TD 

(i)    For   X   =  DC,DB,  FR   it  h.olds  that

Okixi
-   >   0   1,f    TF  < TD 44 SD  < SF, (7.17.a)

07T

2-1  <  0  1.f  TF > TD *> SD > SF, (7.17.b)
07T

Okix FDDF
-DZ  =  O  0   7-=T  4*,9  =S (7.17.c)

fii) Further·more. it holds that

1»1  -13    1  21,111"  1.                                          (7.18)
Ok'I„·1 OkuL   ok

PROOF (i) In the long run. the change in the capital-labour ratio (291) is determined
by the fixed point of difference equation (7.16), which is given by 121 = T arixl(TF -
TD) H. As 6Ixi> 0 and aix:f (0,1), the relation between tel and (TF-TD) immediately
follows. The inverse relation between savings and the generosity of the social-security
scheme follows from  (7.4),  (7.6),  and the assumption of dynamic efficiency. (ii) Relation

(7.18) follows from ibm- - .l!1!!L_ > _AL!1_. The equality holds for 7-F = 7-D, because-all,( I 1-all)10 1-aIFRI

then * = 0, which completes the proof. I

The sign of the long-run change in the capital-labour ratio is independent of the institu-
tional design of the regional pension schemes; it only depends on the relative generosity
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of the local social-security arrangements. Note the similarity between differences in in-
dividual thriftiness (as described in Section 7.3) and the size of the PAYG-scheme: both
a high rate of tinie preference and a high social-security tax negatively affect private

savings.

The first part of Proposition 7.2 can be interpreted as follows.  If the government
of the domestic economy  runs a relatively generous  public  pension  scheme  (TD  >  TI),

the level of domestic private savings  will be relatively  low  (sD  < St.'). Domestic ageing

then implies that eventually, the population share of the domestic region in the world

economy decreases. So individual savings increase on average, and thereby, because

of perfect capital mobility, the capital-labour ratio.  This implies a reduction of the
interest rate and an increase of the (gross) wage. A lower interest rate causes savings

to decline. while a higher wage stiinulates savings.18 As by assumption, the latter effect
dominates tlie former,  savings  eventually  increase. The second  part of Proposition  7.2
states that the change in the capital-labour ratio is smaller if the regional governments
operate a FR-scheme. Suppose TD > TF; the capital-labour ratio then increases,
Ok  F R I-*r > 0. This causes the wage to increase in both regions. Because pension benefits
are a constant fraction of the wage in this setting, botli social-security taxes and benefits
will be higher, which in turn has a negative impact on private savings. Therefore, the
increase in the capital-labour ratio will eventually be lower than in a setting with a
DC- or a DB-scheme. In the latter two settings, the capital-labour ratio changes to
the same extent because in the long run, the size of intergenerational redistribution is
not  affected  by a temporary demographic shock (see equations  (7.13)  and  (7.14))

If savings increase, then there is a shift from the inefficient unfunded social-security

arrangements to a more efficient funded pension system. Together with the increased
wage this will have a positive effect on overall long-run welfare, irrespective of the iIi-
stitutional setting.  This effect is smaller in case of a FR-scheme because, as mentioned

above, the increased wages also imply an extension of the inefficient PAYG-scheme (in
both  regions).

The reverse holds if TD < TF. A FR-scheme then implies that the decrease in
overall long-run welfare will be smaller relative to the other two settings.  This is due
to the decreased capital-labour ratio, implying a lower wage and thereby smaller (in-
efficient) unfunded social-security outlays. So a FR-scheme curbs the long-run effects
of demographic changes.

18 For  DC- and DB-schemes, the relation between  the wage and individual savings is unambiguously
positive, both in the short run and in the long run. However, in case of a FR-scheme, this relation is
only positive (in the long run) if fi <
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Finally, if 7-F = 7-D, a temporary demographic shock will not affect the average long-

run level of private savings and therefore the capital-labour ratio will remain unaltered;
lifetime utility of inhabitants of both regions will eventually not be affected either.

The short-run dynamics

In the short run, we distinguish between unexpected and anticipated ageing. We first
analyse the effects of an unexpected asymmetric demographic shock. i.e., aTi unantici-

pated decline in the domestic rate of population growth.

uncrpected ageing

If at time t=O a once-only negative shock to the domestic rate of population growth
unexpectedly occurs   (ho   <   0), the capital-labour ratio will increase, irrespective  of
the institutional design and the (relative) generosity of the regional social-security

arrangements, that is,

Okoixi k-=:- = --ho> 0, X=DC, DB,FR. (7.19)07r           2

This capital thickening is due to the labour force being smaller than expected, implying
a larger capital stock per worker, both in the domestic and the foreign region. This
leads to a decrease in the rate of interest and an increase in the wage. Besides the
capital-thickening effect, the inhabitants of the domestic region are also confronted
with an increase in the dependency ratio. that is, an eroding tax base. This eroding
tax base harms the domestic elderly alive at the time the shock occurs if a DC-scheme

is in place.  In case of a DB-scheme, the current domestic young have to pay an
additional amount of taxes to keep the PAYG-benefit in the domestic region at its
current level. When the benefit is linked to their (increased) gross wage (FR-scheme).
the current young inhabitants of both regions are confronted with a higher PAYG-
tax.  Since the dependency ratio in the domestic economy increases when the shock

occurs, the additional amount the current domestic young have to pay under a FR-
scheme will exceed the additional payments of the current foreign young.  Note that, if
a FR-scheme is in place, the PAYG-benefit of the elderly alive at the rrioment ageing

occurs increases, irrespective of their region of birth. They may even benefit in terms
of lifetime utility from the demographic change if the increased benefits outweigh the
decline in the returns on their savings.

Private savings of the young at time t=0 unambiguously increase in case of a

DC-scheme (due to Assumption 7.II). With a DB-scheme, average savings increase
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less relative to the increase under a DC-scheme because the domestic young are now
confronted with a higher PAYG-tax and next-period pension benefits equal those lit ider
a DC-scheme. Under a FR-scheme, the increase in average savings is even smalleri 9

than with a DB-scheme due to. on the one hand, the higher taxes they pay when
young, and, on the other hand, the increased benefits they receive when old as a result
of the fact that benefits are linked to gross wages. Because of the specific nature of the
demographic shock (a once-only decrease iii nD at tinie t = 0), lifetinie utility of both
the domestic and foreigii young individuals alive at the moment ageing occurs initially
increases the least under a FR-sclieme, as in this case the iizefficieiit PAYG-sdienie is
extended in the short run.2<' Lifetime utility of the domestic young born at tinie t-0
increases relatively more under a DC-scheme than under a DB-scheme if the increased
tax payments under the latter regime outweigh the lower interest rate at tillie t=1
under the former regime. Lifetime utility of the foreign young borii at tim<' t = 0
unambiguously increases the most in case of a DB-scheme because tlie ilitere.St rate: at
time t=l i s higher for a DB-scheme than for a DC-scheme. This 11igher interest rate
is a result of a smaller increase in average savings because under the former regime.
the increase in domestic savings is confined by increased tax paymeiits.

Notice that the results described above do not depend on the relative generc)sity
of the regional social-security arrangements, the relative generosity merely has quan-
titative implications. Figure 7.1 to Figure 7.3 display the evolution over time of the
capital-labour ratio (Figure 7.1) and the lifetime utility of the inhabitants of both re-
gions (Figures 7.2 and 7.3), for the case where TD < TF 21   If  TD  2 TF, the figures

would be similarly shaped, since the parameters of difference equation (7.16) do riot
change sign.

19 The net present r·alue  of the next-period benefit  is even higher  in  case of a DC-scheme tlian under

a DB-scheme, as the smaller increase in savings in the latter case implies a higher next-period interest
rate.

20Under  a  DB- or FR-scheme,   the net wages  of the domestic generation  born  at   the  time  of  the
shock may decrease and thereby their private savings and even lifetime utility. The exact condition
for this decrease in net wages is given in Appendix 7B.

21 The figures are based on the following Cobb-Douglas production technology, f(k) = VI. Further-
niore, p=0 and TD = 37-F = 0.10411,. This results in k= 0.04 and r= 2.5.
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Figure 7.1: Evolution of the capital-labour ratio over time.
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Figure 7.2: Evolution of lifetime utility of domestic agents.
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Figure 7.3: Evolution  of lifetime  utility  of foreign agents.

Next we describe the economic effects of an anticipated demographic sliock.

anticipated ageing

If it becomes publicly known at time t=0 that a once-only negative deniograpliic sliock
to the domestic rate of population growth will occur at time t = t* > 0 (ht. < 0). the
generations born (in either region)  at time t=0 through t=t' -2  Will ilot adapt t 11tlir

behaviour because this shock   does   not   affect any economic variable during   t lie t i111(3

interval [O, ti - 21. so 29;IN =0't=0,1, . . . ,t* -1. In particular, note that Ok,;'11 'A,  =0,
as a change in the capital labour ratio at titne t = t' - 1 can only be brought about by
either a change in the level of savings at time t = t' - 2 in any region

<a,;.-2'IX' \DI      , or ·a
change in the domestic rate of population growth at time t = t' -1  %ipl = ht.-1 
(see the capital-accumulation equation (7.8)), neither of these variables is affecteci by
the shock at time t = t*.22

The generation born at time t = t' - 1 is the first to adapt its behaviour to the next-
period shock. This adaptive behaviour is due to the next-period rate of interest (rl.)

and their pension benefit (9&. xi) possibly being affected by the demographic shock.

22Allowing for endogenous labour supply does change the results in this respect, as is described iii
Section 7.4.2
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Ageing implies  -   Cete S  paribits - capital thickening,   i.e., an increase  iIi the capital-

labour ratio. The increased capital-labour ratio results in a decrease of the interest
0:1 Xrate which negatively affects savings as it holds that 3--1-12- > I Furthermore. a

higher capital-labour ratio also leads to higher wages for the yozing workers at tinle

t   =  t'.    In  case  of  a FR-scheme. higher wages imply higher benefits. Besides these

effects caused by capital thickening, the domestic regioIi also incurs an increase in the
dependency ratio at the moment of the shock. This erosion of the tax base will result
in a higher PAYG-tax that the domestic young born at time t = t' have to pay in
order to keep the benefit level constant (DB-scheme). or in addition to the already

higher taxes due to capital thickening (FR-sclienie). In case of a DC-scherile. taxes

are constant by definition and tlierefore an increase iii the doniestic dependericy ratio
at time t = t' will result iii lower pension benefits for tlie elderly born at time t = t' - 1.
The short-run effects of an anticipated demographic shock on the capital-labour ratio
for the different public pension schemes are summarised by the following proposition.

Proposition 7.3 Given that the ageing of the domestic population at time t = t' is
anticipated, it holds that

(i) at the time the shock occurs. the capital-tabou,  ratio changes the most if a DC-
scheme is in place and the least if a FR-scheme is in place.

04.11,(. akt. 1,1,        04. It 11> >->0, (7.20)
81T            OTT            OE

(ii) for ho = ht• < 0. the initial marginal change in the capital-labotw ratio due to an
uneIpected shock  [2»] „„'.xi„·,·„., t

and the ma,ginat change due to an anticipated
Fak.. x·1

shock 1-1 a·re ·1·elated as follows.L 8.] illiti(·ii):11(·(1

laft ] F akt.ly' 1>1-1 Y = DB,FR, (7.21)

L  57T    Ii„·xi..·.·t..1          L   OF.   1 ...ti.·ilint.·.1

[Okoll,<11 > [akt
'"' 1        ,if      2(1+kr  "(k). (7.22)t J ......p...t,.1    2    [    87T    ] ..„,i,·ii...f.·,t

PROOF  (i) If ageing is anticipated, the initial increase in the capital-labour ratio is given

by
Iaf%iIll] - 7'xiht. (see equation (7.16)).  As 7,1„·i< ·yit,i,1< 7 1,·i,,< 0, (7.20)

J antiC·ii)ate( 1
immediately follows.   (ii) Relation (7.21) follows from -   < 7 Yl< 0. Y - DB.FR.
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kf" (k)Relation (7.22) directly follows from - f  3  71,<  , that boils down to 9;       2(1+r)+k/"(k)'
which completes the proof. I

The first part of Proposition 7.3 can be interpreted as follows.  Due to capital thickening.
the capital-labour ratio increases. but as this increase is aiiticiI,ated by the generatio11
born just before the shock occilrs, this increase is confined by a decrease in tlie level of
private savings in period  t  =  t'  -  1.   Iii  case  of a  DC-scheme.  t his decrease in Savirigh

in the domestic region is smaller relative to the decrease iii domestic savings with a
DB-scheme. since in the fortner case, the lower pension beiiefits due to an increase'd

dependency ratio are (partly) compensated (this can eveii result in an increase of
domestic savings as we will sliow later on). So, average savilgs decline more in a
setting with a DB-scheme conipared to a setting witli a DC-scheme. Given a FR-
scheme, the anticipative decrease iii average savings is even larger because (contrary
to a DB-scheme) pension benefits then increase due to the liiikilig to the wage.

The second part of Propositioil 7.3 states that for a DB- or a FR-scheme. the in-
crease in the capital-labour ratio is larger if the shock is not expected. This is because

of the anticipative decrease in average savings.  In a setting with a DC-scheme, the
dependency-ratio effect  can  dominate  the capital-thickening effect, and tlius domestic
savings at time t = t' - 1 niay even increase. In the foreign region, savings are only af-
fected by capital thickening and tlierefore decrease.  If the cloinestic increase iii savings
dominates the foreign decrease. average private savings go up. So the increase in the
capital-labour ratio in case of aiiticipated ageing may be larger than the increase as a
result of an unexpected demographic shock.  In case of a Cobb-Douglas production fulic-
tion, f (4) = kT, a c (0,1), the condition given in (7.22) reduces to 4   2  (It;:1,. c .
So for this specification it holds that

12%'P.L.[ 
> fa#Ml if TD > TF

L Blr 1 1111'·Xt,1'(·t(,11Iliti'ilin/(It
Agai11. tlie results described above do not depend on the relative size of the regional

public peiisioii schemes. except   for the relation described   iIi (7.22) Figure   7.4   to
Figure 7.6 depict the evolution over time of the capital-labour ratio (Figure 7.4) and
the lifetime utility of the inhabitants of both regions (Figures 7.5 and 7.6) for an
anticipated shock that occurs at time t=1 (t' = 1), for the case where TD < TF.23

23 Figures 7.4 to 7.6 are based on the same parametrisation as Figures 7.1 to 7.3, i.e.. a Cobb-Douglas
production technology, f(k) = V . P.0 and TD - *TF 0.104u'.
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Figure 7.6: Evolution of lifetime ut·ility of foreign agents.

7.4.2 Modifications

This section is devoted to relaxing some of our assumptions and how this would change
our main results. We first introduce short-term capital rigidity Secondly, we allow for
elastic supply of labour. After that, we analyse the implications of international labour
mobility. The next modification is a proportional social-security tax instead of lump-
sum taxation. Finally, we discuss international differences in the design of regional
pension schemes.

Capital rigidities

Relaxing Assumption 7.I allows for the existence of short-term capital rigidities anci
therefore, capital cannot be instantaneously moved to the region yieldiilg the higlicst
return. This amoiints to regarding capital as machinery and factories, that are iinmo-
bile in the short run.24  If a region is unexpectedly hit by a (demographic) shock, the
inhabitants will then not be able to adjust their stock of capital at once. Consequently.

24 We are aware  of  the  fact  that   this  way of modelling of imperfect capital mobility is somewhat
unconventional but suffices our purposes.  A more standard way would be to follow the adjustnient-cost
approach by Hayashi  ( 1982),  but  this is beyond the scope  of our analysis.
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the regions will temporarily face different capital-labour ratios, and thereby different

interest rates. How short-term capital immobility influences our results with respect

to differences in individual thriftiness and different types of public pension schemes, is

discussed below.

Diferent pure rates of time preference

If the capital stock is not mobile in the short run. all unexpected shock to the doniestic

rate of population growth at time t=0 (ho <0) implies the following initial shifts in

the capital-labour ratios of both regions,

ake 8kf
'- = -kho > 0,

0  0. (7.23)
07r                     '         OWT

So. wages and interest rates initially differ among the two regions. Due to the short-

term capital rigidity. the spillover effects of domestic ageing on the foreign region are

reduced. The older generation residing in the foreign region at time t=O i s not at

all confronted with the effects of the ageing of the population in the domestic region.

The younger generation born at the beginning of period 0 in the foreign region is only

confronted with a different capital-labour ratio in the next period. when they are old.
Since the change iii the next-period capital-labour is only reflected in the interest rate

and because the next-period interest rate does not affect the current savings decision

(due  to our specification  of the utility function  and the absence of public pensions),

there will initially be no spillover effects at all. Consequently, the burden and blessings

of a lower domestic rate of population growth are completely felt by the inhabitants

of the region that is hit by the shock. The workers are now blessed by an additional

increase in their wage, while the retirees have to bear the burden of a larger decrease in

the domestic rate of interest, compared to the case where short-term capital rigidities

are   absent. It immediately follows   from   (7.12)   that the next-period change  in  tlie
capital-labour ratio (which is the same for both regions) is larger (snialler) relative to
the case with an instantaneous adjustment of the capital-labour ratio if the domestic

region  is  a net lender (borrower),

 25.]                      2    [ Ok,
1 if      PD    PF (7.24)

L 01r J rigi,liti,·, <    07r J liti rig.liti(·s

This difference is due to patient (impatient) individuals saving relatively more (less) of

the additional wage income.  From period 1 on. the evolution of the capital-labour ratio

over time is similar to the evolution described in Section 7.3 and is given by difference

equation (7.12).
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DiffeT'ent types of pension schemes

If the capital stock is ininiobile in the short run, uilexpected ageiiig of tlie cloniest k
population at time t=0 implies a similar asyminetric initial shift ill the capital-labour
ratio as in case of differences in individual thriftiiiess (see (7.23)). So, wages and iriterest
rates iiiitially also differ amotig the regions. Again. the spillover effects are reduced.
The older generation residing iii the foreign region at time t=O i s Ilot at all Colifronted
with the effects of the ageing of the populatiori in the domestic region.  The younger
generation born at the beginning of period 0 in the foreign region is only confronted
with a different rate of interest iii the next period. and a chaIige iii the pension benefits
they  receive  when  old  (if the foreign governinent  runs  a  FR-scheine).    As  the  change
in the interest  rate  influences  the net present value  of  tlie  pensioii  beliefits,   the  curretit
savings decision is affected, irrespective of the type of pension scheme iIi the foreign
region. So the burden and blessiiigs of the decline iii the domestic rate of population
growth are shifted abroad to a lesser extent. relative to tlie case where capital rigidities
are  absent. The domestic workers  are now blessed  by aii additional increase iii their
wage.   while  the   pensioners  suffer  from   an additional decrease   in   t he domestic   rate
of  interest. It immediately follows   from   (7.16)   that   the next-period change   ill   the

capital-labour ratio (which is the sallie for both regions) is equal to tlie case witli aii
instantaneous adjustment of the capital-labour ratio if the local governments both run
a DC- or a DB-scheme, irrespective of its relative generosity.  In case of a FR-scheme,
however, the change in the capital-labour ratio at time t=1 will be larger (snialler) if
the size of the domestic social-security arrangements are relatively small (large),  i.e.,

[akil-2    - [aki:Yll
L

Blr
1 igi(liti(•h

-

[-ar] .(, ligiditii'.I

Y = DC,DB, (7.25.a)

Fakit n1 2 [akiI,ltil
[   ax   -1 'igi,ii,i,.»   <    [   O7T   J „„ rigi,Ii,i<,»        if       *D     FF.        (7.25.b)

Equation (7.25.a) immediately follows from the fact that the positive impact of itii-
tial capital thickeniiig on the wage is not affected by the (size of the) social-security
arrangements.  In case of a FR-scheme (equation (7.25.b)). the positive impact of cap-
ital thickening on the net wage is confined by the fact that capital thickening also
implies an increase in the PAYG-tax as benefits are linked to gross wages. From pe-
riod 1 on the evolution over time of the capital-labour ratio is similar to the evolution
described in Section  7.4.1  and is given by difference equation  (7.16).
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Elastic labour supply

If we incorporate elastic labour supply into our framework. individuals have an ad-
ditional instrument to react to a demographic shock. Besides adapting their private
savings, they can also adjust the allocation of their time endowment over labour and

leisure. If we assume that both material consumption and leisure are normal goods. a

decrease (increase) in material consumption possibilities is accompanied by a decrease

(increase) in leisure time, implying an increase (decrease) in the amount of labour sup-

plied. By varying their labour supply, individuals affect the tax base. If taxes alid

benefits   are  to some extent related  to   this   tax   base.   the   size of intergenerat ional  re-

distribution is thereby affected  too (for example, if taxes are levied proportiotially   as

discussed below).
In particular, elastic supply of labour is of significance if ageing is expected. Suppose

that it becomes publicly known at time t=0 that a riegative demographic· shock to the

domestic rate of population growth will occur at time t = t' > 0. The generation born

at time t = t' - 1 will adapt its behaviour because this shock changes - Ceteris paribus  -

the interest rate and the pension benefits in period t'. The generation born just before

the shock will anticipate by changing their private savings and the amount of time

spent on labour activities. A change iii the supply of labour in period t' - 1 affects the
capital-labour ratio at that time and thereby the interest rate, which implies a different

present value of the pension benefit received by the generation born at time t = t' - 2.

Likewise, this generation will react by altering its savings and supply of labour. So
the tax base at time t = t* - 2 will be affected, implying anticipative behaviour of
the generation born at time t = t' - 3. As this process of ariticipative behaviour of
generations continues back in tinie, the generation of youngsters alive at the nioment

the future shock becomes public will also anticipate. Therefore, incorporating elastic

labour supply implies that demographic shocks can have consequences for econonlic

behaviour as soon as the shock becomes publicly known.

Labour mobility

In the absence of perfect international capital mobility, allowing for international mo-

bility of labour will affect our results as follows.  We will distinguish between permanent
and temporary migration regimes, which, according to Karayalcin (1994), correspond

to transatlantic migrations in the past centuries and to recerit Gastarbeiter systems, re-

spectively. Permanent migration means that a young migrant leaves her region of birth
at the beginning of her industrious life and never returns.  So, this kind of migration
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involves the international movement of both labour atid capital: tlie niigrants invest
their savings in the host region. Temporary migration is defined as the international
movement of labour only. Agents spend their industrious life abroad and return to
their region of birth when old and thereby ilivest their savings iii that region.

Permanent migration

Perinanent   migration   iii   a   (two-period)   overlapping-generations   franiework   has   been
studied by Galor (1986).  He shows that, in the absence of ati immobile factor and
PAYG-public pensions, there exists an incentive to migrate to the patient region, which
means in our setup, the region with highest individual thriftiness. As migrants import
their own capital stock (through their own savings),  the wage of the host  region remains
above that of the source region, and therefore the entire young population of the
impatient region will eventually migrate to the patient region. For their descendants
as well as for the offspring of the native inhabitants of the host region it holds that
they will reside in their region of birth. Therefore, only one region will be populated in
the long run. It is straightforward that population ageing will not incite any migration
Bows given the distribution of agents iii the (initial) equilibrium.

Analogously, in case of PAYG-public pensions, there will initially be an incentive
to migrate to the region with relatively meager social-security arrangements (as this
is the region with a relatively high capital stock). Immigration into this region has
two opposite effects on the net wage. Firstly, gross wages go down due to capital
dilution. Second, the dependency ratio decreases because young people enter the region,
which broadens the tax base. Depending on the type of pension schenie, this could
imply a lower social security tax. Iii the other region, which faces emigration, gross
wages go up due to capital thickening and the dependency ratio increases, which may
increase the PAYG-tax. If, on the one hand. the dependency ratio-effect dominates
the capital-dilution effects in the host country and the capital-thickening effect in tlie
source country, then immigration has a positive effect on the net wage and emigration a
negative effect. This immediately implies that the total young population of the region
with the generous pension arrangements will instantaneously migrate to the region with
the meager arrangements.  On the other hand. if the capital effects are dominant. there
will be a gradual transition eventually also leading to one populated region (the one
with the relatively low PAYG-taxes) and one completely empty region. In both cases,
the same equilibrium arises and ageing of (a part of) the population will therefore not
cause any incentives for migration  (see also Meier  [19981)
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However, in the absence of a store of value and exogeiiously given wages. no unique

steady-state equilibrium exists. There will also be an incentive to migrate to the region

with relatively meager social-security arrangements. But if all agents have migrated to
this region, the next-period young will have an incentive to migrate to the other (now
empty) region because then they do not have to pay ally PAYG-taxes, as there are

no retirees present.  The next generation of mobile young agents will make a similar

deliberation. Since agents are gifted with perfect foresight, these future migration

flows will put a strain on their incentives and multiple equilibria originate (see for
example Von Hagen and Walz [1995}).  Only the introduction of a fixed factor in
production will assure the existence of a unique equilibrium because iii that case the

relative redundancy of (migrant) labour will result in an agglomeration disadvantage
through a downward pressure on the (migrants') wages, thereby curbing the subsequeiit

migration flows.

Temporary migration

With  respect to temporary migrat ion we restrict ourselves  to  the  case of cross-border

workers who supply labour in one region while they reside in the other. Furthermore,
we  assume that social-security taxes are residence based, i.e.. agents are liable  to  pay

taxes in their region of birth and not in the region in which they work. Only allowing for

temporary migration, in the presence of PAYG-social security, results iii the following

initial (steady-state) migration flows.  If both regions have equally generous social-

security arrangements. agents will initially supply labour in their region of birth only
and there is no cross-border labour mobility.  If the regional pension schemes differ

in their generosity, part of the labour force of the region with the relatively liigh

pension benefits and t. axes will cross the border and supply their labour abroad. This
is due to capital being relatively scarce in the former region, implying relatively low

wages. Cross-border labour mobility will equalise wages. So there will be no initial
interregional wage differential.25 In the short run, population ageing will. irrespective

of the relative size of the public pension schemes, induce a movement of cross-border

workers   to the ageing region as capital is relatively abundant.     In   the   long   run,   tlie

change in the number of cross-border workers depends on the relative size of the public

25 Karayalcin (1994, Propositioii 1, p.206) shows that temporary migration and international capital

mobility are equivalent in the sense that at any instant. the rate of interest, wages, private savings

and first-period and second-period consumption possibilities are the same under both settings. In

particular, given the analysis of Karayalcin, it is straightforward to sliow that = w (St).*,(.)<
0, Vt, where Ki denotes the nulnber of dolnestic cross-border workers.
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pension scheme in the ageing region.  If, on the one hand, the government of the
ageing region (say the domestic one) runs a relatively generous social-security scheme

(and therefore initially some domestic workers supply labour  iri the foreign region).  tlie
number of domestic cross-border workers will decrease because the relative size of the
domestic region has decreased since we model ageing as a once-only negative shock to

the domestic rate of population growth. The decrease in the size of the domestic region
implies that the decision of one single domestic cross-border worker to supply labour
abroad has a high positive impact on the domestic wage relative to the situation before
the occurrence of ageing. So there will be less domestic cross-border workers.  If: on the
other hand, the domestic governmetit runs a relatively meager public pension schenie

(and therefore initially some foreign workers supply labour  in the domestiC  regioll),
the number of foreign cross-border workers will decrease as the capital stock of tlic:
domestic region has decreased (because of less domestic private savings). The decrease

in the domestic capital stock implies that the decision of one single foreign cross-border
worker to supply labour in the domestic region has a negative downward effect on the
domestic wage relative to the situation before the occurrence of ageing.  So the number
of foreign cross-border workers will decrease.

Proportional taxes

If taxes are not collected in a lump-sum fashion but rather as a proportion of the gross
wage, the intergenerational risk-sharing properties of the different types of pension
schemes will change. With proportional taxation, taxes and benefits are respectively
given by fi = 7-twt and fit = (1 + nt)Ttwi. We show below that, in the absence of
endogenous labour supply, proportional taxation only implies different risk-sharing
properties compared to lump-sum taxation, but does not affect our main results.

Dejined Contribution

Recall that for DC-schemes, the social-security tax rate is kept constant (718"·1- T'' Vt).
Therefore, the effects of domestic population ageing are only reflected in the amount
of taxes  that  have  to  be  paid and thereby  also  in the benefit level,  i.e.,

Of-;Ii,(·, iawt- =  T -      Vt,                                       (7.13.a')
Blr             8·R'

0409(·1 Domt D 0 :'11'C 1     TDQWt, vt. (7.13.b')07r     =  T  -32. - T  wht,     =
81T
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Contrary to lump-sum taxation, the PAYG-tax and benefit in the foreign region are

affected by the demographic shock iIi the other region through capital thickening.

Comparing (7.13') to (7.15) shows that both under a DC-scheme with proportional

taxation and under a FR-scheme with lump-sum taxation. the effects of ageing caused

by capital thickening are shared by the current old and young. The dependency-ratio

effect is in the former case only felt by the pensioners, and in the latter case by the tax

payers.

Dejined Benefit

In  case of DB-schemes,  the level of the public pension  benefit  is  kept  const ant (fi; 1, , =

91'11„,1, Vt).  So, the effects of domestic population ageing are only reflected iri the PAYG-

tax, i.e.,

04;IDH = 0.   B·Ff,1,1,1     Datut     n     Off'11,1,1 - T.1'. . vt. (7.14')=  T    --T-  Wht,
 7F              7r           7I                Tr           7'r '

Comparing (7.14') to (7.14) shows that in case of proportional taxation, both the
dependency-ratio effect and the capital-thickening effect are at the expense of the tax-

paying generation, as total tax revenues have to be constant.

Filed Replacement Ratio

If the level of the PAYG-benefit is a constant fraction Ap' of the gross wage. then il; 11.H,=

M'Wt· A balanced government budget implies that the social-security tax is T; Ii·i, i=  TfiF·
The effects of domestic population ageing on the social-security arrangements are now

given by

*D:t R    =   _990/1t,       2ft! ::i -O. (7.15')
BTT                                BTT

-'

8741, 1,1 i awt
- =  F- ,i = D, F, Vi I

81T             Olr

A comparison of (7.15') with (7.14) shows that a FR-scheme with proportional taxation
is equivalent to a DB-scheme with lump-sum taxation (with nD = 9'D), only now the
change in the wage affects the benefits in both regions.

International differences in the design of pension schemes

We restricted ourselves to cases where both regions have the same type of pension
scheme. For any domestic institutional design, it makes no difference for the effects
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of (doniestic) ageing on the capital-labour ratio whether the foreign government runs
a DC- or DB-scheme, as the foreign population size is assumed to be constant over
time. If a FR-scheme is superimposed on the foreign region. then (given Assumption
7.II) the effects of domestic ageing on the capital-labour ratio are curbed relative to
any other type of foreign pension scheme. Suppose, for example. tliat domestic ageirig
implies - ceteris paribus -an increase of the capital-labour ratio. This leads to a liigher
wage and, in case of a FR-scheine in the foreign regioil, to an increase of the generosity
of the foreign social-security   scheme.     This has. given dynamic   efficiency. a negat ive
effect on foreign private savings and thereby on the increase of the capital-labour ratio.

In  case of global ageing.   i.e., a simultaneous and equally large decline  in the fertil-
ity rate in both regions. differeIices in design and generosity of local social-security
arrangements between regions are of importance as the effects of (global) ageing on
the capital-labour ratio differ for various combinations of, on the one hand. the size of
the public pension scheme and. on tlie other hand, the intergenerational risk-sharing
properties. The analysis of global ageing is beyond the scope of this chapter because
we only focus on the implications of a unilateral deviation of the rate of population
growth of one region from the global demographic trend.26

7.5 Concluding remarks
In the light of further European unification and global integration, asymmetric demo-
graphic shocks will increasingly bring about international implications. Atop intergen-
erational risk-sharing, international risk-sharing therefore deserves more attention. In
this chapter, we analysed the effects of asymmetric demographic shocks in a two-region
framework with perfectly mobile capital. We found that population ageing in one re-
gion causes several international spillover effects. The magnitude of these spillovers
depends on regional differences in individual thriftiness and the design and generosity
of social-security arrangements. Whether the ageing region is a net lender or borrower
turned out to be of significant importance for both the short-run dynamics and the
long-run effects. It would be interesting to expand our analysis to investigate capital

26As is pointed out in Van Groezen and Leers (2001), the (short-run) implications of global age-
ing only differ from the results derived in this chapter if the deniographic shock is expected.  It is
straightforward that in the long run, global ageing (modelled as an equally-sized temporary shock to
the fertility rate of both the domestic and foreign population) has no effects on the capital-labour
ratio.
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market imperfections, as described by Gordon and Bovenberg (1996), and international
policy coordination (see Pemberton 119991) or fiscal competitioii  between for example

the member states of the European Union through the introduction of taxes on cap-

ital income. Furthermore. allowing for a multi-period framework and a world with a
larger number of regions which differ in the degree and the moment of ageing could

help gaining more insight into the effects of upcoming demographic shocks on the world

economy. Another extension would be to explicitly take into account that the relatively

more numerous elderly may become a more powerful actor in the political arena.
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Appendix to Chapter 7
This appendix consists of three parts.  Part 7A depicts the linearised version of the
model.  Part 7B gives the stability conditiotis, and part 7C describes the case of a small

open econoniy.

7A The linearised model

This part of the Appendix describes the linearised relations of the model.  The changes
in the wage and the rate of interest are given by

811't                     DIct-:r - -f"(k)k-4 , (7A. 1)
01T OTT

Ort          °kt
-r - f"(k)_. (7A.2)
UTT UlT

The change in private savings is now given by

84                   1       (Divt       OT; ) (7A.3)32  =  2-77 (-OF - 37)
1 + p' (   1   876- 1 +   T, i T'     0771+ 1  
2+P' <1+r 07r   1+ rg'+1 - (1 + r)2 87r j '

where gf = ht and g  = 0, Vt. For e, see (7.13) through (7.15.b), respectively.

Consumption possibilities when young and old change as follows,

24  -  Owt _ 24 _ 24
81T            BiT       81T       Blr  

(7A.4)

01'                  Osf + sOrtti   Oft'+l,+1   -   (1 + r)-1 + 1-'9;+ 1. (7A.5)
07r                      071'         07['          r

The change in lifetime utility is now given by

DU: = 124      1    1 azi.,.1 (7A.6)BlT    C' 01T 1 + p' z'  A

The linearised version of the capital-accumulation equation reads

889 OSF akt+1I- + - + (st' - k)Ht = 2- + kh,+1· (7A.7)
OTE 07T 07r

As in the (initial) steady state, capital accumulation is given by JD + sD = 2k, we get

(sD - k) - 6(SD - SF). The following economic relations, the balance of trade and the
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current account. provide additional information of the economic interaction between

the regions. The balance of trade ( BT;) for region  i   at   tinie  t  is  giveii  by

871 = Nt'f(kt) - Nt'c; - Nt'-tz; - (K;+1 - Kt,) (7A.8)

where It,-; is the capital stock of region i at time t.  Per inliabitant of region 1 the
balance of trade reads

BT'
AT,'  f bt; = f(ki) -c: -4- ((1 + 7,;+1)4+1 - 4)· (7A.9)
Ill 1+ni

Tlie cilirent account (CUA;) is defined as the balance of trade plus the returils on
iiiJ·est 11ients abroad, i.e., CUA; = BT; 4-rt(Si_1 - Ki), with Si-1 the aggregate savings

of region i at time t - 1. Per inhabitant the current account is

i CUAM 41cuat E =:7;   = bti + r (-    - kt) (7A.10)
1 Vt 1 + ·ni

Using the fact that f(kt) = Wt + rt/4 (constant returns to scale), we can write (7A.10)
as

4
cuai =s i-     -1- ((l t n.;+1)4+1 - 4)· (7A.11)

1 + n;
The linearised versions  of  (7A.9)  and  (7A.11) read respectively

Obt: 04  04  04   , , 04+1 Okt
-af   K  f (4)37 - 3F - 3i + z gt - -37T  -kg;+1 -1- .37' (7A.12)

Ocua; DS&  DS&-1   , i 04+1 04
-32     -     37  -  -F-  +  ·5  9t-  -37T     -  kf/;+ 1  +  3Ii-

  (7A.13)

As in our world there is no long-run population growth. wliich implies cuaD = cuaF = 0,
and because it only consists of two regions, it holds by definition that cuaf + Cuai - 0.
Vt and thereby  a"'7  -  - a.„Ir   Vt

&    8. '

7B Stability conditions

For the different pension schemes presented in Section 7.4 the parameters of the linear
first-order difference equation (7.16), which  has been rewritten  here for convenience,

Okt+ 1 Ix 1 akt Ix I

0·Tr                alr
= a'xi--4     + Bixiht + 7ix,ht+1 + bixi(TF - TD)Ht, (7A. 14)

are given by (where * = 2(2 + p)(1 + r)2 - (TD + TF)(1 + p)f"(k) > 0)

2f"(k)k(1 + r)2all)' =  0:1111 = E (0.1), (7A.15)*
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Bil,(· = 0 (7A.16)
(k(2 + p)(1 + r) + TD(1 + p))(1 + r)

711) l'I
= < 0, (7A.17)*

(2+p+r)(1+r)
6111(.1  =  811)111 = > 0, (7A.18)2*

TD(1 + ·t·)2
BII, li :

> 0, (7A. 19)*
A:(2 + p)(1 + r)2

711' III        =                                      *                            <
0, (7A.20)

f"tk)kiED + 91' - 2)(1 +r)2ali·lii = E (0,1), (7A.21)
0-(lt p)f"(k)%(WD + FF)(1 + r)

TD(1 + 7·)2
BIFRI > 0, (7A.22)

$-(1+ P)f"(k)k(WD + FF)(1 + r)
k(2 + p)(1 + r)2

711·iil < 0, (7A.23)
0-(lt P)f"(k)k(WD + FF)(1 + r)

(2 + p + r)(1 + r)
6IF I{ 1 - > 0. (7A.24)

2 (* - (1 + P)f"(k)k(WD + FF)(1 + r))

Using (7A.15) and (7A.21) we get 0 < (,Ii·Hi< oinc·i- aimi< - f"(k)k Galor and Ryder
(1989) proof that, given our assumptions with respect to the production function arid
our specification of the utility function, - f"(k)k E (0,1). So, irrespective of the type
of pension scheme, the (initial) steady state is locally stable.

Assumption ZIL As mentioned in the main text, Assumption 7.II implies a positive
upper bound for the initial generosity of the regional social-security arrangements.  For
a DC- or a DB-scheme this assumption boils down to

, (1 +r)2f <       k.                        (TA.25)1+P

For a FIt-scheme we get

(1  + r)2                             k40' < (7A.26)(1+p)w+(2+r+p)(1+r)k

Combining (7A.25) and (7A.26) gives

[(1 + r)2/.
W(1 + r)2T' < min ,                                                                       k | .              (7A.27)

[  1-1-p   " (1+ p)w + (2+r t p)(1 + r)k  ]
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The initial change in the domestic net wage.  In case of a DB-scheIne, the net wage ini-
Ca[wo--01 -  \tially increases

(decreases)  t     a"    1  2 0  if TD 5 -f"(k)1,2.  In case of a FR-scheme,

the net wage initially increases (decreases)

7C The small open economy
If we consider a small open economy iilstead of (two) large open economies, the in-
terest rate is exogenously determined at the world capital markets (ri = r, Vt) and
consequently both the capital-labour ratio and the wage are constant,

k = f'-1(r)' (7A.28)

W  -  f(k) - f'(k)k (7A.29)

Conform  (7.6),  savings  are then given  by

1    soE , 1-1-P 71 tiEIX'
sioEIX: = 2-73(w-Tt     Ix'J -2+p  1+r ' (7A.30)

where the superscript SOE refers to the small-open economy  case.   If the population
of the small open economy ages relative to the rest of the world. and again. ageing is

modeled as an unexpected or expected one-period decrease in the rate of population

growth (h; < 0, t' = 0, t'), the marginal change in the level of private savings for a
DC-scheme is given by

n SOE 1 + p TSOE   ust,  1)('1 _ (7A.31)_ _--rt'+10*   2+pl+r
-For  a  D B- and FR-scheme, the change in private savings reads

SOE84PE N T--ht'. Y=DB,FR. (7A.32)
OTE        2+P

Because a current demographic shock does not affect the current PAYG-tax if a
DC-scheme is in place and the next-period dependency ratio is at its old level again.
the next-period pension benefit does not change. Therefore, if ageing is unexpected,
savings do not react and remain at their initial steady-state level. as can be seen froin

(7A.31).  On the other hand. if ageing is expected, the young alive at the moment

before the shock occurs, anticipate the decrease in their next-period benefits by an
increase of their savings.

In case of a DB- or FR-scheme, both expected and unexpected ageing only cause a

change in the level of private savings at the tiine the shock occurs (see (7A.32)).  This is
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due to benefits remaining unaltered whereas the dependency-ratio effect is completely
reflected in an increase of the social-security tax, resulting in a decrease of their net
wage and thereby lower savings. Therefore, population ageing in a small open economy
is merely reflected in a temporary change of the current account.



Chapter 8

Population Ageing. Migration
and Endogenous Public Pensions

8.1 Introductioni

Declining fertility rates and risizig life exI,ectaixy iii Iiiatiy c'oiliitries iri tlie 'West(,ril'
world are causing. aIid will contirizie to cause, probleziis for the uiiftiii(leci Pay-As-Yoii-
Go (PAYG) social-security systenis tliat are being emplc,yed. These systeixis iiivolve
redistribution from younger to older individuals. implying t.hat clmlic,graphic slic,c:ks,
like an ageing population, may lead to a decrease in the pellsioil benefits of tlie elderly
and/or to an increase in the fiscal burden of the young.  A qziestic,n wliich is ofteii
raised, and which is becoming more important in the Europeati debate, is whether
immigration can play a role in overcoming the problems of the public· pensioti systems.

Immigration of young workers will alleviate the burden of the iiitergerierational
transfer systems as it decreases the dependency ratio. Borscli-Sul)an (1994) advocates
immigration into an ageing Germany for that reasoit. Storesletteti (2000), iii tlie saiiie
vein, computes the discounted governmeiit gaiii of aclitiittiiig aclditiorial inlmigralitS
to the US, conditional on their age and skills. using a calibrate(1 geiieral equilibrium
model. He finds that a reform of the immigration policy suffic:es ti) sol\'e the probleriks
associated with the ageing of the baby-boom generation. A particiilar feasible policy
involves an annual  inflow  of 1.6 million high-skilled immigrants  of workiIig  age.

Storesletten concludes tliat the perspective should be one of cotisidering liigli-skilled
working-age immigrants as an attractive resource, for which various countries should
compete, rather than viewing immigratioii  as  a  problem.   In  this  chapter.  we  take  this

perspective as a starting point and analyse migration behaviour of mobile workers who
maximise lifetime utility in reaction to an ageing of the population.  That is, iiistead
of treating immigration  as  exogenous. we analyse the inceritives  for niobile workers  to
migrate  into  or  out  of an ageing country. These incentives  may  arise  from  t lie  effects
of ageing on wages, but they may also be due to politically enforced charigeS iii tlie
PAYG-tax.  One of the results that emerges is that the ageing of the native population
may eventually lead to emigration instead of the immigration that is Iiecessary to

' This chapter  is a slightly revised version of Leers  et  al.   (2001).
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decrease the burden of the PAYG-sclmme. Moreover. even if. in the long run. there is

immigration, it may take several generations before the new steady state with a higher

number of immigrants is reached and the interplay between economics and politics may

lead to emigration in the short run.

Razin and Sadka (1999a) demonstrate that immigration of workers will be beneficial

to the elderly and can benefit native young workers as well. Their argument is simply

that migrants' contributions to the pension system benefits the retirees in the form of

higher pensions. Also the growing tax base due to immigration at least does Ilot harm

(and may even benefit) the native young, provided that the fertility rate of immigrants
is at least as high as that of native workers.2  This argunieiit hinges on the assumption

of a small open economy with free access to international capital markets and no fixed

factors in production. which iinplies that the wage rate is not af[ected by immigration.

Clearly, this assumption is oft.en violated in practise. Storesletten (2000. p.315). for
example, finds that the general equilibrium effects of immigration in the US may be
quantitatively large. Relaxing tlie assumption of a fixed wage rate may, therefore,

lead to quite differeiit results. In aiiother paper, Razin and Sadka (1999b) present

simulation experiments showing that immigration may harm the elderly as well as the

native workers when capital is not perfectly mobile. In this chapter, we abstract from

capital for the sake of simplicity. We do allow for general equilibrium effects of ageing

and migration on wages, liowever. These general-equilibrium effects may be due to
fixed factors in production. implying that wages will rise as a consequence of ageing

and thus provoking immigration. In our model. however, these general-equilibrium

effects can also arise from the fact that labour is not homogeneous, which can then

imply emigration. instead.

In the real world, several types of labour can be distinguished. which may all be

mobile to a different degree. A distinction is often made between high-skilled and low-

skilled labour. Some claim that immigration into the EU and the US predominantly

includes low-skilled workers (see Borjas 11995}).   On  the  other  hand.  it is often claimed

that, within the EU, especially high-skilled labour is inobile.3 Both Storesletten (2000)

2 It   might be noted  here that migrants are often characterised by higher fertility levels  than  the

native population. Berman and Rzaklianov (2000) explain this by consideriIig migration (to a higher

income region) as a hunian capital investinent in which parents bear migration costs and children

share returns. They point out tliat immigrants may be self-selected on fertility.
3This  is,  amongst others. argued by Justmaii atid Thisse  (1997,  p.49):    " ...]    iii the context  of

the European Union.   [...] the integration  of the labor markets has opened  the  door to extensive,

often unbalanced. international migration of graduates."  For more information oii the size and the

composition of migration flows we refer to OECD (1997a,1999b).
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arid Razin ariel Sadka (1999a. 1999b) allow for differences iii skills. yet. iii all three
papers labour is iii fact lioiizogeiieous:  skills 01ily affect the ainouiit of labour effectively
supplied by aii individual. but llc)t the quality of liis labour. III tliis cliapter. however.
we distinguish between two labotir types by allowilig for qualitative (lifferencils between
mobile and non-inobile labour.  If. as we suppose. labour is lieteic,geneous. it is iiot (·lear
beforehand that the ageing of tlie whole labour force will lead to a rise iii wages fc,I·

both labour types. Detennining factors in tliis Iespect  are  tlie  charac·t(,I'ihticS  of the
production function - in particular the dependency of both types labour prc,(litctivity
on a fixed factor - and the relative decline in fertility of bc,th tbpes.  We hiid that if
immigrants form a significatit proportioii of mobile labour, arid if lizimigraiits  fc,itility
declities less thaii tliat of liatiVeS. mobile laboiir Illay beconie redundatit. leadilig to a
decrease  in  its  wage and. consequently, to incentives  for  emigration.

In addition to changes in the wage. variatioiis iii the PAYG-tax may affect incetitives
to migrate.  hi particular: the fact tliat the burdeti of ageing is ni,t conipletely borne by
the elderly but also partly ly,· tlie yozing. through higher PAYG-taxes. inav c·reate an
additional inceiitive for eniigration. The political effects of ageing make it quite likely
tliat this will happen: ati iiicrease iii tlie relative iiumber of older voters itifiliences
political decisions regarding public pensioii systems leadiiig to a higher PAYG-tax.
This is related. of course.   to  tlie  well-known  'overinsurance    argument   that   has  been
dominant in tlie public-choice literature on public pensions since Browning's (1975)
demonstratioii that the 'relatively old' median voter will prefer excessively geiierous
benefits. However, in open economies, this argument should be qualified. aS inobility
provides younger workers witli the ability to avoid excessive intergetierational transfers

by leaving.4
Von Hagen and Walz (1995) were among the first to demonstrate that 'voting with

the feet' may severely constrain the ability of national governments to redistribute
income by showing that decreasing costs of migration threatens the sustainability of
the present social-security systerils. Their model allowed for migration of young workers
in a world where factor prices are given. Constant factor payinents iniply that once
migration to another country is decided upon by the youngsters ill an economy, young
workers keep moving until the country is inhabited only by retired persons. The reason
for the emergence of this corner solution is that an excess supply of the iininigrating
factor does riot eiitail an aggloziieration disadvantage (see also Galor 119861 and Section

"'In fact, WildasiIl (1995) argiles tliat with the eiiiergence of integrated markets. mobility of pro-
duction factors can 1Ilake decentralised social insurance systems redundant as migration will wipe out
some (if not all) of the risk involved for the mobile factor.
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7.4.2  of this thesis).
As in Von Hagen and Walz our model allows for political effects as a result of the

quantitatively increasing influeiice of older voters. Utilike them. however, we adopt

a more conventional neoclassical technology.5 Moreover. in contrast to their paper,

we do not assume that the elderly set the tax. Instead. we assume soine form of

representative democracy where the government is influenced by both the old and
the young. We abstract from the details of how this political influence comes about

and simply apply a production-function approach,  in the spirit of Becker  ( 1983)   and
liulligan and Becker (1998). In particular, we assume that the key political variable,
in our case the PAYG-tax, is determined by the relative size of the living generations:

a  generation  that is relatively increasing  in  size  is  able to affect  the  tax  in the direct ion

it  desires  (for the young this means lowering  it.  and,  for  the  old,  increasing it) These

generalisations of Von Hagen and Walz's model can, under certain conditions, eliminate

corner solutions and multiple equilibria and thus yield a model with a unique steady
state.

As emphasised by Wildasin (2000), the process of adjustment by which the new
steady state is reached might well be slow in practice. Atemporal models of labour
mobility, generating immediate adjustments to a new steady state, are unable to explain

the gradual adaptation of redistributional systems iii response to shocks. Wildasin

accentuates the costs of adjustment that prevent labour and capital from reacting

instantaneously. Our focus, on the other hand, is on policy reactions preventing the

system from jumping immediately to the new steady state. Young mobile individuals

gifted with perfect foresight observe the current and future political decisions on PAYG-

taxes, and react by migrating if they can realise a higher lifetime utility abroad than in
their region of birth.6 We analyse the transition process resulting from this behaviour

when a demographic shock  hits the economy. One result that emerges  is  that.  even  if.

in the long run, the ageing of the native population leads to the desired immigratioxi,

6 As  a result, migration flows responding  to e.g. transitory shocks  will  die  away  as time proceeds.

Reichlin and Rustichini (1998) consider a model of labour emigration with endogenous growtli. Iii
that case migration can be persistent.

6In our model, ageing can give rise to migration. In the literature, other driving forces have been

explored. In Galor (1986) and Section 7.4.2 of this study, migration is driven by differences in savings
behaviour. In Galor and Stark   ( 1991), the determinatit of migratioii  is a technology gap, while,   in
Crettez et al.  (1996). differences in population delwity drive migration.  leier (1998) shows tliat

including social security with an ej,Ogenous tax only slightly modifies the results of Galor (1986). In
contrast  to our endogenous treatinent of migration,  Hatipt and Peters  ( 1997), Collsider tlie decision to

admit a fixed number of immigrants.
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the interplay between econoniics and politics can lead to ernigration in the short run.
In that case. it call take several generations before the new steady state witli a higher
number of iinInigrants is reached. This result arises due to our explicit consideration
of the induced political equilibrium.  Iii our model: population ageiIig leads the old
to successfully lobby for 11igher taxes. thus inciting emigration of the mobile young.
The political effect, however, decreases when the dependency ratio regains  its  original
value.  Due to a smaller (mobile) labour force, higher wages everitually start to dominate
ultimately leading to immigration.

The next section introduces the model of Chapter 8. We employ a two-period
overlapping-generatioris Inodel of a small open economy with three factors of produc-
tion: a fixed factor and two types of labour.  Only one type of labour is assumed to
be mobile. The group of young mobiles may partly consist of (descendants of) immi-
grants, whose fertility may differ from that of the Iiative population.  We only allow
for permanent migration at the beginning of one's workilig life.  Individuals are non-
altruistic, have perfect foresight and anticipate fully tlie econoinic effects of migration
flows as well their consequences for political decisions.

Section 8.3 aiialyses the long-run as well as the short-run effects of ageing, which
is modeled as a decrease in the number of iiative workers. Comparative-static analysis
of tlie model shows that the occurrence of immigratiori or emigration iii the long ruii
depends on the initial number of iion-iiatives present in the economy. and on the effect
ageing has on the relative redundancy of both types of labour. The second part of this
section characterises the transitional dynamics towards the new steady state.

In Section 8.4, we discuss the dependency of our results on the model's specific
assumptions. In particular, we show that qualitatively similar results hold for a large
economy in a common labour market. and that introducing the possibility of savings
does not qualitatively affect results. We also consider a centralised peiision System.
where migration is only incited by wage differentials and not by social-security taxes or
benefits. In that case, no separate political effect of ageing shows up in a country, and
we are only left with its long-run effects. A final consideration is the effect exogenous
migration has on our results. We will argue that this only has a quantitative effect.
The chapter ends with concluding remarks.

8.2 The model

The basic element of our analysis is a small open economy populated by two overlap-
ping generations. We first elaborate on the demographics of the population.  We then
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describe the production side of the economy and consider the behaviour of the house-

holds. The political decision-making process on public pensions is tlien introduced.

Fiiially, the model is solved by linearisation around ali initial steady state.

Demographics

The total population of young people   at   time  t is denoted   Lt·     We   assume  that   a
proportion of these young individuals is potentially mobile. that is, they can migrate
if this enables them to increase their lifetime utility (see below).  We label these agents

mobiles. The remainder of the young generation are not mobile. As stated in the
Introduction, we allow for qualitative differences between the labour of young people
who are mobile and that of young people who are not mobile.  One can think of the
latter group as having another type of skill which is tightly linked to domestic factors

such as, for example, language, culture, or climate. These skills are productive 0Illy
in the home country and lose their productivity abroad. Consequently, the migration
costs for this part of the population are prohibitively high and they will never migrate.
We label this group immobites. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that individuals
cannot change their skill-type during their productive life. Moreover, we do not allow
for  intergenerational movements between skill-types either.  i.e.,  offspring  inlierits  the

skills of their parents with probability one. At any time t. there are Xt young mobiles
and FI young immobiles. So.

Lt  -  Xt  + Yl. (8.1)

The group of young mobiles, Xt. may partly consist of (descendants of) imniigrants.
Descendants of immigrants are characterised as non-natives in our model as long as
they are not completely assimilated. that is. as long as their culture is so different from
the domestic culture that their fertility may differ from that of the native population

(see below). We assume that, whenever there is an incentive for niobiles to migrate.
non-natives (if any)  will move first.  This is due to their not being fully assitiiilated yet,

which implies that the 'costs' in terms of adapting to another culture are low relative
to those of native mobiles. Denote the number of non-native mobiles or migrants by
lift.  and the number of native mobiles  by  Zt  so  that

Xt - Zt + Mt. (8.2)

Fertility rates of all groups are assumed to be identical in the long run. 7 In the sliort
run, there may be differences. however. which may be culturally determined. That

r Consequently, the distinction between natives aiid non-natives  is  irrelevarit   iii  t lie  long  run.
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is, all natives, irrespective of their mobility. have the sanie fertility whicli may, in the
short run, differ from the fertility rate of migrants.

Production

In our simple framework, there is no capital, whicli means there is no store of value,8
so agents cannot save to support themselves in their old age. Every individual, irre-
spective of type, is endowed with one unit of labour when young which is supplied
inelastically. As we have assumed that labour is heterogeneous, both types of labour,
i.e., mobile labour Xt and immobile labour Pi, appear as separate arguments i11 tlie pro-
duction function.  Besides the two types of labour, there is a fixed factor of productioil
which we label land The amount of land is fixed over time and is denoted by .4.  We
posit a constant-returns-to-scale technology F(Xt,}1, A), written in intensive forrn as

itt :St:tr t a  ittahedyy ,ceit  aWgero, s.   eth     i ouba Iow LI  IL  Vairl' '21ir '11:11
B.t

remaining income (w1 = /(='.v')-=,6(x'.v,) ) is received by immobile labour.  so,  immo-
Vt

biles receive the rents for land in addition to the marginal product of their labour.'   As

usual, the marginal product of mobile labour is decreasing (f=*(It, Y t)E 82(f8(:,7,) < 0),
02 f(It,Vt)while the cross derivative is increasing, f=y(Zli yt)  -    ag,ay,    , 0. Consequently, if

ageing (i.e., lower fertility of natives) causes a decline  in the number of mobiles  (rela-
tive  to the fixed factor), this raises their wage, ceteris  paribus.    Ageing   also   decreases

the number of immobiles, however, which lowers the wage of the mobiles.  As will be
seen below, the interplay between these two forces determines the long-run effects on

migration.

Household behaviour

Irrespective of a consumer's type. a part of gross income is taxed away by tlie govern-
ment through a lump sum tax, rt. Receipts are transferred to the retirees currently
living  in the economy  as a transfer payment,  71£· The young Consume their whole  net

8Wildasin (1991) uses this assumption in a labour migration model. The assumption simplifies
the analytics of the model without loss of generality.  For an analysis of a two-region overlapping-
generations framework with a store of value, we refer to the seniinal contribution of Buiter (1981)
and to Chapter 7 of this thesis, that examines the effects of asymmetric demographic shocks in the
presence of public pension schemes, in a world with perfectly mobile capital.

'The results would not change if, instead, we had assumed that land is owned by foreigners so that
rents flow out of the country. What is important for our results is that rents do not affect the utility
of mobiles.
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income.

C,1  -  10;  - 71, (8.3)«1

where c; denotes coiisutiiptioii of a j·oung worker of type i, i = .r, U. born at time t. All
retired agents in period t coilsunle the transfer Th

Agents are noii-altruistic.  Due to the absence of a store of value, the agents are
not able to directly affect their iiiterteniporal allocation of consumption. However, by

migrating, mobile workers can affect their intertemporal allocation indirectly. They
decide at the beginning of their productive lives whether to reside in the small open

economy or abroad. We assume that the migration decision is a once-and-for-all deci-

sion,   i.e..   we  do not allow for temporary migration  or return migration   of ret irees   to

their birth region. Therefore. tlie migration decision depends on the expected lifetime
utilities at lioine or abroad. respectively. so. including retirement benefits when old.
Young mobiles perfectly anticipate the levels of these benefits. As the 11011ie region is

small compared to the world econoiiiy net migration to the small opeii economy there-
fore takes place until the mobiles' lifetiine  utility  U(·)111  is  equal  to its level abroad.

U,

U(ci. 0+1) - U· (8.4)

Pensions and politics

The government in the small open economy ruils a Pay-As-You-Go (PAYG) financed
public pension sclieme. Abstracting froin admiIiistrative costs, the (balanced) budget
restriction of this scheme reads

4
9t  - -Ti. t = 0,1.2,. (8.5)

lt-1

where tt E A1/

We assume a form of representative democracy. Instead of presenting a fully fledged
theory, we merely formulate the following short-cut, called the Tax I·nfluence function, 11

that describes the current generations' political influence in setting the social-security

tax  at  t irne  t,   i.e..

Ti = T(lt,4-1)· (8.6)

loWe assume a standard neoclassical utility function that satisfies the Inada conditions.
11 This function  caii be viewed  as  a  simplified  version of Becker's production-function  approach

to interest-group influence (Becker 11983]. 1 19851). See also ilulligan and Sala-i-Martin (1999) and
Chapter 6 of this monograph.
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Equation (8.6) relates  the tax levied  to the numbers  of  old  and  yowig  curreiitly  living
in the jurisdiction at any period t.  For the sake of simplicity, we abstract from Olsoriian
group size effects and assume that the effect of a marginal decrease in the number of
young people is equal to the effect of a marginal increase in the nuniber of old people. i.e.

-P, = 25 E T'. NIoreover. we assume that there is downward (upward) presstire 011

the social-security tax when the number of young people increases  (clecreases),  wkiereas

an increase (decrease) iii the number of retirees exerts upward (dowiiward) pressure on
the tax. that is, T' > 0. Notice that, given some tax T. the benefit level v follows from
equation (8.5).

On a more norinative note. T' caii also be ititerpreted as a measure for iiitergen-
erational risk-sharing.  Iii that case, T' - 0 means that the dependency-ratio risk
is completely borne by the elderly (an increase in the dependency ratio reszilts in a
proportional  decline  in  the  pension  betiefit )  and  the  PAYG-scheme  is de facto of the
defined-contribution type. Positive rallies of T' imply that the dependeiicy-ratio risk is
borne by both the young and tlie old (an increase in the dependency ratio will result
in both an increase in the social-security tax and a [less thaIi proportionall decline
in the pension benefit).    As T' increases, the young  have  to  bear a larger  part  of  the
dependency-ratio risk and the PAYG de facto becomes a defined-contribution type. 12

Linearisation: migration dynamics

The model can be used to analyse the short-run and long-run effects of (demographic)
shocks.  Much of the demographic change in the Western world is known to be due to a
once-only baby  boom of the native population  (in the 1940s and 195Os), subsequently

followed by a once-only baby bust (in the 1970s). The latter will lead to a temporary
drop in population and (assuniing no further demographic changes, and asstiming the

absence of migration) a stabilisation of the population at a lower level somewhere in the
middle of the 21st century. Therefore, to match this development, we restrict ourselves
to temporary changes in the fertility of native workers. The analysis starts from a
steady state where there is no migration and the size of all groups in the population is
constant, that is, we assume that initially natives as well as 11011-natives liave a fertility
rate of unity.  We then analyse the effects ofa change in the fertility rate nt of the native

12 AS will become clear from the stability conditions later  on, a fully defined-contribution pension
scheme will be not be sustainable iii case of ageing. Therefore, we will only consider hybrid schemes,
where both the old and the young bear some part of the dependency-ratio risk. Migration in the
presence of purely defined-contribution and defined-benefit schemes is analysed in Chapter 9 of this
thesis.
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part of the population as from t = 0. while we assume the fertility rate of non-natives
remains at one. So we have: 13

ZZ        =       711:t -1   -   2  1 1 77'j, t = 0,1,2 (8.7.a)

J=0

Vt   =   ntyl-1 -Y Il n.j,        t -0,1,2, (8.7.b)

j=0

where zt E 9. From (8.7.a), it follows directly that zi = mt + z 11 n., (with mt E *).
3=0

Finally, we assume for the sake of convenience that the initial populations of mobiles

and immobiles are equal and normalise them to unity (per unit of land), i.e., z = y - 1.
The analysis is based on a linearised version of the model. Let the fertility rate of

the native population be equal to

nt  =1+ 7rht, t = 0,1,2,..., (8.8)

where ht describes the time pattern of a perturbation of the steady-state value of the
natives' fertility rate (which is unity) and 7r is a measure for the magnitude of the
perturbation.  As we will consider the effects of ageing, it can be assumed from the
start that ht 59 0. The effects of a marginal change in the native fertility rate can then
be traced by differentiation of the arbitrage condition (8.4) with respect to *, which

gives:
at. Ork +1 -

(8.9)MRS-2 +- = U,       t = 0,1,2,...,
BTE 01T

Bulacr
where MRS -  au/3,  is the marginal rate of substitution in the steady state. Differen-
tiating equations (8.3). (8.5), and (8.6) and plugging the results into equatiori (8.9). we

find (see the Appendix for details) that the dynamics of migration can be summarised
by the following second-order linear difference equatioii describing the change in tlie
number of migrants due to a change in the fertility rate of the native populatioii, i.e.,

Bmt+1    - <M R S <Ow' + T,j + 1j 2:2  _ .MRS ,ami-1
(8.10)

07T                      T'  -        OiL        J  81r     T' - 1       81 

MRS MRS (0·ut  l/jz  

-(1 + Z)ht: 1 + P..=T'(1 + z)ht + 77.3.-f  -311;Z + -Dy  } H,

where  Ht  =  E;-0 h,  5  0  is  the cumulative demographic change,  and  li,  can  be
interpreted as the effect ageing has on the number of migrants in the economy:  if

13Whenever time subscripts are ornitted, we refer to the (initial) steady-state value of the respective
variable.
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Sip > 0, the occurring demographic chaiiges lead to aii inflow of non-natives into the
economy. Notice  that a distindion  can  be made between ternI)orary effects.  vis..   the
ternis 4+1  atid  ht.  aiid  a permanent  effect, Ht. Tlierefore,  in  particular.  if tlie shock

is a once-only negative change in the fertility of the native population. i.e. 4 < 0
for some time t. the teinporary effects on niigration will eventually be zero, and the.
permanent effect  will be the only remaining effect. Apart  from the change in fertility of
natives, the number of nligratits is dictated by the cliange in tlie wage

( and *,t) .

the sensitivity of politics to demographic change (T'). tlie depeiideiicy ratio ( ) and.
finally, the mobiles' preferences   for   current   versus   future consuixiption MRS. The
Appendix establishes  that  for difference equation  (8.10)  to be saddlepoint  stable,  it  is

sufficient  that  ·r'   <   -  15   and  T'   < 5. These conditions make perfect sense  in  the

context of our model. Migration is the equilibratiIig force in the model, restoring equal

utility levels aft. er a disequilibrating shock.  This equalisation of utility levels is brought
about by the change in wages: a higher utility level at home than abroad leads to

immigration, which decreases wages and therefore also utility in the home country. This
B·U,Iequilibrating effect of migration on wages is measured  by  -37. The political process,

represented  by the tax-influence  function (8.6), however, leads  to a movemetit  away
from equilibrium. Ageing bestows niore political power on the residing old, enabling
them to increase the tax, thus decreasing the young'S utility.  So, for the model not
to have corner solutions (where the economy has no single mobile individual withiii
its  boundaries), this political-power effect should  quantitatively  be  less  than  the  wage
effect. This is the first condition. The rational forward-looking mobile agent not only
takes account of young-age consumption when deciding whether or not to migrate, but
also bears in mind that future generations will make a similar deliberation. They know
that, in the next period - ceterts paribus -the dependency ratio will be restored to its

(initial) steady-state level.  This will lead to a decrease of the PAYG-tax. The secoiid
condition now states that the dependency-ratio effect should outweigh the political-
influence effect, i.e., relatively more retirees should  lead to lower benefits.   Just  as  the

first condition. this condition limits the potential of the old generation to exploit the
increase of its relative size in the political arena, and, at the same time, this condition
implies that immigrants will not quickly be deterred by the prospect of decreasing

future benefits. Notice that 7-' < i also implies that the PAYG-scheme de facto has to
be a mix between defined benefit and defined contribution. that is, the young and the
old have to share the dependency-ratio risk. A defined-benefit PAYG schenie would

imply  7-'  =  6, and consequently, induce unstable dynamics.
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8.3 The effects of ageing
In this section we analyse the effects of ageing. i.e.. a temporary decrease in the fer-
tility of the native population. given the production technology and the tax-influence
function described in Section 8.2. The analysis starts from tlie initial steady state.
Firstly, we depict the long-run effects of ageing. We will show that the ageing of the
native population may eventually lead to emigration instead of the immigration that
is necessary to decrease the burden of the PAYG-scheme. Secondly, we describe the                 
short-run dynamics following a demographic sliock. In contrast to the long-run effects,
the short-run dyriamics are not only deterniiiied by the ratio of natives to non-natives
and the production tedillology. but now also political effects and dependency-ratio ef-
feds   come  into  play. We demonstrate  that.  even  if.  in  the  long run. ageing leads  to
immigration, it can take several generations before the new steady state with a higher

number of immigrants is attained, and the interplay between economics and politics
may lead to emigration in the short run.

8.3.1   The long run
The long-run change in the number of migrants follows from inserting 1*L =  El =
291» = e. 4 - h,+1 - 0 and Hi = H into equation (8.10) which yields (using

z=1-m).
Om         m

=-(1-mt Ow*  lay\H (8.11)
071'   aw*  1 DZ  )

As we model ageing as an (un)expected temporary drop in the fertility rate of the
native population it holds that H = Efo hj is finite: O>H>-00.

Notice first that teniporary shocks to the fertility rate of natives have no persistent
effects on the size of intergenerational redistribution in the small open economy, i.e.,

s = e = 0. This is due to the current PAYG-tax and pension benefit only being

dependent on the current ratio of young and old present in the economy (see the tax-
influence function (8.6)).  If this ratio stabilises. the tax and the pension benefit will
no longer changell.   As a result,  in  the  long run, politics  has no effect on migration
flows. Secondly,  from  (8.11)  we see that the eventual occurrence of emigration  (e  <  0)
or immigration (* > 0) depends 011 two factors: the initial number of non-natives
present  in the economy  (m  =1-z) ,a n d the effect ageing  has  on the wages  of the
mobiles via the differences in the (relative) scarcity of the two types of labour ( ).

14This can be checked directly by inserting the steady-state conditions into equations (BA.5) alid

(8A.7) in the Appendix.
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The latter effect depends 011 tlie characteristics of the productioii function, but will be
non-positive and therefore will not lead to iinmigration.

If there are no non-natives (m = 0) and the number of lion-mobiles has no effect
on  the  wage  of the mobiles   (i* =0) , any ageing  of the population  (H<0)   will
automatically be compensated by an equal inflow of migrants (i.e., = -H > 0).
The two factors nientioiied entail opposiiig forces to this 'autoinatic' ininiigration.
First,  the more non-natives initially present (higher values  of m.),  the less ageiiig leads
to an inflow of additional non-natives. The intuition for this result is simply that
non-natives are not affected by the demographic shock, so that. the decrease in tlie
number of mobile workers caused by this shock is snialler when there are mori: tic)Ii-
natives. Second, ageing not only decreases the number of mobiles, but also the liuniber
of immobile workers. This may decrease the marginal productivity of type x workers
and thus depress the wage of the mobile factor.  The more it does so. the lower will
be the immigration  (or  the more emigration will take place). From  this  discussioii,  it
follows that two polar cases can be distinguished.

No native mobile labour. In this case, the mobile labour force consists of non-natives

only, i.e..m=1, implying  that  ageing  does  not  affect  the  number of mobile workers.
Consequently, no immigration is necessary to compensate for the lower number of
\vorkers of skill-type I. Emigration might occur in this case. however, if the decreased
number of immobiles has a depressing effect on the mobiles' wage rate, i.e.,

Om Bio. i ay H < 0. (8.11.a)
alr                 8107.  1 81:         -

Equation (8.11.a) holds with equality if and only if the wage of the mobiles is not
affected by a change in the number of immobiles.

No immobite labour. If there are no immobiles (of skill-type y) around. the labour force

only consists of native and non-native workers of skill-type x.  The production functioil
in intensive form therefore basically is f(m   +  Zt) and there  is no depressing effect  of
a decline in the number of immobiles on the marginal productivity of mobile workers.
Consequently, their wage. that is dictated by the world labour market, can only be
obtained by a constant number of (native or non-native) mobile workers. The drop iii
fertility of the native population (zH < 0) should therefore exactly be compensated
by the inflow of migrants:

8m
-:- = -(1 - m)H = -zH> 0. (8.11.b)
01T
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Example 8.1: A nested production function                                                     
To come to terms with the efTect the production structure has on the flow of Inigrants. conside.r

a nested production function where mobile workers (of skill-type x) and immobile workers

(of skill-type y) are combined with the fixed factor. land. in separate subfunctions. Afore

specifically, assume that each type of labour, iii combination with the fixed factor. combines

into some intermediate factor (labelled as the I-factor and the y-factor, respectively. in the
sequel) that can be described by CES production functions. The two types of intermediate
factors can be coinbined to produce the fnal good under a constant-retiirns-to-scale Cobb-
Douglas technology. This results ill the following production function:

1 I.

F(Xt.11. A)=(a,Xt-b+(1 -a)A-b -T  7.,1-'+ (1-7)/1-C)- « ,       (8.12)
where TiE denotes the elasticity of substitution between land and mobile labour (b 2  - 1)
and Ttfc denotes the elasticity of substitution between land and immobile labour (c 2 -1)
and 0<a<1 (or 1-a) stands for the share of the intermediate 11-factor (y-factor) in final
production. The distributional parameters a, 7 e (0,1] measure the shares of both labour

types in the intermediate factors. Equation (8.12) implies that, at time t. output of final

products per unit of land can be written as

_1441
f (xi. Vt) = (ax;-6 +1- ck)-4 (-fyic +1- 7)  «             (8.13)

Using (8.13). we can write (8.11) as follows:

0"z (1 - a)7      .j H.--(1-mt (8.14)
07T aa-  6(1  -a)-1,1

Equation (8.14) demonstrates the dependency of the migration flow on the parameters of the

production function. Iii particular, it follows that the size and direction of the migration flow

depend on:

•  the share of the intermediate z-factor ·in final production,  i. e. the parameter a    The
larger this share, the more the mobiles will have an incentive to migrate (provided
a<1 and b> -1).  If a=l w e have the second polar case where the final product
is only produced by mobile labour and land and consequently any decrease in the
number of native workers is exactly compensated by an inflow of non-native workers

(see equation (8.11.b)).

•  the elasticity of substitution between land and mobile labour (T  5) ·  If this elasticity
is low. a decrease in the number of mobile workers leads to a relative increase in their
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wages. and so to a relatively large inflow of migrants as well.  In the extrenle case
where this elasticity is zero (b = 00). land and mobile labour are always combined
in fixed proportions, and a fall in the number of mobiles due to ageing will have to
be compensated by an equal inflow of migrants. This results in the same effect as the
second polar case described above.

• the d·istributional paranieter a Assuming a t b>O,i t holds that the higher o. the
higher the share of mobile labour in production, and the less the negative effect of
a decrease in the number of immobile workers on the mobiles' wage.  Consequently,

immigration will be larger.

•  the distributional parameter 1,   This mirrors the effect of a. A liigh inimobile labour
share of production produces a higher negative wage effect for mobile labour, and so
immigration will be dampened.

Finally, notice that if no non-natives are around (i.e., m = 0), and the productivity of
both types of labour is independent of the fixed factor (i.e., a=1 and 7 - 1), no migration
How will follow a demographic change. This makes perfect sense as, in this case. both mobile
and immobile workers are in symmetric positions, and so a proportional change in their
numbers produces I10 wage effects, and no migration flows as a result.

8.3.2 Short-run dynamics
Wildasin (2000) emphasises that the process of adjustment through which a new steady
state is reached after a demographic shock may well be slow in practice. He accentuates
the costs of adjustment that may lead to a gradual transition.  In our model, there are no
costs of adjustment that prevent labour from reacting instantaneously to demographic
shocks. However, the endogeneity of the pension system implies policy reactions which
prevent the system from jumping immediately to the new steady state. As noted
earlier, politics implies a destabilising force in our model. Ageing initially raises the
political power of the elderly which results in an increase in the PAYG-tax. This implies
an (additional) incentive for emigration. As this incentive for emigration eventually
disappears (because the dependency ratio regains its original value), the initial response
to   ageing  is   too  low a level of immigration   (or too large emigration), compared  to
the new steady state. This causes too high a level of wages which. in turn, leads
to greater immigration, (or lower emigration) in the next period. So. an oscillatory
process emerges that continues until the new steady state is reached.
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Solving difference equation (8.10) enables one to track  down  tlic  coinplete evolution

of migration in response to a demograpllic shock. As mentioned before. equation (8.10)

is a (saddlepoint-) stable second-order linear difference equatioii.  If at a time t - 0.
an unexpected shock occurs or a future shock is anticipated, the number of mobiles

at time t - 0. To, adjusts through migration in such a way that. given the size of
the mobile population   in the previous period   (I-1),   the economy converges   to   tlie

new steady state. The resulting initial migration flow ( )
can be calculated using

the method developed by Blanchard and Kahn  ( 1980)   (see the Appendix and Section

2.5). Migration flows  in  all subsequent periods  caii  then be. derived using equatioii

(8.10).  Given the tinie path of actual migration. the evolution of the other midogenous

variables: taxes. (gross) wages. and lifetime utility. can be calculated as well.

Oscillatory dynamics

As noted, the political process in our model leads to oscillation in the migration flows.
as politics leads to a short-run overshooting of emigration, or an undershooting of illl-

migration, followed by immigration in the next period. due to the subsequent increase

in net wages. Technically, this oscillation is described by the second-order difference

equation (8.10). In general. second-order difference equations describe oscillatory ad-
justment processes. Suppose that, at time t = 0, the fertility rate of tlie native I)OP-
ulation unexpectedly drops, while. in the subsequent periods, their fertility is at its
original level again (ho <O,h i=h 2= · · · =  0).    LIoreover,  asstime  that,   iii  the  long
run, this demographic shock causes immigration. Initially, a politically motivated raise
in the tax will lead to a lower immigration flow than required in the long run.  The
transition process may even start with emigration if tlie iiiitial tax increase leads to a
lower net wage. Obviously, the larger the difference betweeti the initial ariel long-riin
migration flow. the larger  will  be the subsequellt  oversliooting  of the migration  flow.   If
ageing initially leads to emigration, the subsequeIit ininligration flow will be larger tliali
if initially immigration had occurred. Tliis effect is illustrated iii tlie phase diagrani in
Figure  8.1 that illustrates  the eiisueing oscillatory transitioii process.
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Figure 8.1: Phase diagmm in case of oscittator-y dy·namics.

This diagram is the graphical representation of tlie two„-dimensional system of first-
order linear difference equations that is equivalent to equation (8.10) (see the ApI}en-
dix). The origin denotes the initial steady state. The phase line Amt-1 = 0 iii this
diagram (which has a slope of 45') is not affected by ageing.  The downward-sloping
phase line Amt =0, however, experiences a once-only shift at time t=0 (to FF') and
settles at its new steady-state position GG' in the positive quadrant at the beginning
of  period   1. The intersection  of the phase lines  GG'  and  Amt-1   -  0  determines  the
new steady state, E. Although there is immigration in the long run, there Inay initially
be either an outflow of mobiles (e.g. point Ao) or an inflow of migrants (e.g.  point
Bo),  depending  on the effect  on  the  net  wage. This places the econoiny  at  aii  unstable
trajectory heading north-west or north-east, respectively. After one period  (t  =   1).
the stable manifold converging to the new steady state (denoted by the dotted line)
is  reached (in point   At • Bl, respectively). The number of migrarits then follows   an
oscillatory trajectory towards  the new steady state.   This is indicated  by  A2·  .43, · ·
for  the  case in which the adjustment process starts with emigration  (i.e. Ao). Notice
that, as explained earlier, the immigration flow occurring immediately after the first
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period (i.e.. Al  and Bl: respectively)  will be larger if initially emigration  (  Ao) instead

of immigration (Bo) has occurred.

The intuition behind this adjustment process starting from Ao is straightforward.

Due to initial enzigration, in the next period the number of mobiles is relatively low,

causing an upward pressure on the gross wage w'  As a result, the economy will

experience an inflow of non-natives, who, of course, all belong to skill-type z.  This
implies that, for the initially young generation which has now grown old, pension

benefits increase. In period 2, wages for the mobiles will be low and taxes will be15

high and so young non-natives will emigrate again. Therefore, whenever there has

been emigration (imniigration), the next period will be characterised by immigration

(emigration).
When the adjustment process starts with immigration   (i.e.    Bo).there  will   also  be

immigration  in  the next period  (Bl).   This  is  due to  the net  wage of mobiles increasing

as the PAYG-tax falls - ceteris part:bus - because of the declining dependency ratio.

The subsequent transition is described by a damped vibration similar to the one in
case of initial emigration. The adjustment   process  in   case   of  emigration  in  the   long

run is similar to the one described above.

Notice  that,   as the young mobiles are assured  of a constant utility, by migrating
they  are  able to shift all losses originating from the demographic shock to other groups.

Moreover, as foreign agents are not affected, the domestic agents that are not mobile or
no longer mobile (i.e. the old of both type I and y) have to absorb all possible losses.

Degenerate dynamics

The oscillatory adjustment process described above implies that the elderly. in spite

of their initially larger political power. have to bear a part of the costs of ageing.

Consequently, in this case. the mobility of labour cannot prevent welfare losses for

the old (as is claimed by Razin and Sadka  1999a}). In our model. however. a special

case exists where no oscillations will emerge. Notice first that initial immigration
can never be larger than immigration in the long run. The reason for this is that
the increased dependency ratio will. through the correspondingly rising tax, exert a

negative effect on the mobiles' net wage. Second. it is noteworthy that the long-run

migration  flow. as described by equatioils   (8.11),  will  at   most   make  up  for the lower

number of mobile workers, and that it will exactly make up for that only if all workers

13 Note that the young at tinie t-0 took the expected increase in the benefit at time t=l into
account when deciding on a move abroad. The emigration flow at time t=0 would thus have been
larger  if the individuals  were not gifted with perfect foresight
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are niobile, see equation (8.11.b) for a description of tliat case.  Iii the latter Case,

moreover. a decrease in iiative labour can iininediately and perfectly be compensated
by immigratioii as a miinteractiiig effec t 011 niobiles wages, due to the relative increase
of scarcity of iminobile labour. is obviously not operative.  Thus. a new steady state
sets in immediately. This new steady state only differs from the old one with respect
to the composition of the niobile labour force: native mobiles are replaced by Illigrailts.
Notice that it is not possible to immediately restore the steady state this way wlien
there are immobiles: in that case. an imnligration flow that exactly compensates the
decrease in the number of mobiles does not suffice to restore the dependency ratio to
its old steady-state level and thus the elderly will be able to enact a higher tax, setting
off the dynamic process described before.  The case without oscillatiotis is illustrated
in Figure 8.2.

am/*                    L                                           am,.  = 0
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F //
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Figure 8.2: Phase diagram in case of degenerate dynamics.

As  before. we assunie  that.  at  tillie  t  -  0, the fertility  of the native  population
unexpectedly falls for one period, leading to a larger number of non-natives in the new
steady state. E. Initially. there is also immigration and the number of migrants is
depicted by Co. However. now the initial change in the number of migrants does not
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set off an oscillatory adjustineid process but is such that it equals the long-run effect

on the non-native population. This can only be the case if Co lies on the downward-

sloping phase line Amt =0 after its once-only shift at time t=0 (i.e. FF') (see the
second part of the Appendix for a formal proof of this assertion). Froill then on, tlie
economy is stationary again. That is, the next period the economy reaches tlie new

steady state E in Figure 8.2.
As mentioned above, this new steady state only differs from the old one with re-

spect to the composition of the mobile labour force. The dependency ratio. moreover.

immediately returns  to  its old steady-state level.   As a result,  in this special case, botli

young  and old individuals  do not experience  atiy  chalige  iii  their lit ility.   and  ageing  is
completely neutralised by a once-only immigration flow of non-native inobile workers

at the tiine of ageing. In our model, this is the only case where ageing has no welfare

effects. In all other cases considered. ageing produces welfare losses for at least one

group.

Example 8.2

Consider an economy where the ageing of the native population results iii an inflow of migrants

in the long run. but where in the short run emigration of mobiles occurs. This h„lds both
for an unexpected as well as for an anticipated deInographic shock. The results of nunierical

simulation experiments are giveii in Tables BA.1 and 8A.2 in the Appendix.

The economy is initially populated only by native individuals (z =y=1  and  m=0)
and the production technology 16 of the sniall open econoiny can be described by,

f(4, Vt) = v 2,    0 <7< 1. (8.15)

Mobile workers earn their marginal product.  i.e.,  for  the initial steady state it holds tliat

wg -fg= b

Unexpected ag€ing

Suppose that, at tillie t = 0, the fertility rate of the native population unexpectedly drops,

while, in the subsequent periods, their fertility equals its original level again (ho < 0, hi =

1(,Note that this production technology is a specific parameterisation of the nested produc-
tion function of our previous example (i.e., equation (8.13) with 2a =a=1 and b=c= 0).
This parameterisation implies the share of mobile labour in total (final) production exceeds
the share of immobile labour.
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h2 -   o= 0).  Iii the li,iig rtiti. this deniographic shock causes inimigration (ser ecillatic)11

(8.14)). i.e..
0 17 1.

- = (-1 - 1)ho > 0. (8.16)
 7r

Initially. there ar„ 4,1,1),isilig gi'tic.ral-eqitilil,ritizii effec·ts  II the r\·agf, c,f the Illobiles. Firhtly.
ageing implies that tlie number of workers per uiiit of tile fixed fai:tor decreases. Th, refc,re.
the niarginal productivity of labour goes up, irrespective of the skill-type. R,r tile' mobiles
this effect is captured by the term 55-ho - - ho > 0. Secoiidly, tlie (ic,(:re;the iii tlip aitic,1 11it
of immobile labour exerts dowiiward pressure on the wage of the Inc,1,iles.  This efrec:t is

captured by ho =  7ho < 0. The overall effect of a demographic: shock on the wage of

the mobiles is positive, liowever, and captured by   +   ts)  ho = (7 - 1)41 > 0. 111
spite of this, the effect oil first-period consumption is ambiguous. as agring als,1 litiplies tiii
increase in  the depeiidezicy ratio and.  consequently. a greater politic:al  p,)wer frir t li ' 01(1  aticl
a higher PAYG-tax. This effect on tlie tax is captured by the term -2·r'/10 > 0. Wlienever
tlie political effect oil tile tax outweiglls the overall effect OIl the mobiles' wag('s, first-peritid
consumption possibilities deteriorate aiid this incites yourig niobiles to ctitigrat„.  Ageilig
initially leads to emigratioii - ce te,·is paribits - if it holds tliat

-  t.1 + Dw'j - 1(1 - 7)<24 <1-_aw' (8.17)
US   Dy j A 4    DI

where the second inequality holds by assumption because we assunied saddlepoint stability
of the (initial) steady state of tlie economy.

Suppose now that 7-' complies with (8.17), so that tlie sliock leads, ceteris paribus, to
an incentive to emigrate for mobile workers at time t=0 (due to the initial decrease iii
their net wage). Subsequent migration flows follow an oscillatory trajectory towards the Ilew
steady state as described above (see the case starting with Ao in Figure 8.1). Froiri Table
8A.1, it appears that the retired generations at the tillie of the shock are banned. This is
a consequence of the stability condition which prevents the elderly from raising the benefit
if the dependency ratio increases. Young immobiles  at  time  t=0  lose  as  well  due  to  tile
negative effect on their wages following an outflow of young mobiles. Later on. irrimigration
of young mobiles benefits them due to their enjoying higher wages.

Anticipated aqeitig

Assume that. at tillie t = 0. it becomes public tliat tlie fertility rate of tlie tiative population
will (temporarily) decline in tlie (near) future (ho =hi - ··· = 4.-1 = 0,4. < 0,4.+1 =
4.+2 -··- 0).
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Notice that, from the previous analysis, it appeared that an unanticipated decline in

fertility implies a decrease iii the pension benefit at the tiine of the shock. If the decline

is announced at some earlier date. (mobile) generations living before the actual realisation

of the shock will try to prevent this loss of old-age consumption froni occurring by Ill(,Ving

abroad. We call this migration anticipative migration.

From Table 8A.2, we learn that, before the occurrence of the shock, the mobiles wage

('ut'*) increases due to their decreased number, and the PAYG-tax increases as niore (mobile

and immobile) old people are around. However. as we have seen earlier, the wage effect should

dominate the political-influence effect (i.e., + 2·r' < 0). Anticipative migration therefore

brings about a change in the distribution of consumption over the lifetiine: the young mobiles

preferring to stay will have an unchanged lifetime utility, just as those who emigrated, but

they see their first-period consumption possibilities increase and their old-age consumption

decrease. As the decrease in the benefit level before the shock can be anticipated by the

mobile young in earlier periods as well, they react to it by emigrating. Iii this way. a chain

of anticipative emigration flows of mobile young people arises which tapers off backward in

time. The cohort that is old at the time of the announcement is unable to mo,·e abroad, and

thus loses from this anticipative migration. This is also borne out by Table 8A.2: anticipati\·e

migration shifts part of the burden from retirees alive during the occurreiice of the shock (born

at time t = t' - 1) to the retired alive at the announcenient of the shock (whose benefit.s

decrease). Another part of the burden is shifted to the immobile workers of skill-type y born

in period 0,  1.    . - t' - 1, (whose net wages and benefits decline).  As the migration flows

taper off backward in time. the utility loss is smaller if the announcement of the shock arrives

earlier. Moreover, when the shock actually occurs the decrease iii the benefit level will be

lower than under an uiiexpected decline.

Degenerate dynamics

Finally, the economy described above exhibits degenerate niigration dynamics if there are

no immobile workers, i.e.. if 7 - 0.  In that case, the number of mobiles immediately
adjusts to its new steady state level, irrespective of population ageing being anticipated or

not (S*i = *i= . . . =3 9= -hi, 2-0, t'). As this case assumes the absence of immobile

workers. we do not find any losers or gainers from ageing and the ensueing ininiigratioii of

non-native workers.
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8.4  Qualifications and discussion
In this section, we consider to what extent our results depend on the specific assurlip-
tions we have employed. We discuss tlie role of the small-opeii-econoiny assumptioii.
the absence of a store of value in the economy. and the effects of assuniliig a c·eiitralised

inter-regional public pension scheme. A final point is how our results are affected if
exogenous  migration  flows,  such  as  by  asylum  seekers. are taken into acciourit.

Large economies

The small open economy assumption implied constant. utility levels for the (young)
mobiles. Migration into the domestic economy therefore did not liave welfare effects
on the other economies in the common labour market, and ageing in the small open
economy had no repercussions for the other economies. If, however, the domestic

economy is relatively large, the effects of ageing in one country will be transmitted to
other countries as migration flows then also affect their labour markets, politics and
dependency ratios and, hence, their individuals' lifetime utilities.

It is relatively easy to allow for large economies in our model and this will not affect
our main results. Assume two large regions that may differ in size. and form a commoti

labour market. This assumption requires an amendment of the arbitrage condition,
holding in both the domestic and the foreign economy. 17 As before, lifetime utility at
home and abroad should be equal, but now, lifetime utility abroad is endogenous. If
we assume that the size of the domestic economy, measured by the amount of land
available for production, is denoted  A,  and  that  of the foreign economy is denoted  A'.

Long-run domestic migration, is given  by  (see the Appendix for details):

Om            A'- - 1-m t 8,0*  lay'l  H. (8.18)8,r  - A+A• 811)/   83:  j

Note  that  the only difference between  (8.18)   and  (8.11), the equation that describes

long-run migration in the small-open-economy case, is the ratio which denotes the
relative size of the foreign economy. This relative size is important as, for example. an
outflow of e mobiles per unit of (domestic) land from the domestic economy implies
an inflow of migrants per unit of (foreign) land into the foreign economy. If the

RAS we focus on migration induced by asymmetric demographic shocks, we assume   that   both
regions are endowed with the same technology inhabitants of both regions liave similar prefereiices:
the social-security arrangements are similarly generous; and finally, political affairs are similar and
can be represented by the same Tax Influence function.
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foreign economy is infinitely large (A' - x) or the domestic economy is infinitesimally

small (A - 0). the ratio -X F equals unity and (8.18) reduces to (8.11) again.  As can
be seen from the Appendix, the short-run dynamics for this two-region case are also
similar to the ones described in Section 8.3.2. Given our stability coriditions, the siz(,
of the (oscillatory) migration flows will be smaller than in the case of a small open
economy due to the adverse effects of migration on the welfare of the foreign mobile

population.

The presence of a store of value

The non-savings assumption significantly simplified the analytics of tlie model.  The

qualitative results. however. do not change if we allowed for private savings.  This
would equip young agents with an additional instrument tliat enables them to miti-
gate the adverse effects of demographic shocks on their lifetime utility by smoothing
consumption over both periods of life. Consequently. the incentives for migration will
be smaller.

A centralised pension scheme

The model developed above assumes the regions to be autorionious iIi deciding 011 the

PAYG-tax. An obvious alternative is the case where a centralised peIision systeni exists.

In that case, the tax can again be assumed to be determined by the exertion of influence
by young and old people. This time, however, the demographics of the whole common

labour market are decisive. A centralised public pension system entails a dramatic

change  in the motive for migration  (especially  in the short   run).    As the current  and
future PAYG-tax no longer vary across regions. the only difference between the regions
is the (gross) wage. In other words. the political system has no independent effect

on migration and we are left with the long-run effects of ageing only. This contrasts

sharply with the case of decentralised politics and redistribution, analysed above, which
can produce oscillating migration flows.

Exogenous migration

Much of the actual migration flows. for example. into, e.g., the EU. is not the result of
utility equalisation forces as iii our model. but due to exogenous forces, as in the case
of asylum seekers. One wonders how our model would fare under this notable fact.
Wellisch and Wildasin  ( 1996) demonstrate  that.  in a common labour market,  such  ex-
ogenous immigration can be transmitted to other jurisdictions. An analogous result
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can be seen to hold for our niodel. Assurning that the economic forces in our model
continue to apply, exogerious immigration will only dimiriish the endogenous imniigra-
tion flows  (or strengthen  the  endogenous emigration flows). Comparing. therefore,  our
model results with Borsch-Supans (1994) recommendation to allow inore immigrants
into Germany or Storeslette is (2000) plea for extra immigration into the US. we might
conclude that such exogenous iinmigration does not necessarily help to cure the ageing

country.

8.5 Conclusion

Is immigration the panacea for countries with an ageing populatioii? Many publications
have suggested it may be (for example, Razin and Sadka (1999a), Borsch-Supan (1994),
and Storesletten (2000)).  In this chapter, we qualify these results, and show that
migration may not be the cure for ageing. We argued here that the inflow of migrants
is not a deus ex machina, but should instead be analysed from the perspective of
rational, forward-looking, mobile workers. We showed that it is then far from sure that
mobile workers will migrate into ari ageing country and thus will help to mit.igate the
problems with social security.  In fact, if the rising dependency ratio induces a strong
enough increase in the PAYG-tax, they may even decide to leave the ageing country
and thus worsen the malady Under a normative interpretation of our political model,
pension schemes of the defined benefit type turn out to be less sustainable than pension
schemes of the defined contribution type.

Whether ageing initially incites a salubrious inflow of young mobiles into an ageing
economy depends on the mobiles' gross wage. their tax obligation when young. and
their PAYG-benefit when old. When production involves a fixed factor. the birth of a
smaller cohort of workers raises wages and thus eventually incites an inflow of migrants,
ceteris paribus. However, when labour is not homogeneous, this may be counteracted
by a downward effect on the mobiles' wage if ageing makes mobile labour less scarce
compared to immobile labour. Therefore. whether the general-equilibrium effects on
wages incite an inflow of mobile workers is depended on the type of labour that is
mobile, i.e., low-skilled workers (as claimed by, e.g.. Borjas  1995]) or high-skilled labour
(as argued by Justman and Thisse [1997], for example),  the way it enters the production
function, and the relative decline in its fertility. The development of fertility may. in
turn, depend on the number of migrants in the past, their type of skills. and their
assimilation. The US and many European countries, for example, have experienced
a large inflow of low-skilled migrants who are known to have a higher reproduction
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rates as natives. Consequently, ageing makes low-skilled workers in these countries less

scarce and lowers their wages, ceteris paribus. In addition to the general-equilibrium
effect on wages, there will also be a political effect on the tax, however: the increase in

the dependency ratio strengthens the political influence of the elderly arid thus restilts
in a higher tax. This implies an additional incentive for Inobile workers to emigrate.

Consequently, even if, due to the general-equilibrium effects on wages, immigration is
to be expected in the long-run, the short-run reaction of mobile workers might be to
leave the ageing country. thus causing a decrease in welfare of the immobiles and the

elderly.
In  Razin and Sadka ( 1999a), immigration  is  beneficial  to tlie elderly,  aiid  does  Ilot

hurt the young. Therefore, the painful consequences of ageing for the elderly can simply
be undone by an inflow of young workers.  In fact, iii their model, there is no reason

to stop immigration at that level: more immigrants is always better. In our model,
however. immigration is not a Pareto-improvement: it leads to welfare gains for the
old and the immobile young, but decreases utility of the mobile young (as compared to
the situation without migration).   This, of course, limits the inflow  of migrants  in  case

of ageing: immigration stops when the utility level of mobiles equals the level abroad.

Therefore, even if ageing causes immigration in the short run, the inflow of workers will
not be large enough to completely prevent the adverse effects of ageing on the elderly.
There is only one exception to this rule: if labour is homogeneous (as it is, for exainple,
in  Razin and Sadka 11999a.bl  and  in  Storesletten [20001), ageing leads  to a once-only
inflow of workers until the initial number of workers is restored, thus preventing the
old from incurring a loss. This exceptional case only applies to a small open econoiny.
however.   If the domestic economy is large relative  to the COmnion labour market.  the
inflow of labour will lead to higher wages abroad and ageing will result in less than
full replacement of the number of workers before the demographic shock.  As a result,
wages will increase and pension benefits will decrease.

The increase in political influence due to ageing does not allow the elderly to gain.
The reason for this is that the possibility of migration makes the mobiles immune
from the consequences of ageing: adverse effects, like the increased dependency ratio
and declining wages for the relatively less scarce factor, are shifted to the non-mobile

(or no-longer-mobile) part of the population. This limit to the elderly's behaviour
thus provides a counter argument to the over-insurance argument in the public choice

literature. If the elderly wei·e gaining, the economy would diverge to a corner solution
where all young workers  have left  as  in Von Hagen and  Walz (1995). However,  we show
that, in a neo-classical economy, such a state of affairs can only arise if the stability
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conditions  of the dynamic process  are  not  fulfilled.   We  can  conclude  that,  iii  general.
the ageing of the population will harm the elderly.
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Appendix to Chapter 8
In this Appendix, we will first provide the linearised model of the small open economy
which serves as the starting point of our analysis. Secondly. we will present the condi-
tions that ensure saddlepoint stability. Furthermore, we will present some simulations
to provide insight  in the dynamics  (as.  for example. described  in our example). Finally.
we will show that the small-open-economy case can easily be generalised to a setting
with two large open economies.

8A The linearised economy

To study the short-run as well as the long-run effects of a change in the fertility rate
of the native population, the main demograpltic and economic relations are linearised
around a steady state with x=y=l.I n the following equations. the parameter z=
denotes the magnitude of the shock to the fertility rate of the natives.  The change in
the number of mobiles and immobiles is given by, respectively,

BIt Omt---+ZHi (8A.1)
OTE           07r

°Ut      I.- = Ill (8A.2)
OTT

The change in the wage of the mobiles (w j E f. (zt· Vt)) is given by,
Owz (Omt

-37- = A., (-32 + zHL  + fLYHL (8A.3)

The change in the wage of the inimobiles (wv E f(g'.y,)-af,(1'.y,)) is given by.
lit

0/117 8101
DII   -  (.fy +  fI  -  f) Ht--52' (8A.4)

-  Of(zi,vt) 1where fy E fy(.rt, Vt)1., =/:Vt =1  - Out I.rt =/:71 =7
For the charige iii the social-security

tax. it holds that
00             ,  / Omt - i          Omt)
-=T 1- - -1-T' (1 + z) ht· (8A.5)Ogr  < 071- 87r )

For the change in young-age and old-age consumption. we derive. respectively.

2         21& _ 211        i = I. 0 (8A.6)
071' 07·r     07·r '

0'lt+1 0Tt+1 T  < 81111+1 amt \      T
-32-       -31-   + 2 -Dr - -32-  +2(1 + 2) httl. (8A.7)
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Plugging equation (8A.1) througli (BA.7) itito (8.9), difference-equatioii (8.10) imme-
diately follows.

8B Stability properties and the initial jump
To analyse the conditions that ensure saddlepoint stability of the second-order linear
difference equation (8.10), we transform this difference equation into a two-dimensional
system of first-order difference equations by the introduction of a so-called duinmy
variable . Now we can redefine = 2*EL, Vt 2 0. Using tlie duniniy, we get the
following system

- 221
-

- Opt-1  -
81r 1 -3r 1   ht+1

_    F   j11       02     1                                                 r   C l 1       1 1 1 2       Cl:i    1           4                                                ( 8,A.8,-l i   O 1

+1
Jam,-1     l o   0   0

-8.- - 8. -

where

f.. + T'jil  =  1- AfRS (8A.9)5 -T'

112    -     M RS  -IT , (8A.10)
2-T

Cll -(1+Z)

(12 -(1+Z) MRS .67        . (8A.11)2

(13
- --·e,tifi. + fiy)

It can easily be checked that the steady state of the dynamical system (8A.8) is given
by

Bm-82-_(z+L \H (8A.12)
0:r        Ox             (         .,f/I)      '

with  H  = E304 Notice  that   2  is  a jump variable whereas   * is predetermined.
Consequently, the system  has a unique solution  if it is saddlepoint stable,  i.e.,  if one

F j11  112  root of the
Jacobian   1    0    

lies inside the unit circle and oiie root outside the

11 1 -V 011)2 +4512unit circle. The roots of the Jacobian are given by Al -

. and .\22
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j 1 1 t v/ (11 1 ) 2 + 411 2
. To ensure that Al > -1. it is necessary that

2

T-  MRSJu
(8A.13)Tr <

2(AIRS+1)

For the marginal political influence T' to satisfy (8A.13) it is sufficient that

F T f==l
(8A.14)

r'  <  min  [2' -2-]

To see why (8A.14) implies (8A.13). suppose that T > -fu. tlien (8A.13) gives T' < 5,
and  if  T  <  - f*%, (8A. 13) gives ·r' < -Ir. Condition (NA.14), and in particular T' < 5
ensures that Al < 0. Sogiven (8A.14). we have Al e (-1.0). For 12 > 1 to hold. it is
necessary that fig < 0, which holds by definition.

The phaselines of system (8A.8) are given by

hi+1

Ailt-1  -  O: 2 ,1 - 55-1-1       ,,   U Z-  1    +    1     ,-s,11            1 311            1 1111               t                      ,
Ht

(8A.15)
Bgt-1 D m t-1

Amt-1     =     O r    -37-  = -3,r (8A.16)

Note that Atit-1  = 0  can also be written as  Ami  =  0 (see Figures 8.1  and 8.2). Given

saddlepoint stability. it is obvious that 1.1 »71 > lA, 1. which states that the slope of the

phase line Amt = 0 is larger (in absolute terms) than the slope of the s.table trajectory,
which is given by the root of the Jacobian inside the unit circle (Al)·

Given that systeni (8A.8), that comprises one predetermined or backward-looking

variable and one jump or forward-looking variable. is saddlepoint stable. it can be
solved to find the initial effect of changes in the number of natives on the nuniber of

migrants (see Blanchard  and  Kahn  [1980}).

Etto hk+1.\2-k-1

011-1 Omo
-32 - -32 = - 'Cll (12 (,13]    Et-0 /tklik-1 (8A.17)

En-O HkAik-l

Using the fact that Ett,1 Aik = rh , the terms of (8A.17) can be rearratiged as

follows to distinguish between current and future effects,
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Ef-1 hk·Aik
8-mo  =  -  le,1  +  £11

1 -It, »1"t. (8A.18)Ox    [    A2 03]
E 2.1   (Ef= 1 hi  Ask-1

The  evolution of both  it  atid  ni  can  then be derived frI)iIi  tlle  syst('Ill  (,CltlatiOllS.

Given the evolution of these state variables, we can calculate tlie tinic patlis of tlie
variables such as youtig age atid old age consumption, lifetime utility, the PAYG benefit.

In  case  of no immobile labour (implying degenerated dynamics),   point   Co  in  Figure.
8.2 is given by the ilitersection of the phaseline amt - O a t tiizie. t-0 (deiioted by

ho  
FF/) and the vertical axis, i.e..

= I Trii,  16,1 1   Ho 1 -
-zho, where the last

equality follows from £12 - -ZA/RSL, and c13 = -zA.I RS  (as tliere is 110 effect
2-r 2-T

of the ageing of inimobile agents).  From (8A. 18). we also get  11 = - [f + fe-] ht, =
-zho. Consequently. the iIiitial junip in m (91 = -zho > 0) is given by the point Co
in Figure 8.2.

8C Simulation results

In this part of the Appendix, we will present the results of a Simulation exercise that
illustrates the example presented in Section 8.3.2. The preferences of both mobile
and knmobile individuals are represented by the following additively separable utility
function,

U;   E   U (c;, 0+1) = logc; + loge+1, i=Z,7 (8A.19)

The production technology in intensive form is given by

f(It, Yt) - 44(8)09 (8A.20)

Furthermore, initially no descendants of migrants are present (z = 1) and the marginal
political power (T') is assuined to be equal to 0.03.

For a once-only unexpected decrease in nt at time t = 0. Table NA.1 suminarises
the resulting dynamics.
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t             0 1 2 3 4 5 x
amt  071' -.114 .124 .098 .101 .100 .100 .100

 Tt    7T .064 -.007 .001 -.000 .000 .000  .000

 92   71- -.016 .002 -.000 .000 .000 .000 .000

awrialr .054 -.006 .000 -.000 .000 .000 .000

811  / 071' -.004 .056 .049 .050 .050 .050 .050

8(   f OTT -.010 .001 -.001 .000 .000 .000 .000

82 f 07r -.068 .063 .048 .050 .050 .050 .050

OW-1/alr -.212 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
Duty_JOz -·212 -.154 .166 .130 .134 .134 .134

Table 8A.1: The dynam·ics of an un€Ipected demographic sh.ock.

If, for example. the magnitude of the shock (71-) is equal to 0.2 (implicitly assuming

ho = -1), the initial outflow of mobiles is equal to 0.0228 ( 7r = -0.0228). For a
once-only anticipated decrease in nt at time t = 3, the resulting dynamics are displayed

in Table 8A.2.

t 0 1 23456700

Omt/07'r -.009 -.053 -.330 -.076 .120 .098 .100 .100 .100

8Tt / 87T .001 .002 .009 .053 -.006 .001 -.000 .000 .(}00

0./DA -.000 -.001 -.002 -.013 .002 -.000 .000 .000 .000

Ow / lr .002 .013 .083 .044 -.005 .001 -.000 .000 .000

OW  07T -.002 -.013 -.083 .006 .055 .050 .050 .050 .050

8   f O'T .001 .011 .074 -.009 .001 -.000 .000 .000 .000

ad / 87T -.003 -.015 -.092 -.047 .061 .049 .050 .050 .050

BU:-1/0,r     -.001       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000     .000     .000
Buly-1/01 -.001 -.011 -.067 -.417 -.104 .160 .131 .134 .134

Table 8A.2: The dynamics of an anticipated demographic shock.

8D The two-regions case

Assume two large regions. say the domestic and the foreign econoirry. forming a com-

mon labour market. Iloreover,  assume that production techriology and preferences  of

inhabitants are the same for both regions. Now, lifetime utility across the two regioiis
should be equal. Assume that the size of the domestic economy. measured by the
amount of land available for production. is equal to A, and for the foreign economy
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the amoutit of the fixed factor is given by A'  Tlien, for example. 811 outflow of e
mobiles per unit of (domestic) land froin the domestic economy implies an inflow of
A-a" migrants per unit of (foreign) land into the foreign economy. Therefore, the

linearised version of the arbitrage condition now reads

AIRS24 + 00+1 = AIRSOCf'' + 071;+1
(8A.21)07r   Blr       87T   0% '

where the superscript * refers to tlie foreign economy. Abroad. the changes due to
domestic ageing and resultiIig migratioii are given l,y

0111 '. A Omtf (8A.22)Or       -         j z.  A.   8%  '

Owr* Ow*'.
(8A.23)81T      OlT '

84        A ,(Gmt_1 07nt  1-  =  --T 1- - -I (8A.24)071·    A. ( 871' 8* 3.
act"  011 't'   7 
-F   =   -32 - -37'       i = 1,, 1, (8A.25)

011;+1      07-;+1 _ I.fl /07,lt+1 ami )
071-            0,r      2 A'   071' -37) (8A.26)

Plugging (8A.1) to (8A.7) and (8A.22) to (8A.26) into (8A.21) gives the following
second-order linear difference equation,

hi+1amiti Dmt amt-1 A- r-= 311- + jli

-HL
0,r          O,r          O,r     A+A.1 cil  (12  c13 ] ht (8A.27)

where jil, 112, and [ cil  cly  c13 ] are given by (8A.9), (8A.10) and (8A.11), respec-

tively. Comparing (8A.27) to equation (8.10) shows that they only differ with respect
to  magnitude to which ageing induces migration flows,   i.e.,   the  term   -dir·   Finally,
note that the fixed point of (8A.27) is given by

Dm -      A.     1
-m A aw* i By'\  H . (8A.28)0           A + k DE./BI)



Chapter 9

Ageing and Migration in a Small Open Economy
with Different Public Pension Schemes

9.1 Introduction

Declining fertility rates and risilig life expectaticy are irriposing atid will Coiltillile to
impose increasing fiscal burdens on the econoniies in questioit (lite to tlie unfunded
Pay-As-You-Go (PAYG) social-security systems that are being cinployed. These sys-
tems mostly engender redistributions from younger to older iridivicluals, iinplyilig that
the young bear the financial burden of demographic sliocks, like 1)(,1,111ati011 ageiiig

However, it is also well-known that greater factor niobility inay severely coristraitit the
ability of national goveriiments to redistribute incoine be.cazise tlie yourig liave outside
options enabling them to shift back at least part of the burdell to tlie l,etieficiaries of
the system (see. e.g., Wildasin 519951)

Von Hagen and Waltz (1995) are among the first to sliow tliat the decreasing costs
of migration put the sustainability of the present social-security systenis at risk. Tlieir
model allows for migration of yozing workers iii a world wlicre factor prices are giveri.

The  characteristics of constant factor payments  iniply  tliat   once  inigration  to  atiother
country is decided upon by the youngsters in an e(·oriortiy. youzig workers keep moviiig
till the country is only inhabited by retired persons. The reasoii for the ettlerg(mw of
this corner solution is that the relative adundancy of the iininigrating factor arising

from migration does not entail an agglomeration disadvantage.
In this chapter. we assume a conventional ncioclassical technology to establisli a

model with a unique steady state. We analyse the transitic,n prc,(·ess to tliis steady
state that results when a demographic shock hits the sniall open economy.  0112 obvious

result  is that decentralisation of the redistributive furiction of the goverriizieiit  gh'es t lie
mobile young the possibility to take advantage of their mobility.

We study the effects of ageing on the migratioii decision of tlie Iziobile young iii-
dividuals for different   intergenerational risk-sharing properties  of  the  public·  peilsion
scheme in place. Firstly, we assume that a dejined contribution PAYG-scheme is in
place. Under this scheme. the retirees  bear - cete,'is  panbus  -  the  dependeiicy-ratio

risk, that is. an increasiiig depeIldericy ratio will result in lower benefits.  If the old
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cannot anticipate a demographic shock. they will bear tlie entire burdeii of agring. Iii
case of an anticipated shock, however. mobile individuals that will be old at the time
the demographic shock occurs, can take precautions by migrating when young and are
therefore less susceptible  to the adverse effects of ageing. Consequent ly. antic·ipated
ageing  will  lead to inigratioii flows before   t lie shock  actually   occiirs.     In   that   case,

the retirees alive at the moment the shock becomes publicly known are the. oiies that
cannot react and they have to bear a part of tlie burden.

Secondly. we assume that a defined benefit social-security scheme is iii place. Under
this scheme. the contributors to the systein (tlie wc,rkers) bear - ceteris pat·,bus - the
dependency-ratio risk. that is, an increasitig depeiideticy ratio will result iii higlier
contributions. In this case, ageing will set off a process of migration wliere atiy flow
of niigration out of the sinall open ec:onoiny is followed by a snialler Iriigration flow
into the small open ec·ononiy and vice versa. This I,rocess will contiziue to take place

until the new steady state is attained. The intuitioil beliind this result is simply that
eniigration in some period leads to an increase of tlie social-security tax ill tliat period

(due to a declining number of contributors). but - cetens paribus - to a decrease iii

this  tax  in  the next period (as there  are now fewer retirees). This decrease leads sonie
of the then young mobiles to immigrate froni abroad. It should be emphasised that
this cyclic behaviour is perfectly rational and will be foreseen. as decisions are taken
with full information 011 their consequences. Obviously. in the long run, the decrease

in the lifetime utility of the imrnobile part of the population will be smaller under a
defined contribution scheme relative to tlie decrease linder a defined benefit scheme if
the initial social-security arrangeinents are already  too generous . as iii case of (1(,fitied
contributions. ageing will not lead to even higher PAYG-taxes.

Finally. we will analyse the case where people expect (at least) a benefit eclual to
the present value of tlieir contributions paid during tlieir industrious lives.  i.c..  PAYG
is  considered  as an (alleged)  eiititlenierit.   We  firid  tliat.  in  this  case,  eL·(111  teniporary
demographic shocks will have lorig-ri.in consecifieiices for the size and sustairial,ility of
the social-security arratigeinents.

In the next section tliis chapter's general model will be introduced. We will einploy
a 2-period 2-factor OLG model of a small open economy that forms a cominon labour
market with many other countries or regions. where only one of the factors is mobile.

Migration is only allowed when young. The individuals are norialtruistic agents with
perfect foresight, perfectly able to take into account the effects of their migratiori
decisions on future decisions.

In Section 9.3 the effects of (asymmetric) ageing will be studied. The litaill features
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of three different PAYG schemes will successively be inipleiiiented in the frainework
established iIi Sectioii 9.2. Given these social-security systems, we will both arialyse the
effects of ageing oil tliese schenies ancl poilit Out the resulting migration dynamics and
welfare effects. The main part of the section is devoted to the transitional dynamics
towards the new steady state. In general, the short-run effects of ageing will differ from
the long-run consequences.

The chapter winds up with some concluding remarks.

9.2 The model

In this section we will set up our model for the small open economy and present a
linearised version of it. We will conclude with some coinparative statics.

9.2.1 The economy
The basic element of oin·model is a small open economy populated by two overlapping
generations. Each generation of agents will have perfect foresight and live for two
periods. and is composed of two types. The first type consists of individuals which
are freely mobile, whereas  t he second type consists of inlinobile individuals.    For  the
sake of simplicity, we assume that the group of mobiles only consists of (descendants)
of  immigrants. 1 Descendants of immigrants are characterised   as   rion-natives   as  long
as they are not completely assimilated. As a consequence of cultural differences, the
fertility behaviour of non-natives may differ from that from the (immobile) native
population.2  The number of young non-natives at the begi ming of period t present in
the small open economy is denoted by Mt, while ¥1 stands for the number of young
immobile natives present during period t.

Production requires labour of both types. Both types of agents participate in the
production process only during their first period of life. Every individual is endowed
with one unit of labour when she is young, that is supplied inelastically.  In our simple

l In  Chapter  8 we allowed  for a richer  populatioii  structure:   the  mobile  part  of  the  population
consisted   of  both   natives   and   non-natives.     For   our purposes, however, the simplified   population
structure applied in t his chapter suffices.

2 It  is a well-known  fact  that  t he fertility  rate of non-natives, i.e.. migraIit workers, is higher  than
that of natives from most Westerii European countries. Only in the very long run, fertility rates tend
to converge.  In the Netherlands. for exairiple. the fertility rate of native Dutch women has moved
around 1.6 over the last decade, while the fertility rate of Moroccan immigrants was at least twice as
high (Dutch Central Bureau of Statistics [20001)
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framework, these are the only factors of production.3 There is no capital which meails

there is no store of value, so agents cannot save to support themselves during their
old age. The economy is endowed with a standard neoclassical techI1010gy. which

implies that, at time t, output per young immobile individual can be written as f(mt)·
t = 0.1,2,..., where mt 3 1# is the number of the non-natives per young immobile

agent present during period t. In the sequel. the number of the non-natives per young

immobile agent is referred to as the mobile-immobile (MI) ratio.
Both types of labour are paid tlieir marginal product.  That is, young non-natives

receive a gross wage equal to their marginal productivity (wr E f'(mt)), while young

immobile natives obtain   the reniairiing gross income   ( wi - f(mt) - inif'(nit)). As
usual the marginal product of both production factors is supposed to be decreasing

(f"(mt) < 0).
A part of the gross incomes of both young non-natives and young natives is taxed

away by the government via a lump sum tax ·rt to be transferred to the retirees living at                      
that moment in the economy. The remainder of their incomes is used for consumptiorl

of the nuIneraire  good  produced  in the small open economy.   So  we  get.

Ct  =  tut  - Tt, i -m, 1/, (9.1)

where cl denotes the consumption of young non-natives (i = m) alid young natives

(i  =  y).   A retired agent, indifferent  of its type, consumes tlie transfer payment  0  from

the government.
Both types of agents are assuIned not to be altruistic, they do not care about tlie

levels of utility of agents of the otlier type, nor of agents living abroad and those born

in another time period.  Due to the absence of a store of value the agents are not able to
directly affect the intertemporal allocation of Consuniptioll. However, by migrating the
mobile non-natives can affect their intertemporal allocation indirectly. They decide at

the beginning of their industrious lives whether they will reside at home or abroad.  We

assume  that the migration decision  is  a  once  and  for all decision,  i.e.,  we  do not allow

for temporary migration or return migration of retirees to their birth region. Therefore.

the decision whether or not to migrate depends on the respective lifetime utilities that
can be achieved in the small open economy or abroad, respectively. So, the migration
decision of the young non-natives is not only based on current net inconie but also

:tin Chapter 8, production not only required two types of labour but also a fixed factor (e.g.. land)

The  incorporation  of the fixed factor allowed  for both emigratioii and immigration  iii  the  long  run.
In this chapter, we abstract from a fixed factor because we are mainly ititerested iii the migratioii

dynamics with different intergeneratioiial risk-sharing rules.
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on  the retirement benefits  when  old.   They are assilmal  to have perfect foresight  wit h

respect to the latter.
The government runs its transfer scheiIie or public petision schellie as Pay-As-You-

Go (PAYG) scheme.  Abstracting from adininistrative costs tlie (balanced) budget
restriction of this scheme reads

AL + 4
7/t
-

Tt' t=0.1.2. (9.2)
Alt -1  +  }1 -1

The nature and dynamics of both benefits and taxes are deterinined by tlie spec:ific
intergenerational risk-sharing rule applied by the governined.

The populations of non-native and native individuals structurally grow at tlie same
rate. The initial non-native population is assumed to be equal to M.1 For tlie native
agents we assume that their initial population in the small open econotiiy will be equal
to  unity  (Y- 1  -Y=1) and, given the fertility  rate  n t,i n  tlie subseclzieiit periods

Yi = n.tyf-1 = 1-I nj, t=0,1,2,.... (9.3)

j=0

The lifetime utility of an individual born at the begilming of period t is represented by
a (strictly) quasi-concave, twice differentiable, utility fuiiction that obeys the Inacla-
conditions,  U(c;, T h+1) ,i-m, y.5   As  the  economy is small compared  to  the  ecoriomy

at large - which implicitly supposes that several regions are part of the Common labour
market for the mobile factor - the utility level of the young noii-natives is dic·tated by
the utility experienced abroad. Consequently. migratiOIl from or to the home regioii
will take place until lifetime utility is equal to its level abroad. U say,

U(cr, 92+1) - U· (9.4)

The idea here is that if population changes incite migration flows from home to abroad
there will be no effect on the foreign public pension systems and the foreign production
process due to the small-open-economy assumption. Ergo, there is no effect oil foreigii
utility and migration flows will be determined only by developnients iIi the small open
economy. Finally, notice that the steady state for the small open econoiny is diet atecl
by the key parameters abroad.

Vrhenever a variable is denoted with a bar and subscripts are oxiiitted, we refer to its initial
steady-state value.

5Note that preferences of mobiles and immobiles do not necessarily have to be eqiial in general.
The main results would still hold for U'(C;,g,+1),i= m. V
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9.2.2 Linearisation

The analysis of the effects of ageing will be based on a linearised version of the econoniy
presented in the previous subsectic,n.  Let the fertility rate of the Iiative part of the
population of the Small open econoiiiy be equal to

n.,=  1+ 4, t = 0.1.2, .. (9.5)

where ht describes the time pattern of a perturbation of tlie steady state. vallie of the
rate of population growth (which is equal to unity) of tlie natives aiid x is a measure
for tlie magnitude of the perturbation. Given this setup. ageing of the native part of
the population can be modeled eitlier as an 111iexpected 11(,gative (teitiporary) shock to
their rate of populatioii growth (i.e.- at somr time t=0:h o =/h=. = ht, < 0,
ht,+1 - 4,+·2 = ' - ' =0. witli t' (iti)finite) or as an expected negative (temporary) shock

(i.e..atsometimeti > 0  ho=hi = ···=h,1-1 = 0,41 =41+1 = ··· -42 < 0.
42+1 - 42+2  · ·   0, with ti  < t2, ti finite, and t2 (in)finite).  The effects of a
marginal change in the fertility rate of the natives (n) can be traced by differentiation
of the arbitrage condition (9.4) with respect to A.

In response to ageing. the clviianiics of the small open economy are determined
by the migration of the young mobile lion-natives, aiid the clianges ill the taxes and
benefits these migration flows eligender. So. for example, if at soine date the number
of young native agents declines. this can give rise to Inigration of yoting lion-natives.
The reason for tliis inigration is that a decline in the Iizimber of yozitig natives will
lead to lower wages and, given the peiisic)11 schenie presetit in the ecoiiomy. possible
changes iii the taxes that have to be paid aiid tlie future beiiefits expected to receive.
This migration. however. may be foreseeii by the young in the previous period. Iii
particular. if it liolds that expected future inigration fic,ws will affect current-yozing
old-age ConsuInptioll. this will incite them to reconsider their place of residence. The
choice of resideiice is dictated l,y the arbitrage condition (9.4) which iii linearised form
can be writte11 as:

AIRS€92 + ati«1 = O, (9.6)07T    / 

where MRS - al'Ce".'1)10: .
aL, (cm.9 )/09

is the marginal rate of substitution in the (initial) steady
state.   From the first-period budget constraint  (9.1).  and the budget restriction of the
PAYG-scheme (9.2). we can read that changes iii young-age consumption and/or old-

age consumption are due to the changes in the AlI-ratio (*L). the changes in the
rate of population growth /it, and changes iii the taxes and benefits. Taking this into
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account an alternative way to write (9.6) is as follows

Out / Omi 07-1 \ 07lt+1

-                 a   AIRS   \,f"17723-57.--5Ii)+-DIT--  (9.7)
07r

L \:OBILE]

where and 23.1 depend upon tlie specific risk-sharing rule that is applied. For the
immobile native part of the population the change in lifetinie utility due to ageing and

possibly resulting migration of mobile non-natives is given by

8Ut
-  -AIRS'  <f"(m)mfili  + 211j  _+  21+1

, (9.8)
071'  1,1210BILEJ                                      OX       0'r /        0:r

1 _ U(Cy.Vilac'where MRS - u»·,11'an
is the marginal rate of substitution for a riative individual iri

the (initial) steady state.  From (9.8). it directly follows that an increase in the AlI-ratio

(fit' >O) has a positive effect on the gross first-period income of the natives because
of their relative adundancy. Changes   in   the   size of intergenerational redistribution
will affect the lifetime utility of the natives in a similar fashion as tlie non-natives.

However, the absolute effects will differ from each other whenever MRS'  4  MRS  (or
equivalently m 2 -1) .

Comparative statics

For a given technology, the value of the marginal rate of substitution of both non-
natives and natives in the steady state only depends upon the MI-ratio (m) and the
social security tax (·r)6. The following proposition shows how m and ·r are related.

Proposition 9.1 Given  a strictly positive  tuple  (m, T),  such  that

T < min If'(m), f(m) - f'(m)m] , it holds that:

(0    MRS < 1 ** *> 0,

M)   MRS >1*>dm< 0A      '

(iii) MRS -1 4 *- 0.

The proof of Proposition 9.1 is straightforward and follows from (9.7) evaluated at
the initial steady state, that is. Bm / A     - dm AIRS

B. 1 8. -- 
=

AIRS.f'91,) .   The intuition behind this
result is as follows.  Due to the absence of a store of value, the social-security tax
mimics private savings.  In our simple framework, the optimal level of savings for the

aIrrespective of the pension scheme in place in the small open economy. it holds that c",  = f'(m)-T.
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non-natives would be given by the following frst-order condition', MRS - 1. So
MRS < 1 implies that the social-security tax is too low from the point of view of the

non-natives and an increase would attract young migrants from abroad. For MRS> 1
the opposite holds.7

The next section specifies three different intergenerational risk-sharing rules that
can be superimposed upon the economy. Simultaneously, the impact of an expected

(temporary) decline in the fertility rate of the native part of the population of the small

open economy will be analysed given the different regimes.

9.3   Intergenerational risk sharing and ageing

This section highlights three different PAYG-schemes. Successively, the PAYG-scheme
will be organised as a defined contribution scheme (DC),and  as a defined benefit
scherne (DB). Furthermore, we will analyse the case in which PAYG-pensions are

'actuarially fair'. Given these regimes, on the one hand, we analyse the effects of
ageing on these schemes and, on the other hand, we point out the resulting migration
dynamics and the welfare effects for the immobile part of the population. Without
loss of generality, we consider in the. remainder of this chapter the following particular

demographic shocks. Firstly, a once-only demographic shock: a decline in the fertility
rate of the natives is expected to occur at time t'  >  0 and to last for only one period. i.e.,

ho -h i- • • · - 4.-1 -0, ht•<0' 4.+1 = ht•+2='-'=0· Secondly, a once-and-for-
all demographic shock: a decline in the fertility rate of the native part of the population
is expected to occur at time t' >0 and to last forever, i.e., ho =h i - · · = 4.-1 - 0,
4.-ht•+1 -4.+2 - ' · =h<0.

9.3.1 The defined contribution scheme

A defined contribution (DC) pension scheme is characterised by a predetermined (con-
stant) level of contributions currently living young have to pay to support the current

retirees,
Ti = T,        t= 0,1,2,. (9.9)

Given the defined contribution, the current pension benefit 9 will only depend upon

the current dependency ratio,  i.e.,  0 - M,-'+31-1 T  =  nt  85 11-.   A change in theAft + Yt

dependency ratio due to a demographic shock and/or migration of some of the young

non-natives will have the following effects on the social-security system,

7In case AIRS = 1, = 0 due to the characteristics of the first-order Tab·lor approximation.
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  = 0. (9.10.a)

Ont             T      i Omt Bmt-11-  -  - | - - - |4- Tht. (9.10.b)
071.       m+1( 617r 81'r )

Equation (9.10.a) directly follows from the definition of a DC-scheme.  From (9.10.b)
we see that, abstracting from possible migratioil, a current decliiie in the fertility rate
of the natives (ht < 0) which iniplies less young that pay the contribution 7-, will
immediately result in lower benefits (* < 0).   Abstracting  from  ageing, a decline

in the current MI-ratio (*L < 0) caused by, for example, emigration of young nori-
natives, erodes the tax base and therefore lowers current benefits, while less beneficiaries

(23el < 0) means higher pension benefits. Frirtlierniore, it follows froni (9.10.b). that
a once-only demographic shock will only have temporary effects and is not persisteiit
in the benefit level. Plugging (9.10.a)-(9.10.b) into (9.7), we find that an elpected

temporary decline in the fertility rate of the native part of tlie population at tinie t'

(ht. < 0) results in the following dynamics of the MI-ratio,8

amt  =  [                        T                        1 1. -t

07["       T - AIRSf"(T t)(nt + 1)]
(m + 1)h ., t=0,1,2,. .,t'-1, (9.11.a)

ami
-= 0,        t = t*,t' + 1, t' + 2, (9.11.b)
01T

The economic intuition behind (9.11.a)-(9.11.b) is as follows. If a future deniographic
shock  (at time t') becomes public at some earlier date  (t  = 0). generations living before
the shock occurs, will try to prevent the expected loss of consumption from occurring.
The only way to do that for the mobile non-native generation born the period before
the shock is by moving abroad (as displayed by (9.11.a)). We may call this migration
anticipative migration as it is incited by a deterioration of old-age consumptioii clue to
an eroding tax base which is anticipated before the shock actually occurs.

The non-natives choosing to stay in the small open economy experience two effects
from the migration behaviour of some of their fellow non-natives before the occurrence
of the shock. Firstly, when young, their wage will increase due to the decreased AII-
ratio, and, secondly, when old, their pension benefits will decrease as the tax base
erodes. Anticipative migration therefore brings about a change in the distribution of
consumption  over the lifetime: the young non-natives preferring  to  stay  will  see  t heir

b For tile derivation of (9.11.a) and (9.11.b). we refer to the Appendix.
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young-age consumption increase and their old-age consumption decrease. However. by

definition, the lifetime utility of the non-natives is unaffected and so anticipative mi-
gration enables the mobile non-natives born before period t' to annihilate the potential
loss of the demographic change.

Anticipative migration of the young 110n-Iiatives i11 tlie period before the shock will
decrease the benefit level of the then living old. However, the latter can anticipate this
effect when young as well and react to it by Inigrating if they can do so. In this way.
a chain of anticipative migration flows of non-native young individuals can be seen to
arise which tapers off backward iii time. Both the cohort that is old at the time the
shock becomes public as well as the immobile native generations living from period
t = 0 to period t = t' - who see their wages drop due to a declille of the MI-ratio -
obviously are not able to react and will thus be confronted with a loss of utility due to
anticipative migration. As the migration flows tapers off backward iii time, the utility
loss will be smaller if the shock becomes public earlier.

Figure 9.1 depicts the decrease  iii  the  liumber  of 11011-natives.  i.e.. the actual  eni-

igration of non-natives that results from the temporary demographic shock ( =

*L + mHe, with Ht = II;=o /11). 

9To draw the figures we hare used a logarithmic specification of the utility function and a Cobb-
Douglas production function. A wide range of parameters suffices. Nloreover. notice that 4» =
mHt= mht-,t =t'.t'+1.t*+2,
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1   0                             t                    time in periods

Figure  9.1: The anticipalive  migration flow  linder  a  DC-scheme.

Given a DC-scheme. a once-only demographic shock will have no effects for the. social-
security contributions and benefits of the generation born at the time the sliock occurs
and for generations born in subsequent periods because the dependency ratio is not af-
fected. Consequently, the MI-ratio will remain unaltered  (see (9.11.b)).  The following
proposition summarises the effects of an anticipated teniporary decline in the fertility
rate of the native part of the population of the small open econoniy.

Proposition 9.2 Anticipative migration enables,·etirees alive at the moment the shock
occurs   to    (partly)   roll   off  the   burden   of   ageing

(i)  Part of the burden is shiped to the retirees alive in the smalt open economy at the
time the shock becomes publicly known;

(ii)  Another part of the burden is shifted to the genemtions of natives t·iving between
the time that the shock becomes pubtic and the time it actually OCCUTS.

An ezpected once-and-for-all decrease in the fertility rate of the native population will
lead to a permanent decrease in the size of intergenerational redistribution (%- Th  < 0,
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The  MI-ratio  will also permanently  decline.  i.e.-  * =
AIRS "(™) h <0  (see the Al}-

pendix, equation (9A.1)). For t = 0.1.2.. ., t' - 1, the dynamics of the AlI-ratio

resulting from a once-and-for all demographic shock are given by, 11)

ami  _  [                        T                        ]t. -t  r                                  T
1 (m + 1) -                   1 h,         (9.12.a)

-32 - l.r - AIRSf"(m)(m + 1)] L MRSf"(m) 1

and fort = t*, t* + l, t' + 2,.    , it holds that

Omt               T- = h<0. (9.12.b)
8x              AIRS f "Cm)

The dynamics displayed by (9.12.a)  and  (9.12.b).  and  thereby,  the  economic intuition

behind this difference equation is similar to dynaniics resulting from a once-orily denio-
graphic shock as displayed by (9.11.a) and (9.11.b).  The dynamics given by (9.12. a) and

(9.12.b) are suniniarised   bv the phase cliagrani in Figure  9.2. The downward-sloping

solid line iii Figure 9.2 deiiotes the first-order linear difference equation (9A.1) (see
the Appendix). The intersection of this line with the 450-line denotes the new steady

state. The dotted arrow depicts the anticipative behaviour of the mobile-immobile

ratio between the moment the shock becomes public and it actually occurs.

.  'r»'.                                                     -Th/MRSf "(m) 0 am'lam

·amo/air

..
*

....4. an'./87[

am     lat= an  lam                          j

Figure 9.2: The phase diagram of the MI-ratio with a DC-scheme.

10For the derivation of (9.12.a) and (9.12.b). we refer to the Appendix.
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Figure 9.3: A once-only shock versus a once-a·nd-for-all shock with a DC-scheme.

Figure 9.3 shows that there are only quantitative differences in the dynamic behaviour
of the MI-ratio resulting from a telliporary demographic shock (depicted by the solid

line), and the behaviour of this ratio resulting from a once-and-for-all denlographic
shock (depicted by the dashed line).  As a result of the long-run decrease in the PAYG-
benefit and the decrease in the AII-ratio (and thereby the decrease in the gross wage
of the natives), the lifetime utility  of an immobile native individual  will also decrease,

au          E -MRS'  f"(m)mfh) + 21 - (1 +
mMRS') Th < 0.     (9.13)07r

I IMA'OBILE|                             01r j    071·   MRS j

The next subsection will point out the migration dynaniics under a defined benefit
pension scheme.

9.3.2 The defined benefit scheme

A defined benefit (DB) pension system is characterised  by  a predetermined  (constant)
level of benefits currently living retirees receive from current young.

0 - 91 = T. t = 0,1.2,... (9.14)
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The tax levied by the governinent to finance PAYG-benefits imder the DB-scheme is

given by 11

1 mt-1 + 1
Tt
=

nt  mt + 1 T.     t -
0,1,2.... (9.15)

A demographic shock and/or migration of some of the young 1IlObiles will have the
following effects on the social-security system,

0Tt

-  -  i  2:2Li - 2.:Ill) -Th" (9.16.a)
071·        m t l<  071'       01
21 = o. (9.16.b)
 7T

Equation (9.16.b) directly follows  from the definition of a  DB-schenie.  From  (9.16.a)
we see that. abstracting from possible migration, a current decline in the fertility rate
of the native population (ht < 0), which implies less young that pay contributions, will
immediately result in higher taxes ( > 0) to finance the defined benefits. Abstract-
ing from ageing, a decline in the current MI-ratio  (*L < 0), for example. caused by

emigration of young non-natives, erodes the tax base and, therefore. increases curreilt
/0771,-1          taxes, while less beneficiaries t-&  < 0) means lower contributions. Furthermore.

from   (9.16.a) it follows that temporary demographic shocks  only have temporary  ef-
fects and are not persistent in the contribution level as also was the case Under the
DC-scheme. Plugging (9.16.a) and (9.16.b) into (9.7), we find that an expected tem-
porary decline in the fertility rate of the native population at time t' (ht· < 0) results
in the following dynamics in the AtI-ratio.

2mt =         T         amt-1 - T(m + 1)     h t = 0,1.2.. (9.17)
Ox     T + f"(m)(m + 1) 871- T + f"(m)(m + 1)  t'

The economic intuition behind (9.17) is as follows. For the generations living between

the time that the shock becomes public and the tinie it occurs. a future demographic

change will neither have direct nor indirect effects that spill over from future behaviour
because the design of the DB-scheme entails no incentives for any current generation
(of young) to anticipate to future demographic changes (which might occur when old
oreven later). Ergo. we have SWL = 531 =0, t E {0,1.. ..t' - 1}. Atthe moment

the shock occurs. the dynamics depend upon the initial (steady-state) size of the DB-
scheme (T) Whenever tlie initial size exceeds a certain level, that is, T > -  (m +
1) f"(m).  a decline in the number of natives will incite a pattern of explosive migration

dynamics that eventually implies a breakdown of the small open economy. The reason

1 I For the derivation of (9.15), we refer to the Appendix.
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for that is, that in this case, the equilibrating wage d>'Iiainics (f") will be doniinated by
the disequilibrating social-security  dynamics. If sonie  of the 11011-natives  emigrate.  this
will have two opposing effects.  On the one hand, the wages of the remaining non-natives
will increase due to their relative adundancy. On the other hatid. tlie social-security
taxes they have to pay increase as well due to the eroding tax base. If the latter effect
always  domiriates the former, explosive migration  dynamics  will resillt. Techiiically
speaking, the first-order difference  equatiozi  displayed  by  (9.17)  will  be  unstable,  i.e.

T+I"(™)(m+1) 1 > 1.
If the initial DB-scheme is of rather modest size (T < -6(m + 1 )f"(m)). tile lITi-

gration dynamics resulting from a once-only demographic shock are as follows. The
AlI-ratio follows an oscillatory path towards the unchanged steady state (limf-% * =
0  =>  limt-=   - mht·) Durizig the transition period tliis ratio will decrease and
increase every other period, implying that the wage will increase and decrease as well
every other period. Therefore. migration can be described by a damped vibration that
fades out in finite time. This is illustrated in Figure 9.4. which presents the change in
the absolute number of Tion-natives in the small open economy (coIzipared to the. initial
steady-state number) in the different periods.

0 0  .  .  •  -   -

t

aM,/BA -

mhe-

-1 0 t                    time in periods

Figure 9.4: The oscillatory migration pattern linder a DB-scheme.

The intuition behind this adjustment process is straightforward. Due to the initial
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(period t-) migration. in the next period (period t' + 1) the number of mobile non-
natives per immobile native individual is relatively low, causing an upward pressure on
the gross  wage.   As a result, the small open economy will experience an inflow  of young

non-natives. This implies that in period t' + 2 wages will be low and therefore. tlie
then young non-natives will emigrate again. So. whenever there has been emigration
(immigration),  the next period  will be characterised by immigration (emigration).   But

the total number of migrants declines from period to period and eventually migration
fades out and the new steady state gets established. The decrease in the total number
of migrants over time is the result of the perfect foresight of the agents who bear iIi
mind the effects of future migration.

This oscillatory migration pattern will have the following effects for the lifetime
utility of the native part of the population.  As the (young) non-natives are assured
of a constant utility, they are able, by migrating. to shift all losses originating from
the demographic shock to the native population. Moreover, as foreign 'non-natives' or
'natives' are not affected. tlie immobile native iiidividuals iii tlie small open econoiiiy
will have to absorb all the losses induced by a (temporary) demographic shock. The
above results are summarised in the following proposition.

Proposition 9.3 A temporary decline in the fertility rate of the native part of the
population witt lead to an oscillating evolution of the AII-ratio arou·nd an unchanged
steady-state ratio. This pattern will have the following welfare consequences.·

(i)  At the time of occurrence of the shock the income of the youtty natives will decline,

(ii)  The Lifetime utility of the native population u,ill not be afected in the long run.
but in the short run their lifetime utility w·ilt go up (down) if the AII-ratio goes

down  (up).

A (anticipated) once-and-for-all decrease in the fertility rate of the native population
will bring about the same dynamics in the AlI-ratio as a once-only shock and, there-
fore,  it  can  also be described  by (9.17) However. a permaiieiit decrease  in the natives'
fertility rate will lead to a permanent increase in the size of intergenerational redistrib-
ution ( =-Th>O) anda permanent decline in the MI-ratio (* = -·«wih < 0).
The dynamics displayed by (9.17) with T < -4(m + 1 )f"(m) are summarised by the
following phase diagram.
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Figure 9.5: The phase diagnim of the MI-mtio with a DB-scheme.

The downward-sloping solid line in Figure 9.5 denotes the first-order linear difference
equation  (9.17). The intersection  of this  line  with  the  450-line  denotes  the new steady
state. The dotted arrows depict the oscillating behaviour of the AlI-ratio, starting
at the time the shock actually occurs. As pointed out. above, the initial size of the
DB-scheme determines whether a demographic shock will result in stable or unstable
dynamics of the MI-ratio.  To see how the initial size of the social-security tax (T)
influences the dynamics resulting from the ageing of the native population, consider
the special case where T = - (m + 1)f"(m). For this specific value of the PAYG-tax.
difference equation (9.17) boils down to *, - _2 21 + (m + 1)4,  t = 0.1.2,
This difference equation represents a two-cycle  system that oscillates between   0   and

(m+ 1)h.  There is still a fixed point to the system (I*th).  but it. is neither an attractor
(as  is  the case above with stable dynamics)  or a repellor  (  see Shone  1997, p.73-74]).
The situation is illustrated in Figure 9.6. From Figiire 9.6 it follows that the AII-
ratio has two repeating values 0 and (m + 1)h, which are called period points. At the
time the shock occurs  (time  t  =  t'),  the MI-ratio decreases ( = (m + 1)h < 0)
as a result of emigration.  Due to this decrease, at the beginning of the next period

(at  time  t  =  t'  +  1),  non-natives are relatively scarce (which is reflected in their gross
wages) and, therefore, immigration will occur until the AtI-ratio obtains its initial level
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( tl = 0). At the beginning of the next period (at time t = t' + 2), the cycle will

repeat itself. The sequence of emigration and subsequent immigration will not fade out

in due course of time because the equilibrating wage dynamics are exactly cancelled

out by the disequilibrating social-security dynaniics.

Figure 9.7 sliows that there are only quantitative differences in the dynamic behav-

iour of the MI-ratio resulting from a temporary demographic shock (depicted by the

solid line), and the behaviour of this ratio resulting from a once-and-for-all demographic

shock (depicted by the dashed line).

am,  i /an

an„ /art =-am,/21[ + (m+1)11

  (m+1)h 0 / a.,,8.

(m+1)112

(m+1)h

 ,_ta=an,& I

Figure 9.6. A penodic orbit with a DB-scheme.
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Figure 9.7: A once-oul,q shock l'et·SUS a once-and-for-all shock u,ith a DB-scheme.

As a result of the long-ruii increase iii the PAYG-tax aiid tlie (le(·rease iii tlie iII-
ratio (aiid thereby tlle de(·r(,ase ill tlle gross wage of the immobile iiatives). tlie lifetinie
utility of a liative iiiclividual will also decrease.

BU 0171 OT\

-           E -AIRS'  f"(m)m- + ·-   I = (1 + m) MRS'rh < 0.       (9.18)07r II\IMOBILE1     07; 017r 
From (9.13) and (9.18), it follows that, in the long ruti, the decrease iii tlie lifetiine
utility of a native individual will be smaller under a DC-scheme relative to the dec·rease
under a DB-scheme if (1 - MRS') + m4**(1 - MRS) < 0.  So, if both fi·om the
perspective of non-natives and natives the social-security tax is initially 'too higli
(AIRS, AIRS' e  (0.1), see Proposition 9.1), the immobile natives will ba better of
under a DC-scheme. as in this case, ageing will not lead to an even higlier PAYG-tax.
If the initial social-security tax is 'too low' (AIRS, AIRS' > 1, see Prop(,sition 9.1).
the natives will be better of under a DB-scheme as in this case ageing will increase
the too low' PAYG-tax. For an initially 'Optimal' PAYG-tax (AIRS = AIRS' = 1
see Proposition 9.1), the long-run decrease iii lifetime utility of an immol,ile Iiative

individual will be eqiial under both intergenerational risk-shariiig miles.
The next subsection atialyses tlie effects of deniographic shocks if PAYG-pensions

are considered to be ail (alleged) entitlement. Contrary to the nori-persistetice of
ternporary shocks utider the DC-scheme as well as the DB-scheme. we now find that
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temporary demographic shocks will have long-run consequences for tlie size of the

social-security arrangements.

9.3.3  PAYG as an entitlement

Empirical research has shown that in a substantial number of westerii deniocracies the

majority of individuals considers (future) PAYG-benefits as an (alleged) entitlement

(see. for example, Romer 119961) People expect (at least) a benefit equal to actuarially
fair present value of their contributions Illade during their industrioiii lives.  Iii 0111
simple framework. a public pension scheme that does justice to tliese entitlemetits.
implies that 12

77 - 71,+1· t= 0,1,2.. (9.19)

As mentioned above,  (9.19) is assumed  to  hold  for  any generatioii. therefore  we  get [3

-1

(47 [     m i t l  1\
Tt
-

l111"' mk, + l]      '1

t=0,1,2.... (9.20)

From (9.20) it becomes clear that the current tax is not only determined by the
current dependency ratio but also by the past dependency ratios. Therefore. past de-
mographics directly influence the size of the current social-security system atid curretit

demographics will influence future contributions and benefits. A demographic shock

and/or migration of some of the young non-natives will have the following effects on
the social-security system,

 Ti
-

T Omt
-THi. (9.21)

071       mt 1 Or

From (9.21) we see that. abstracting from possible migration. (teniporaiy) deziic,graphic
shocks (current and/or past) will increase the size of the PAYG-scheiiie permanetitly

So, temporary demographic shocks can become a problenl for the sustainability of
social security in the short run as well as in the long run because of their persiste ice.

Furthermore,   we  see that emigrat ion of currently young non-natives will increase  tlie

contribution level. This effect. however,  is not persistent because emigration today

means less pensioners tomorrow. Emigration of beneficiaries, if possible, will not affect

the size of the current PAYG-tax. Therefore. remaining retirees would benefit froiii
this kind of migration. Plugging (9.21) into (9.7). we find that an expected teniporary

12Note  that due  to the absence of a store of value the 'actuarial fair' discount  rate is equal  to  1.

13For the derivation of (9.20) and (9.21), we refer to the Appendix.
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declitie iii the fertility rate of tlie liati\·(: part of tlie population at time t' (ht. < 0) will
result in the following dynamics of the .iII-ratio.

Dilt - T(m + 1)(1 - AIRS) Ht.                 (9.22)Or     AIRSf"(m)(ni + 1) + T(AIRS - 1)
Froiri (9.22). it iiiiiziediately follows tliat if the illitial size of th : social-seczirity systelli
is 'too low' froin the perspective of tlie Iiiobil(ls (AIRS < 1. see Prollositic)11 9.1), a
tanporary (expected or 1111expected) (lec·lirie iii the fertility rate of tlie iiative i,art (,f the
popillatioll will I)ei'ziiaiieiitly iiici(Lise 1,(,th tlie MI-ratio aiic! the PAYG-coiitributic,zis
anci benefits. In particular. the iticrease iii tlie social-security tax is giveii by

 Ti- TAIRSf"(m)(771 + 1)

Or      AIRSf"(m)(m + 1) + T(AIRS - 1) Hi.                  (9.23)

By definition. there are 110 welfare effects for tlie non-natives: the declitie iii t heir gross
wage is conipensated in terms of utility by aii iiicrease of the size of tike initially 'too
small' peilsion scheme. For the iiatives tliere are two effects. On the one hand. the
increase in their gross income has a positive effect on their lifetime utility. On tlie
other hand, the effect of increased izitergerierational redistributioii is airibigzious.  If
initial redistribution were 'too low' froin tlieir perspective, their lifetinle utility would
increase as well.

If the initial size of the social-security systan is too high from the perspective
of the mobile population (AIRS > 1, see Proposition 9.1). or more particular T >

AIRSf"(m)(m+1) a teinporary (anticipate(1 (,r unexpected) decline iii the fertility rate ofAIRS-1

the native part of the population will inciease the AII-ratio.  The PAYG-contributioiis
and thereby benefits will. however. decrease perinanently. For the natives. tliere are
agaiti two effects. On the one liand. the itic·rease iii the gross income has a positive.
effect on their lifetime utility.  011 tlie other hand, the effect of declined intergenerational
redistribution is ambiguous. If initial redistribution were 'too high' for them as well,
their lifetime utility of the immobile natives would increase as well.

Given that initially MRS > 1 and 0<T< AIRS/"(m)(1™+1),  ageing  of the  na-AIRS-
tive part of the population will decrease the AII-ratio but increase the amount of
intergenerational redistribution. This situation could affect the sustainability of the

14PAYG-scheme, due to the eroding tax base.
If initially, the PAYG-scheme is optiinal from the perspective of the lion-Iiatives

(MRS = 1). ageing will not affect the AII-ratio, but the size of the social-security
scheme will increase by = -THt > 0.

w foreover, the increased social-security taxes could catise negative incentive effects if labour supply
were endogenous.
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Finally, a simple example is provided  to  give  some more insight.

Example 9.1: The Cobb-Douglas case

Assume the preferences of a representative lion-native individual at any time t can be repre-

sented by the following expression, U(cT, rlt+1) - log(cr) + log(,11+1)· Then, in the steady

state we have MRS - 77;i,-7· Using this expression for the marginal rate of substitution,

it is straightforward to derive

Omt (m + 1)(f'(m) - 27)- =             Ht,      (9.24.a)
Blt"         f"(m)(m + l)+ (27 - f'(m))

0Mt f"(m)m(m + 1) + (f'(m) - 27")- -              Ht,     (9.24.b)
alr          f"(m)(m + 1) + (27 - f'(m))

art                    (m + 1)f"(m)T-  -                                  Ht.             (9.24.c)
Blr           f"(m)(m + 1) + (27 - f'(m))

The following tables shows for different initial levels of the social security tax T how the

MI-ratio, the actual migration of non-natives, and the amount of redistribution reacts to a

once-only decline in the fertility rate of the native part of the population. Given (9.24.a)-

(9.24.c), we get

Bm Q.Mi QIL
B. 8. 07'

0 < T <  f'(m) +  f"(m)m(m + 1) +++
 f'(m) +  f"(m)m(m +1) <7- <  f'(m)   +     -     +
T =  f'(m)                                  0     -    +
 f'(m) <T<  f'(m) -  f"(m)(m +1)     -     -     +
T >  f'(m) -  f"(m)(m + 1) -

Table  9.1: The effects of ageing  if PAYG is considered  an  entitlenient.

From Table 9.1, we see that, unless the initial amount of redistribution is very small or very

large, a constriction of the tax base (  < 0) is accompanied by an increase in the level
of social-security contributions ( > 0).  The possible adverse effects of such an evolution

could affect the sustainability of intergenerational redistribution.

From the above analysis, we find that even for a once-only demographic shock. the sus-

tainability of this particular pension scheme is not guaranteed.  Consequently, problems

will become even more severe given a once-and-for-all negative shock to the natives'
fertility rate. This follows directly from the presence of the term Ht in (9.23). For a
once-and- for-all shock  we get limt_- 0  =  - limt-go Ht  -  00.
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9.4 Concluding remarks

Chapter 9 aiialyses the effects of asymmetric demographic shocks iii a two-periocl over-
lapping generations model of a small open economy with rational forward-loc,king Illo-
bile noii-native and immobile native agerits.  Aligration of young 11011-native. inclividiials
has two effects: it decreases the mmber of 11011-Iiatives per native (thereby i11(·reasiijg

the wages of the remaining lion-natives) and it erodes the tax base.  Tlie wage effects of
InigratioIi lead to a restoration of tlie previously disturbed equilibrium. while the erod-
ing  tax  base may imply a moveinent  away  from  the  equilibriuin  by  further  dec·reasiiig
the utility of the young (due to. for example, liiglier taxes in case of a clefitied betiefit
pension scheme).

As is well-known migration caIi pro\·ide insurance against (demographic) shocks iii
a  small open economy (Wildasiii I19951).  the  reason  being  that  the  Coninion  labc)ur
market guarantees a fixed income. or as in our case, utility to the mobile factor. Iii
the setup with a defined contribution scheme as well as in the setup with a cle.fitied
benefit scheme, temporary demographic shocks have no persistent effects on social
security, and long-run migration is coinpletely determined by changes ill tlie relative
redundancy  of the production factors.   As  a  result, our long-run results parallel  those

of Wildasin (1995).  For the short run we find that ageing initiates different migration
patterns, depending on the risk-sharing properties of the public pension sclieines iii

place.

The mobility of the young non-natives living ill tile small open econoniv eviables
them to roll off the burden of ageing. Because migration flows out of a small open
economy do not affect the welfare of foreigners. the retirees living in the small Opeit
economy will have to bear a larger part of the burden of ageing than if they had lived
in a large economy. Consequently, the elderly in a small open econottly are much inore
susceptible to the adverse effects of domestic ageing than their fellow old iii a large

ecoiiomy.
If ageing is anticipated, some of the old non-natives living at the tillie of the shock

will have emigrated to evade the loss in benefits that ageing generates (giveii a de.firied
contribution scheme).Their migration will,  in turn,  lead to a decrease of pension benefits
which, if anticipated, incites the previous young generation of mobile lion-natives to
migrate as well. Therefore, anticipated future ageing leads to an increasing secluetic e

of emigration flows until the demographic shock actually occurs. enabling the retirees
alive at the moment ageing takes place to roll off part of the burden.  It is partly shifted
to the retirees alive at the time the shock becomes public.
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Finally, notice that we have defined ageiIig in this chapter as the decline of the
fertility rate of one specific group in the economy, i.e., the non-natives.  It might.
however, be more realistic if ageing affects all groups present iii a certain country.  It is
not hard to see that such a more general ageing process would riot affect the qualitative
results of this chapter.  If both the mmiber of immobile natives and the number Inobile
non-natives decline proportionally in some period. there will be no immediate effect on

the AtI-ratio, but due to the changed depeiidency ratio. higher taxes or lower benefits
will result. As a consequence, the mobile non-natives will migrate. leading to a higher
wage and a further increase of tlie dependency ratio. Comparable migration patterns
as before will etiierge
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Appendix to Chapter 9
This appendix  derives soine of tlie ecitiations used  iii  the  inain  text  of Cliapter 9.

9A    Derivation of equations (9.11.a)-(9.12.b)

Plugging (9.10.a) atid (9.10.b) into (9.7) gives

Omul 011lt-= A--(m» 1)/i,+1 (9A.1)Dir            03-

with A = ,-AIRS'/7™)(m+1) > 1. Because at time t both 29» and *L arci not prede-
termined. we cati solve (DA.1) 1,y iterating forward rather than backward. that is. by
treating it as a terminal-value probleni. So. if we asmiiiie that tlie new steacly state is
reached at some tinie T we obtain

2mT--s= A-,DTI- + f- A-k(m +1)hT-(.i-ki,    s = 1,2,3, ..T. (9A.2)077  07T tz
For T = t- and 2  = 221 = 0, we get (9.11.a) ariel (9.11.b).  For T = t- and
9/1 - 22' -   AIRS "(m)h, we get (9.12.a) aiid (9.12.b).

9B    Derivation of equation (9.15)
Let  dt  =  nt ft»+T'  then  the  following  table  shows  how  the  tax  evolves under a DB-
scheme.

d-1t= 0       do·ro = d-17--1 To - -3 7-1 To = i ,T
t=1 dl n  = doTo Tl = tTO n =*T

d,                                    1
t   =  t  -   1         d t-i T t-1   =   4 -2 Tt -2         Tt -1   -   3,-  71 -2         Ti-1   =   dizi. T

1 df-1t=t       dtri = d,-17-t--1 7, = -d, Tt-1 Tt= fT

9C   Derivation of equations (9.20) and (9.21)
Let dt = 71 f then the following table shows how taxes and benefits evolve ifm t t l

ill-1+11
pensions are considered as an entitlement.
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t= 0       T-l =dOTO TO =  T-1 T0= fT
t=  1             To = diTI 71   = *Tl Tl = t:tr

-       7 -1

1-1

t=   1-1         Te -2   =   d,-1 Tt -1         7-1 -1   =   ii.5-7-1 -2         •rt -1   =         Il   (4  I          TJ=0

r i     1-1
t=t       Tt-l= dtrt Tt = ifT'-1 rt

=

Lig dj] T

Applying the chain rule to (9.20) gives

Ft t j-1 T 
a·rt                    11, n·' 2*r
-=

ax             alr

-   _ <I'I ·ltlj -'  i '' f -1- t  211' -  1 ») j,1     m.1-1 1 1 m+11 8*   1% CA  j\J=0 1 \J=O \J=0

C 1       1  COmi  Om-1\)
-  - ti obi + in-i- t-37 - -37T j T.                          Ct'A.3)

Given that 2%» = 0 by definition. (9A.3) is (9.21)
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Summary in Dutch [Samenvatting]
Aan het begiIi vaIi het Ilienwe millennium is de vraag of en hoe Oils huidige stelsel
van sociale voorzieningen (met Iianie de oudedagsroorzieIiingen) te handhaven is liet
Iniddelpunt van menige maatscliappelijke discussie. De cleniografisclie verailderizigen in
de eerste helft van deze eeuw als gevolg van eeri toegenonieii leveilsverwachting en het

afgenomen geboortecijfer nopen de meeste westerse landen hun pensioenvoorzieningen
fundamenteel te lierzieii. Enerzijds verwacht het oiidere decl van de bevolking een
gedegen peiisioeiiiiikoiiien. Aiideizijds zal liet toeneineIide aantal oticlereii ertoe leiden
dat de last voor de beroepsbevolkilig (iri termen vaii af te dragen pensioeripreniies)

sterk zal toenemen. Dit is een direct gevolg van het feit dat het niererideel rail de pub-
lieke pensioenvoorzieningen gefinancierd wordt op basis van eeii omslagstelsel, waarbij
de huidige beroepsbevolking zorg draagt voor de pensioenen van de huidige pensio-
engerechtigden. Indien ons pensioenstelsel ongewijzigd blijft zal een stijging van de
afhankelijkheidsratio, het aantal ouderen per werknemer, als gevolg van de toenemende

vergrijzing van de bevolking, er dan toe leiden dat de uitkeringen dalen of de premies
stijgen, of een combinatie van beide.  Het moge ecliter duidelijk zijn dat deze 'voor
de hand liggende' oplossingen op felle kritiek kunnen rekenen van zowel de pensioen-
gerechtigden als vanuit de beroepsbevolking. Vandaar dat er naast deze maatregeleri
ook wordt getracht de omvang van de toekomstige beroepsbevolking te vergrotai om
zo een bredere premiebasis te crearen en de kosten van vergrijzing te drukken, onder
andere via het opstuwen van het geboortecijfer door middel van economische prikkels,
het terugdringen van vervroegde uittreding van oudere werkneme.is en het toelaten van
economische immigranten.

In dit proefschrift staat de relatie tussen de veranderende demografische sanienstelling
van de bevolking en haar economische, politieke en internationale consequenties cen-
traal. Het thema wordt belicht vanuit een economisch-theoretische invalshoek. De over-
weldigende aandacht voor dit onderwerp behoeft slechts Weinig betoog. Vrijwel geen
enkel politiek of economisch debat blijft gevrijwaard van de vergrijzingsproblenlatiek.
De vergrijzing van de bevolking leidt tot enkele prangende vragen. Hoe kan men de
afgenomen vruchtbaarheid in de tweede helft van de vorige eeuw verklaren vanuit een
economisch perspectief? Zal een toename van de fertiliteit de mogelijkheid bieden ons
socialezekerheidsstelsel te hervormen? Waarom zijn de huidige oudedagsvoorzieningen
zo genereus? Waarom is de arbeidsparticipatie van met name oudere werknemers zo

laag? Is er voldoende politiek en maatschappelijk draagvlak om het huidige pensioen-
stelsel te hervornien? Heeft vergrijzing internationale consequenties? Vormt immi-
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gratie een oplossing voor de vergrijzingsproblernatiek? Zal (een bescheiden mate van)
economische groei voldoende zijn om de socialezekerheidsvoorzieningen op het huidige
peil te handhaven?

Deze studie tracht bovenstaande vragen te beantwoorden. Hierbij moet ecliter wor-

den opgemerkt dat er geen definitieve antwoorden gegeven worden. Het doel is vooral
het verschaffen van alternatieve verklaringen voor (het ontstaan van) de huidige prob-
lematiek en de voor- en nadelen bloot te leggen van de verschillende voorstellen die wor-
den aangedragen om de vergrijzing en haar gevolgen tegen te gaan. Positieve, beschri-
jvende, analyses zullen de boventoon voeren bij het bestuderen van de economische en
politiek-economische aspecten en implicaties van vergrijzing en de bestaande intergen-
erationele herverdeling. Gevolg van deze aanpak is dat er voornamelijk oorzaken en
gevolgen zullen worden aangewezen zonder dat er normatieve oordeleii geveld worden.
Hoofdstuk 4 vormt hierop een uitzondering.   Hierin zal er ook een normatieve uitspraak
worden gedaan over verschillende beleidsopties op basis van hun consequenties voor de
welvaart van huidige en toekonistige generaties.

Dit proefschrift bestaat naast twee inleidende hoofdstukken uit drie deleri die elk tra-
chten enkele van bovenstaande vragen te beantwoorden. Deel I. Verwachtingen en
Fertititeit (bestaande uit de hoofdstukken 3 en 4), draagt enkele verklaringen aan voor
de daling van het geboortecijfer in de tweede helft van de twintigste eetiw. Boven-
dien wordt er aangetoond dat het stimuleren van fertiliteit mogelijkheden biedt om de

huidige pensioenvoorzieningen op een zodanige wijze te hervormen dat zowel huidige
jongeren en ouderen als toekomstige generaties hiervan profijt zullen hebben. Decl II,
Politieke Economic, bestaat uit de hoofdstukken 5 en 6. Hierin wordt aangetoond dat er
onder bepaalde omstandigheden een voldoende maatschappelijk en politiek draagvlak
bestaat om de huidige socialezekerheidsstelsel te herzieii. Voorts wordt er een alter-
natieve verklaring aangereikt voor de generositeit van de bestaande oudedagsvoorzienin-
gen en de afgenomen arbeidsparticipatie van oudere werknemers. Dit alles gebeurt
vanuit een zogeheten public-choice perspectief. Tenslotte wordt er aangetoond dat
economische groei niet de oplossing vormt voor de vergrijzingsproblematiek, vooral
niet als men de verdelingskwestie in beschouwing neemt.

Deel III, Internationale Aspecten (bestaande uit de hoofdstukken 7.8 en 9). analy-
seert de internationale spillovers van vergrijzing. Bij het beantwoorden van de vraag of
immigratie een oplossing vormt, staan de herverdelingsaspecten die migratie  met  zich
meebrengt centraal. Er wordt aangetoond dat migratie naar landeIi niet een vergri-

jzende bevolking niet vanzelfsprekend is en er sprake kan zijn van enige terughoudend-
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heid.  Hoofdstuk 8, iii het bijzoiider. slaat een brug tussen decl I (11 deel I I datigezien hier
het sanienspel tiisseii politiek eii migratie centraal staat.  In liet vervolg van deze sanien-
vatting zal de inhoud van de iiidividuele hoofdstukken. die elk afzonderlijk gelezen

kunnen worden. gecletailleerd aan de orde komen.

In   hoofdstuk   1   wordt   de   centrale  probleernstelling  geponeerd   en   wordt   de   gekozen
aanpak gemotiveerd. Voorts wordt de achtergrond en de omgeving waariii de analvse
is uitgevoerd uitgecliept. Daarriaast worden de resultaten van deze studic: afgezet  tegen
de zogeheten volkswijsheden met betrekking tot dit onderwerp. Tenslotte wordt de
indeling van het proefsdirift, de onderlinge verbanden tlisseIi  le verse·liillcizid<, clele11 e.n

de inhoud van de individuele hoofdstukken belicht.

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt het theoretisch raamwerk geschetst waarbintien dc' analyses
plaatsvinden, het zogeheten twee-pei ioden overlappende generatieniodel. Bovendieti
wordt de relatie tusseIi private besparingen (het kapitaaldekkingsstelsel) c'ii publieke

pensioenen (gefinancierd  via het omslagstel) binnen dit raamwerk geschetst. Voorts
komen enkele relevante klassieke bijdragen aan de economische en polit iek-economisclie
literatuur over pensioenen aan bod. Tenslotte w·ordt de rnethode vaii de unnparatiew'
dynamica kort beschreveii. Deze niethode wordt in dit proefschrift gebriiikt oin cle
korte-termijn effecten te analyseren van diverse schokken zoals bijvoorbc.(.lcl e.eii  taliiig
van het geboortecijfer.

In hoofdstuk 3 vaii deel I wordeii in een economie waar het geboorteciifer tiiede bel,aald
wordt door economische overwegingen (endogene fertiliteit) de gevolgen geanalyseerd
van het bestaan van geruchten in de samenleving ezi vaIi veralideringen iii cle lev-
ensverwachting. Er wordt aangetoond dat endogene fertiliteit er toe kan teiden dat een

samenleving kwetsbaar wordt voor pessimistische verwachtingen en een latigere levens-
duur. Bij de analyse van de economische consequenties van vergrijziii: Ixiodelle(,it lic't
merendeel van de economen de demografische verandering als een exogene schok waar-
door de economie wordt geraakt, ergo, een exogene daling van het geboortec:ijfer. Hi-
erbij gaat men echter volledig voorbij aan het feit dat (tenminste iii de illeest(' weste.rs('
landen), de keuze voor het aantal kinderen over het  algemeen  vrij  is.   Het  geboortecijfc,r
zou vanuit dit oogpunt dan ook als een endogene variabele moeten wordmi beschouwd:
de resultante van een rationele keuze. onder andere beinvloed door economische rand-
voorwaarden en prikkels. De economische theorie zou dus mede eeti verklaring kuii-
nen leveren voor de waargerionien daling van het aantal (gewenste) kmderen.  De
toegenoinen mogelijkheden op de arbeidsmarkt voor vrouwen en de hogere lonen ver-
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hogen de opportuniteitskosten van het opvoeden van kinderen. Tot WO II dienden
kinderen ook als verzekering voor de oude dag van hun ouders. Zij werden geacht
voor  hen te zorgen,  ook in financieel opzicht. Echter,  mede als gevolg  van de invoering
van publieke pensioenvoorzieningen werden kinderen niet langer gezien als een noodza-
kelijke individuele investering voor de oude dag. terwijl zij dat op maatschappelijk
niveau natuurlijk wel zijn gebleven: de publieke pensioenen worden immers groten-
deels omgeslagen zodat de huidige generatie (de kinderen) nog steeds zorg draagt voor
de hen voorafgaande generatie (hun ouders). Als gevolg van de invoering van een pub-
liek pensioenstelsel kunnen individuen zonder (of met weinig) kinderen 'meeliften' en
wordt liet positieve exteriie effect dat kinderen genereren geIiegeerd.

Toenemend pessimisme met betrekking tot de toekomstige pensioenvoorzieningen
zal ertoe leiden dat men minder consumeert gedurende het werkzanie leven (om zo in
de eigen individuele  oude  dag te voorzien middels private bespariIigen). Dit heeft  tot

gevolg dat ook de uitgaven aan kitideren afneinen. hetgeen resulteert in een kleiner
aantal kinderen (als fertiliteit endogeen is en kinderen niet meer worden beschouwd als

een investering voor de oude dag). Bovengenoemd pessinlisme kan zowel rationeel zijn
of slechts gebaseerd zijn op een algemeen gevoel van onbehagen.  Desalniettemin zal een
dalend geboortecijfer leiden tot een daling van de afhankelijkheidratio en (bij ongewi-
jzigd beleid) dus tot een lagere publieke peilsioenuitkering. Hier is duidelijk sprake
van een zogeheten 'self-fulfilling prophecy'  Ook een toename van de verwachte lev-
ensduur zal leiden tot hogere besparingen en minder consumptieve uitgaven gedurende
het werkzame leven  (en  dus ook minder kinderen). Zo wordt hier aangetoond  dat  een
langere levensduur een lager geboortecijfer tot gevolg kan hebben, hetgeen de vergrijz-
ingsproblematiek alleen  nog  maar  nicer  versterkt.

In hoofdstuk 4 worden pensioenen en kinderbijslag geanalyseerd in een model waarin
evenals in het voorgaande hoofdstuk fertiliteit endogeen wordt verondersteld. Onder
kinderbijslag wordt hier niet alleen de geldelijke bijdrage van overheidswege verstaan.
doch het geheel aan voorzieningen voor kinderen zoals gesubsidieerde kinderopvang
en studiefinanciering. Het raamwerk voor de analyse vormt een kleine open economie
waar zwak-altruYstische individuen nut ontlenen aan materiele consumptie en het aan-
tal kinderen dat zij opvoeden. Kinderen herbergen twee externaliteiten. Ten eerste
impliceert een extra kind een hogere toekomstige productie en ten tweede verlaagt een
extra kind de netto financiale vermogenspositie per hoofd van de bevolking. Ouders
die geen rekening houden met deze externaliteiten zullen hoogstwaarschijnlijk kiezen
voor een suboptimaal aantal kinderen.  In dit hoofdstuk wordt echter aangetoond dat de
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marktoplossing zonder overheidsingrijpen Pareto-optimaal is daar beide externaliteiten
elkaar precies opheffen. Als de overheid echter herverdeelt tussen generaties dan kaIi
het optimum niet meer bereikt worden via het alleen maar toepassen van lump-Suril

overdrachten. Nu is er nog een extra instrument nodig om effectief het aantal kinderen
per huishouden te berin·loeden.  Als de overheid in het bijzonder herverdeelt vati jong
naar oud via eeri pensioezisysteeni gebaseerd op het onislagstelsel herbergen kinderen
een positief extern effect en draagt eeii kiliderbijslagsysteem ertoe bij dat het optimum
kan worden bereikt. Het wordt zelfs aangetoond dat een verlaging van de pensioen-
premies gecombineerd met een verhoging van de kinderbijslag ertoe kan leiden dat zowel
de huidige generaties als ook de toekomstige generaties beter af zijn. Dit is gelegen
in het feit dat een hogere kinderbijslag tot een hoger kinderaantal zal leidezi, hetgeen
weer een verbreding van de premiebasis met zich meebrengt. Bovendien impliceert een
groter aantal kinderen ook een directe verhoging van de welvaart van de ouders.

In de delen II en III van dit proefschrift laten wij de veronderstelling van endogene
fertiliteit los en beschouwen we het geboortecijfer uitsluitend als een exogene grootheid.
Vergrijzing kan dan gemodelleerd worden als een tijdelijke of permanente daling van
dit geboortecijfer. In hoofdstuk 5 analyseren wij de politiek-ecoriomische aspecten
van een overgang van een omslagstelsel naar een kapitaaldekkingsstelsel, waarbij in
principe ieder individu zorg draagt voor zijn eigen pensioenopbouw. Het raamwerk
wordt gevormd door een representatieve democratie, waarbij de politieke beslissingen
genomen worden door gekozen politici, en niet direct door het volk zoals bijvoorbeeld
wordt verondersteld door Browning  ([19751, zie hoofdstuk 2).   In het bijzonder trachten
wij de vraag te beantwoorden of in een vergrijzende samenleving een hervorming van
het pensioenstelsel politiek haalbaar is. We beschouwen een situatie met twee partijen:
een rechts-georienteerde partij die bereid is intragenerationele rechtvaardigheid af te
ruilen tegen intergenerationele efficientie,  en  een links-georienteerde partij,  die  niet  wil
tornen aan de rechtvaardigheid binnen een en dezelfde generatie. We tonen aan dat in
een economie waar de rentevoet slechts beYnvloed wordt door de verhoudingen op de
internationale kapitaalmarkt en niet door binnenlandse beslissingen, een door rechts

voorgestelde stelselhervorming een meerderheid van de kiezers achter zich kan krijgen.
Hierbij moet echter worden opgemerkt dat zo'n voorstel alleen politiek haalbaar is als
het een gedegen mix bevat van efficientie en rechtvaardigheid.

Menig econoom bepleit een volledige en snelle hervorming van de huidige pen-
sioenstelsels. Echter, als de huidige pensioenstelsels geen expliciet verstorend karakter
hebben, zal zo'n hervorming er altijd toe leiden dat tenminste *On generatie gecon-
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fronteerd wordt met welvaartskosten. Dientengevolge zal een stelselherziening niet
unaniem toegejuicht worden. Maar in een representatieve democratie hoeven de meeste

beslissingen niet genomen te worden op basis van unanimiteit, vaak is een enkelvoudige
meerderheid al voldoende. Wij veronderstellen dat de electorale steun voor een partij
afhankelijk is van het nut dat verschillende groepen in de samenleving ontlenen aan het
door de partij gevoerde beleid. Partijen op hun beurt maximaliseren hun herverkiez-

ingskans door het nut van deze verschillende groepen tegen elkaar af te wegen, met als
mogelijk gevolg dat vergrijzing ertoe kan leiden dat een partij ervoor kan kiezen het
nut van de ene groep (bijvoorbeeld de ouderen) te verlagen ten gunste van het nut van
een andere groep (bijvoorbeeld de jongeren).

In het bijzonder tonen wij aan dat een stelselherziening alleen politiek haalbaar is
als de beleidsmakers een instrument ter beschikking hebben dat op een effectieve wijze
het spaargedrag van de individuen kan beinvloeden. Een stijging van de spaarquote
is noodzakelijk voor een succesvolle transitie. Een verlaging van de pensioenpremies

ten bate van het omslagstelsel zal tot nutswinst leiden voor de jongeren, daar het ren-

dement op deze premies lager is dan het rendement dat behaald zou kunnen worden
als het premiebedrag gespaard zou zijn voor de eigen oude dag. Als deze nutswinst
van de jongeren, vertaald in politieke steun, mMr dan opweegt tegen de afgenomen
politieke steun van de ouderen, die nu worden geconfronteerd met een lagere uitkering,
is een herziening politiek haalbaar. Om beleidsmakers in staat te stellen de individuele
spaarbeslissing te beYnvloeden, en dus een stelselherziening tot stand te brengen, wordt
een situatie met een kapitaalbelasting beschouwd. De linkse partij zal deze kapitaalbe-

lasting nooit verlagen om besparingen te stimuleren omdat zij niet bereid is te tornen
aan de intragenerationele rechtvaardigheid. De rechtse partij is daarentegen wel bereid
Om via een vermindering van de negatieve prikkels van een kapitaalbelasting op het
spaargedrag intragenerationele rechtvaardigheid op te offeren voor een toename van de
efficientie van intergenerationele herverdeling. Tenslotte tonen wij aaii dat eeii reclits
hervormingsvoorstel slechts dan tot verkiezingswinst voor de rechtse partij kan leiden

(in een rechtsreeks duel met een links voorstel dat het huidige omslagstelsel intact laat)
als er al een verstorende kapitaalbelasting aanwezig is (waardoor de huidige spaarquote
te  laag  is).

Hoofdstuk 6 is een vreemde eend in de bijt daar dit hoofstuk zich met name richt op
de analyse van de politiek-economische en economische gevolgen van een toename in
de snelheid van de technologische vooruitgang en niet zozeer op de gevolgen van vergri-
jzing. We dragen een mogelijke oplossing aan voor het raadsel dat in ontwikkelde lan-
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deti overheidsuitgaven voor ouderai zo draIziatisch gestegen zi.in in de periode na WO
II. terwijl tegelijkertijd de arbeidsparticipatie van ouderen zeer drastiscli is gedaald.

Browning (  19751,  zie  eveneetis  hoofdstuk  2  van dit proefschrift) draagt  eell  Oplossilig

aan voor het eerste gedeelte vaii deze oiitwikkeliIig. Hij toorit aaik dat beleid op het
gebied van herverdeling in democratieen vaak ten faveure van de oudere gexieraties uit-
pakt. De gestegen uitgaven voor de ouderen kunnen echter niet geheel verklaard warden

uit de veranderende samenstelling van de bevolking onidat het aantal oudereii Iliet ill
die mate is toegenomen als de stijging in de uitgaven zou doen vermoeden.  Dus nioeten
er andere krachten aanwezig zijn. Het tweede deel van het raadsel, de afgenomen arbei-

dsparticipatie van met name oudere mannelijke werknemers wordt vaak verklaard op
basis van instituties binnen de socialezekerheidswetgeving die vervroegde uittreding, al
dan niet bewust, bevorderen.

Mulligan en Sala-i-Martin dragen vanuit een public-choice perspectief een gezamen-
lijke oplossing aan voor beide deleii vaii het raadsel. Zij stellen dat pressiegroepen 11it

naam van de ouderen succesvoller zijn als deze ouderen gepensioneerd zijn. Het moge
duidelijk zijn dat wanneer de leden van een pressiegroep meer tijd spenderen aan poli-
tieke activiteiten, de invloed van deze pressiegroep zal toenemen. Nog belangrijker
echter is het feit dat gepensioneerdeil een gezamenlijk doel hebben, nanielijk een zo

hoog mogelijke pensioenuitkering.  Dit in tegenstelling tot de beroepsbevolking. waarbij
allerlei verse:hillende, vaak haaks op elkaar staande belangen een rol spelen. Mulligan en
Sala-i-Martin tonen dan ook aan dat het voor pressiegroepen die de ouderen vertegen-
woordigen voordelig is hen tot vervroegde uittreding uit het arbeidsproces te bewegen.

In dit hoofdstuk dragen wij een alternatieve verklaring aan voor boven beschreven on-
twikkeling. Stel dat een individu zijn tijd kan verdelen tussen werk, vrij tijd en politieke

bezigheden zoals deelname aan een pressiegroep. Dan zal het optimale arbeidsaanbod
en het optimale aantal uren dat men besteedt aan politieke activiteiten zodanig wor-

den gekozen dat de marginale opbrengst  van een uur extra werk (de geldende loonvoet)
precies gelijk is aan de marginale opbrengst van een uur tijdsbesteding op het politieke
vlak. Als nu de snelheid waarmee de technologie voortschrijdt toeneemt (bijvoorbeeld
door een revolutionaire ontwikkeling op het ICT-vlak) en hierdoor de opgedane bek-
waamheden sneller verouderen gedurende het arbeidzame leven, dan zullen ouderen
eerder hun tijd besteden aan politieke activiteiten dan nog langer te participeren in
het arbeidsproces, waar nu toch minder vraag is naar de voor hen specifieke kwaliteiteti

(hetgeen zal resulteren  in een lagere loonvoet voor oudere werknemers). Deze redener-

ing vormt een alternatieve interpretatie van het feit dat enerzijds de arbeidsparticipatie
van ouderen zo drastisch is gedaald en anderzijds de herverdeling zo ten faveure van
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hen is toegenomen: oudereIi zijn niet alleen steeds vroeger met pensioen gegaan onidat

het socialezekerheidsstelsel dit meer en meer stimuleerde, maar ook oindat door hun
dalende arbeidsproductiviteit met Ilaille politiek bedri,iven een steeds productievere
tijdsbesteding is geworden. Tevens wordt er aangetoond dat deze verandering in alter-

natieve tijdsbestedingen kan leiden tot een daling van de algehele welvaart, ondanks

de toegenomen technologische vooruitgang.

In hoofdstzik 7 van deel III wordt gekeken naar de internationale consequenties van ver-
grijzing  en de invloed  vaii  de  vornigeviiig  van  de nat ioiiale pensioerisstelsels hierop.   Ill

een globaliserende wereld waar kapitaalmarkten steeds meer geliberaliseerd en gelnte-
greerd raken, zullen larideIi in toenemencle mate benivloed worden door gebeurtenisseri

elders. In het bijzonder zal vergrijzing gevolgen kunnen gaaii liebbeIi voor met nanie de
welvaart in een groot aantal landen, die zelf niet of in niindere mate gebukt gaan onder
een toenemende afhankelijkheidsratio. Feldstein  ( 1974) toont  aan dat een onislagstelsel

de nationale besparingen negatief beinvloedt.   De  afgenomen besparingen hebben  tot

gevolg dat de kapitaalvoorraad slinkt en dat dus ook de productie per capita afneenit.

De ornvang van deze gevolgen hangt echter voor een groot deel af van de grootte en de
openheid  van  een  economie.  in  casu  de  mate waarin kapitaal iiiternat ionaal mobiel  is.

In een gesloten ecoriomie zal een groter onislagstelsel de besparingeii clrukkeri eri dlis
de rentevoet opdrijven zodat de investeringsquote en de kapitaal-arbeidsverhoudiiig
zullen afnenien. In geval van een grote opeii econozizie en internationale kapitaalrrio-
biliteit.   zal de neerwaartse  clruk  van  een  onislagstelse.1  op  de  besparizigen  ook  andera
landen bernvloeden.  Onidat besparillgell lager zullen zijn iii landeti Inet relatief oillvall-

grijke omslagstelsels. is kapitaal relatief schaars waardoor liet een groter reiidenient zal
genereren. Dit leidt tot eeii kapitaalvluclit uit landen lilet relatief kleiIic ornslagstelsels.
hetgeen weer liogere rentevoeten tot gevolg zal hebben.

Net zoals Buiter (1981) beschouWeIi we een model niet twee landeti. maar nu met
elk een pensioensysteem gebaseerd op het omslagstelsel.  Deze kumlell verschillen iri
omvang en de manier waarop ouderen en jongeren geconfronteerd worden met de las-
ten van een gestegen afhankelijkheidsratio. Voorts veronderstellen wij dat een van
beide landen vergrijst.  om  zo  te  analyseren  dat  de  Ineeste  OECD-landon op verschil-
lende tijdstippen en iii verschillende mate worden geconfronteerd met een oplopende

afhankelijkheidsratio. We laten zien dat het effect op lange termijn vaii vergrijzing op
de kapitaal-arbeidsverhouding afhatigt van met name de onivang van de oinslagstelsels.
Voorts is er ook een grote rol weggelegd voor de mate waarin het omslagstelsel voorziet
in intergenerationele risicodeling. Naarmate de risicos meer zijn gespreid over ouderen
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en jongeren zullen de welvaartsiinplicaties van vergrijzing beperkter zijn.

In hoofdstuk 8 tracliten wij de vraag te beantwoorden of Inigratie. en dan vooral de
instroom van migranten in vergrijzende landen, ee11 oplossing voor de vergrijzingsprob-

lematiek zal vormen. Vaak stelt men dat immigratie van jongere werknemers de pijn als

gevolg van een toegenomen afhankelijkheidsratio zal verlichten daar dit een verbreding
van de premiebasis tot gevolg zal hebben. Zo bepleit Borsch-Supan   (1994)   humi

gratie voor een vergrijzend Duitsland en laat Storesletten (2000) zien dat Inigranten.

afhankelijk van hun leeft. ijd en capaciteiten, per saldo een positief effect hebben op de
Amerikaanse begroting. In dit hoofdstuk wordt migratie niet als een exogene grootheid
beschouwd maar worden de prikkels voor mobiele werkenden 0111 in een vergrijzend land

in te stromen of om het te verlaten geanalyseerd. Deze prikkels kunnen zowel het gevolg

zijn van het effect van vergrijzing op de loonvoet als ook van politiek gernduceerde ve-

randering van de premiedruk.
In ons raamwerk onderscheiden we twee soorten arbeid, waarvan er een mobiel is

en de ander niet. Als gevolg van deze aanname is het niet eenduidig dat vergrijzing
van de gehele beroepsbevolking tot een stijging zal leiden in de (bruto) loonvoeten
voor beide soorten arbeid. De uiteindelijke verandering in de loonvoeten is oiider meer

afhankelijk van de manier waarop het productieproces georganiseerd is (met name de
afhankelijkheid van beide soorten arbeid  van de zogelieten vaste factor  in  productie),
en de relatieve afname van het fertiliteitsgetal van beide soorten. Als in het bijzoil-
der mobiele arbeid wordt gekenmerkt door een groot aandeel van nligranten en hun
nakomelingen, en als het geboortecijfer van deze migranten minder snel afneemt dan

dat van de autochtone beroepsbevolking, dan kan mobiele arbeid minder schaars wor-

den met als gevolg een dalende loonvoet en dlls een prikkel tot emigratie.
Niet alleen veranderingen in de bruto loonvoet maar ook verschuivingen in de pre-

miedruk kunnen leiden tot migratieprikkels. Als bijvoorbeeld de kosten van vergrijzing
voor een groot gedeelte gedragen moeten worden door de beroepsbevolking, kan dit tot
een extra prikkel om te emigreren leiden. De politieke consequenties van een vergri-

jzende samenleving maken dit een zeer waarschijnlijk scenario: de relatieve toename
van het aantal ouderen zal tot meer politieke invloed van deze groep kunnen leiden en
zo tot een stijging van de pensioenpreniies die de beroepsbevolking in het kader vati een
omslagstelsel moet afdragen. We laten zien dat zelfs als vergrijzing op lange termij 11

leidt tot de gewenste immigratie, er op korte termijn sprake kan zijn van emigratie. als

de gestegen pensioenpremies tot een lager netto loon leiden (zelfs al is de bruto loonvoet
toegenomen).   In dit geval  kan het generaties duren voordat het eveIiwicht  met  immi-
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gratie uiteindelijk wordt bereikt. Op basis van deze analyse kunnen we concluderen
dat de ouderen iii ieder geval een gedeelte van de welvaartskosten van vergrijzing zelf
zullen moeten dragen daar het mobiele gedeelte van de beroepsbevolking deze kosten

kan ontlopen via eiziigratie.

In het laatste hoofdstuk onderzoeken we de effecten van vergrijzing op de migratiebesliss-
ing van mobiele jongeren iii de aanwezigheid van oinslagstelsels met verschillende vor-
rnen van risicodeling tussen generaties. Het gebruikte raamwerk is een vereenvoudigde
versie  van het model van hoofdst uk  8.    Xlet   name  is  de  mate van intergenerationele
herverdeling niet oriderlierig aari politieke krachten niaar zullezi wij omslagstelsels 1,e.k-

ijken waarbij enerzijds het afhaiikelijkheidsratiorisico volledig wordt gedragen door de
beroepsbevolking en anderzijds door de pensioengerechtigden. In dit verband is dit
hoofdstuk complemeiitair aan hoofdstuk 7.

Als in het bijzonder de oudereii de kosten van vergrijzing moeten drageii. dan zal een
verwachte daling vaii liet gel,oortecijfer al tot een uitstroom vati jongeren leiden meteeti
\·anaf het moment dat bekeiid worclt dat de bevolking in de toekonist zal vergrijzen.
Dit anticiperend gedrag is gelegen i Ii liet feit dat iii dit geval vergrijzing zal leiden tot

een daling van de peilsioetiuitkering, waarop men natuurlijk zal anticiperen door te
ernigreren. Deze emigrat ie  zal  op haar beurt  weer  tot een kleinere  premiebasis  leideii,

waarop  men  dan  weer  zal  anticiperen  met  eniigratie. Dit proces  vaii  anticipereride
emigratie zal starten op liet momeikt dat de toekoinstige daliTig vaii liet geboorteci.jfer
bekend zal worden.

Wanneer het afhaiikelijklieidsratiorisico volledig wordt gedragen door de beioeps-
bevolking dan zal vergrijzirig leideti tot ecii stijging van de premiedruk oni zo de uitk-
eringen op cell constant Iliveail te lioudeti. De gestegen prenziedruk zal vervolgens

samen Tnet de veranderende saineristelliiig vati de kleiner geworden beroepsbevolking
weer leiden tot een veranciering van de netto loonvoct en dlls tot in- of uitstrooiii Van
mobiele arbeid. Het is eetivoudig iii te zieit dat liet politieke proces uit het vorige
hoofdstuk een combinatie is raii de bride hierboven beschreven polaire gevallen. daar
in   hoofdstuk   8 de politieke  (MIisequeiities   vaii vergrijzing leidden   tot een spreiding

van de aaii vergrijzing ret·bonclen kosten over zowel het niet-mobiele gedeelte van de
beroepsbevolkirig  als  over  de  iliet   111(.er  Inobiele pensioengerecht igden.

Tenslotte wordt aangetoond dat wanneer er aan een omslagstelsel rechten wor-
den ontleend (men gaat er - teti onrechte - vanuit dat de premies die zijn afgedragen

gedurende het arbeidzame leveli recht geveli  op eell toekomstige uitkering). het stelsel
op lange termijn niet te handhaven blijkt te zijn.
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